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Foreword to the 2nd Edition  
by Dmitry Kaminskiy

In my 2020 book, Longevity Industry 1.0: Defining the Biggest and Most Com-
plex Industry in Human History, we distilled the complex assembly of deep 
market intelligence and industry knowledge that Deep Knowledge Group and its 
Longevity-focused subsidiaries (including Longevity.Capital and Aging Analyt-
ics Agency) have developed from 2013 to 2020 into a full-scope understanding 
of the Global Longevity Industry. In doing so, we provided its first truly compre-
hensive definition and framework.

Deep Knowledge Group’s work toward creating a truly comprehensive, action-
able and relevant Longevity Industry Framework began in earnest through the 
release of its first formal industry framework in 2017/2018 through the publica-
tion Aging Analytics Agency’s 1000+page Longevity Industry Landscape Over-
view 2018 (Volume I: The Science of Longevity and Volume II: The Business of 
Longevity).

Aging Analytics Agency was the First to Formulate in 2018
the Term ‘Longevity Industry’

These two special analytical case studies marked the start of the company’s 
long-standing mission to comprehensively structure the industry’s breadth and 
complexity by identifying, classifying, and profiling all participants in the Global 
Longevity Industry ecosystem, applying AI, modern data science, and Big Data 
analysis for industry analytics to make this information available through a va-
riety of open-access reports and analytics. 

http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.dkv.global
http://www.longevity.capital
http://www.aginganalytics.com
http://www.aginganalytics.com
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Longevity-Industry-Landscape-Overview-2017-V1.pdf
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
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Longevity Industry Framework 

This inaugural analytical report not only coined and popularized the term “Lon-
gevity Industry” for the first time, during a period in which most professionals 
were still referring to it as the anti-aging industry, but also led to Aging Analytics 
Agency’s exclusive contribution of the definition of the industry in its entry ‘Lon-
gevity Industry’ for the Encyclopaedia of Gerontology and Population Aging, the 
world’s largest and most comprehensive encyclopaedia on aging and Longevity 
compiled and edited by Danan Gu (Population Division of the United Nations 
Department of Economic Social Affairs Population DivisionNew York USA) and 
Matthew E. Dupre.

Aging Analytics Agency’s unique and exclusive contribution of the ‘Longevity Industry’ entry 
in the Encyclopaedia of Gerontology and Population Aging (pages 2995-3002).

These reports, quickly followed by several dozen region and industry-specific 
special analytical case studies and interactive IT-Platforms, could not have 
come at a more opportune time, as the period of 2017-2019 marked a serious 
turning point for the industry, and signified its transition into the mainstream 

http://www.link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-3-319-69892-2_1117-1
http://www.link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-3-319-69892-2_1117-1
http://www.link.springer.com/referencework/10.1007/978-3-319-69892-2
http://www.link.springer.com/referencework/10.1007/978-3-319-69892-2
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and its recognition as a topic quickly being on-boarded by top-tier financial and 
investment media (with several high-profile conferences organised by The Econ-
omist, Financial Times, Bloomberg, UBS, Credit Suisse, Julis Baer and others), 
and integrated into the strategic agendas of major investment and financial 
corporations.

Global Longevity Ecosystem by Sector

 

Source: Longevity.International’s Global Longevity Ecosystem IT-Platform

It was during this period that Aging Analytics Agency quickly established itself 
as the world-leading provider of Longevity Industry analytics, forecasting and 
benchmarking, producing two landmark reports in 2017 and 2018 which defined 
the industry for the first time and coined the term Longevity Industry (which at 
that time was still benign referred to as life extension and anti-aging). Since 
then the company has produced dozens of open-access and proprietary analyt-
ical reports, case studies, IT Platforms and Big Data Analytical Dashboards. The 
company serves as an Official Member Organization of the United Nations NGO 
Committee on Ageing, a Strategic Partner of the Metabesity Conference Series 
in Washington D.C. (the largest in the USA), and a Founding Partner of the origi-
nal UK All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity Secretariat in 2019.

http://www.longevity.international
http://www.appg-longevity.org
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As a result, Deep Knowledge Group now owns the world's largest Longevity 
Industry database, encompassing 50,000+ companies, 12,000+ investors, and 
1,200+ R&D hubs across 20 sectors and 160 subsectors, covering over 9.5 mil-
lion data points in total. Backed by the Big Data analytics and sophisticated 
data visualization capabilities of Deep Knowledge Group, this project took the 
form of a single coherent Global Longevity Big Data Analytics IT System. 

Longevity Investment Dashboard Built by Deep Knowledge Group

While my 2020 book, Longevity Industry 1.0: Defining the Biggest and Most 
Complex Industry in Human History, summarized these developments and pro-
vided for the first time a relevant and robust introductory text for decision-mak-
ers of all types across many industries, from science to medicine, finance, 
investment, technology, and more, on the current state, promise, and potential 
of Longevity Industrialization. However, so much activity has occurred, both 
within the broader industry and within Deep Knowledge Group itself, since that 
book’s publication that the time has come to release a substantially updated 
and revised second edition to provide a tangible, precise, and relevant snapshot 
of the industry as of Q1 2022.

Indeed, Deep Knowledge Group’s work toward defining the Longevity Industry 
and creating and publicly disclosing our internally developed frameworks for 
tangible analysis, systematization, and forecasting of the industry to optimize 
our own strategic decision-making in this domain remains as important today 
as it was when we first published the 2020 edition of the book. 

Even though the Longevity Industry has witnessed unprecedented levels of 
growth and maturation over the past decade, the term Longevity per se, and 
its definition, remains unclear to many major industry participants (and to in-
vestors in particular), who continue to associate Longevity with topics such as 
typical anti-aging skin creams or the fitness and wellness industries. 

This simplistic conception could not be further from the truth. Longevity is the 
deepest of all DeepTech sectors and occupies the very forefront of advanced 

https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard 
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard 
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com
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biomedicine. It sits right at the intersection of many domains of Frontier Sci-
ence and Technology and encompasses all biomedical, non-biomedical (tech 
and IT-based), governmental, and financial sectors that have an impact on 
population Healthspan (the period of life free from age-related disease and dys-
function), Wealthspan (the duration of financial stability across the lifecycle), 
and quality of life. It has massive implications for the integrity and stability of 
those national economies that lie at the intersection of the two opposed meg-
atrends of Longevity Industrialization (increases in population Healthspan) and 
population aging (an increase in the percentage of people aged 60 and above 
in the population). The need, therefore, for a tangible, yet digestible, industry 
summary of the industry, such as this book, is greater now than ever before. 

To preserve the book’s role as a digestible, yet precise, tangible, and actionable 
introductory text to the Longevity Industry, and to keep its length manageable 
for the types of industry decision-makers it is targeted toward, several Deep 
Knowledge Group subsidiaries and affiliates have also produced a first-of-its-
kind 500-page industry digest, Longevity Industry Journal 2022, designed to 
be read in conjunction with this book, serving as an objective and an unbiased, 
factual snapshot of the Global Longevity Industry in its full breadth as of Q1 
2022.

The Journal presents up-to-date summaries, investment and sector-specific 
digests, key market trends, and near-future forecasts of the full scope of Lon-
gevity Industry developments as of Q1 2022. This information is compressed 
into digestible and easily understandable summaries and chapters, to distill 
only the most important takeaways required for investors, entrepreneurs, med-
ical professionals and practitioners, policymakers, financial executives, and 
other Longevity Industry professionals. This will help them to optimize their 
decision-making, effectively plan their near-future strategic agendas for 2022 
and beyond, and to obtain tangible and reliable state-of-the-market intelligence 
and digests on the continued, multifaceted evolution of the global megatrend 
of Longevity Industrialization.

Taken together, Longevity Industry 1.0: Defining the Biggest and Most Complex 
Industry in Human History (2nd Edition) and Longevity Industry Journal 2022 
represent the latest practical outputs from this nearly decade-long journey to 
define, analyze, benchmark, forecast, and tangibly understand the full breadth 
and depth of the Global Longevity Industry. We believe the information in this 
book will help readers to formulate, optimize, and efficiently execute their own 
strategic decision-making as much as it has our own.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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My Story: Making Longevity 
Industrialization My Life Mission

Prior to my entry into the Longevity Industry, I was a successful financial indus-
try professional and bank-owner, comfortable with working only for that most 
simple form of wealth - capital. That all changed in 2013 when I met my first 
scientific mentors, Aubrey de Grey and Alex Zhavoronkov, who introduced me 
to the science of aging and Longevity, igniting a decade-long journey that has 
culminated in my embrace of a much more tangible and valuable asset class 
(Health as the New Wealth) and ROI (the creation of additional Health-Adjusted 
Life Expectancy [HALE] and Quality-Adjusted Life Years [QALY] for global hu-
manity), and the championing of Longevity Industrialization as my life’s work, 
mission and purpose.

Soon after making this commitment, the venture arm of the DeepTech con-
sortium which I founded as the main vehicle for leveraging and accelerating 
DeepTech for social good and human progress, Deep Knowledge Group, made 
its first investment in the Longevity Industry, providing the seed funding in 2014 
for Alex Zhavoronkov’s AI for Longevity and Drug Discovery company, Insilico 
Medicine (which has since gone on to raise over $300 million from follow-on 
investors).

http://www.dkv.global
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You never own monetary capital, you can only borrow it, and you can’t take it with you when 
death comes for you. My introduction to the rising trend of Longevity Industrialization in 2013 
prompted me to leave behind the pursuit of monetary wealth and embrace the much more 
tangible and valuable asset class of Health as the New Wealth.

It was during this time that I also assumed the position of Managing Trustee 
at the Biogerontology Research Foundation, the UK’s oldest Longevity-fo-
cused charity, founded in 2008, and an organization that has gone on to make 
more progress towards the classification of aging as a disease than any other 
entity through its submission of a successful proposal to the World Health 
Organization that led to the addition of a new disease code for ‘Aging Re-
lated” (XT9T) during the last revision round of the WHO’s ICD-11 (a disease 
classification system which is only revised once every 10-15 years). My work 
here provided a much more tangible understanding of the Longevity R&D and 
policy landscape.

It was also during this time that I began participating in increasing numbers 
of top-tier Longevity conferences, witnessing in real-time the industry’s 
on-boarding by high-caliber brands and players, and its transition from the 
fringes of science to the mainstream of business, investment, medicine, pol-
icy and media.

While these events in 2016-2017 (and the normalization of Longevity as a topic 
for top-tier conferences by The Economist, Financial Times, Bloomberg, Julius 
Baer, UBS and others)  marked the beginning of Longevity’s emergence of Lon-
gevity’s rise to mainstream prominence, the trend has only continued since then. 

http://www.bg-rf.org.uk
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Dmitry Kaminskiy Presents and Deep Knowledge Group Co-Hosts Big Data 
Science in Medicine 2014 at Oxford University
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Dmitry Kaminskiy speaking at Longevity Industry conferences  
organized by The Economist, the Financial Times  

and other top-tier financial publications

Two relevant recent examples include keynote addresses which I have on the 
topic of Investing in Longevity and the Future of Human Longevity, respectively, 
at the Davos Longevity Investment Forum during the 2022 World Economic 
Forum in Switzerland and the Ecosystems 2030 conference in Spain (founded 
by Dr. Omar Hatamleh, Head of Technology Integration for ISRU at NASA, and 
organized with significant support from the Spanish government (including on 
the conference’s Honorary Committee the King of Spain, His Majesty Filipe VI, 
and Inés Rey García, the Mayor of A Coruña).

Deep Knowledge Group General Partner Dmitry Kaminskiy delivering Keynote Address at the 
Ecosystems3030 Conference in Spain (organised with the support from the King Spain, His 

Majesty Filipe VI, and Inés Rey García, Mayor of A Coruña)
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Deep Knowledge Group General Partner Dmitry Kaminskiy delivering Keynote  
Addressat the Davos Longevity Investment Summit During the  

World Economic Forum’s 2022 Annual Meeting

In 2015 I took my commitments in this arena even further by launching my ‘123 
Prize’ - a $1 million award for the first person to celebrate their 123rd birthday 
and beat the current human lifespan record holder Jean Clament, who lived to 
122.5 years, with the goal of inspiring individuals to take their heathspans into 
their own hands, and to accelerate progress in Practical Human Longevity.

Within the very first year of making Longevity Industrialization my life's mission, 
in 2013, and increasingly more as my professional activities extended beyond 
investment to include philanthropy, scientific R&D and policy, I quickly I came 
to realize that the Longevity Industry (which at that time was still being referred 
to as the anti-aging industry) faced several under-acknowledged and very sys-
temic issues - namely, that almost every different domain of Longevity (science, 
industry, policy, investment, etc.) had different definitions and conceptions of 
what Longevity means, and that the unprecedented complexity of the field 
(caused by its unique technological intersectionality, and the fact that it sits at 
the very forefront of sophistication and advancement in its various domains, 
from science to entrepreneurship, investment, finance and policy).
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These two issues not only present substantial challenges to optimal stra-
tegic decision making, and the formulation and execution of tangible, suc-
cessful strategies that are aligned with reality. They also are the cause of 
substantial amounts of disharmony in the industry, resulting in unnecessary 
inefficiencies and bottlenecks for translating the potentials of Longevity into 
real-world, market-ready practicality. I realized that developing successful 
approaches to these systemic issues would be the most actionable way to 
accelerate the developmental trajectory of industry progress, growth and 
stabilization.

Seeking to make headway towards this goal, both for the optimization of the 
strategic decision making of Deep Knowledge Group and to accelerate industry 
progress as a whole by developing the tools that would enable other industry 
players to more tangibly structure their own business models and strategic 
agendas, I founded the world’s first dedicated Longevity analytics company, 
Aging Analytics Agency, in 2013 in order to profile the full global scope of the 
industry, and establish the foundation for the first truly deep understanding of 
how it should be defined, 

Over the subsequent 9 years, Aging Analytics Agency has worked to compre-
hensively structure the industry’s breadth and complexity by identifying, classi-
fying, and profiling all participants in the Global Longevity Industry ecosystem, 
applying AI, modern data science, and Big Data analytics to to develop frame-
works and analytical tools capable of withstanding the industry’s unprecedent-
ed complexity, and conducting dozens of sector and region-specific analytical 
case studies, IT-Platforms and Big Data Analytical Dashboards, making much (if 
not the majority) of the outputs of this work available to all industry participants 
in an open-access manner.

http://www.aginganalytics.com
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The fruits of these labours have made themselves clear, not only optimiz-
ing Deep Knowledge Group’s own Longevity Industry strategic agenda and 
activities, but also resulting in the first truly comprehensive and tangible 
definition of the industry, the first definitive Longevity Industry Framework, 
and the development of the world’s largest Longevity Industry database 
(encompassing 50,000+ companies, 12,000+ investors, and 1,200+ R&D 
hubs across 20 sectors and 160 subsectors, and covering over 9.5 million 
data points).

In 2019, recognizing that the two most accelerative trends that would have 
the biggest impacts on overall industry growth and stabilization will be the 
on-boarding of Longevity by national governments and high-calibre financial 
corporations (the industry participants who hold the most significant sums 
of wealth), I decided to prioritize Longevity Policy and Governance within my 
own scope of professional activities, and the financial commoditization of 
Longevity within the Longevity Financial Industry (a term coined by Aging 
Analytics Agency, who produced the first analysis of the sector). 

Meanwhile, during this same period, Deep Knowledge Group made the de-
cision to prioritize its Longevity Financial Industry activities, and to take a 
more ecosystemic approach to industry development by working towards 
establishing integrative financial infrastructure to support the industry as a 
whole, forming a bridge between Longevity companies and the conservative 
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financial and investment communities (unleashing unprecedented levels of 
capital for further industry growth and stabilization), and creating the funda-
mental systems required for the Financial Commoditization of DeepTech and 
Longevity.

This took the form of a number of decisive actions in 2022, including:
11   Establishing a dedicated subsidiary, DeepTech and Longevity Industry 

Financial Advisors, to act as Deep Knowledge Group’s practical vehicle in 
these matters, committed to building an integral investment and financial 
industry infrastructure (platforms, indices, exchanges, novel Longevity fi-
nancial instruments and derivatives) to support the commoditization of the 
DeepTech and Longevity Industries as fundamentally new asset classes.

11   Our September 2022 investment into Longitude Exchange, a leading dig-
ital marketplace dedicated to trading longevity risk, connecting hedgers 
and investors on a platform optimized for transferring longevity risk in 
index-based format

11   The launch of several Longevity Big Data Analytical Dashboards via our ded-
icated AI and Data Science Division, including dashboards on the Longevity 
Financial Industry, Longevity Investment, Public Longevity Companies,

11   The launch of Longevity Financial Club, a first-of-its-kind venue and plat-
form for financial industry professionals to discuss and stay up to date on 
the latest trends in the massively untapped multi-trillion opportunity of the 
Longevity Financial Industry, which held their inaugural event at the prestig-
ious Oxford and Cambridge Club in London, UK with speakers from Price-
waterhouseCoopers and Club Vita (among others), and a second event on 
Longevity FinTech and InvestTech in the Sky Lounge of the landmark Shard 
building, followed closely an Annual Longevity Christmas Reception at the 
UK House of Lords in December 2022.

https://www.longevity.finance/
https://www.longevity.finance/
https://d1jtwi238m4qhm.cloudfront.net/longitude-exchange/LongitudeExchange-SeedInvestmentPressRelease.pdf
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/public-longevity-investment-dashboard
https://www.longevity.network/
https://www.longevity.network/post/longevity-financial-club-launched-at-oxford-and-cambridge-club
https://www.longevity.network/london-fintech
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Shard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Shard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Shard
https://www.longevity.network/longevity-christmas-reception
https://www.longevity.network/longevity-christmas-reception
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As these personal and organizational activities continue to progress, and 
as the overall levels of complexity, diversification and technological inter-
sectionality characteristic of the Longevity Industry continue to increase 
and accelerate, it became increasingly clear during the period of 2020-2022 
that the same approaches and priorities that I myself and Deep Knowledge 
Group have adopted and developed, based on a continuous stream of da-
ta-driven inputs curated by Deep Knowledge Group’s 10+ analytical sub-
sidiaries, need to be embraced and on-boarded by more industry players in 
order to truly accelerate Longevity Industry growth and stabalization, and 
the translation of its practical beneficial impacts on citizens and national 
economies.

It is with the more widespread dissemination of these approaches (and of the 
same data-driven insights, analytics and forecasts that have informed Deep 
Knowledge Group’s own industry activities) in mind that I decided, as part of em-
bracing the acceleration of Longevity Industrialization as my life’s true purpose, 
to release my first book in 2020, Longevity Industry 1.0: Defining the Biggest and 
Most Complex Industry in Human History, my second book in 2021, Biomarkers 
of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D, 
The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity and Tangible Investment 
Decision Making and De-Risking, as well as a larger series of forthcoming do-
main-specific Longevity Industry books. It is my hope that these books serve as 
efficient vehicles to make available to other industry players the same insights 
that has contributed to my own success in this arena, as well as the success 
of Deep Knowledge Group as a whole, in order to accelerate the delivery of the 
Longevity Industry’s true socioeconomic dividends and humanitarian benefits. If 
these efforts add even just one additional HALE or QALY to global humanity, it will 
all have been worth it, and I will have succeeded in my goal.

http://www.dkv.global/analytics
http://www.dkv.global/analytics
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/deeptech-commoditization-anastasia-lit
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com
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Chapter 1. Top Facts and Myths  
About Longevity

Top 10 Longevity Myths

Aging doesn’t matter until you get old.

On the contrary, actions taken to optimize health in middle age can have multi-
plicative effects on Healthspan across future decades. Aging begins when life 
begins, and it is much easier to increase Longevity by optimizing health in early 
adulthood and middle age than in old age when much of the damage is already 
done. As recognition of Health as the New Wealth and Longevity as a new and 
most valuable asset class continues to grow, we will see increasing numbers of 
young and middle-aged individuals taking control of their health and Longevity 
with the expectation of living 100+ year lifespans. With this recognition, the 
current paradigm of reactionary treatment will be replaced by a whole-lifecycle 
approach to health and Healthspan management.

“Life extension” means being older for longer, prolonging your final years of 
frailty.

While many believe that life extension will just make them old for longer, in reality, 
no substantial prolongation of lifespan can occur in humans without Healthspan 
extension – i.e., an extension of the healthy period of life free from age-related 
disease and dysfunction. Significant lifespan extension will be a secondary con-
sequence of Healthspan extension. Because the diseases of old age are merely 
symptoms of the root mechanisms of aging, which we discuss in this book, 
years of illness and disease will be shortened so that lifespan is lengthened.

Longevity Industrialization will increase overpopulation.

Science and demography very definitively show that increased quality of life 
and life expectancy lead consistently to declines in the birth rate. As the popu-
lation’s Longevity increases, the birth rate will decrease. Not only are we likely 
to see no effect on population and ecology, but we may also even see these 
areas improve as a result of Longevity Industrialization. These risks are further 
neutralized by the fact that demographers are now concerned about declining 
population growth and are seeking ways to boost it.
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Longevity Industrialization will lead to ecological collapse.

The myth of Longevity-caused environmental catastrophe in the form of 
increased pollution for example ignores the rate of technological progress. 
Feasible solutions for reducing the earthly environmental impact of humanity 
(renewable energy and a post-oil energy economy, cheap water desalination, 
indoor farming and vertical infrastructure, more efficient city design, etc.) exist 
and are being developed to scale. Additionally, serious efforts (by both govern-
ments and some of the largest and wealthiest tech corporations) are already 
being made toward space colonization and the off-loading of environmentally 
hazardous industries to orbital colonies.

Healthy life extension will only be available to the wealthy.

Like all technological innovations, market-ready Longevity technologies will be-
come available to the wealthy at first and will then be very quickly developed to 
scale, decreasing in cost and entering the arena of highly accessible consumer 
goods. This was true for almost all categories of technology for the past 100 
years, from washing machines and automobiles (now ubiquitous even in rural 
areas of developing countries) to internet access and smartphones. Mean-
while, because governments have pressing economic incentives to increase 
Longevity in the general population, we will see a concerted political push for 
companies to scale these technologies and make them accessible to people of 
all income brackets as quickly as is technically possible.

Healthspan extension is still futuristic and experimental.

The realistic prospect of Longevity Industrialization is now normalized and 
mainstream. It is the focus of hundreds of companies, many large market-cap 
corporations (public companies), and some of the world’s largest investors. It 
is completely mainstream within the global scientific community, and it is now 
actively embraced by some of the largest global financial corporations. Many 
governments have made Longevity Industrialization a central component of 
their national industrial strategies, and some of them are actively executing ini-
tiatives aiming to extend their National Healthy Longevity (i.e., population-level 
Healthspan).

I can’t do anything about my own Longevity today.

While the most dramatic effects on human Healthspan and lifespan will come 
from R&D-stage experimental medicines, there is a wide range of scientifical-
ly validated techniques, technologies, and approaches to extending human 
Healthspan that are available today, ranging from extremely simple and acces-
sible tools such as diet, exercise, supplements, and lifestyle to more complex 
(but increasingly consumer-grade) instruments such as early diagnostics and 
prognostics. These approaches can already produce tangible effects soon after 
being adopted, but their long-term effects are greater the earlier a person begins 
adopting them in their life (i.e., their effects on Healthspan for the middle-aged 
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will be greater than for the elderly). Furthermore, the impact and effectiveness 
of these market-ready approaches will soon become hugely multiplied by 
near-future advances in Biomarkers of Human Longevity.

I’ll need to wait for the experimental medicines of the future to radically extend 
my own Healthy Longevity.

The complexity, cost, accessibility, and sophistication of viable Longevity tech-
nologies is large and variable. Healthspan extension beyond what is possible 
with diet, exercise, supplementation, and early diagnostics does not need to wait 
for the most sophisticated and experimental medicines to arrive on the market. 
Before we see the arrival of Longevity-focused gene therapies and regenerative 
medicine, we will see a steady stream of more normative Longevity-focused 
drugs (e.g., pills). Moreover, biomedicine itself will increasingly shift from out-
dated one-size-fits-all approaches to increasingly personalized and preventive 
approaches. Even before this, we will see the rise of consumer-accessible 
frameworks based on Biomarkers of Human Longevity (a concept discussed in 
Chapter 7) capable of adjusting personal Longevity regimes more precisely to 
achieve much greater levels of safety and impact.

Doctors already know how to prolong Longevity. If there was more I could be 
doing, my doctor would have already told me about it.

Unfortunately, most doctors have zero knowledge of Longevity Medicine or 
the coming paradigm shift away from reactionary single-disease treatment 
(i.e., what your doctor learned in medical school). Only recently has medicine 
begun to aggregate the data that is needed to offer serious recommendations 
for Healthy Longevity, and progress in defining hype vs. reality is still slowed 
by many biases, a lack of consensus on the frameworks for validation, and 
the outdated thinking of 20th-century medicine. While change is happening, 
and we are beginning to see the rise of reputable Longevity Medicine courses 
for doctors, for now, you should not expect any proactive or relevant help to 
optimize your own Healthspan from your doctor. You need to become the CEO 
of your own health and take the task of furthering your Longevity into your own 
hands.

Focusing on Longevity is selfish when we have so many other more pressing 
problems we should be working on.

There is no larger source of preventable death, disease, and reduced quality of 
life for individual humans, and no larger risk factor for global socioeconomic 
decline or collapse, than aging. Aging causes 100,000 deaths per day (36.5 
million deaths per year). The cost of treating the elderly (even ignoring the cost 
of treating age-related diseases that start in middle age) accounts for anywhere 
from 50% to 65% of total national healthcare spending in most developed econ-
omies. Extending Healthspan by just 1 year would confer economic savings of 
€35 trillion and €334 trillion over 10 years. We need to remember that Longevity 

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.nature.com/articles/s43587-021-00080-0
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Industrialization is not about a selfish pursuit of living longer but the socially-in-
clusive pursuit of a higher quality of life, less suffering, and greater happiness, 
productivity, and opportunity for global humanity. Aging is the root cause of all 
noncongenital and noninfectious diseases, and it is the top factor affecting the 
future socioeconomic stability and integrity of the global economy. There is 
no greater, more pressing problem, challenge, or opportunity for humanity than 
Longevity Industrialization. Period.

Top 10 Counterintuitive Facts About Longevity

Longevity Industrialization is not a choice but a fundamental requirement for 
the future socioeconomic stability of humanity.

Embracing, adopting, and supporting Longevity Industrialization is not a choice 
for national governments; it is a fundamental necessity. The majority of devel-
oped countries suffer from demographic aging, and this issue is only growing. 
The economic burden of this global megatrend will cripple healthcare, pension, 
and social welfare systems. Left unaddressed, it will severely cripple nation-
al economies and may lead to their total collapse. The only viable solution is 
for governments to proactively develop national strategies to enable popula-
tion-level Healthspan extension. Doing so will benefit their long-term economic 
viability, costing less than it will enable them to save.

Practically functional Longevity technologies are available to consumers 
today.

Contrary to popular opinion, there are a number of practically working technolo-
gies capable of optimizing health and extending Healthspan. These range from 
inexpensive and accessible (diet, exercise, and supplement-based approaches) 
to more expensive and specialized (IHHT machines, advanced diagnostics and 
prognostics, etc.). The myth that there are no Practical Longevity technologies 
available today stems from a lack of standardized, relevant, modern, unbiased, 
and personalizable frameworks for validating efficacy and distinguishing hype 
from reality. Surmounting this barrier takes a substantial amount of deep ana-
lytics and research capabilities beyond the scope available to an average con-
sumer. More detailed coverage of these topics can be found in my forthcoming 
interactive book Practical Longevity: the Complete Guide on How to Celebrate 
Your 123rd Birthday.

The majority of Longevity companies operating today will not contribute to the 
real-world delivery of Practical Human Longevity.

The Longevity Industry faces a fundamental and systemic issue and challenge: 
over-reliance on animal model validation (e.g., mice). Due to the complexity of 

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.arkprokop.com/_files/ugd/caa6db_3184b2d959ac4760a0d5290e511589df.pdf
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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aging and the need to treat the root causes of biological aging underlying many 
diseases, rather than individual surface-level disease targets, the failure rate in 
translating animal results to humans is likely to be much higher than in normal 
biomedicine. Meanwhile, the majority of both private and public companies 
operating in this sphere have not yet progressed to clinical (i.e., human) trials, 
and their valuations and market capitalizations are based on preclinical results. 
In practice, unfortunately, this means that most Longevity companies operating 
today will have zero impact on Practical Human Longevity.

Most Longevity investors actually know less about Longevity than you will 
after reading this book.

Due to the widespread reliance on animal model data for the valuation of Lon-
gevity start-ups and the market capitalization of public Longevity companies, 
most Longevity Industry investments made to date will not result in approved 
human drugs and will yield zero ROI. On top of this, Longevity Industry mega-
complexity (described in Chapter 3) means that the legacy system approaches 
for investment strategy de-risking, investment target identification, and due 
diligence, which worked in BioTech investing, will not work for Longevity. While 
more sophisticated approaches to the design of Longevity clinical trials and sci-
entific due diligence among companies may help this, they will not be enough 
on their own. More sophisticated, data-driven InvestTech approaches to invest-
ment analytics and forecasting, strategy formulation, portfolio construction, 
target identification, due diligence, and valuation are required. Relevant and 
realistic approaches to de-risking Longevity investments do exist, but they have 
not been adopted by the majority of active investors.

The increasing number of Longevity IPOs we are witnessing may have nega-
tive, rather than positive, long-term effects on Longevity Industry growth and 
stability.

While the emergence of Longevity public markets may signal an indisputably 
positive maturation of the industry, in reality, they may present more of a long-
term risk to investor sentiment and industry stability, given the high number of 
companies that have gone public solely based on positive results in model or-
ganisms (e.g., mice). If a critical mass of clinical trial failures occurs, it may lead 
to substantial declines in investor sentiment and a substantial loss of available 
capital for Longevity companies. We have already seen numerous real-world 
examples of the negative effects of this fundamental industry flaw play out in 
practice, with public Longevity companies that made their IPO based on animal 
results, resulting in large declines in their market capitalization following failed 
clinical trials and an inability to replicate positive animal results in humans. The 
adoption of more sophisticated, relevant, and realistic approaches to IPO due 
diligence, valuation, and regulatory standards, which emphasize human valida-
tion, can lower this risk.
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Clinical trials are not the only way to validate Longevity technologies in hu-
mans.

Longevity clinical trials are just one framework for validating the safety and 
effectiveness of Longevity techniques and technologies in humans on a large 
scale. The next several years will see the adoption of several consumer-grade 
frameworks for safe self-experimentation and the formulation and optimization 
of personal Longevity regimes. Foremost among these will be high-frequency 
monitoring of biomarkers of aging and health combined with AI-mediated chip-
on-skin-based subtherapeutic dosing and real-time adjustment of compound 
composition, dosing (level and proportion of cocktail components), and other 
parameters, culminating in the full-scale realization of the concept of Digital Av-
atars. More detailed coverage of this can be found in my 2021 book Biomarkers 
of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D, 
the Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity Tangible Investment Deci-
sion Making and De-Risking.

Clinical trials are not even sufficient, by themselves, for the validation of Lon-
gevity technologies. Other frameworks (or significant clinical trial reforms) are 
required.

Current clinical trial frameworks suffer from a number of legacy system fea-
tures and bottlenecks, which will make their use for Longevity technologies 
more difficult than for one-size-fits-all, so-called blockbuster drugs, and which 
will make the reliability and validity of their results more difficult to interpret. 
Standardized frameworks for biomarkers of aging will be required to measure 
the Healthspan-extending effects of drugs in reasonable lengths of time. Yet, 
this has not been achieved to date; nor has it been recognized in a widespread, 
industry-consensus manner as a fundamental necessity. Meanwhile, the cur-
rent lack of cohort (trail participant) stratification into different demographic 
groups (analyzed individually by age, gender, ethnicity, health status, disease, 
comorbidity status, etc.) in clinical trials will introduce high error rates for 
Longevity drugs, which likely need high degrees of personalization (in dosing, 
composition, cocktail proportioning, etc.) to be effective. There is, therefore, a 
pressing need for Longevity clinical trial reform or the adoption of safe methods 
of self-experimentation and validation.

The Longevity Financial Industry is not just another sector of the Longevity In-
dustry. It is the key to the industry’s further growth, maturation and stabilization.

The shortest-term application of the Longevity Financial Industry will be the 
delivery of products and services that enable Wealthspan to match the pace 
of extended Healthspans, providing financial wellness over extended periods 
of Healthy Longevity. But its most important contribution to the future of the 
industry will be in the creation of markets, entities, and financial instruments 
capable of bridging the gap between Longevity start-ups and the conservative 
and institutional investment community. This will enable the influx of unprec-

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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edented (and nearly limitless) amounts of investment capital to fuel the next 
stage of the Longevity Industry’s growth. More detailed coverage can be found 
in my forthcoming book Longevity Financial Industry: Health as the New 
Wealth, Longevity FinTech, WealthTech, InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech, and 
the Coming Rise of Longevity Banks, Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, 
ETFs, Indices, Novel Financial Instruments and Derivatives.

Longevity Industrialization may solve the issues of overpopulation and eco-
logical collapse rather than intensify them.

Besides being unlikely to directly exacerbate or cause issues of overpopulation 
and ecological degradation, Longevity Industrialization might help solve them. 
As explained in my forthcoming book, Longevity Industry 2.0: DeepTech En-
gineering the Accelerated Trajectory of Human Longevity: the Blueprint and 
Pathway from Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0, Longevity Industrialization is part 
of a larger trend, involving the full-scale commodification and democratization 
of DeepTech and leading to the 5th Industrial Revolution, that will necessarily 
involve the expansion of humanity beyond Earth. Many Longevity technologies 
have fundamental overlaps with Space Medicine and will make health preserva-
tion during space colonization possible. Longevity is also a “Meta-Technology” 
(a technology that accelerates the obtainable rate of technological progress) 
and something that will fuel innovation in the development of approaches to 
combat overpopulation and ecological degradation. More detailed coverage of 
these topics can be found in my forthcoming book The 5th Industrial Revolu-
tion: The Future Is Faster but Much More Complex Than You Think.

Longevity will dominate politics and decide the fate of national elections by 
2030. Government provision of HALE and QALY will become a fundamental 
citizen right.

A combination of trends, including narrowed windows of opportunity for gov-
ernment action to combat the economic pressures of Aging Population, main-
stream recognition of Longevity Industrialization, and the emergence of the first 
Longevity Valleys (concentrated Practical Longevity hubs) will place the topic 
of Longevity at the center of political debates and policy platforms. The pro-
vision of added Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy (HALE) and Quality-Adjusted 
Life Years (QALYs) by governments to their electorate will be seen as a basic 
political duty and a fundamental citizen right. More detailed coverage of these 
topics can be found in my forthcoming book Longevity Politics: Longevity 
Technocracy, Modern Approaches to Policy, Governance and National Indus-
trial Strategies, and Longevity as the New Political Priority of the 21st Century.

http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.oncotarget.com/article/24461/text
http://www.5revolution.tech/book
http://www.5revolution.tech/book
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
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Chapter 2. The Global Megatrend  
of Longevity Industrialization: the Rise  
of the Biggest and Most Complex Industry 
in Human History

Outline of Sections

Longevity Industrialization: 2010-2022

The Longevity Industry’s Journey From Geroscience R&D to the Very 
Frontier of Science, Technology, Advanced Biomedicine, Finance, and 
Governance

Longevity as the Biggest, Most Complex, and Most Ethical Industry in 
Human History

Windows of Opportunity: Longevity as the Inflection Point of the 
Biggest Challenges and Opportunities Facing National Economies in 
2022-2030

“The future Longevity Industry not only has the logical potential to be-
come the wealthiest in all history but also represents the most ethical 
way of doing business.”

– Dmitry Kaminskiy in Longevity Industry  
Landscape Overview Volume II: The Business  

of Longevity (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)

11

11

11

11

http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
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Longevity Industrialization: 2010-2022

The use of the term “Longevity'' to describe technologies for extending human 
lifespan and Healthspan has evolved greatly over the past decade. In the early 
2000s, it referred primarily to scientific research into aging and age-related dis-
eases, biomedical interventions, biotechnology, and regenerative medicine for 
aging.

This began to change in the 2010s when a global megatrend of Longevity Indus-
trialization began to emerge from a set of intersectional synergies between a 
broad but quantifiable range of specific DeepTech and Frontier Technology do-
mains, encompassing all biomedical, nonbiomedical (tech and IT-based), gov-
ernmental, and financial sectors that have an impact on population Healthspan 
(period of life free from age-related disease and dysfunction), Wealthspan 
(duration of financial stability across the lifecycle), and quality of life as well as 
the integrity and stability of national economies.

Although a general hype around the possibility of technologically-enabled 
Longevity had already arisen among the Silicon Valley-centered biomedical 
community at the turn of the 21st century, Deep Knowledge Group was the 
first entity able to define and predict a fully-fledged Longevity Industry and 
formulate actionable frameworks for industry analytics, forecasting, and 
benchmarking capable of managing the industry's unprecedented complexity, 
multidimensionality, and technological intersectionality. It also had a hand in 
coining and popularizing the term “Longevity Industry” itself, now widespread 
common practice, during a time when most stakeholders were still referring 
to life-extension and anti-aging. Specific technologies and industries encom-
passed by these Longevity Industry frameworks include advanced biomedi-
cine, Precision Health, geroscience, Preventive Medicine, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), FinTech, WealthTech, HealthTech, AgeTech, InsurTech, and InvestTech, 
among others.

Consequently, the term “Longevity Industry” is now widely used in political and 
financial circles to refer to the response of global industry to the challenge of 
global demographic aging – increasingly recognized in the mainstream media 
and referred to as the “Silver Tsunami.” The industry is now discussed as a 
specific, largely propositional future industry whereby people alive today benefit 
from a nexus of emerging technologies (biomedical, digital, and financial) for 
facilitating longer, healthier working lives, which subsequently enables them 
to live long enough to benefit from the market-ready emergence of even more 
sophisticated technologies capable of even more robust human Healthspan 
and lifespan extension.

Across this ultimate developmental timeline, the earliest market-ready impacts 
on population Healthspan will be facilitated by the various biomedical innova-
tions making up Longevity Medicine (defined and described in Chapter 8 of this 
book) at the convergence of data-driven Preventive Medicine and Biomarkers of 
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Human Longevity, facilitating modest but nonetheless actual population-level 
Practical Longevity. These would then give way to products of advanced Lon-
gevity Science such as effective geroprotector drugs and Longevity therapeutics 
(defined and described in Chapter 6). Wealthspan-extending technologies would 
help populations remain financially stable across these extended Healthspans 
while the rise of Longevity Politics (defined and described in Chapter 11) and 
the Longevity Financial Industry (Longevity public markets, Longevity stock ex-
changes, indices, and financial instruments, defined and described in Chapter 
10) would fuel a huge influx of investment capital to continue and accelerate 
the industry growth.

Global Longevity Ecosystem by Sector

Source: Longevity.International’s Global Longevity Ecosystem IT-Platform

This industrialization of Longevity would be considered complete when Healthy 
Longevity (as measured by metrics such as Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy 
or HALE, which is a measure of the number of remaining years that a person 
of a certain age is expected to live in a healthy state, free from age-related dis-
ease and disability) can be regarded as an asset class in itself. With most other 

http://www.longevity.international/global-longevity-ecosystem
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major threats to population health having either been defeated or subdued in 
developed societies, our oldest and ultimate enemy, aging, still awaits us.

However, there are psychological barriers standing in the way of intelligent co-
ordination and investment in this nascent industry. Some people would rather 
die than face and accept the real potential of progress in Longevity. This is why 
societies have invented artificial ways of holding wealth such as money, power, 
and fame instead of applying their greatest energies toward realizing the only 
true forms of value and wealth – life, health, and Longevity.

These are the barriers that this book attempts to tear down. We, at Deep 
Knowledge Group and its various Longevity-focused subsidiaries, consider it 
our duty to share the insights that we have developed over the past 8 years on 
the present state and near future of Longevity Industrialization with the public 
to help ever-greater numbers of industry participants and stakeholders across 
science, investment, finance, entrepreneurship, policy, and governance to real-
ize and embrace both the feasibility and the ultimate socioeconomic benefits of 
extending Healthy Human Longevity.

The Longevity Industry’s Journey From 
Geroscience R&D to the Very Frontier of Science, 
Technology, Advanced Biomedicine, Finance,  
and Governance

The Longevity Industry, defined and described in this book, began with basic re-
search into the biology of aging in the 20th century; it expanded with the emer-
gence of advanced aging biomedicine at the turn of the 21st century and then 
blossomed with the development of novel financial and digital technologies.

In 2014, with these developments already underway, Deep Knowledge Group’s 
flagship, Longevity-focused analytical subsidiary Aging Analytics Agency cor-
rectly predicted the 2018 boom in Longevity Industry investments and activity 4 
years in advance. The Agency believed that the industry’s runaway growth was 
inevitable, having considered its extremely strong prospects for profitability and 
its potential to deliver substantial ROIs while providing more benefit to humani-
ty than any other industry in history.

In more recent years, even the most conservative entities, including top-tier 
business and finance media brands like The Economist, the Financial Times, 
Bloomberg, and large financial institutions and investment banks have ac-
knowledged the emergence of this industry and its impact on other economic 
sectors. Nowadays, these entities regularly host conferences and release ana-
lytical reports on Longevity for politicians such as parliamentarians and their 
own institutional and high-net-worth individual (HNWI) clients.

http://www.aginganalytics.com
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Aging Analytics Agency has also long considered the industry's runaway 
complexity to be as inevitable as its growth. While most, if not all people, 
still automatically link the idea of “Longevity” with the science of aging, 
Aging Analytics Agency analyzes Longevity as something driven more by 
a synergetic convergence of multiple intersecting sectors and subsectors. 
While many analysts and investors consider the Longevity Industry to be of 
relatively limited scope, consisting of core anti-aging therapies at the fore-
front of advanced biomedicine, our work in many segments of the Longevity 
Industry has led us to define it much more broadly to include sectors that lie 
entirely outside of biomedicine such as AgeTech, WealthTech, FinTech, and 
the emerging Longevity Financial Industry, sectors that are much closer to 
market readiness and market capitalization than the anti-aging biomedicine 
sector. Deep Knowledge Group has been working for the past 8 years to 
landscape and understand this global, multifaceted industry through the 
work of Aging Analytics Agency, which has gained the Longevity Industry’s 
deep understanding through tens of thousands of pages worth of public and 
proprietary analytical reports.

Longevity as the Biggest, Most Complex  
and Most Ethical Industry in Human History

The global megatrend of Longevity Industrialization has progressed sub-
stantially over the past 5 years. Longevity has gone from being from a fringe 
area of science to a major strategic priority to large and reputable investors, 
the conservative scientific community, entrepreneurs and start-ups, finan-
cial corporations, and even national governments.

The industrialization of Longevity has the potential to provide the greatest 
improvements to quality of life, workforce productivity, and the ability to 
neutralize looming economic risks associated with healthcare, pension, and 
social security systems or budgets. In short, Longevity Industrialization 
should be seen by governments as the key to long-term economic sustain-
ability.

Moreover, as developments in this arena continue, we can expect that the 
maintenance, optimization, and extension of citizens’ healthy lifespan will 
be seen as a fundamental right of citizens and the duty of governments 
to guarantee it. It can be expected that by 2030, the electorates of most 
developed nations will demand that their governments fulfill this duty.

The extent to which governments work to proactively support and develop 
the emerging national asset class of Healthy Longevity will determine which 
nations thrive in the face of the Silver Tsunami, the wave of global popula-
tion aging sweeping from east to west. It will also decide which countries 
succeed in avoiding massive economic shortfalls as a result of population 
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aging and in leveraging the global megatrend of Longevity Industrialization 
to create new sources of economic growth and stability for the benefit of 
their citizens and economies.

The uniquely intersectional nature of the Longevity Industry, together with the 
fact that it is emerging at the center of a complex web of advanced domains of 
science, technology, finance, and governance, means that the task of understand-
ing the industry presents more challenges than in any other industry in history. 
The interaction and exchange of so many fields of frontier human activity into a 
single concentrated inflection point is creating extreme levels of its complexity.

This complexification has multiple causes.

One cause is that Longevity is a multitrillion-euro opportunity. Older people 
are the fastest-growing demographic group globally, with around 2.5% annual 
population growth compared to 0.7% for the entire global population. Through 
their growing numbers, older adults represent a dynamic emerging market and 
human capital resource. The multitrillion market of 1 billion people currently in 
retirement is the world’s 7th Continent.

Source: Longevity Investment Digest Q4 2021

The Global Longevity Economy reached €27 trillion in 2021 and shows a sta-
blelevel of growth that will enable it to reach €33 trillion in 2026. According to 
the most conservative estimates, it now accounts for 20% of global GDP.

This growth is driven by the general development of the elderly care sector, en-
hanced by advances in IT, FinTech, and other digital technologies and solutions.

And in 2020, the needs, products, and services of the 7th Continent suddenly 
grew yet more complex. Technology and the internet have become even more 
important in the lives of older people since the COVID-19 pandemic. Internet 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/7th-continent
http://www.aginganalytics.com/investment-digest
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use in the 65-74 age group has increased from 52% in 2011 to 83% in 2019, 
which means older people are closing the generation gap in technology usage. 
Older people are not just using their computers either; they are branching out 
into mobile phones and tablets, too. The challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic 
requires a different approach to older adults, which should consider the diversi-
ty of functional states and health characteristics of this population.

While the Longevity Industry has stronger prospects for growth than any in-
dustry in history, its high degree of complexity poses substantial challenges 
and risks: specifically, the risk of fraudulent claims of progress such as that 
experienced in gene therapy, for example, the effects of which could be drastic 
and set the industry’s progress back substantially.

For all the above reasons, the overall size, complexity, and market capitaliza-
tion of Longevity is set to dwarf all other industries, from real estate to energy 
and many, many others. As a consequence, the challenges and opportunities 
it poses to its participants and stakeholders will also grow. Moreover, some of 
the developments in the Longevity Industry forecast to occur before 2030 can 
de-risk and stabilize the industry to the point where it is not just as big but also 
as stable as industries like real estate and energy.

All things considered, the Longevity Industry is set to become the biggest indus-
try in human history. It has the potential to transform the global demographic 
challenge of an Aging Population into the opportunity and asset of Healthy 
Longevity, turning a source of stagnation into a thriving wellspring of growth, 
prosperity, and stability.

The approaching demographic challenge, though unavoidable, is not insur-
mountable. And, more importantly, if addressed strategically and proactively, 
this challenge can be transformed into the most significant opportunity hu-
manity has ever faced.

Windows of Opportunity: Longevity as  
the Inflection Point of the Biggest  
Challenges and Opportunities Facing  
National Economies in 2022-2030

The situation we are currently being forced to consider is two opposed meg-
atrends: Aging Population and Advancing Biomedicine.

The median age of populations of many countries in the world has been rising, 
in some cases slowly, in many cases rapidly. This demographic phenomenon 
has been taking place over the past century or so to varying degrees in nearly 
every country of the developed world, including Western and Eastern Europe, 
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North America, Australia and New Zealand, Japan, and South Korea as well 
as some in the developing world, including China, India, and most countries in 
South America.

This phenomenon is known as the Silver Tsunami. It brings many severe 
societal and economic challenges, but, as this book argues, human will 
and ingenuity can refashion these challenges into opportunities.

Two Possible Scenarios of Longevity Megatrends

This figure illustrates the two opposed megatrends of advanced  
biomedicine and the Silver Tsunami.

The social and economic ill consequences of Aging Population can only be 
remedied in the long term by ensuring that while the numbers of older adults 
increase, there is a corresponding increase in the age at which people remain 
healthy and productive.

In other words, the increase in HALE, the age up to which people can live rela-
tively healthy productive lives, has to keep pace with the rise in life expectancy 
to avoid the widening of the age bracket in which people are alive but unable 
to work productively, relying on taxes and economic outputs to maintain their 
health and livelihood.

Developed nations are set to either succeed or fail in the face of the oncoming 
Silver Tsunami. Their success will depend on how proactively they deploy broad, 
well-funded national plans to extend Healthy Longevity and financial reform to 
neutralize the economic pressures of their aging populations.

There are already signs that this is happening. In medicine, partly in response 
to the growing gap between life expectancy and HALE, a paradigm shift is 
slowly occurring from a treatment-focused system to a personalized, precise, 
patient-participatory, and prevention-based system (known as P4 Medicine, 
which, when applied to Longevity, we in Deep Knowledge Group call Longevity 
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Medicine). Artificial Intelligence (AI) will play a major role in obtaining this de-
gree of precision.

The AgeTech sector, for example, is advancing particularly rapidly in the form of 
personal devices designed to help the elderly to improve their health and quality 
of life; various innovations in finance designed to make their lives easier and 
more financially secure; and various government initiatives around the world, 
ranging from investment in biotechnologies to continued education for the el-
derly and WHO-certified Age-Friendly Cities.

But coordinated action is required. Ultimately, the public, governments, and 
active industry participants will determine whether population growth and in-
creases in life expectancy impact the world positively or negatively.

This book seeks to explore the technological, political, and financial means 
of taking control of this situation on an industrial scale and transforming the 
deficit model of aging into the opportunity and asset model of Healthy Lon-
gevity.

And therein lies the opportunity to turn Longevity from a liability into an asset.

We examine the current state and prospects of the highly complex, multidimen-
sional, nascent, but rapidly expanding industry that has the power to transform 
a source of stagnation and economic loss into a source of new health, wealth, 
and prosperity.

To achieve this, there is no great need or urgency to develop any new, revolu-
tionary technologies or therapies.

Most developed nations already have the technological means to increase 
HALE through Preventive Medicine, advanced biomedicine, socioeconomic 
policies, and lifestyle changes.

In most instances, the technologies pushing forward the Longevity frontier have 
reached roadblocks that can only be cleared by government coordination. The 
roadblocks to progress are not scientific or technological but political.

Fortunately, government initiatives are springing up all over the globe, many of 
which will improve coordination of technological progress and overcome barri-
ers to this progress. Thus, they will directly influence Healthy Longevity and the 
probability of living long enough to benefit from advances such as P4 Medicine 
and regenerative medicine.

These initiatives range from the industrial strategies of the United Kingdom and 
Japan to the elderly care banks of Switzerland, to the places of continued learn-
ing for the elderly in China, to the WHO-certified Age-Friendly Cities cropping up 
on every continent.

But all these government initiatives are strictly limited. In Switzerland, for ex-
ample, where the state of research into Precision Medicine procedures is very 
advanced, the fragmented healthcare system significantly impedes the neces-
sary national coordination and harmonization of biobanks, electronic clinical 
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information systems, and clinical data management infrastructures, the need 
for which will be made clear in subsequent chapters.

This situation will only be turned around when Longevity can be regarded 
safely as an asset again, just as it was historically, back when developments 
such as the ability to make it through middle age in good health (with one’s job, 
health, and teeth all intact) were regarded as a self-evident good from a social, 
economic, and ethical point of view.

Fortunately, things are already beginning to turn. By 2025, we can expect con-
ventional healthcare to have become more focused on the prevention rather 
than treatment of diseases. By 2030, the healthcare industry will continue its 
shift toward P4 Medicine, with governments of all developed countries support-
ing this by making their economies more Longevity-centric.

While many analysts believe that these events are still decades away, the fore-
casting and industry analysis provided by the Aging Analytics Agency shows 
that they will be an industry standard by 2030. In many countries, this will be 
achieved much sooner and become a reality by 2027. For example, personalized 
biomedicine with some elements of Precision Health may be in place by 2024.

To ensure the development of Longevity Industrialization to scale and the reali-
zation of its positive effects on citizens and national economies in a maximally 
socially inclusive manner, the development of the Longevity Economy will re-
quire participation and collaboration between the public and private sectors.

Switzerland, Singapore, the United Kingdom, Israel, the USA, and other devel-
oped nations have the potential necessary to become the world’s first Longevity 
MegaHubs by 2025. To achieve this, ordinary citizens, politicians, IT experts, 
and healthcare professionals have to start working now.

Achieving this scenario will require profound advances and paradigm shifts in 
medicine and technology. Specifically, governments will need to coordinate the 
necessary initial diagnostic analysis by using panels of biomarkers of aging, 
a concept discussed in Chapter 7 executed on a scale at least in the millions. 
This, in turn, requires the aggregation and analysis of vast amounts of health 
data. Longevity is not at this point a medical or BioTech problem but a Big Data 
analytics problem. Some 90% of all the digitized data that have ever existed 
were collected during the last 4-5 years. This rate of data collection is only 
going to increase.

As this progresses, Longevity will become the industry presenting almost equal 
levels of opportunity and risk. The public must be armed with deep knowledge 
and an attitude that is neither too conservative nor too optimistic but reasona-
ble, pragmatic, and realistic.

However, as the Longevity Industry is located at the intersection of the most 
advanced domains of science, technology, medicine, finance, and governance 
in human history, it possesses unprecedented levels of complexity and multidi-
mensionality, necessitating entirely new methods of industry analytics, bench-
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marking, forecasting, and investing to leverage and manifest its opportunities 
and neutralize its risks.

We, therefore, urgently need analytical frameworks that can enable assessment 
and optimization now rather than later. The typical approaches used for ana-
lytics, investment target identification and due diligence that worked for the 
BioTech Industry are destined to fail when applied to the Longevity Industry.

While the challenges that this increasingly complex and multifaceted industry 
poses to the reliable assessment, benchmarking, and forecasting of data are 
daunting, they are not insurmountable. They simply require the rapid develop-
ment of sophisticated, quantitative methods of analysis, and this is exactly 
what Deep Knowledge Group and its Longevity-focused analytical subsidiary, 
Aging Analytics Agency, have set out to do over the past 8 years. More recently, 
these organizations have been analyzing not only the biomedical aspects of 
Longevity but also novel Longevity-related financial frameworks, instruments, 
and derivatives; novel InvestTech for forecasting and due diligence within 
Longevity; and the proactivity, strength, and relevance of the government-led 
national Longevity development plans of various countries.

A key part of Deep Knowledge Group’s mission is to create a robust and so-
phisticated market intelligence and analytical framework that can survive under 
the enormous weight of the complexity of the Longevity Industry. This is the 
subject of the next chapter.

Summary

Previously, in the tech industry, the term “Longevity” referred primarily to 
research into the biology of aging (geroscience) and rejuvenation biotech-
nologies, things which we here call Longevity Science. It has since evolved 
to refer more broadly to the synergy between six intersecting sectors: Lon-
gevity Science, Longevity Medicine, AgeTech, Longevity Finance, Longev-
ity Governance, and Longevity Ethics.

The term “Longevity” is now widely used in political and financial circles to 
refer to the global industry emerging in response to the challenge of global 
demographic aging, a challenge increasingly recognized in the mainstream 
media and referred to as the “Silver Tsunami.”

As more and more market-ready outputs of this industry accumulate, people 
alive today will benefit from a nexus of emerging technologies (biomedical, 
digital, and financial) for facilitating longer, healthier lives, which will subse-
quently enable them to live long enough to benefit from the emergence of 
even more advanced technologies enabling more substantial healthspan 
extension. This concept is known as Longevity Escape Velocity.

11

11

11
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The industrialization of Longevity is driving the increasing recognition of 
Healthy Longevity, defined by metrics such as Health-Adjusted Life Expec-
tancy (HALE), an asset class in itself and the most valuable form of wealth 
imaginable (this concept is referred to in this book as ‘Health as the New 
Wealth’).

When faced with this vision of progress, people tend to stay in their comfort 
zone and fail to appreciate that the Longevity Industry provides a unique and 
historically unparalleled opportunity for innovations that will enable people to 
live longer, healthier working lives, and which represents the most challeng-
ing, advanced, lucrative and ethical sector for entrepreneurs and investors.

Today, conservative entities, including top-tier business and finance media 
brands like The Economist, the Financial Times, Bloomberg, etc. as well as 
large financial institutions and investment banks, have acknowledged the 
emergence of this industry and its impact on other economic sectors.

In 2014, Deep Knowledge Group’s analytical subsidiary Aging Analytics 
Agency correctly predicted the 2018 boom in Longevity Industry invest-
ments and activity, 4 years in advance, and has continued producing indus-
try-leading analytics, benchmarking, and forecasting to keep track of the 
industry’s evolving dynamics.

The convergence and synergy of advances in science, medicine, technol-
ogy, finance, and governance, is enabling the Longevity Industry to grow 
rapidly. It is almost inevitable that Longevity will come to be recognized as 
both the biggest and the most ethical industry in human history.

Longevity industrialization allows the demographic challenge of Aging Pop-
ulation to be transformed into the most significant opportunity to increase 
human development and well-being and the stability of national economies 
in human history.

While the Longevity Industry has stronger prospects for growth than any 
other industry before it, it cannot flourish further without political coordi-
nation and support. This support is already evident in the many national 
government initiatives that are springing up around the world.

The Longevity Industry exhibits unprecedentedly high degrees of complex-
ity and multidimensionality, owing to the size and scope of the industry 
(which operates at the direct intersection of biomedicine, tech sectors, fi-
nance, policy and governance), to the fact that the approaches used within 
each of its individual sectors are often at the leading edge of advancement 
and sophistication, and to the highly complex nature of biological aging.

This poses substantial challenges for effective decision-making across 
industry, entrepreneurship, investment, science, medicine, finance, policy, 
and governance. For this reason, there is an urgent need among industry 
stakeholders and participants for new methods of analysis, benchmarking, 
and forecasting of equal complexity and sophistication to the industry itself.

11

11

11
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Chapter 3. Formulating the Longevity 
Industry Framework: Data-Driven 
Frameworks To Define and Forecast  
the Megacomplex Longevity Industry

Outline of Sections

Longevity Industry Megacomplexity: Why Longevity Presents Novel 
and Unprecedented Challenges to Legacy Systems and Frameworks 
for Analytics, Forecasting, Benchmarking, and Effective Decision-
Making

Multidimensional Approach for Reliable Analysis and Forecasting in 
the Megacomplex Longevity Industry

Longevity Industry Framework: Defining the Biggest and Most 
Complex Industry

“A mere three years ago the rise of the Longevity Industry was yet un-
thinkable. Now, a mere few years later, it has become unthinkable to 
consider biomedicine without healthy Longevity. The time has come to 
establish a framework for the rising Longevity Industry.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy, in Longevity Industry  
Landscape Overview Volume II: The Business  

of Longevity (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)

11

11

11

http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
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Longevity Industry Megacomplexity: Why 
Longevity Presents Novel and Unprecedented 
Challenges to Legacy Systems and Frameworks 
for Analytics, Forecasting, Benchmarking, and 
Effective Decision-Making

In Chapter 2, we concluded that challenges posed by the Longevity Industry’s 
complexity can only be solved by developing and deploying quantitative analyt-
ics, assessment, benchmarking and forecasting approaches of equal sophisti-
cation and complexity as the industry itself.

This chapter describes the six intersecting sectors of Deep Knowledge Group’s 
Longevity Industry Framework (Longevity Science, Longevity Medicine, Age-
Tech, the Longevity Financial Industry, Longevity Governance, and Longevity 
Ethics), which serves as the foundation basis around which the Group’s Lon-
gevity Industry analytics have been constructed, to provide both a snapshot of 
the industry’s scope and size, and to further outline why this creates a pressing 
need for more advanced analytics for anyone seeking a realistic, tangible and 
actionable understanding of the industry.

Together, these six sectors (and their numerous subsectors) form a very diverse 
and dynamic ecosystem whose already-rapid pace of progress and diversifica-
tion only continues to accelerate, creating massive challenges for concrete un-
derstanding, effective decision-making and strategy formulation, and practical 
forecasting.

Longevity Industry Framework

Longevity Science

Fundamental Research 
on Biology of Ageing

Preclinical Studies AI and ML Research 
Innovations

Rejuvenation 
Biotechnology

Scientific and Clinical 
Data Management

Biomarkers of Ageing 
and Biological Age

Longevity Medicine

Therapy Efficiency 
Monitoring

Personalized in vivo 
and in silico Drug 

Testing

Telemedicine and AI in 
Clinical Practice

Personalized 
Diagnostics

Preventive Procedures 
and Therapies

Age-Associated 
Diseases Management

AgeTech

Cognitive 
Enhancement

Age-Friendly Services 
and Apps 

Entertainment for the 
Older Adults

Elderly Life 
Management Tech

Family Coordination 
Approaches

Smart Homes

Longevity Finance

Longevity Hedge Fund

AgeTech Bank

Longevity Investment 
Bank

Longevity Index Fund

Longevity Derivatives

Longevity Stock 
Exchange

Longevity Governance

National Healthcare 
Budgets

Age-Friendly Cities Longevity-Progressive 
Nation-States

Pension Plans

National Insurance

Longevity 
Development 

Strategies

Longevity Ethics

Healthcare as a Basic 
Human Right

Civil Participation in 
Decision-Making

Age-Friendly 
Environment

Ageism Mitigation

 Social Inclusivity

Logistical Effects of 
Longevity

 Longevity Industry Framework 

Source: Longevity Industry Framework

https://www.frameworks.technology/longevity-industry
https://www.frameworks.technology/longevity-industry
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Whereas 7 years ago it was possible for frontier industries such as Longevity to 
be driven by advances in a single domain or sector, today it is simply impossible 
because the majority of such changes occur at the intersection of two, three, 
or more scientific and technological domains. As just one illustrative example, 
the COVID-19 pandemic has sped up the adoption of AI in domains such as 
healthcare. Artificial Intelligence has demonstrated applications in enhancing 
multiple areas of care, from medical imaging and chronic-disease management 
to population health and Precision Medicine. These algorithms could increase 
the efficiency of care delivery, reduce administrative burdens, and accelerate 
disease diagnosis.

And this is just the beginning of a rapidly expanding trend: the degree of com-
plexity behind these domains and the number of points at which they converge 
and intersect are increasing exponentially.

Currently, these convergences occur in industries where deep science and 
emerging technologies already dominate. However, within the next 3-5 years, 
due to the arrival of advanced technologies, especially in the fields of AI and ad-
vanced biomedicine, we will see other, much more conservative and slow-mov-
ing industries and systems – e.g., the governance of entire countries or entities 
such as pension funds and wealth-management firms – being stimulated and 
transformed by innovations at the intersection of these technologies. This will 
force old systems to evolve in the face of significant technological change 
despite their natural conservatism. So, under the pressure of emerging tech-
nologies, particularly AI, it is inevitable that a similarly rapid pace of disruption 
and innovation absorption will drive the growth of at least some entities in ultra-
conservative domains and sectors.

Global Longevity Ecosystem by Sector

Source: Longevity.International’s Global Longevity Ecosystem IT-Platform

http://www.longevity.international/global-longevity-ecosystem
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Meanwhile, we are also seeing market demand for Longevity-related financial 
instruments emerging alongside more traditional WealthTech solutions as in-
creasing numbers of institutional and conservative investors gain an appetite 
for exposure to the Longevity Industry but are hindered by a lack of the liquid in-
struments and diversified public markets that they prefer to deal with. They are 
also stalled by the ways in which the megacomplexity of the Longevity Industry 
challenges traditional approaches to de-risking investment strategies. Deep 
innovations at the level of financial instruments, institutions, and markets (e.g., 
Longevity stock exchanges and investment banks) will be required to de-risk 
Longevity investment and bridge the gap that is currently preventing the partic-
ipation of institutional and conservative investors. We are already beginning to 
see some of those innovations taking place.

However, the sector faces challenges not only from a lack of fundamental 
infrastructure (instruments, markets, and institutions) but also from growing 
risk. Longevity-oriented derivatives are needed to limit the effects of the Silver 
Tsunami and turn Longevity Risk into a benefit. Longevity-based swaps, bonds, 
options, and other financial instruments are now accessible on the market, but 
investors are wary of them because they are so new. These derivatives have 
some limitations as well, but they could improve significantly between 2021 
and 2025. Longevity indices, Longevity notes, Longevity swaps, and other Lon-
gevity derivatives such as survivor bonds will be among the emerging financial 
products in the Longevity Industry.

Practical outcomes in Healthy Human Longevity, in addition to other variables, 
have driven the need for loan financing, particularly among retirees, over the 
last two decades. Total private debt in the United States climbed from €4.9 
trillion in 2000 to €13.7 trillion in 2021, with debt for people aged over 60 
increasing from €0.55 trillion to €3.3 trillion in just the past two decades. At 
the same time, the percentage of people in debt in this age group increased 
from 12% in 2000 to 23.8% in 2021. Because of the substantial increase in 
home loans after 2018, retirees' debt burden is increasing, creating a need for 
next-generation financial products and services to achieve financially stable 
Human Longevity.

Whether we are optimistic or pessimistic about technology’s incursions into our 
life, the world is becoming more complicated at a rapid rate. Increasingly, we 
begin to realize that the consequence of the evolution of society, economics, 
and management is creating better systems and methods of administering 
them and the complicated human environment. The increase in the complexity 
of modern social and economic systems can no longer be stopped since it fol-
lows from the natural complexity of the surrounding world. We daily "produce" 
a new complexity on an ever-increasing scale.

Thus, complexity becomes one of the critical parameters of decision-mak-
ing in the Longevity Industry. It is characterized, first of all, by a high degree 
of heterogeneity and nonlinearity of the context in which a modern person 
exists.
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Multidimensional Approach for Reliable 
Analysis and Forecasting in the Megacomplex 
Longevity Industry

A revolution is therefore needed in the analytics of the Longevity Industry to 
create relevant and realistic methods of benchmarking and forecasting the 
sector’s levels of complexity. By the same token, a revolution is needed to apply 
those analytics to formulate a modern, comprehensive, and feasible framework 
for all types of industry activity, from science to medicine, entrepreneurship, 
investment, policy and governance.

To ensure an optimal future trajectory of growth for the Longevity Industry, the 
main drivers of progress (Longevity entrepreneurs and investors) need to act 
with care, foresight, and deep intelligence. Equipped with the most up-to-date, 
accurate data, they can deliver and distribute the practical benefits of Longevity 
(an increase in societal health and wealth) as quickly and widely as possible, 
implementing them in such a way as to avoid jeopardizing the future credibility 
and stability of the industry.

To this end, in 2019, Deep Knowledge Group decided to take the Longevity and 
life sciences analytical giga-factory it has been developing since 2013 through 
the activities of its numerous analytics subsidiaries and connect it to an equal-
ly sophisticated and data-driven body, muscle, and actuator: Longevity.Capital, 
a Longevity-focused hybrid investment platform. Backed by the deep market 
intelligence of Aging Analytics Agency, the platform employs novel InvestTech 
solutions to de-risk, diversify, stabilize, and optimize Longevity Industry invest-
ment decision-making.

Longevity.Capital Main Features

Source: Longevity.Capital

Longevity.Capital is a hybrid investment platform specifically focused on the 
Longevity Industry. It structures its portfolio on sophisticated industry intelli-
gence and comparative analytics provided by Aging Analytics Agency. It uses 
hundreds of quantitative and fact-based parameters to identify prospective 
investment targets for the platform, utilizing multidimensional analytical frame-
works as complex as the industry itself.

http://www.dkv.global/analytics
http://www.longevity.capital
http://www.longevity.capital
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For example, the life sciences and biotechnology industries carry certain in-
herent risks due to the complexity of the field, the high standards required for 
scientific validation, the low clinical trial success rate, and the necessarily long 
duration of development required to bring any drug through regulatory testing 
and ultimately to market. These challenges are multiplied by the even greater 
degree of scientific, technological, and regulatory complexity surrounding the 
Longevity and Preventive Medicine industries, as well as by the extreme com-
plexity of the biology of aging itself.

To face and neutralize these challenges, Longevity.Capital employs several 
novel and sophisticated tools, techniques, and approaches to portfolio diversi-
fication and the de-risking of investments to deal with the extremely high levels 
of complexity of the Longevity Industry. This task requires introducing novel, 
sophisticated approaches aligned with the increasing density of the industry 
landscape to deploy its relevant intelligence and analytics and develop modern 
applicable investment strategies for the whole sector.

Aging Analytics Agency is uniquely positioned to provide this in the form of 
unparalleled Longevity Industry market intelligence aggregated and refined 
through its more than 8-year history as the only analytical firm exclusively dedi-
cated to Longevity Industry analytics, benchmarking, and forecasting.

Longevity Industry Framework: Defining the 
Biggest and Most Complex Industry

Formulating relevant, quantitative analytical frameworks for Longevity In-
dustry analysis, benchmarking, and forecasting has been central in the work 
of Deep Knowledge Group and Aging Analytics Agency for the past several 
years. As described earlier, Deep Knowledge Group has constructed a Lon-
gevity Industry analytical framework of six interconnected sectors: Longevity 
Science, Longevity Medicine, AgeTech, Longevity Finance, Longevity Gov-
ernance, and Longevity Ethics. But this more up-to-date definition of “Lon-
gevity” remains unclear to many people, including investors who associate 
Longevity mainly with topics such as behavioral and lifestyle interventions, 
cosmetics, etc.

Indeed, the Longevity Industry is deeply interconnected with specific behavioral 
and lifestyle interventions. However, even the scope and sophistication of tech-
nology-based tools and methods of optimizing day-to-day Healthy Longevity 
are large, rapidly increasing, and much broader (and deeper) than many people 
may realize, extending far beyond simplistic approaches involving diet, exercise 
and supplements, and encompassing DeepTech products and services increas-
ingly available to the modern consumer.
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This leaves us with an industry made up of segments spanning everything, 
from the most disruptive of biotechnologies up to the most accessible lifestyle 
consumer products.

Each of these segments is defined and described individually below.

Longevity Science
As we mentioned in Chapter 2, far too many industry participants link the con-
cept of “Longevity” exclusively with progress in advanced biomedicine and ger-
oscience. But more than that, Longevity Science nowadays is far more complex 
and is driven by a synergetic convergence of multiple interconnected sectors 
and subsectors.

While Longevity Science, being the life science basis of the Longevity Industry, 
is still developing a comprehensive theory of aging intending to intervene in the 
metabolic processes behind it, the early 2000s saw an explosion of interest in 
various forms of both repair (e.g., the application of regenerative medicine to 
aging, gene therapy, cell therapy, and tissue and organ engineering), on the one 
hand, and prevention (geroprotectors and nutraceuticals), on the other.

Longevity Medicine
Longevity Medicine is a term we at Deep Knowledge Group use to describe a 
form of cutting-edge technologies that have already achieved a state of market 
readiness and clinical implementation. It represents a series of paradigm shifts 
toward greater precision, personalization, prevention, and patient participation 
(P4 Medicine), enabled by advances in biomedicine, data science, and AI.

Drug development companies will transition from the current paradigm of 
“blockbuster drugs” (standard drug formulations applicable to many millions 
of patients) to Longevity Medicine – tailoring drugs to the needs of a specific 
patient depending on their age, gender, ethnicity, state of health, and genetics. 
These changes are already being embraced by the medical communities and 
healthcare systems of progressive countries. As Longevity Medicine becomes 
the new norm in the coming years, the new definition of failure will be when 
people are forced to get doctors involved. In a world where Longevity Medicine 
triumphs, citizens will not need to engage with doctors until the very end of life.

The growth of Longevity Medicine can be attributed to the increased devel-
opment of genomic medicines and biopharmaceuticals based on specific 
sequencing data. Furthermore, the development of high-capacity advanced 
sequencing systems will lower the cost of genome sequencing, making the 
development of Longevity Medicine easier.

Consequently, we are currently witnessing a paradigm shift in the BioTech and 
BioPharma industries in real-time: the disruption of drug discovery and the 
development of data science and AI together with the transition from one-size-
fits-all blockbuster drugs toward targeted, individualized treatments.
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Biomarkers of Human Longevity and Data Science at the Core of P4 Medicine

Source: Longevity Biomarker Ecosystem

As the Longevity, Preventive Medicine, and Precision Health industries grow 
and develop to scale, we will see an increasing emphasis on the creation and 
validation of a wide range of biomarkers of aging, the use of which in Longevity 
Medicine will be made clear in subsequent chapters. Continuous, AI-empow-
ered monitoring of these biomarkers of aging will help extend Healthspan and 
maintain human optimal health.

Longevity Finance
The increasing interconnection and synergy among the emerging domains of 
the modern financial industry (i.e., InsurTech, WealthTech, InvestTech, AgeTech, 
Longevity Asset Management, and the Novel Financial Systems) will eventually 
turn Longevity, currently a liability, into an asset – not just a new form of capital 
but a new asset class in itself.

While the majority of practical outcomes in Healthy Human Longevity will be 
driven by Precision Health technologies, they will also require an assembly of 
other, nonbiomedical components, including financial products and services 
such as InsurTech, AgeTech, HealthTech, and WealthTech. Progressive finan-
cial corporations are already onboarding the topic of Longevity in significant 
ways. Meanwhile, increasing numbers of HWNIs and members of the global 
investment community are embracing the emerging paradigm of “Health as the 

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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New Wealth” and recognizing health as the most precious asset. In 2018, UBS 
bank surveyed its HNW clients and found that 50% planned to live past the 
age of 100 years. It stands to reason that such clients will require a far longer 
horizon of financial planning and specifically designed financial products.

However, the role of finance within the larger trend of Longevity Industrialization 
is not just as an integral sector empowering Wealthspan extension to enable 
financial wellness over longer healthy lifespans. The Longevity Financial In-
dustry, in conjunction with the rise of Longevity Politics, is also a fundamental 
catalyst for the next stage of the Global Longevity Industry’s evolution, growth, 
maturation, and stabilization. The rise of novel, modern, and sophisticated fi-
nancial markets, instruments, derivatives, and exchanges tied to the Longevity 
Industry, in combination with data-driven, human-centered investment technol-
ogies and approaches to optimize and de-risk Longevity investment, will form 
the necessary bridge needed to attract the interest and participation of large, 
conservative, and institutional investors and financial corporations who prefer 
to deal with sectors that are stable and de-risked, that are subject to reliable 
valuation and forecasting, and that prefer to deal with forms of exposure which 
are liquid, tradeable, and bankable.

Financial institutions such as investment banks, pension funds, and insurance 
companies will either sink or swim when hit by the oncoming Silver Tsunami. 
This will depend not only on their willingness to deploy new business mod-
els adapted to an Aging Population and the emerging industries of AgeTech, 
WealthTech, and Longevity Finance but also on the quality of the Longevity 
analytics that they use in their business models.

Much of Deep Knowledge Group’s analytical resources pertaining to this sector 
can be viewed via the Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard de-
veloped by the Group’s investment analytics subsidiary InvestTech Advanced 
Solutions, based on data from Aging Analytics Agency. The dashboard has 
provided tangible, data-driven, fast, comprehensive, and inexpensive SWOT 
analysis, customized practical recommendations, benchmarking, forecasting, 
and guidance that has helped transform financial institutions in preparation for 
the Longevity-related challenges they have faced or will face.

Financial institutions can use the analytics from the dashboard to adjust their 
business models to Longevity-related challenges in the future. For example, 
banks, pension funds, asset management firms, and (re)insurance companies 
can leverage the following features of the Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics 
Dashboard:

Analysis of financial statements

Real-time monitoring of developments in the Longevity Financial Industry

Benchmarking of the most market-ready Longevity Finance technologies

Assessment of emerging technologies’ strengths

Portfolio optimization

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.aginganalytics.com/financial-longevity-industry
http://www.aginganalytics.com/financial-longevity-industry
http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
http://www.invest-solutions.tech
http://www.invest-solutions.tech
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Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard

AgeTech
AgeTech was explicitly developed to support aging people in their everyday 
lives. It includes services in the area of health support (rehabilitation, medical 
examinations, and medication management), wellness support (smart home 
devices, wearables, fitness, fall prevention, and detection), independence 
support (everyday assistance, mobility, sensory aids, activities of daily living, 
transportation, finance), cognitive care, and tech-enabled home care.

AgeTech products provide visible solutions to the problem of caring, autonomy, 
and loneliness among the elderly through the use of IT and AI technologies. 
The rise in the development of technologies to fulfill the needs and objectives 
of older people is supported by an increase in tech use among older adults as 
well as among elderly-care professionals.

The growth of the Global Longevity Economy will include a 21% annual 
growth in the global AgeTech market. This growth will be fueled by the de-
velopment of the elderly care sector and advances in IT, FinTech, and other 
technologies. Because of the rising demand for senior care, the global mar-
ket for AgeTech is expected to reach €2.456 trillion by 2025 and will reach 
€6.4 trillion by 2030.

Currently, we are witnessing an explosive rise in novel solutions for that market. 
The estimated need for new technologies, products, and services is enormous 
and not yet covered by existing companies. That is why the projected growth 
of this sphere is constantly increasing. This puts us in uncharted waters where 
only precise expertise and deep analysis of products can grant real revenue 
estimation.

https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard
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World AgeTech Industry Size Projections, €

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

Longevity Governance
The effects of the Silver Tsunami on the global economy are hard to overestimate. 
If the Longevity Industry stagnates, the pension funds and political systems of 
most countries will be unable to cope with the ensuing demographic crisis. If older 
adults are forced to fight age-related diseases instead of working productively and 
enjoying their lives, the economies of developed countries may collapse.

Longevity today is defined by social inclusion, improved quality of life, techno-
logical advancements in care delivery and medical treatment, and transformed 
business and governmental structures. The government sets the rules, creates 
an economic environment, and possesses the political will to adjust for the 
changes that come along with increasing life expectancy.

The growth of municipal Longevity industrial policies, the formation of dedicat-
ed Longevity legislative groups, and the entrance of the concept of Longevity 
into the mainstream political arena have all contributed to the rise of the Lon-
gevity Industry.

Governments guarantee that specific approaches are appropriate to local pop-
ulations by using the needs and preferences of older people as a starting point 
for building age-friendly environments. The Age-Friendly Cities concept, intro-
duced and certified by WHO, is a local response to encouraging active aging 
by optimizing opportunities for the health, participation, and security of elderly 
people.

Through the development of Age-Friendly municipalities and the eventual de-
velopment of Longevity Valleys (the future engines of the Longevity Industry 
discussed in greater detail in Chapters 11 and 12), governments will become 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/investment-digest
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major actors and drivers of growth in Longevity Industrialization, and they will 
continue to play an important role in the development of the Global Longevity 
Industry.

Longevity Governance Dashboard

The Longevity Governance Dashboard identifies the factors and practices contributing to the 
success of countries and regions in maintaining high National Healthy Longevity and a low 
gap between HALE and unadjusted life expectancy. Using region-specific analysis, it offers 
practical recommendations and provides national governments, healthcare industries, inter-
national policy organizations, etc. with tools to formulate policies and develop strategies for 
relieving the economic burden of an Aging Population.

Source: Longevity Governance Dashboard

Longevity Ethics
As life expectancy rises and all countries prepare for inevitable demographic 
shifts, questions around social values and priorities are being widely brought up 
in public discussions. However, in the case of the fastest-growing and increas-
ingly noticeable demographic group – the elderly – harmful attitudes such as 
ageism stop it from being represented and heard.

Agism remains largely invisible despite its wide reach and negative impact on 
individuals and society. It can be combated in several ways: Regulations and 
laws, educational initiatives, and intergenerational interventions have all been 
shown to be effective in reducing this stigma. To guarantee that older persons 
have equitable access to services and opportunities, it is critical to change atti-
tudes and provide them with their own voice. To alleviate the negative logistical 
impacts of Longevity and fully exploit the resources supplied by Healthy Lon-
gevity, we need frameworks to both neutralize Longevity-related obstacles and 
maximize Longevity-derived benefits for society.

To summarize our approach to the Longevity Industry framework, the demo-
graphic challenge of Aging Population, if addressed strategically and proac-

https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
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tively, can be transformed into the most significant opportunity humanity has 
ever faced. Governments, businesses, technology, research and medicine, and 
financial institutions can and must adapt to create an opportunity for growth 
and prosperity (Healthy Longevity) out of the possibility of stagnation and loss 
(Aging Population). Any nation that coordinates this response will bring more 
benefit to humanity than any other in history.

Summary

Deep Knowledge Group was the first entity able to precisely and tangibly 
define the Longevity Industry. It was also the first to formulate actionable 
frameworks for industry analytics, forecasting, and benchmarking capable 
of managing the industry's unprecedented complexity, multidimensionality, 
and technological intersectionality.

The specific sectors encompassed by Deep Knowledge Group’s Longevity 
Industry Framework include Longevity Science, Longevity Medicine, Age-
Tech, Longevity Finance, Longevity Governance, and Longevity Ethics.

Deep Knowledge Group has been working over the past 8 years, through 
the activities of its 10+ Longevity- and life science-focused analytical sub-
sidiaries, on the development of sophisticated and robust analytical bench-
marking and forecasting frameworks and industry infrastructure to enable 
realistic, dependable, and tangible strategic decision-making in the face of 
the industry’s unprecedented complexity.

Deep Knowledge Group's starting point, back in 2013, was to structure the 
industry’s breadth and complexity by identifying, classifying, and profiling 
all participants in the ecosystem and making this information and knowl-
edge available through open-access reports and analytics.

As a result of this work, Deep Knowledge Group now owns the world's 
largest global Longevity Industry database, encompassing 50,000+ 
companies, 12,000+ investors, and 1,200+ R&D hubs, mapped into 20 
sectors and 160 subsectors, containing over 9.5 million data points. 
This database is updated in real-time and is at the core of our AI-pow-
ered analytical systems.

11
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11

11

11
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2022: State of the Market and Major 
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Investment, and Financial Landscape of 
the Longevity Industry in Q1 2022
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State of the Market and Major Trends, 
Challenges, and Opportunities in the Global 
Longevity Industry in Q1 2022

Longevity Science
Longevity Science (previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and more comprehen-
sively described in Chapter 6) is a multidisciplinary branch of science studying 
all aspects of aging and developing medical technologies to ensure long and 
healthy life.

Its purpose is to better understand the mechanisms of aging and Longevity to 
prolong the human lifespan. Yet the prospect of living longer is not the sole de-
sired outcome. The basic goal is to lengthen the time when people are healthy 
and productive as well as reduce the risk of the development of age-related 
diseases.

Longevity Science Framework

Source: Longevity Journal Frameworks

The timeline above presents the most significant 2021 developments in Lon-
gevity Science by month. Overall, the timeline shows the progress of three inter-
dependent processes: development of new approaches by academic centers, 

http://www.longevity-journal.info/frameworks
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commercialization of these innovative technologies by the creation of AI or 
BioTech start-ups, and technology acquisition by big players on the market.

Number of Publications on the Topic of Aging by Year

Source: Longevity Journal

Number of Publications by Hallmarks of Aging in 2021

Source: Longevity Journal

There is a growing interest in the study of the mechanisms of aging over the 
last decade, which is projected to continue in 2022. Despite declining funding 
for age-related research in 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of 
published scientific papers in 2022 stays dynamically on trend.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.longevity-journal.info
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In 2021, the top objects of scientific interest included three “hallmarks” of 
aging (a type of key facet of biological aging described in the next section): 
cellular senescence (25.2% of publications on PubMed), calorie restriction 
(22.5%), and regeneration (20.9%). We noticed a significant growth of interest 
in mitochondrial disorders as a key hallmark of aging. In the last 20 years, the 
total number of publications about the role of mitochondria in aging reached 
more than 6,000 articles, with over 1,000 articles published in 2021 alone.

Aging Projects Funding Distribution  
by Year Along With Mechanism of Financing

Source: Longevity Journal

An analysis of the number of research projects related to aging, their funding, 
and types was conducted based on the results of a search in the NIH RePORT 
database. The search results, visualized in the relevant graphs above, reflect the 
situation in the United States, which is the leader in the number of publications 
on aging. However, a similar trend is observed in other countries. The data re-
veals that the number of projects and their funding are directly correlated, and 
the most common mechanism of financing is non-SBIR/STTR (Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR)), 
indicating an approximately even distribution of funding between projects over 
the past decade. Both the number of projects and their funding show a steady 
upward trend until 2020, but in 2021, both figures fell by about 8%. This phe-
nomenon is caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, leading to the need to focus 
funding on coronavirus research. However, already in Q1 2022, research labo-
ratories dealing with aging received sufficient funding to continue their work, 
which reflects the general trend of increased interest in innovative products 
aimed at Longevity.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Distribution of Aging Publications in 2021 by Country

Source: Longevity Journal

The analysis of the distribution of the number of age-related scientific publi-
cations among different countries in 2021 was conducted on the basis of a 
search in the Web of Science database. The search results showed that the 
United States is the leader in this indicator (28,5%), which correlates with its 
leadership in funding for relevant research. Among European countries, Italy 
(6,8%), the UK (5,6%), and Germany (4,5%) lead in the number of published 
scientific papers. Canada has about the same rate of published peer-reviewed 
articles as Germany, which is 4,7%. It is important to note that the number of 
publications in 2021 in China (6,3%) is close to the leaders on the European 
continent, despite the strict lockdowns in the country. A significant contribution 
to the overall pool of research papers on aging was made by Australia and 
Japan – 3,2% and 3,1%, respectively. 5,9% and 7,1% of all published articles in 
2021, respectively, belong to Asia and the Middle East and Other countries, re-
spectively, indicating that the topic of aging is popular among scientists around 
the world.

Clinical Trials in Longevity Industry

Clinical trials are experiments performed to determine the safety and efficacy 
of new medications, healthcare devices, diagnostic products, and behavioral 
interventions. Even though the current basic approach of clinical trials was first 
described in the 18th century, it was only in 1964 in Helsinki that the World 
Medical Association articulated general principles and specific guidelines for 
use of human subjects in medical research, known as the Helsinki Declaration. 

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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The US National Research Act of 1974 and the Belmont Report of 1979 were 
major modern efforts in shaping the ethics of human experimentation. In 1996, 
International Conference on Harmonization published Good Clinical Practice, 
which has become the universal standard for the ethical conduct of clinical 
trials.

Current Clinical Trials Success rate  
(MNEs per Euro R&D Spent Inflation Adjusted)

Source: Longevity Clinical Trials Dashboard

The present-day controlled clinical trial is, thus, largely an invention of the 
USA, the birthplace of BioTech. The current approach worked relatively well in 
the early years of BioTech, but it has become increasingly outdated and ineffi-
cient as the complexity of drugs and interventions has increased.

During 2021, many of the world's leading companies have completed clinical 
trials and successfully applied innovative practices in the treatment of age-re-
lated diseases. Almost 40% of research is devoted to the treatment of inflam-
maging and immunosenescence. These trials focus on both the well-estab-
lished nicotinamide riboside and metformin as well as new drugs. About 30% 
of programs, including advanced gene therapy and the use of already known 
quercetin with new drugs, were aimed at treating diseases of the nervous sys-
tem such as Alzheimer's disease and dementia. Other age-related diseases to 
watch out for include end-stage liver disease and dry eye syndrome.

Longevity Clinical Trials Ecosystem

Aging Analytics Agency’s analytical case study “Longevity Clinical Trials Q3 
2021” contains an unrivaled database that offers a deeper look at the leading 
organizations, investors, and R&D facilities by the number and quality of clinical 
trials undertaken. Notable trials and corporations are meticulously studied and 

http://dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment-clinical-trials
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-clinical-trials
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-clinical-trials
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assessed. The report’s classifications and evaluations of different companies 
provide insight into the probable future market force distribution. In-depth 
research findings also provide an overview of product trends and treatment 
method dynamics.

Longevity.International (an open-access nonprofit Longevity Industry Knowl-
edge and Collaboration platform that includes several Deep Knowledge Group 
subsidiaries among its 30+ institutional co-founders), which was built to pro-
mote a greater degree of synergy, efficient cooperation, and discussion among 
a variety of Longevity Industry participants and stakeholders, offers a clinical 
trials tracker – a database showing the status of the most significant clinical 
trials of Longevity-related therapies. All clinical studies are divided into specific 
categories according to their field of research. This database will be continually 
updated in light of ongoing developments.

Longevity Clinical Trials Tracker

Source: Longevity Clinical Trials Tracker

A broader age-related clinical trials database, containing about 30,000 clinical 
trials conducted by Longevity focused companies, is also available through the 
Longevity Investment Dashboard.

The following graphs represented some of the current insights into the clinical 
trials ecosystem revealed by Deep Knowledge Group’s recent research:

Almost half of all Longevity clinical studies have already been completed, ac-
cording to the Longevity Investment Dashboard database, which is updated 
daily. Active clinical studies account for 33.6% of the total number. The fact that 
roughly one-third of clinical trials in the database are now in the active phase 
demonstrates the ongoing increase of scientific interest in tackling age-related 
conditions.

http://www.longevity.international
http://www.longevity.international/clinical-trials-tracker
http://www.longevity.international/clinical-trials-tracker
http://www.longevity.international/clinical-trials-tracker
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-investment-dashboard
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Clinical Trials Landscape Q1 2022

The figure above, taken from Aging Analytics Agency’s “Longevity Clinical Trials Q3 2021” 
report, is a mindmap of companies that have developed Longevity-related therapies cur-
rently undergoing clinical trials. The chosen categories were based on some of the classical 
hallmarks of aging. Such an approach might provide a unique perspective on the hunt for 
key problem solutions. Longevity Investment Dashboard contains a broader spectrum of 
Longevity-related Clinical Trials.

Source: Longevity Clinical Trials Dashboard

Status of Longevity-related Clinical Trials Q1 2022

Source: Longevity Investment Dashboard

http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment-clinical-trials
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment-clinical-trials
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Phases of Longevity-related Clinical Trials

Source: Longevity Investment Dashboard

According to the findings, the majority of Longevity clinical studies reached 
Phases II and III of clinical research. This is true for both the current situation 
and the reported scope of clinical research. Such data shows that, despite the 
fact that clinical research produces excellent findings, the majority of associat-
ed products become stuck or are eliminated during Phase II. Because of trial 
and development pipeline regulations that were set more than 40 years ago, 
this is the toughest phase for therapeutic studies. Such findings highlight the 
need for innovative research methodologies that reduce research risks. This 
next stage of clinical research will cover all domains of Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning, and Big Data accomplishments.

Longevity-related Clinical Trials Investors

Source: Longevity Investment Dashboard

The majority of Longevity-related clinical trials are presently supported by Lon-
gevity-focused organizations and businesses. The graph best represents the 
technique through which the Longevity Industry obtains investments at its cur-

http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment-clinical-trials
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment-clinical-trials
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rent stage of growth. It occurs as a result of centralized organizations amass-
ing financial resources in order to devote them to the majority of prospective 
investigations. Furthermore, it can be noted that throughout the recorded time, 
the dominant institutions are representatives of big pharmaceutical companies 
despite the fact that research institutes play a major part in the current situa-
tion. It might have occurred as a result of a shift in Big Pharma's focus following 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Longevity Medicine
Longevity Medicine (introduced in Chapter 3 and described in Chapter 8) is a 
rapidly emerging field of advanced, personalized, preventive medicine leverag-
ing the power brought by biomarkers of aging and Longevity. (A biomarker is a 
measurable feature that predicts a biological state or condition. Biomarkers of 
aging are thought to predict future health and survival better than chronological 
age.) Longevity Medicine as a field entails the simultaneously fast-evolving 
areas of biogerontology, geroscience, and Precision, Preventive, and Person-
alized Medicine. The difference between Longevity Medicine and traditional 
care is that it is powered by cutting-edge research and recent advancements 
in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technologies. This combination 
has allowed Longevity experts to learn and understand more about the science 
of aging over the last decade than what had been discovered in the entire span 
of human history that came before.

Another distinguishing characteristic of Longevity Medicine is that it consid-
ers aging a condition that can and should be treated, whereas, in traditional 
healthcare spaces, aging has always been seen as an inevitability. This is the 
reason why P4 Medicine works well in the field of Longevity Medicine. P4 is 
an approach to make medicine more predictive, preventive, personalized, and 
participatory (the four Ps). Its main two objectives are to quantify wellness and 
predict and prevent disease. P4 Medicine aims to detect and treat perturbations 
in healthy individuals long before disease symptoms appear, thus enabling and 
optimizing the wellness of individuals and avoiding the disease. P4 Medicine 
represents a move away from reactionary models to illness to maintaining 
health across the lifespan.

Longevity Medicine is in its infancy and is currently at the stage of seeking 
and customizing initial preventive and therapeutic anti-aging approaches. The 
development of anti-aging medical services is not homogenous in the world. 
Countries with strong, large economies like the USA, Europe, Switzerland, 
and the UK are leaders in this market. Anti-aging medicine is about tailoring 
treatment to a specific patient, i.e., designing a medical treatment based on 
diagnosis, disease condition, patient’s health history, body physics, and other 
factors. It has the best response and the highest safety margin to ensure im-
proved patient care by allowing each patient to receive an earlier diagnosis, risk 
assessment, and best treatment.
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Longevity Medicine Framework

Source: Longevity Journal Frameworks

In 2021, many of the world's leading companies have completed clinical trials 
and successfully applied innovative practices in the treatment of age-related 
diseases. Almost 40% of research is devoted to the treatment of inflammaging 
and immunosenescence. These trials focus on both the well-established nico-
tinamide riboside and metformin as well as new drugs. About 30% of programs, 
including advanced gene therapy and the use of already known quercetin with 
new drugs, were aimed at treating diseases of the nervous system such as 
Alzheimer's disease and dementia. Other age-related diseases worthy of moni-
toring include end-stage liver disease and dry eye syndrome.

Regenerative Medicine

Longevity Medicine focuses on aging as a condition to be treated. Regenerative 
medicine, on the other hand, is the branch of medicine that develops methods 
to regrow, repair, or replace damaged or diseased cells, organs, or tissues. Re-
generative medicine encompasses the utilization and creation of therapeutic 
stem cells, tissue engineering, and the production of artificial organs.

In other words, regenerative medicine is multidisciplinary science focused on 
approaches, methods, medications, and devices for the regeneration of human 
cells, tissues, or organs. It can be used in cases of trauma or the consequences 
of some diseases that require rehabilitation to restore the functionality of an 
organ or tissue. Yet, it is also a part of Longevity Medicine in a much broader 
area as it includes diagnostics and multiple different targets for therapy as well 
as prevention (a primary point of Longevity Medicine) of disease development. 
It helps minimize or even eliminate the impact of senescent cells on their mi-
croenvironment which is toxic for the normal cells.

http://www.longevity-journal.info/frameworks
http://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/cellular-gene-therapy-products/regenerative-medicine-advanced-therapy-designation
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Regenerative Medicine Landscape Overview

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

With widening areas in regenerative medicine, research activity in its various 
fields related to Longevity is currently increasing.

Distribution of Regenerative Medicine Companies by Country in 2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

The majority of companies that conduct regenerative medicine services are lo-
cated in the United States, which accounts for 59% of all analyzed companies. 
The United States is followed by the European region, particularly by the United 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Kingdom, France, and Switzerland, which each comprise 12% of all regenera-
tive medicine companies.

Distribution of Companies by Category, % in 2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

The main domains in which these companies are providing medical services 
are small and large molecules, cell therapy, and gene therapy, which account 
for 37%, 19%, and 12% of all companies, respectively.

Distribution of Regenerative Medicine Investors by Country in 2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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More than half of investors in regenerative medicine come from the United 
States (around 55%); 10% of investors are located in the UK; 4% come from 
France; and 3% each originate from Japan, South Korea, and the Netherlands. 
China, Canada, Belgium, and Switzerland each host 2% of the total number of 
investors. Overall, these 10 countries contain 87% of global investors.

The opportunities for the application of regenerative medicine are enormous, 
especially in light of an ever-increasing Aging Population with associated ail-
ments. For example, cells can be used as vehicles for gene therapy, and cultured 
cells can be used to study in vitro or a specific disease process; they can also be 
used for drug development. In short, the field of regenerative medicine is here to 
stay, as exemplified by the nascent yet growing global investments in this field. 
It is therefore reasonable to say that we can look forward to an increasingly 
mature and highly rewarding field of medicine.

AgeTech
Never before in human history has there been such a large population of elderly 
people. This demographic shift has given rise to the development of the Age-
Tech market, which provides solutions for senior citizens to live comfortably for 
a longer period. The continuous acceleration of this market is driving innovation 
in different forms but mostly as an adaptation of common services and prod-
ucts for the elderly. Yet, most medical products and services are exclusive and 
created for elderly people with the unified goal of extending life expectancy 
and quality of life.

Share of People Aged 65 Years and Over by Continent  
in 2012 and 2050 (Projected)

Source: Longevity Journal

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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The main focus area of the AgeTech market is comfortable living with the 
assistance of new technologies that take into account age-related changes in 
the human body and telemedicine services. Big Pharma and tech companies 
develop new utilities and apps that help elderly people live a full life and enjoy 
on-demand access to medical care in urgent situations. This chapter pro-
vides an overview of recent developments and trends in the AgeTech market 
globally.

In 2021, there was quite significant growth in the AgeTech Industry. We have 
overviewed recent activity in the AgeTech market and highlighted the most 
outstanding companies that made the biggest input in the AgeTech Industry 
and managed to raise the most noticeable amount of funding or media cov-
erage.

Subsectors of the AgeTech Market

Home Care is the largest subsector of the AgeTech Industry. The reason for 
this is simple: the development of robotics and smart home technologies 
requires a lot of funds and time, whereas people on their own can provide 
immediate, valuable assistance to the elderly. The next largest sub sectors 
are Wellness and Health. Both are focused on supporting senescent people 
in healthcare and providing them with tools that make their lives more com-
fortable.

Distribution of AgeTech Companies by Subsector 2022

Source: Longevity Journal

The majority of AgeTech companies operate in the USA, which hosts 53.3% of 
AgeTech companies worldwide. The European Union and the United Kingdom 
come second and third, respectively hosting 12.8% and 9.6% of the world’s 
AgeTech companies. Other companies are widely distributed around the 
globe.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Distribution of Companies by Location 2022

Source: Longevity Journal

From 2011 to 2016, the most characteristic feature of the AgeTech market was 
the digitalization of the senior living and home-care structure. At that time, the 
main offerings from the companies were the so-called emergency buttons, i.e., 
the Personal Emergency Response System (PERS), which allowed the elderly 
to call for help in case of a fall or urgent health problems. In the following years, 
with the development of GPS, wearables, smart homes, virtual reality, etc., more 
advanced options for the elderly began to appear.

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the adoption of many technologies. Tele-
Health and video calls are the obvious ones, but AgeTech start-ups in other 
categories also found that the demand for their offerings skyrocketed because 
of the new reality imposed by the virus.

The term Silver Economy was coined to describe the economy linked to the 
population over 50; its size is estimated at €7.9 trillion. The Silver Economy 
continues to grow and is expected to reach over €13.7 trillion in consumer 
spending by 2030. Health, banking, automotive, energy, housing, telecommuni-
cations, leisure, and tourism are among the industries included within the Silver 
Economy concept.

Longevity Investment and Financial Industry
Longevity is the current focus of the largest financial institutions all over the 
world. Investors seek opportunities to contribute to the development of the 
Longevity Industry by investing in AgeTech, Longevity FinTech, Longevity bio-
medical companies and start-ups.

http://www.longevity-journal.info/
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Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment

Not only is aging becoming a trending theme highlighting the most acute prob-
lems of our time but it also presents one of the most promising opportunities. 
Financial institutions that adapt their business models to the new industries of 
AgeTech, WealthTech, and Longevity Finance will have a chance to outperform 
their competitors and grow rapidly. A high-quality analysis of Longevity will 
make this into reality.

Global Financial Services Market Volume Forecast 

Source: Longevity Finance Dashboard

http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment
http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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Judging from the investment dynamics over the past 10 years, the Longevity 
Industry experienced a significant increase of financial allocations from inves-
tors. In 2012, the Longevity companies raised €12.53 billion over 2,145 funding 
rounds. This figure has risen by almost 15 times, reaching €186.52 billion of 
raised funding amount over 4,444 rounds. During Q1 2022 alone, the Longevity 
companies have raised €25.06 billion. It is also notable that the average invest-
ment ticket has increased from €6.27 million in 2012 to €51.63 million in 2021.

The 10-Year Dynamics of Investments Into the Longevity Market

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

Such dynamics reconfirm the full-scope normalization and maturation of the 
Longevity Industry, which gains an increasing support from investors. From the 
10-year perspective, the Longevity Industry remains to be among the risky and 
fringe market segments. At the same time, the investors, including institutional 
investors, traditionally focused on low-risk assets (namely, PE investors, mutual 
funds, sovereign wealth funds, hedge funds, corporations, and family offices), 
pay more attention to the Longevity Industry and start searching for investment 
opportunities. Although such investors are generally not set up to invest in 
asset classes with long periods of illiquidity, they tend to support VC-backed 
companies during the later stages.

But as of 2022, the Longevity market still “feels” the  lack of financing and low 
investor interest and appetite (poor investor sentiments). Therefore, the task for 
the upcoming few years will lie in bringing larger liquidity to the market, bigger 
allocation in the frontier market segments and technological approaches. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has jeopardized the overall performance of financial 
institutions. Still, it has boosted the growth of the BioTech capital market and 
the development of the Longevity sector, resulting in more than 30% of annual 
growth. Thus, the interplay between financial institutions and the Longevity 
Industry has increased significantly.

http://www.aginganalytics.com
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Five categories of financial services companies contribute to the development 
of the Longevity Financial Industry. These are asset management firms, banks, 
insurance, reinsurance companies, and pension funds. We expect that the Lon-
gevity financial market will grow at an average rate of 6% during the following 
years, reaching €26 trillion by 2025.

Distribution of Investments per Institution

Source: Longevity Finance Dashboard

The Number of Funding Rounds

Source: Longevity Finance Dashboard

http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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The graph above shows that asset management firms take a clear lead in the 
number of investments per institution. This tendency is explained by the nature 
of asset management firms and their investment strategies. Pension funds take 
the second position as the most traditional financial sources. However, due to 
stricter rules and regulations, the number of investment projects per institution 
is 60% less than in asset management.

Reinsurance companies, pension funds, and reinsurance companies are 
responsible only for 2.8% of all investments among all financial institutions. 
However, these institutions face retirement-related liabilities that increase as a 
result of extended life expectancy. This means it is essential for them to develop 
customized Longevity products and services. The market is yet to see the rise 
and establishment of biomarkers-tied financial instruments, advanced pension 
schemes, flexible annuity concepts, and insurance plans.

The Number of Longevity Financial Institutions

Source: Longevity Finance Dashboard

The United States takes the lead on both charts with the largest number of 
Longevity financial institutions and their total market capitalization. However, 
in terms of the gross value added by the finance sector in the total economy, 
the USA ranks fifth after Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Switzerland. 
China has three times fewer Longevity financial institutions than the United 
Kingdom, yet those financial institutions have double the market capitalization 
of the ones from the United Kingdom. Countries like Australia, France, Germany 
and Canada occupy lower positions by the number of Longevity financial insti-
tutions but are placed higher on the chart by total market capitalization of these 
financial institutions.

http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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Role of the Longevity Industry in the Development of Financial Institutions

The banking industry is beginning to realize the potential of the older population 
(which possesses approximately €1 trillion globally in accumulated savings) by 
developing their brands as Age-Friendly Banks. They are beginning to adapt their 
services to seniors and increasingly view them as valuable business customers.

Interest in the Longevity Industry among large institutional investors is gaining 
momentum. Most developed Longevity start-ups are maturing and in need of 
more resources. In addition, Longevity companies are intensifying their coop-
eration with banks, governments, and other companies, bringing more compe-
tition into the sector.

Top Companies by Money Raised or Co-Funded by Financial Institutions

Source: Longevity Finance Dashboard

The pivotal role of financial institutions is to provide liquidity to the Longevity 
Industry and permit a higher level of economic activity than would otherwise be 
possible. By carrying out their function as financial intermediaries, financial insti-
tutions provide access to a larger pool of capital than would otherwise be avail-
able. Financial institutions' investment usually involves a transformation of the 
investment targets' capital structures, which reduces the overall cost of capital.

After the Q1 2020 market downturn, 194 public financial institutions fully recov-
ered by the year-end and continued to grow in 2022. The chart above represents 
the cumulative capitalization dynamics of financial corporations that either 
have Longevity-related initiatives or are already adjusting their strategies to the 
challenges of Aging Population.

As of the end of Q1 2022, the cumulative capitalization of these financial institu-
tions has reached €8.13 trillion. The largest institutions by market capitalization 
are Berkshire Hathaway, JPMorgan Chase and Co., Bank of America, and Wells 
Fargo and Co.

http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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Cumulative Capitalization Dynamics in 2020-2022, € Trillion

Source: Longevity Finance Dashboard

Major Summary of 2021

As a result of a fast-aging global population and the upcoming Silver Tsunami, 
there has been an increase in interest in the Longevity Industry. Currently, the 
size of the market is estimated at €22.7 trillion, with Longevity derivatives be-
coming an important part of its financial infrastructure. The main players in the 
markets for Longevity-linked securities are hedgers, arbitrageurs, speculators, 
and governments.

A new global capital market, the Life Market, is developing, and “Longevity 
pools” are on their way to become the first major asset class of the 21st cen-
tury. Longevity Risks have appeared and become important due to inaccurate 
predictions of the level of mortality rate and numbers of retirees as well as new 
regulation requirements.

The capitalization of top 10 asset management firms has reached €3.4 trillion, 
amounting to 15% of the total in the Longevity Industry and making a 117% 
growth since 2020. Total capital dedicated to the global reinsurance industry 
measured €535.7 billion after the first 6 months of 2021, reflecting a 4% in-
crease from December, 31, 2020.

The USA is a leader among countries by allocation of financial Institutions 
engaged in the Longevity Industry and their market total capitalization. There 
are 107 financial institutions with an aggregated capitalization of almost €3.6 
trillion.

The following trends of Longevity Finance can be identified:

http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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The banking industry is beginning to develop their brands as age-friend-
ly banks as they realize the potential of the older population possessing 
approximately €1 trillion in accumulated savings globally. They begin to 
adapt their services to seniors and consider them as valuable business 
customers.

There is a lasting trend of increasing role of the Chinese banking sector: 
In 2020, the total assets saw a steady expansion, with an improved asset 
quality. By the end of 2020, the total assets of China's banking institutions 
climbed 10.1% year-on-year to €45.8 trillion.

Large institutional investors’ interest in the Longevity Industry gains mo-
mentum. Most developed Longevity start-ups are becoming mature com-
panies and are in need of more resources. Moreover, Longevity companies 
tend to intensify their cooperation with banks, governments, and other 
companies in the industry, which brings more competition in the sector.

Following the economic recovery on the future trajectory of COVID-19, the 
global financial services market is expected to grow over the next 5 years 
by annual growth of 6%. Large technology companies and FinTech com-
panies will provide the growth of the market capitalization of the financial 
services industry.

The banking industry, like many others, has faced serious challenges in 
carrying out its day-to-day responsibilities in pursuit of financial goals. The 
steepest revenue declines are expected in North America and Western Eu-
rope – 0.4-2.5% and 0.9- 3.0% decrease, respectively.

The USA continues to be the largest pension market in the world and ac-
counts for 62% of the global pension market assets. The Social Security 
Trust Fund is the biggest pension fund with total assets of almost €2.7 
trillion.

During the last 10 years, China has been the fastest-growing pension mar-
ket, showing a 680% rise since 2010.

Global non life premium growth is expected to recover to 3.6% in 2021 
and 2022, supported by strong rate hardening in commercial lines across 
countries.

The Asset Management industry shows increasing interest in alternative in-
vestments. With the introduction of regulations in addition to FATCA, MIFID, 
and Basel, the alternative asset space is significantly impacted: Lipper, 
Hedge Fund Research, and Preqin forecast the sector’s annual expansion 
by 6.3% and 9.8% for 2017 and 2025, respectively.
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Market Trends for 2022

Longevity and Pension Risk Transfer

The market for pension risk transfer across Longevity swaps and bulk annuity 
arrangements is forecast to see a bumper UK £65 billion of deals in 2022, with 
strong growth on the Longevity swap side anticipated, according to Willis Tow-
ers Watson (WTW), while more third-party capital involvement is also expected.

In 2021, WTW recorded £12.7 billion of UK-focused pension scheme Longevity 
swap arrangements, all of which are recorded in WTW’s Longevity swaps and 
risk transfer Deal Directory.

WTW believes that nearly £20 billion of Longevity swaps were seen in 2021, 
which suggests there was a significant amount of private deal flow as well. 
Competitively priced insurance and reinsurance capacity helped to drive a busy 
year in 2021 for the Longevity Risk transfer and pension de-risking market in 
the UK. Competitive pricing from insurers was a major driver again as more 
well-funded schemes sought to conclude their journey plan by de-risking their 
liabilities in the insurance market.

WTW is expecting an even busier year in 2022, with £25 billion of Longevity swap 
activity anticipated and another £40 billion of bulk annuities, totaling £65 billion 
and representing strong growth from 2021’s roughly £50 billion estimates by WTW.

That could be a record year if all the stars align and market conditions remain 
conducive to getting the deals done that pensions are seeking in 2022. WTW 
says that, according to its research, around a third of pension schemes are 
looking to de-risk their liabilities in the next 3 years, with 2022 expected to be 
a peak year because of continued competitive market pricing, pent-up demand 
from the pandemic, and competition between insurance and reinsurance firms 
that are looking to fill their expanded targets.

Further Development of Longevity Derivatives

The new age of Longevity derivatives is biological age derivatives, or Deriva-
tives 2.0. Biological age refers to the physiological integrity of organisms at 
the moment of research evaluated and based on measurement of biomarkers, 
which reveal physiological processes that change with age, diseases linked to 
aging, and aging itself.

Countries that may have potential demand for biological age derivatives include 
the UK, the Netherlands, the USA, Canada, and France. Since Longevity swaps 
occupy the biggest part of the Longevity Risk transfer market, we assume that 
biological age swaps should be the most attractive Longevity derivative. Con-
versely, biological age bonds will not be in demand.

Usage of Longevity derivatives with the usage of biological age also can reduce 
the costs of maintaining retirement living standards due to aging and Longevity 
shock (International Monetary Fund, 2012). Over 150 financial and insurance 

http://www.artemis.bm/news/wtw-forecasts-record-longevity-pension-risk-transfer-in-2022
http://www.artemis.bm/news/wtw-forecasts-record-longevity-pension-risk-transfer-in-2022
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companies, particularly the latter, are already developing innovative products 
and services. In doing so, they are creating information infrastructure and pro-
viding data about HALE.

Great Wealth Transfer Opportunities

The baby boomer generation, usually defined as those born between the mid-
1940s and the mid-1960s, will be retiring in ever-increasing numbers soon. As 
a result, they will be able to pass on vast quantities of money to their children 
and grandchildren.

Forbes claims that €27.3 trillion has been amassed over a long period. By 2061, 
PNC predicts a total value of €53.6 trillion. According to CNBC, the global econ-
omy will be worth €61.8 trillion in 25 years. The New York Times verifies the 
disparity in these estimates but predicts a total of €13.6 trillion over the next 
10 years. And, according to Barclays, the worldwide market will be worth €6.8 
trillion in the next three decades. A huge opportunity for wealth managers is on 
the horizon, regardless of the quantity or timing. As a result, it is essential to 
assemble a diverse workforce that reflects shifting client demographics.

When it comes to transferring wealth and assets to beneficiaries, wealth advi-
sors should think about their senior clients. Who will the beneficiaries choose to 
manage the money they have just inherited? Wealth management organizations 
should consider how to keep the business of their elderly clients' beneficiaries.

Future-oriented wealth managers are attempting to build long-term profession-
al connections with Generation X and millennials whose spending and financial 
management habits differ significantly from their parents' and grandparents'.

HNWIs who will inherit wealth have different investment choices than earlier 
generations and are more concerned with sustainability. As a result, wealth 
management businesses will need to rethink their product offerings to meet 
the needs of their new clients. For products offered by their firm, 39% of HNWIs 
under the age of 40 are likely to request an ESG score.

Role of Financial Institutions

The pivotal role of financial institutions is to provide liquidity to the Longevity 
Industry and permit a higher level of economic activity than would otherwise 
be possible. By carrying out their function as financial intermediaries, finan-
cial institutions make available a larger pool of capital than would be available 
in their absence. Financial Institutions' involvement with investment targets 
usually involves a transformation of investment targets' capital structures that 
reduces the overall cost of capital.

Moving Financial Resources

Financial Institutions assist with larger transfers of funds like corporate invest-
ments, purchases of real estate, and construction loans. Financial Institutions 
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transfer resources from one party to another more efficiently and with more 
flexibility than companies can.

Risk Management

Financial institutions manage risk and uncertainty for companies. Insurance 
companies and other portions of the financial sector allow large numbers of 
entities to pool and share the risk, making it easier to handle accidents and 
other difficulties that occur in companies.

Pension Funds

Pension funds are among the most connected to the Longevity Industry. While 
pension funds take responsibility for the financial well-being of the elderly, 
the Longevity Industry makes efforts to extend their health well-being. Recent 
trends have shown a shift to defined contribution pension schemes that give 
more freedom to investment strategies of pension funds, thus enabling invest-
ing in relatively risky Longevity Industry companies.

Insurance and Reinsurance Companies

Insurance and reinsurance companies are exposed to the impact of Longevity 
Risks to a greater extent. Given the lack of Longevity insurance capacity within 
the sector, the financial markets could provide innovative solutions to hedging 
Longevity Risk.

Focus on ESG Investing (Environmental, Social, and Governance) and Retire-
ment Planning

Growing concerns about environmental dangers, exacerbated by the pandemic, 
prompted a paradigm shift in financial options, favoring sustainability, with ESG 
investing taking center stage. In addition, according to an Accenture poll, 71% 
of investors want to work with an advisor whose values are similar to their own.

In the United States, Canada, Japan, Australasia, and Europe, sustainable in-
vestment currently accounts for 35.9% of assets under management, up from 
33.4% in 2018. Global ESG assets are expected to hit €48.1 trillion by 2025, 
according to a Bloomberg Intelligence report, accounting for over a third of total 
anticipated assets under management of €127.7 trillion.

As the need for sustainable investing (SI) grows, HNWIs will demand more in-
formation on the impact of SI as well as tailored solutions.

An ESG score for items sold by their firm is likely to be requested by 43% of 
ultra-high-net-worth persons and 39% of HNWIs younger than 40.

Furthermore, one out of every five wealth managers claims that their cli-
ents' preferred sustainable investing strategy is to improve their existing 
portfolio's ESG score.

11

11
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Firms must assess their ability to provide the requested services swiftly to capi-
talize on the trend, even as they struggle to quantify the impact and profits from 
sustainable investing. Finding correct ESG impact data is a key challenge for 
41% of asset management organizations and 36% of wealth managers.

To tackle the huge barrier of gathering timely, correct data and measuring 
effect, incumbent wealth management organizations are attempting to 
improve their ESG scoring skills either internally or by working with Wealth-
Techs.

Longevity Investment Digest Q1 2022

Major Trends by Region and Subsector

Overview of Longevity Investment by Subsector

PharmTech is the largest sector in the Longevity Industry by the amount of 
funds raised and  P4 Medicine – by the number of companies involved.

Total Investments Raised by Private Longevity Companies, as of Q1 2022

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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The distribution of investments across different sectors of the Longevity Indus-
try demonstrates that investors tend to invest more in devices (AgeTech) than 
in drug and gene therapies. Furthermore, as society's focus is shifting towards 
keeping older people healthy and active for longer, tech-enabled care and mo-
bility aids, as the two key areas of AgeTech, are very likely to attract even higher 
levels of investment in the near future.

Distribution of Companies by Longevity Subsector

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

PharmTech and P4 Medicine are the Longevity Industry subsectors that receive 
the highest volume of investments and have the largest number of companies. 
The following pages outline the key trends in private investing for the top 5 
Longevity Industry subsectors. 

Key Market Drivers of PharmTech:

PharmTech is becoming a lucrative area for specialized BioTech investors 
and investment funds (VCs) just entering the pharma space to include 
high-risk/high-return companies in their investment portfolios.

The rise of PharmTech catalyzes the technological expansion of other 
vendors and service providers, for example, big data providers, quantum 
computing providers, and cloud and data storage providers.

Tech companies are expanding into the pharma space by offering special-
ized services and tools to pharma counterparties and investing directly in 
disruptive start-ups.

Today, advanced technologies (AI, ML, Big Data) allow companies to offer 
services for drug development with a higher success rate. In most areas, 
these solutions provide a unique opportunity to find novel treatments more 
quickly and at a lower cost.

11

11

11

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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Top 10 Countries by Investments Raised

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

Key Market Drivers of Longevity Medicine:

We are already seeing a big shift in diagnostics from symptoms analysis 
to precision analysis of molecular predictors, and markers of diseases are 
predicted to result in far greater cost-effectiveness.

Top 10 Countries by Investments 

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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The discovery and supply of biomedical innovations are being accelerated 
both by their increasing implementation in practical medicine and by ris-
ing demand from informed consumers.

Consumers prefer the P4 model of healthcare, which is science-based and 
aims to actively prevent diseases and aging and enhance wellness without 
the regular need to visit clinics. The at-home method of testing, monitoring, 
prevention, and treatment is in keeping with general current lifestyle trends 
in the modern world.

A new Wellness and Longevity Industry has emerged and is expected to 
supersede the current healthcare industry in a number of products, be-
coming a major source of economic growth in the near future.

Key Market Drivers of Deep Diagnostics:

It is becoming increasingly clear that there is a demand for preventive 
diagnostics services among seniors as this population group is intending 
to remain independent, vital, and healthy for longer periods.

In the near future, there will be an increasing demand for more acces-
sible and on-hand diagnostics tools. The possible prospective areas of 
Longevity deep diagnostics may include blood pressure, cancer screening, 
eye protection solutions, hearing tests, and cholesterol screening.

As older adults begin experiencing age-related decline and requiring more 
assistance with daily tasks, they and their family members increasingly 
wish to receive precise and necessary tests and doctor’s appointments. 
New companies will emerge to respond to these needs with new solutions.

Top 10 Countries by Investments in the Longevity Industry

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

11

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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Key Market Drivers of AI for Longevity:

The primary goals of AI application in Longevity Industry for the next 5-10 
years will lie in the aggregation, development, and deployment of biomark-
ers of aging, health, and Longevity; Preventive Medicine diagnostics and 
prognostics; Precision Health technologies and therapeutics; and integrat-
ed Wealthspan-extending AgeTech and WealthTech solutions for financial 
wellness across extended periods of Healthy Longevity.

As the complexities of Longevity science and technology increase, and as 
the volume of data continues to amass, the role of AI in both analysis and 
comprehension becomes absolutely necessary for continued progress and 
industry development.

Companies advancing AI in Longevity are widely attracting the interest of 
investment funds across the global market. The next 5 years may bring new 
Longevity-focused funds with the more precise expertise necessary to make 
intelligent investments in such a complex and multidisciplinary industry.

Top 10 Countries by Investments 

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

Key Market Drivers of Telemedicine:

The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a spotlight on the new potential of 
TeleHealth for complementing in-person care – especially for people who 
may face mobility issues in going to a brick-and-mortar office.

Telemedicine has proven effective for urgent and one-time visits. For ex-
ample, seniors with respiratory infections may use telemedicine solutions 
to save time and money while still enjoying high-quality healthcare services.   

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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Physicians can spot early warning signs associated with worsening chron-
ic conditions and the onset of new ones, allowing for early intervention and 
reducing the chances of hospital admission and readmission.

More and more companies are emerging with the goal of reducing the 
cost of healthcare services. For example, the cost of implementing tele-
medicine programs in nursing homes could be offset by a reduction in the 
costs related to transferring residents to and from emergency rooms and 
physicians’ offices.

Top 10 Countries by Investments

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

Top Funding Rounds

Biggest funding rounds of prominent companies:

Tetris, an intelectual game services provider with continuous fun and men-
tal stimulation, raised a total of €487 million in funding over the round in 
February 2022.

Sanofi, engaged in the research, development, manufacturing, and mar-
keting of innovative therapeutic solutions, raised €304.55 million Post IPO 
Equity in March 2022.

IFIT, is a global subscription technology company that provides interactive 
personal training, raised €323 million in private equity on February 28, 2022, 
from L Catterton and Scott Watterson as leading investors. The capital raise 
will enable more focus and investment in growing iFIT’s leading brands, 
content library, and product offerings, with the sole purpose of enhancing 

11

11

11

11

11
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the member experience. iFIT today has an engaged community of over 7.3 
million total members across more than 120 countries.

Somatus focuses on integrated care for patients with or at risk of devel-
oping kidney disease. Somatus' vertically integrated clinical services and 
technology delay or prevent disease progression, improve quality and care 
coordination, and increase the use of home dialysis modalities and rates 
of kidney transplantation. The Virginia-based company raised a €295 mil-
lion-plus Series E led by Wellington Management that values the company 
at €2.27 billion.

Acorns is a Fintech company that allows individuals to round up purchases 
and automatically invest the change. The company raised €273 million, 
raising its valuation up to €1.7 billion. Acorns’ platform allows users to 
invest and save. The funding will allow Acorns to expand its portfolio and 
crypto options as well as expand its team.

Source: Longevity Investment Digest Q1 2022

Longevity IPOs
As of the end of Q1 2022, over 400 Longevity companies have reached late-
stage financing and are expected to tap the IPO markets as the next step. Below 
are some examples of Longevity companies who have either announced their 
IPO plans or are viewed by the market as potential IPO candidates.

There are few signs pointing to a continued acceleration in the biotechnology 
market. First, the biotechnology market adoption appears to be stabilizing at a 
“new normal,” following the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. More and more 
biotechnology companies are hitting the public markets.

11

11

http://analytics.dkv.global/deep-invest-solutions/longevity-investment-digest-q4-2021.pdf
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In 2021, 22 biotechnology companies completed an initial public offering. In 
Q1 2022 alone, 13 biotechnology companies completed an IPO including the 
mergers with Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs).

Longevity IPOs Candidates

Source:  Longevity Investment Digest

Name Ticker Country
Funding 
Amount, 

€M
IPO Date

Capital-
isation, 

€M

Valuation 
at IPO, 

€M

IPO 
Share 

Price, €

Current 
Share 

Price, €

EV/
EBITDA

Net 
Income 
(TTM), 

€M

Amylyx 
Pharmaceu-
ticals

AMLX USA 183.64 07.01.22 723.64 1,000.00 17.27 12.51 -7.73 -79.37

Asieris 
Pharmaceu-
ticals

688176 China 160.00 07.01.22 N/A 1,872.73 16.62 9.73 -28.23 -235.45

CinCor 
Pharma CINC USA 175.45 07.01.22 662.15 531.18 14.55 17.56 -13.46 -45.79

TC 
BioPharm TCBP UK 33.09 11.02.22 195.45 42.60 3.86 1.52 -5.02 -9.99

Vigil Neuro-
science VIGL USA 146.36 07.01.22 169.60 359.09 12.73 6.00 -3.07 -39.85

Arcellx ACLX USA 190.91 04.02.22 421.82 457.27 13.64 11.82 -6.4 -59.06

Blue Water 
Vaccines BWV USA 6.36 18.02.22 598.06 18.18 8.18 53.64 -203.41 -31.82

Lepu Bio 2157 China 318.18 25.02.22 1.25 104.55 1.02 0.75 -10.36 -11.82

Genflow 
Biosciences GENF UK N/A 18.01.22 32.10 N/A 13.67 10.76 N/A N/A

Gelesis GLS USA 284.36 14.01.22 354.55 909.09 N/A 4.90 -0.35 -84.93

Greenlight 
Biosciences GRNA USA 309.09 03.02.22 1072.73 1,090.91 N/A 8.74 -92.34 -13.69

Vivakor VIVK USA 9.45 14.02.22 24.55 7.27 4.55 1.72 -26.41 -1629.09

Revelation 
Biosciences REVB USA 20.27 24.01.22 14.24 116.36 N/A 1.00 N/A N/A

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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IPOs Launched in Q1 2022, Price Dynamics

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

Regional Distribution of Trading Venues for New IPOs

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

The United States ranked first in the number of IPOs, contributing more than 
half of the world’s total. Although we are dealing with a rather small sample, 
this represents a general trend. The development of interest in the Longevity 
companies in Europe, and Asia is growing. And it is only a matter of time before 
their share becomes even greater.

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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Main Longevity Industry M&A Deals

Cerner acquired by Oracle

Source: Healthcare IT News

Amount of the deal: €25.7 billion

Acquisition Type: Acquisition

Date of the deal: 17.12.2021

Oracle Corporation and Cerner Corp. have agreed to a deal where Oracle will 
acquire the Kansas City-based digital health giant in an all-cash deal for €86.4 
per share.

Enterprise software giant Oracle shocked the healthcare IT world when it an-
nounced its plans to buy one of the leading EHR systems Cerner for €25.7 bil-
lion. The news puts Oracle on the map as a potential major player in the health 
technology world.

With the €25.7 billion transaction, Oracle's corporate mission expands to 
assume the responsibility of providing medical professionals with a new gen-
eration of easier-to-use digital tools that enable access to information via a 
hands-free voice interface to secure cloud applications.

PPD acquired by Thermo Fisher Scientific

Source: Thermo Fisher Scientific

Amount of the deal: €15.8 billion

Acquisition Type: Acquisition

Date of the deal: 15.04.2021

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/oracle-acquires-cerner-283b
http://www.oracle.com/news/announcement/oracle-buys-cerner-2021-12-20
http://www.thermofisher.mediaroom.com/2021-12-08-Thermo-Fisher-Scientific-Completes-Acquisition-of-PPD,-Inc
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Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (NYSE: TMO), the world leader in serving science, 
completed its acquisition of PPD, Inc. (Nasdaq: PPD), a leading global provider 
of clinical research services to the Biopharma and BioTech industries, for €15.8 
billion.

As previously announced, the transaction was expected to contribute €1.36 to 
Thermo Fisher's adjusted earnings per share in 2022. Thermo Fisher expected 
to realize total synergies of approximately €114 million by year 3 following close, 
consisting of approximately €68 million of cost synergies and approximately 
€45.4 million of the adjusted operating income benefit from revenue-related 
synergies. In connection with the acquisition, Thermo Fisher will also assume 
approximately €2.72 billion in net debt of PPD in the near future. All assumed 
debt will be retired in connection with the closing of the transaction.

With the addition of PPD, Thermo Fisher offers a comprehensive suite of world-
class services across the clinical development spectrum − from scientific 
discovery to assessing safety, efficacy, and healthcare outcomes, to managing 
clinical trial logistics, to the development and manufacturing of a drug product.

Vifor Pharma acquired by CSL

Source: CSL

Amount of the deal: €10.6 billion

Acquisition Type: Acquisition

Date of the deal: 14.12.2021

Global biotechnology leader CSL Limited and Vifor Pharma Ltd., a global spe-
cialty pharmaceutical company with leadership in iron deficiency, nephrology 
and cardio-renal therapies, had entered into a definitive agreement for CSL to 
launch an all-cash public tender offer to acquire all publicly held Vifor Pharma 
shares for €163 per Vifor Pharma share, for an aggregate equity value for Vifor 
Pharma of €10.6 billion.

The transaction, which has been unanimously approved by both companies’ 
boards of directors, further advances CSL’s 2030 strategy to create value by 
adding a high-growth, cash generative and sustainable business that comple-
ments and expands the global leadership positions of CSL’s two business units, 
CSL Behring and Seqirus.

http://www.csl.com/news/2021/20211214-csl-csl-limited-announces-tender-offer-to-acquire-vifor-pharma-ltd
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Acceleron Pharma acquired by Merck

Source: Merck

Amount of the deal: €10.45 billion

Acquisition Type: Acquisition

Date of the deal: 30.09.2021

Merck (NYSE: MRK), known as MSD outside the United States and Canada, and 
Acceleron Pharma Inc. (Nasdaq: XLRN), a publicly traded biopharmaceutical 
company entered into a definitive agreement under which Merck, through a sub-
sidiary, will acquire Acceleron for €163.6 per share in cash for an approximate 
total equity value of €10.455 billion.

Acceleron is focused on harnessing the power of the transforming growth 
factor (TGF)-beta superfamily of proteins known to play a central role in the 
regulation of cell growth, differentiation, and repair. Acceleron’s lead therapeu-
tic candidate, sotatercept, has a novel mechanism of action with the potential 
to improve short-term and/or long-term clinical outcomes in patients with pul-
monary arterial hypertension (PAH), a progressive and life-threatening blood 
vessel disorder. Sotatercept is in Phase III trials as an add-on to the current 
standard of care for the treatment of PAH.

Hill-Rom acquired by Baxter International

Source: Baxter

Amount of the deal: €9.5 billion

Acquisition Type: Acquisition

Date of the deal: 02.09.2021

http://www.merck.com/news/merck-to-acquire-acceleron-pharma-inc
http://www.baxter.com/baxter-newsroom/baxter-completes-acquisition-hillrom-creating-15-billion-global-medtech-leader
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Baxter International Inc. (NYSE:BAX), a global MedTech leader, has completed 
its acquisition of Hillrom. Baxter paid €142 in cash for each outstanding share 
of Hillrom common stock for a purchase price of €9.5 billion (based on Hillrom 
share counts at closing). Including the assumption of Hillrom's outstanding 
debt obligations, the enterprise value of the transaction is approximately €11.4 
billion.

Baxter expects the combination to result in approximately €227.3 million of 
annual pretax cost synergies by the end of year 3. This estimate excludes any 
benefit from potential new revenue growth opportunities resulting from the 
combination of the two organizations.

The transaction is expected to be low double-digit accretive to Baxter's adjust-
ed earnings per share (EPS) in the first full year post close, increasing to more 
than 20% by the third year following closing.

Longevity Publicly Traded Corporations

Cumulative Capitalisation Dynamics, Trillion Euro

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

The Longevity Industry has been actively growing over most of 2021, and it 
is projected to evolve in the same trend. At the beginning of 2022, the market 
capitalization of 500 publicly traded companies was almost €5 trillion, making 
a 18% growth since the beginning of 2021. Technologically, publicly-traded Lon-
gevity-focused companies are similar to other companies in the sector, which 
means that their market capitalization growth can approximate the dynamics 
of the whole industry.

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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Distribution of Public Companies by Longevity Industry Sectors

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

Among 500 Longevity-focused public companies, P4 Medicine, PharmTech, 
and Telemedicine are the most represented sectors by a number of companies. 
As society's focus shifts to keeping older people healthy and active for longer, 
life sciences and tech-enabled solutions are key areas likely to attract more 
investments in the near future.

Top 10 Public Longevity-Focused Corporations  
by Market Capitalization, Q1 2022

Source: Longevity Investment Digest

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-report
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Key Investment Takeaways for 2022
The Longevity market is not only limited to anti-aging applications of life scienc-
es. It also includes some new sectors of the financial industry as well as gov-
ernment projects (national Longevity development plans); hence, its overall size 
potentially exceeds €22.7 trillion.

In terms of investments and the number of aging research institutions (almost 
50% of the total number worldwide), the USA is an undisputed leader in the Lon-
gevity Industry. Suffice it to recall that the majority of major Longevity-focused 
companies are based in the USA. This contrasts sharply with health disparities 
which are due to socio-economic inequalities.

PharmTech and P4 Medicine are Longevity subsectors involving the largest 
number of companies and receiving the highest volume of investments (€118.8 
billion and €77.6 billion, respectively) within private companies. Among 500 
Longevity-focused public companies, PharmTech, P4 Medicine, and Deep Diag-
nostics are the most represented sectors by a number of companies.

The following trends of Longevity Investments can be identified:

The COVID-19 pandemic has given a boost not only to the growth of the 
BioTech capital market but also to the development of the Longevity bio-
medicine sector, resulting in an increase of more than 30% (compared to 
2020).

The US leadership in the Longevity sector will remain for the observed 
future. China (which is the closest competitor by funding amounts, with 
€151.75 billion invested vs. €610.8 billion invested in the USA) is still far 
behind. 

PharmTech comprising companies engaged in the development of drugs 
for age-related diseases treatment receives the largest volume of invest-
ments: In Q2 2022 alone, such companies have secured €4.69 billion of pri-
vate investments. Carestream, which provides imaging and IT systems for 
medical and life sciences sectors received the biggest investment (€2.18 
billion) among PharmTech companies. Another Longevity subsector to re-
ceive decent investment is P4 Medicine (€126.3 billion of total funding, as 
of the end of Q1 2022).

The Longevity Industry has been actively growing over the whole of 2021 
and is projected to evolve in the same trend. After facing a little turbulence 
at the beginning of 2022, the market capitalization of 500 publicly traded 
companies is slightly below €5 trillion.

The Federal Reserve has all but assured interest rates will rise. The same 
trend is becoming more evident across other national regulators. Health-
care leaders should be thinking now about upcoming projects and their 
financial plans. Hospitals have dealt with the COVID-19 pandemic and 
subsequent financial pressures, and now another challenge is looming: the 
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prospect of higher interest rates. Healthcare institutions have weathered 
serious financial pressures during the pandemic, including higher labor 
costs and higher prices for supplies. They have also curbed nonurgent 
surgeries, reducing a key source of revenue.

Supply chain disruptions across all industries soared in the early stages 
of the coronavirus pandemic. In the pharmaceutical industry, being at the 
core of the Longevity Industry, there remains an urgent need to resolve any 
supply obstructions so that patients do not miss out on the critical medical 
treatments they need. In 2022, some of the most substantial challenges 
standing in the way of efficient pharma supply chain management include: 
transportation management, tracking shipment condition, shortages, ener-
gy issues, geopolitical tensions.

Market Trends for 2022
Ban on payment for order flow. The Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC) in the United States has been considering a complete ban on 
payment for order flow (PFOF). PFOF became a hot topic in 2021, primar-
ily concerning Robinhood Markets, Inc. If the SEC restricts the practice in 
2022, it will upend the business models of brokerage firms like Robinhood, 
potentially dampening the recent surge in active trading and speculation 
by retail investors. For the Longevity Industry, this change will not bring a 
big difference since most of the investors in the industry are professionals; 
however, diminished interest in active trading among retail investors de-
creases possible chances for media attention around hot rising Longevity 
companies, as it was with Gamestop.

Cryptocurrencies and digital currencies regulations. The Federal Reserve 
System has been experimenting with policy responses to the rise of cryp-
tocurrencies and digital currencies. Federal Reserve Chair, Jerome Powell, 
has publicly stated that the Fed is actively considering the creation of a 
central bank digital currency (CBDC). Before taking that step, the Fed will 
consult with a wide range of stakeholders.

Antitrust development. According to reports, the Biden administration has 
assembled the most aggressive antitrust team in decades, with potential 
targets ranging from technology to pharmaceuticals, agriculture, health-
care, and finance, among others. Biden has also issued an executive order 
encompassing 72 initiatives aimed at increasing competition in a variety 
of industries, increasing merger scrutiny, and limiting employers' ability to 
force employees to sign noncompete agreements. This could lead to inter-
esting redistribution of a highly intelligent workforce, which is now in pos-
session of huge pharmaceutical, and BioTech giants, and empowerment of 
smaller prominent Longevity companies with a new workforce.

The new global minimum corporate tax rate. On October 8, 2021, the Or-
ganization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) announced 
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that its members had agreed to set a global corporate minimum tax rate 
of 15%, effective in 2023. However, key details have yet to be fleshed out. 
These details should be announced in 2022, and the implications for multi-
national corporations' domicile choices should begin to emerge.

Markets are still being driven by the COVID-19 pandemic. There is some 
hope that 2022 will be the year that normalcy returns, sending travel, com-
mercial real estate, and traditional retail stocks even higher; however, we 
expected this in the beginning of 2021. The emergence of omicron raises 
both short-term and long-term concerns. Even if this COVID-19 variant 
does not cause another wave of lethal infections, what about the next? 
Specifically, investors should recognize that the post-COVID market rally 
has already begun even if the pandemic has not yet ended. This is because 
stock markets have most likely already priced in the majority, if not all, of 
the gains that can be expected from a fully reopened economy. Despite 
the pandemic, the Longevity public sector has raised by more than 20%, 
we can only expect that normalizing markets will give quite a boost to the 
performance of the Longevity Industry.

Inflation spike. It is undeniable that Americans (and the financial media) 
are preoccupied with inflation. High gas prices and supply-chain-related 
shortages will not be dismissed as "temporary" in 2022. Inflation will be an 
even bigger story in 2022, and if current trends are not reversed soon, there 
will be market turmoil. Higher interest rates and higher inflation spell doom 
for Wall Street. It could, however, indicate opportunities in the bond market 
or even good news for savers in the form of higher APYs.

Computer chip shortage. The ongoing computer chip shortage will contin-
ue to have an impact on stocks, and not just technology stocks. Because 
virtually all consumer durable goods now contain a computer chip, the 
shortage is more severe than with laptops. Even if the pandemic were to 
end sooner, this aspect of the supply chain would continue to deteriorate. 
A terrible fire at a Chinese plant in late 2020 exacerbated pandemic con-
cerns. According to Intel, the chip shortage will last until 2023. That may 
be a good reason to consider investing in chipmakers, but it may also be a 
good reason to be concerned about the stability of most other consumer 
discretionary names.

Longevity may have the opportunity to get a clear regulatory pathway. 
Regulative bodies control the future traction of the Longevity Industry. To 
date, none of them has approved aging to be a disease. Researchers and 
investors believe that if the regulatory framework bends in favor of Longev-
ity and approves the first clinical anti-aging treatment, it will be a pivotal 
event in helping to separate the fiction from the science fiction still linked 
with Longevity. Due to a lack of a clear regulatory framework, medication 
developers have concentrated their efforts on disorders associated with 
aging such as glaucoma. For example, the FDA does not have a regulatory 
process for approving a medicine for aging because it is not considered a 
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disease. It also implies that vitamins and treatments that promise to slow 
down the aging process are less regulated. However, the Longevity Industry 
witnesses the emergence of companies developing the anti-aging or “gero-
therapeutic” properties of drugs specifically to see whether those taking 
such drugs experience delayed development or progression of age-related 
chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, and dementia.

The investors will probably shift the focus toward preventing aging and 
age-related disease. The FDA has previously approved BioTech therapies 
that target specific disorders rather than addressing aging as a whole. This 
funding opportunity, on the other hand, is available to researchers who aim 
to use fundamental age-related mechanisms to cure a variety of chronic 
illnesses. In a nutshell, these are the individuals who seek to combat aging 
itself. This paradigm shift was great news for the Longevity Industry since 
the US government began to allocate money to Longevity R&D, as promised 
before.

Investments into the Longevity Industry will probably “democratize.” 
Skeptics of Longevity research believe that the relatively large amount of 
money invested in the field is primarily benefiting the wealthy people and 
that the money would be better spent on other pressing causes. On the 
other hand, it is natural to admit the Longevity Industry to be a pioneering 
field. The people who invest in Longevity and are concerned with aging are 
predominantly wealthy individuals. With more and more capital flowing 
into the anti-aging biotechnology sector, the major obstacle to progress 
has become the lack of founders. Many mission-driven individuals who 
want to get involved in Longevity biotechnology do not know how to get 
started or feel like they do not have the necessary background, network, or 
resources to have an impact. That is why the upcoming future will witness 
the collaborative work between Longevity-focused investors and founders 
of prospective start-ups.

Summary

Longevity Science is a multidisciplinary branch of science studying all as-
pects of aging and developing medical technologies to ensure a long and 
healthy life. It aims to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of 
aging and Longevity to prolong the human lifespan. Yet, the prospect of 
living longer is not the sole desired outcome. The basic goal is to lengthen 
the time when people are healthy and productive and to reduce the risk of 
age-related diseases.

Although the concept of clinical trials goes back to the 18th century, the 
present-day controlled clinical trial is largely an invention of the USA, the 
birthplace of BioTech. The current approach worked relatively well in the 
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early years of BioTech, but it has become increasingly outdated and ineffi-
cient as the complexity of drugs and interventions has increased.

“Hallmarks of aging” have long been key metrics in Longevity Science and 
a key subject of clinical trials. The identification of these hallmarks in 2013 
was instrumental in obtaining a new WHO ICD-11 code (International Clas-
sification of Diseases) for “aging-related” conditions, XT9T, in 2018, that 
can be added to any other relevant condition listed in the ICD-11 to classify 
new conditions. This achievement, jointly led by the Biogerontology Re-
search Foundation (the UK’s oldest Longevity-focused charity, founded in 
2008, for which I serve as Managing Trustee) and the International Longevi-
ty Alliance, represents the closest that any group has ever come to formally 
classifying aging as a disease.

Longevity Medicine is a rapidly emerging field of advanced personalized 
preventive medicine leveraging the power brought by biomarkers of aging 
and Longevity. This field includes the fast-evolving areas of biogerontology, 
geroscience, Precision, Preventive, and Personalized Medicine.

The difference between Longevity Medicine and traditional care is that it 
is powered by the most recent findings in the biology of human aging and 
rooted in a personalized and preventive rather than reactionary or “sick 
care” based approach to disease treatment.

Never before in human history has there been such a large population of 
elderly people. This phenomenon has given rise to the development of the 
AgeTech market, which provides solutions to enable senior citizens to live 
comfortably for longer periods. The continuous acceleration of this market 
is driving innovation in different forms but mostly as an adaptation of com-
mon services and products for the elderly.

Longevity is the current focus of the largest financial institutions all over the 
world. Investors are seeking opportunities to contribute to the development 
of the Longevity Industry by investing in AgeTech, Longevity FinTech, Lon-
gevity biomedical companies, and start-ups. This trend has resulted in the 
rise of Longevity Finance. Financial institutions that can adapt their busi-
ness models to the new industries of AgeTech, WealthTech, and Longevity 
Finance will be able to outperform their competitors and grow rapidly.
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http://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/601057
http://www.bg-rf.org.uk
http://www.bg-rf.org.uk
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“The legacy frameworks driving strategic decision making by major 
Longevity industry players are outdated, underestimate the complexity 
of biological aging and the translational gap from model organisms 
(e.g. mice) to humans, and are already now causing significant mar-
ket failures. If this doesn’t change, the industry is at risk of declining 
investor sentiment. However, exact market-ready frameworks and ap-
proaches exist today to neutralize these risks.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘Biomarkers of Human  
Longevity Are Essential for Investment De-Risking  

and Clinical Trial Predictability, Claims New Book  
by Seasoned Longevity Investor and Deep Knowledge  

Analytics Founder” (Yahoo Finance 2021).

Why Traditional BioTech Analytics Fail Against 
the Longevity Industry’s Extreme Complexity, 
Multidimensionality, and Technological 
Intersectionality

One of the foremost challenges to the assessment of the Longevity Industry is 
its extreme breadth. Concrete and comprehensive understanding of the dynam-
ics, trends, and developmental trajectory of the Longevity Industry can only be 
obtained through an analysis of hundreds of different sectors, industries, and 
domains of science and technology, each of which is often at the very forefront 
of advancement, complexity, and sophistication in their respective domains.

Due to this huge level of complexity, realistic assessment and forecasting are 
very challenging, and the methods used for the assessment of the BioTech and 
biomedical industries have proven inadequate.

The quantitative assessment of technologies, methods, therapies, and compa-
nies within the Longevity space necessitates the use of novel methodologies 
and approaches to technological, scientific, and industry benchmarking such 
as technology readiness levels (TRLs). TRLs utilize the expertise of science and 
technology professionals to assess the market-readiness of products and ser-
vices and forecast when their clinical translation will become a reality. Originally 
developed by NASA in the 1970s for space exploration technologies, and first 
applied to the Longevity Industry by Aging Analytics Agency, TRLs measure the 
maturity level of technology throughout its research, development, and deploy-
ment phase progression. TRLs are based on a scale from 1 to 9, with 9 being 
the most mature technology.

http://www.finance.yahoo.com/news/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.finance.yahoo.com/news/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.finance.yahoo.com/news/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.finance.yahoo.com/news/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.finance.yahoo.com/news/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
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Technology Readiness 
Level (TRL) Gradation 
Principle

This complexity presents 
substantial risk as it 
significantly complicates 
the ability of companies, 
investors, and even na-
tional governments to an-
ticipate challenges (such 
as the risk of fraud) and 
recognize opportunities. 
These challenges will 
need to be addressed in 
national Longevity devel-
opment strategies, which 
various nations are de-
vising in response to the 
looming Silver Tsunami.

Though the challenges of realistic assessment and forecasting are great, they 
are not insurmountable. The newer industries already have in place established 
practices for forecasting and assessment used in other complex high-tech in-
dustries, particularly progress in Big Data analysis and AI.

The Longevity Industry can adapt these practices for use in forecasting, 
scenario building, and modeling. This becomes increasingly important as the 
industry progresses because the scope for costly mistakes increases propor-
tionately.

Many such mistakes will result from the sheer complexity of the Longevity 
landscape and the challenges of forecasting. Yet, there will also be room for 
fraud, as exemplified by the 2018 Theranos scandal centered around Elizabeth 
Holmes, the youngest self-made female billionaire who fraudulently raised 
€636.4 million from investors for a technology supposedly capable of detecting 
conditions such as cancer and diabetes from a quick blood test. Because the 
industry, unprecedented in size and multidimensionality, will soon be dwarfing 
all others, the cost of such mistakes will also be unprecedented in size and 
scale. To prevent such outcomes and neutralize the likelihood of a Longevity 
boom and bust, and declining investor sentiment (due either to intentional fraud 
or the kinds of large-scale failures to replicate positive animal model results 
in humans described more comprehensively in my 2021 book Biomarkers of 
Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D, 
the Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity Tangible Investment De-
cision Making and De-Risking), its participants need to use precise tools for 
assessment, forecasting, and strategic decision-making to match this level of 
complexity.

Source: Nasa Technology Readiness  
Levels explained

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.mcdsystems.co.uk/nasa-technology-readiness-levels-explained
http://www.mcdsystems.co.uk/nasa-technology-readiness-levels-explained
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We have already stressed above that the Longevity Industry is a broad and com-
plex field not only limited to the science of anti-aging and rejuvenation but also 
encompassing all the social, political, and economic causes and consequences 
of entire populations living longer. And this complexity creates the need for a 
new approach to industry analysis of equal sophistication and multidimension-
ality as the industry itself.

Current Disproportions in Global Longevity 
Industry Landscape: Investment, 
Entrepreneurship, Medicine, and Science

The tools, techniques, and technologies required to extend Healthy Longevity 
are already in a sufficient state of maturity. Many experts agree that although a 
further extension of Healthy Longevity will require the use of therapies that are 
still being developed and validated, existing interventions could nonetheless 
have appreciable effects today.

Despite this potential of existing technologies, the demographic projections of 
various governments tend to project only a very modest extension of healthy 
functional lifespan, if any. Again, the reason for this lies in the Longevity Industry 
becoming so extremely complex as to make accurate and reliable forecasting 
regarding its potential future development very difficult.

The continuance of this future development is threatened by a fundamental, 
widespread, and systemic problem able to destabilize its current upward tra-
jectory of growth, diversification, and increasing investment volumes: namely, 
the well-established but highly outdated practice of experimentation on model 
organisms with the expectation that their outcomes will translate to humans.

This has been the consensus paradigm followed in the traditional BioTech 
Industry for the past 50 years. However, the last decades have shown a consist-
ently decreasing ratio of successful translation of drugs to humans safely and 
effectively enough to bring them to market in the majority of cases.

Given the current 90-92% failure rate of clinical translation into humans in the 
comparatively simple BioTech industry – which deals with interventions with far 
fewer complex components than the Longevity Industry as a whole, (e.g., single 
molecules) targeting far simpler biological systems (e.g., individual disease 
targets) – it is reasonable to expect higher failure rates for multidimensional 
therapies with many “moving parts” that target significantly more complex bio-
logical processes of aging.

The source of this highly anticipated failure rate is twofold. The first funda-
mental factor is the vast biological (genomic, epigenomic, physiological, etc.) 
differences between humans and model organisms, both in general and about 
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aging in particular. This is a scientific problem. The second is not so much a sci-
entific problem but a problem rooted in human error: By current estimates, as 
many as 70% of scientific experiments, studies, and articles are not repeatable 
due to either well-intentioned mistakes or intentional fraud. This phenomenon 
is often referred to as science’s modern “replication crisis” and will pose even 
more challenges for the expected success rate of human-focused Longevity 
therapeutics.

If this trend continues, it could lead to general pessimism about the Longevity 
Industry among investors and harm by association the prospects of the entire 
field, including nonbiomedical sectors. This will weaken investor confidence 
and drive down the market cap of the increasing number of Longevity com-
panies holding IPOs before demonstrating human safety and efficacy. It also 
creates the risk of the rise of a Longevity boom-and-bust cycle.

In our view, one of the factors behind this comparatively slow rate of progress 
is that resources are often wasted on purely theoretical and curiosity-driven 
research. With the enormous volume of resources behind big tech and research 
giants such as Google and Amazon, we should be able to see useful results by 
now. But instead, the only thing we see is meager theoretical advances.

Furthermore, the fact is that retail investors are already beginning to feel the 
tangible results of these risks and dangers on their bank accounts as a result 
of the public share price of public Longevity companies (which made their IPOs 
based solely on the results of model organism studies) plummeting due to 
post-IPO failures in clinical (human) translation and validation.

Comparison of Longevity Investment Funds  
by Research Focus/Investment Portfolio Focus

This figure shows a comparison of Longevity investment funds by research focus and invest-
ment portfolio focus.

Source: Longevity Investment Digest Q1 2022

http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-39054778
http://www.aginganalytics.com/investment-digest
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More cautious investors may wait to see if similar BioTech and Longevity com-
panies can succeed with their further clinical studies. By now, it should be clear 
that the Longevity Industry faces a deep and widespread problem: the majority 
of leading Longevity investors are still operating under the paradigm of the 
kind of therapeutic validation (and, by extension, company valuation) that has 
worked in the broader BioTech and BioPharma industries previously but does 
not work today in the Longevity Industry, and Longevity Medicine in particular.

This fundamentally flawed and risky industry-standard paradigm has led to 
unjustified company valuations following successful preclinical trials in model 
organisms such as mice.

Some may not think of the Longevity Industry in this way, perhaps, still equating 
progress in Longevity with linear progress in geroscience and regenerative med-
icine. But this view has become outdated as the combination of technologies 
that will escort the global population to longer, healthier, and more productive 
lives has expanded and diversified over the past decade.

InvestTech Advanced Solutions has identified the following trends complicat-
ing the global Longevity landscape:

The number of shared investments among funds is fairly high, which might 
indicate comparatively high risks posed by low sector diversification.

As for the popular investment areas, most Longevity-focused investment 
funds invest in drug discovery and rely on the success of clinical trials.

Besides low sector diversification, Longevity investment funds possess 
comparatively low “stage diversification,” which generates additional in-
vestment risks.

The Longevity Industry will inevitably exhibit growth but faces serious risks 
of eventual decline in investor sentiment and many things can be done to 
stabilize, optimize, harmonize, and accelerate industry growth, stabiliza-
tion, and maturation.

But the industry faces a problem: A great number of top Longevity investors 
still abide by the paradigm of therapeutic validation in model organisms 
despite the fact that these trial results cannot be reliably and precisely 
translated to humans. A paradigm shift from this kind of BioTech mindset 
is needed to acknowledge the translational gap between model organisms 
and humans and, consequently, to rely on direct human validation.

A wide array of single biomarkers and panels of Biomarkers of Longevity 
(discussed in Chapter 7) exists in market-ready form and should be adopted 
into due-diligence practice by Longevity investors to create a more modern, 
sophisticated, and robust method of preliminary validation of therapeutic 
safety and efficacy.
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Longevity Analytics 2.0: Modern Data Science,  
AI Analytics, and IT Solutions To Manage,  
Define, and Forecast Longevity Complexity  
for Effective Decision-Making

Deep Knowledge Group was the first entity to define the Longevity Industry 
and formulate actionable frameworks for industry analytics, forecasting, 
and benchmarking to manage the industry's unprecedented complexity, 
multidimensionality, and technological intersectionality. The Group’s start-
ing point, back in 2014, was to comprehensively structure the industry’s 
breadth and complexity by identifying, classifying, and profiling all partic-
ipants in the Global Longevity Industry ecosystem, applying AI, modern 
data science, and Big Data analysis for industry analytics to make this 
information available through a variety of open-access reports and ana-
lytics. As a result, Deep Knowledge Group now owns the world's largest 
Longevity Industry database, encompassing 50,000+ companies, 12,000+ 
investors, and 1,200+ R&D hubs across 20 sectors and 160 subsectors, 
and containing over 9.5 million data points. Backed by the Big Data ana-
lytics and sophisticated data visualization capabilities of Deep Knowledge 
Group, this project took the form of a single coherent Global Longevity Big 
Data Analytics IT System.

The Deep Knowledge Group Dashboards Platform provides tools of SWOT 
analysis, information about competitors, comparative analysis, portfolio 
construction, mindmaps, and statistics to help analyze opportunities.

Source: Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard
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The ultimate aim of this system is to provide strategic decision-makers across 
the private sector, global investment community, financial industry, and govern-
ance and policy ecosystem with first-time access to Big Data analytics and vis-
ualization, market intelligence, competitive analysis, technology and company 
benchmarking, SWOT analysis, practical recommendations, and other strategic 
toolsets to handle the multidimensionality of the global Longevity ecosystem.

Deep Knowledge Group has been developing a granular approach to investi-
gating each individual sector of the Longevity Industry. To reach this goal, the 
Group has produced a series of interactive Big Data Analytics Dashboards.

InvestTech Advanced Solutions and Back-End Tools

Source: AI-Driven Investment Analytics Overview, 2021

Overview of Deep Knowledge Group  
Longevity Industry Big Data Analytical  
AI-Driven Systems and Dashboards

The Longevity Dashboard and the IT-Platform form a single project with four indi-
vidual component dashboards. Most front-end and back-end systems and features 
will apply to all four dashboards, with some adjustments and additional dash-
board-specific features integrated into each dashboard on a case-by-case basis.

The universe of Big Data Analytics Dashboards has the following features:

Interactive real-time data visualization in the form of mindmaps, charts, 
lists, region maps, bar graphs, etc.

Access to merged databases of entities, products, services, and technolo-
gies related to the Longevity and healthcare industries.

Incorporated AI-driven vendor-client smart-matching based on the client’s 
geography and existing unmet needs and preferences.

11

11
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http://www.dkv.global/analytics
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Sophisticated Big Data analysis of the Longevity market and industry 
trends, future strategies, and national plans.

Tailored recommendation packs.

Quantitative ranking and benchmarking (both positive and negative) of 
entities.

Filters for sorting entities by name, category, location, overall activity, in-
vestments, financing, etc.

Source: AI-Driven Investment Analytics Overview, 2021

Global Longevity Ecosystem Dashboard
The Global Longevity Ecosystem dashboard exists in the form of interactive 
mindmaps with over 50,000 entities, containing individual profiles of Longevi-
ty-focused companies, investors, and R&D hubs.

The Global Longevity Ecosystem relies on the framework of Longevity.Interna-
tional, a first-of-its-kind, open-access nonprofit decentralized Longevity Industry 
knowledge and collaboration platform created to promote a higher degree of 
synergy, efficient cooperation, and discussion among a variety of Longevity 
Industry participants and stakeholders, including companies, investors, non-
profits, academic labs, R&D hubs, governmental bodies, and policymakers.

InvestTech Advanced Solutions, in cooperation with Aging Analytics Agency, 
has developed a system of Big Data analytics dashboards providing advanced, 
quantifiable, automated data-driven investment recommendations for all Lon-
gevity-related industry sectors, including AI-pharma, finance, investment, and 
government. They include the following dashboards, which we discuss in more 
detail in this and the corresponding chapters later:

Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Public Longevity Companies Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

11

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.dkv.global/analytics
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Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

The Global Longevity Ecosystem Dashboard

Source: www.longevity.International

Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard
The Longevity Investment Analytics Dashboard suggests knowledge-based, 
validated financial analytics and consulting for private and publicly traded 
companies across 20 Longevity sectors, covering four major Longevity 
branches: Longevity Finance, Longevity R&D, Longevity Medicine, and Longev-
ity Technology.

Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment

11

11

http://www.longevity.international
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment
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Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard
The Longevity Finance Analytics Dashboard is a licensed white-label solution 
designed for financial corporations (e.g., banks, pension funds, asset manage-
ment firms, and insurance companies) looking to adjust their business models 
to Longevity-focused banking and tap into the multitrillion-euro market of 1 
billion people in retirement. We provide a detailed description of this compre-
hensive dashboard in Chapter 10.

Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard

Public Longevity Companies Investment Big Data 
Analytics Dashboard

Public Longevity Companies Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source:  www.deep-innovation.tech/public-longevity-investment-dashboard

http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/public-longevity-investment-dashboard
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/public-longevity-investment-dashboard
http://www.deep-innovation.tech
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The Public Longevity Companies Investment Big Data Analytics Dash-
board aggregates the extensive real-time data on public companies en-
gaged in the Longevity Industry. The analytical engine of this dashboard 
also applies tools of portfolio construction for institutional investors, 
empowering them with a personalized investment universe driven by state-
of-the-art analytics.

Longevity Governance Dashboard
The Longevity Governance Dashboard allows access to continuous mon-
itoring of government policies and activities that have a direct impact on 
both National Healthy Longevity and Longevity Industrialization. It also 
consistently tracks and analyzes data related to government-led Longevity 
development initiatives, which we discuss in more detail in Chapter 11.

Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics  

When dealing in Deep Knowledge Group’s dashboards with private compa-
nies, a lot of information cannot be seen as structured, e.g., as a number 
or a table. Most of the time we are dealing with so-called unstructured 
data, like news articles, interviews, and so on. In order to process this 
type of data and make it accessible, a good Natural Language Processing 
pipeline is needed.

In Deep Knowledge Group, we created a proprietary data aggregation frame-
work that allows us to create insights, combining different types of data from 
an unrestricted amount of data sources and, at the same time, being indifferent 
to the types of data we aggregate. This enables us to conduct an 170-parame-
ters’ based companies assessment, execute competitors, investors and com-
panies matching efficiently, and provide market insights that cannot be found 
anywhere else. 

http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/public-longevity-dashboard
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/public-longevity-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
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A unique combination of the most cutting-edge approaches allows us to sup-
port a database of approximately 75,000 Longevity-related entities, with an 
ability to update it fully once every 24 hours.

Cross-Platform Machine Learning
The Deep Knowledge Group Big Data Analytics System already deploys Machine 
Learning (ML) tools to provide end-users with profound data-driven solutions. 
However, to enhance our analytical products further, we will incorporate open-
source algorithms such as ML.NET and MMLSPARK adjusted to the specific 
needs of Deep Knowledge Group.

ML.NET is an open-source cross-platform ML framework developed by Mi-
crosoft that allows us to customize and integrate our analytical platforms. 
This tool offers varying levels of interoperability with popular frameworks like 
TensorFlow and ONNX for training and scoring ML and Deep Learning (DL) 
models.

MMLSpark adds several ML frameworks to the SparkML Ecosystem, including 
LightGBM, Vowpal Wabbit, OpenCV, Isolation Forest, and the Microsoft Cogni-
tive Toolkit (CNTK). These tools allow users to craft powerful and highly scala-
ble models that span multiple ML ecosystems.
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AI-Based Advanced Clustering
The structural complexity of the Longevity Industry makes it challenging to 
analyze and operate with data gathered through the analysis of both public and 
private companies. To effectively overcome such obstacles, Deep Knowledge 
Group is using different AI-based advanced clustering algorithms for data ag-
gregated.

AI-Based Tools for Clustering

The main idea is to incorporate clustering algorithms as an automated 
cross-platform solution for our dashboards to unionize and enhance the exist-
ing sorting algorithms and efficiently restructure data points that are hard to 
classify.

Cross-Platform AI-Based Predictions
Based on the quantifiable data gathered for our dashboards, we can contin-
ue generating the AI-based prediction algorithms at the cross-platform level. 
This will allow us to create multilevel prediction systems, taking into account 
the dynamics of multiple markets and an enlarged number of companies. 
These algorithms will outperform the existing solutions, enabling the as-
sessment of different industries, allowing for the use of greater amounts of 
parameters and data, and thus enhancing the performance of the predictive 
models.
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Cross-Platform AI-Based Prediction Algorithm

Modern Tools for De-Risking Investment, 
Accelerating R&D, Defining Hype vs. Reality,  
and Practicing Safe Human-Centered  
Validation in the Longevity Industry

Aging Analytics Agency was the first company to apply rigorous and tangible 
methodologies for assessing the market-readiness of products in the life 
sciences and BioTech space (such as TRLs described earlier). It was also the 
first to establish a validated approach for assessing timelines for the clinical 
translation of Longevity and Preventive Medicine therapies, comparing pro-
spective investment targets by using multiple parameters to differentiate levels 
of maturity and scientific and technical advantages objectively.

Ultimately, the analytical algorithms and systems (i.e., Natural Language Pro-
cessing, Cross-Platform Machine Learning, AI-Based Advanced Clustering, and 
Cross-Platform AI-Based Predictions) of Deep Knowledge Group have resulted 
in the development of sophisticated, multidimensional comparative analysis 
frameworks and methodologies, further enhancing their reputation among 
major industry stakeholders as the leading source of tangible, relevant and so-
phisticated ranking, benchmarking, and identification of industry market trends 
as well as tangible, quantitative forecasting.
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Summary

The Longevity Industry is characterized by extreme and unprecedented lev-
els of complexity. This is a result of its high degrees of cross-domain tech-
nological intersectionality and its extremely fast pace of innovation. Any 
individual subsector of the industry typically operates at the very forefront 
of its own respective field, employing the most advanced and sophisticated 
approaches within its own domain.

This extreme level of complexity makes it highly challenging to conduct 
realistic assessments and forecasting. For this reason, traditional methods 
used for the assessment of the BioTech and biomedical industries have 
proven inadequate, and the number and size of such failures will only con-
tinue to grow as increasing numbers of companies seek to replicate their 
positive results in model organisms in human patients.

A revolution is needed in the analytics underlying Longevity Industry deci-
sion making, due diligence, valuation, and validation to create relevant and 
realistic methods of benchmarking and forecasting capable of withstanding 
the sector’s unprecedented levels of complexity. Similarly, a corresponding 
paradigm shift is needed in the widespread adoption and application of 
these analytics by industry decision-makers across investment, finance, 
entrepreneurship, science, medicine, policy, and governance.

Since 2013, Deep Knowledge Group has heavily prioritized the development 
of sophisticated and robust analytical, benchmarking, and forecasting 
frameworks (including specialized Big Data analytical dashboards for each 
sector employing advanced AI, Machine Learning, and natural language 
processing capabilities) to enable realistic, dependable, and tangible strate-
gic decision-making in the face of the industry’s unprecedented complexity.

This prioritization is intended, firstly, to effectively structure Deep Knowl-
edge Group’s own investment, entrepreneurial, financial, and policy activi-
ties, and secondly, to offer in an open-source manner as many outputs of 
this work as possible to other industry participants and stakeholders to 
promote a greater degree of industry harmonization and stability.

The ultimate aim of these systems is to provide strategic decision-makers 
across the private sector, global investment community, financial industry, 
and governance and policy ecosystem with first-time access to Big Data 
analytics and visualization, market intelligence, competitive analysis, tech-
nology and company benchmarking, SWOT analysis, practical recommen-
dations, and other strategic toolsets capable of handling the unprecedent-
ed complexity and multidimensionality of the public and private sectors of 
the global Longevity ecosystem.

11

11

11

11

11

11
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Chapter 6. Longevity Science: Biomarkers 
of Human Longevity, AI and Data Science 
for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D, 
the Current State of Longevity Clinical 
Trials, and Defining Hype vs. Reality

Outline of Sections

The Rise of Longevity Science From Fringe Outlier Domain to the Very 
Frontier of the Most Advanced Biomedical Science

The Problem and Promise of Longevity Science: Opportunities and 
Risk Factors

Longevity Science: R&D Landscape Overview 2022

Current State of Longevity Clinical Trials

AI as the Major Accelerative Factor for Longevity Science R&D

Top Trends and Forecasts in Longevity Science: 2022

Ethical Imperatives for Longevity Scientists

The Rise of Longevity Science From Fringe 
Outlier Domain to the Very Frontier of the Most 
Advanced Biomedical Science

Longevity Science is the use of biomedicine to prolong human Healthspan, 
defined earlier in this book as the amount of time individuals live free of age-re-
lated disorders. It encompasses all basic research seeking to understand the 

11

11

11

11

11
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11
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biological nature of aging and Longevity, and all R&D focused on extending 
human Healthspan and ameliorating age-related disease and dysfunction. Once 
some approaches researched by the Longevity Science sector pass through the 
stages of clinical trials and are implemented in medical practice focused on 
aging, they become part of the domain of Longevity Medicine.

At present, Longevity Science is mainly focused on studying molecular and cel-
lular metabolic pathways of aging. Additionally, strong emphasis is put on regu-
lators of these processes. Based on understanding these processes, scientists 
are trying to find a way to influence them by identifying drug targets. Moreover, 
some elements of those pathways are studied as indicators that can potentially 
serve as biomarkers, as they are objective measurements which capture any 
changes in a cell or an organism at a given moment. Alternative methods of re-
search include attempts to construct models of aging based on already known 
biomarkers or drug targets. Thus, studies of aging are strongly contributing to 
the potential development of diagnostic or treatment approaches.

Longevity Science Framework

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Most financed studies at the moment are focused on some particular manifes-
tations of general aging such as “hallmarks of aging” or age-related diseases. 
This approach accelerates the process of medical implementation of their find-
ings, and also contributes to a general understanding of aging mechanisms.

Longevity Science is strongly interrelated with Longevity Medicine as it provides 
a scientific platform for aging estimation and prediction of the risk of age-re-

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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lated diseases development, revealing the molecular background of aging and 
making significant contributions in anti-aging therapy development.

Longevity Science has already discovered ways to increase the lifespans of a 
variety of animal species. For instance, with the use of simple methods, the 
lifespan of the worm C. elegans can be tripled, although such results as these 
cannot be translated to human models.

Indeed it is a fundamental force driving humanity to Longevity. This field of 
science has attracted human attention for thousands of years, yet most devel-
opments in this field have taken place only in recent decades. Current develop-
ments show that Longevity Science is expanding very fast and is set to achieve 
much in the coming years. And as the field is constantly expanding it becomes 
increasingly promising for investment.

Longevity Science, however, still faces several critical bottlenecks slowing 
progress and leading to highly inefficient use of funds. Foremost among these 
is the scientific community’s overwhelming faith that positive results in model 
organisms such as mice are as likely to translate to positive results in humans in 
Longevity Science as in traditional BioTech and biomedicine approaches. More-
over, the domain of Longevity Science is also subject to additional hindrances 
such as the relative under-use of AI. These bottlenecks, as well as the current 
state of the global Longevity Science ecosystem in Q1 2022, are the subject of 
more detailed treatment in this chapter. And their proposed solutions, which 
have the potential to accelerate progress and facilitate a faster transition from 
Longevity Science to Longevity Medicine and ultimately to Practical Longevity, 
will be described in Chapter 7.

The Rise of Geroscience
By the end of the 20th century, the war on human illness had evolved from an 
invasion into a counterinsurgency operation. Since infectious diseases were 
brought largely under biomedical control (including the recent COVID-19 pan-
demic), the stubborn illnesses inflicted from within – e.g., cancer, Alzheimer’s, 
arthritis, and osteoporosis – became increasingly viewed as biomedicine’s next 
and, perhaps, final challenge. Since the early 2000s, biogerontology, the study 
of biological aging, and geroscience, which aim to understand the relationship 
between aging and age-related diseases, have expanded greatly, and a wide 
range of theories have emerged on how aging progresses, as illustrated in the 
timeline below.

However, as knowledge of human biology increased, the challenges of bringing 
aging under serious biomedical control grew clearer. One good example of this 
is the “Hayflick limit,” named after its discoverer Leonard Hayflick. Hayflick limit 
is the point at which cells eventually stop dividing. This point is reached when 
telomeres, extra segments of DNA at the ends of chromosomes that get short-
er with each cell division, eventually reach a critical length and further division 
is halted.
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Timeline of Biological Theories of Aging

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

This is just one of the many limitations scientists encounter in biogerontology. 
The human body is a very complex machine, and there are limits to how much 
any machine can be altered or even redesigned to last longer. In the early 2000s, 
an “engineering” approach to aging (or strategies for engineered negligible se-
nescence [SENS]) emerged to get around these problems. The SENS approach 
involves systematically organizing existing knowledge of the differences be-
tween old and young tissue into a list of seven different types of damage (“Seven 
Deadly Things”): junk inside and outside cells, too many and too few cells, mito-
chondrial and chromosomal mutation, and protein crosslinks. The idea was to 
engineer regenerative therapies that could repair each of these types of damage 
and thus significantly hinder degeneration and chronic disease.

Intervention Options of Age Pathologies

Source: SENS Foundation | Aubrey de Grey

The figure above is an early diagram identifying the emergence of advanced aging biomedi-
cine in the form of the repair or “engineering” approach to aging.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.sens.org
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This produced a much simpler picture of what needed to be achieved and 
changed the nature of the conversation overnight from one about a “theory of 
aging” to the much simpler question of a “damage report” and the regenerative 
medical technologies for repair.

As the new sector took off, it drew interest and cooperation from luminaries in 
diverse fields. No scientific or industry conferences were complete without the 
presence of molecular geneticists such as George Church, regenerative medical 
technologists such as Tony Atala, molecular oncologists such as Maria Blasco, 
ethical philosophers such as Peter Singer, and celebrity endorsers such as Ed-
ward James Olmos. And as Longevity Science has evolved, we have seen the 
first new bridges built between sectors, beginning a process of cross-sector 
community collaboration that continues to this day.

The Problem and Promise of Longevity Science: 
Opportunities and Risk Factors

As Longevity technologies continue to advance, the trend of using animal mod-
els in clinical trials risks creating false hype, which could lead to general pessi-
mism about the Longevity Industry among investors and harm the prospects of 
the entire field by association, weakening investor confidence. This is a major 
risk and roadblock in Longevity Science. As we will explain in Chapter 7, reli-
ance on animal validation is the biggest systemic risk for the entire Longevity 
Industry. 

Back in 2013, for example, Silicon Valley tech giant Google promised the world it 
would “solve the problem of death.” Almost a decade later, there is little evidence 
that Google is significantly nearer to its goal. Nevertheless, many Longevity-fo-
cused scientists have made significant progress in stalling the aging process 
over the last decade, in some cases even achieving some form of rejuvenation 
(restoration of a young phenotype) in certain model organisms such as yeast, 
worms, flies, and mice.

However, while we are seeing significant progress in model organisms, this is 
not the case concerning humans. Silicon Valley-based Longevity companies’ 
misplaced confidence that positive results in model organisms will translate 
into comparable outcomes in humans is a major destabilizing factor in the 
industry and the most dangerous underlying assumption in the entire industry 
ecosystem.

Such an assumption is something that Deep Knowledge Group’s Longevity-fo-
cused hybrid investment platform, Longevity.Capital, takes specific measures 
to avoid by mandating preliminary positive results in humans as a core element 
of its scientific and technological due diligence process for biomedical compa-
nies.

http://www.linkedin.com/pulse/longevity-hype-silicon-valley-traditional-approach-biotech-kate-batz
http://www.longevity.capital
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Source: Translating preclinical models to humans

While the transferability of positive outcomes in model organisms to humans 
has long been a concern for some of the more forward-thinking specialists in 
the field, it is only recently that hard data on the matter has come to light. For 
instance, on February 14, 2020, the journal Science published a study “Translat-
ing preclinical studies to humans.”

The article summarizes many of the issues at the heart of the difficulties in trans-
lating drug successes in model organisms to humans. It provides some sugges-
tions on how AI could be used to shift toward more human-centered approaches:

Systems biology and machine learning (ML) can be used to 
translate relationships across species. Instead of attempting to 
‘humanize’ experimental animal models, which is possible only to 
a limited extent, greater success may be obtained by humanizing 
computational models derived from animal experiments.

Meanwhile, despite the growing volume of positive results in model organisms, 
advances in practical human life extension and understanding of Human Lon-
gevity are at a relative standstill. This standstill is due to a deep and widespread 
problem: The majority of leading Longevity investors are still operating under 
the paradigm of the kind of therapeutic validation (and, by extension, company 
valuation) that previously worked in the broader BioTech and BioPharma indus-
tries but does not work today in Longevity Medicine and the Longevity Industry 
in general.

Surprisingly, in BioTech, mere intermediate results in model organisms are 
enough to attract investors, which in Longevity Science risks leading to compa-
ny valuations that have very little correspondence to the likelihood of eventual 
ROI. This can only be changed with a paradigm shift that recognizes the trans-
lational gap between model organisms and humans.

This paradigm shift is described in detail in Chapter 7.

http://www.science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6479/742
http://www.science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6479/742
http://www.science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6479/742
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Longevity Science:  
R&D Landscape Overview 2022

In this section, we outline the R&D Landscape Overview for 2022. Some 80% of 
R&D centers that conduct anti-aging research are located in the United States. 
The USA is distantly followed by Germany and Finland, which together make 
up 10% of all R&D centers. The major domain of anti-aging research focuses 
on the biology of aging and searches for new potential therapeutic targets and 
pathways. Around 85% of R&D centers conduct research in this field.

R&D Centers by the Region

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

BioTech Companies Founded in 2021 by Region

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Companies that were created in 2021 are referred to in the report as “new 
companies.” The global economic crisis has affected the development of this 
market, and 87 new BioTech companies and start-ups were created in 2021. 
About 70% of these new companies conducting anti-aging research in 2021 
are in the USA, with an additional 13% in the European Union, 6% in the United 
Kingdom, and 5% in Switzerland.

Distribution of New BioTech Companies by Hallmarks of Aging, %

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Distribution of New Companies by Specialization

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.longevity-journal.info
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In 2021, the regeneration sector (cell therapy and organ engineering) and the 
mitochondrial disorders sector had the largest shares of the BioTech market, at 
25% and 17% respectively, even exceeding the size of previously more popular 
sectors such as calorie restriction and telomere attrition.

The main areas of specialization of BioTech companies are anti-aging therapy, 
diagnostics, and AI and Machine Learning for R&D, which account for 58%, 
17%, and 17% of all companies, respectively.

Distribution of BioTech Start-Ups by Country

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

The most notable acquisitions among BioTech companies in 2021 involve 
deals of Big Pharma players: Merck, Novartis, Amgen, Novo Nordisk, Pfizer, 
and others. Acquisitions of companies developing products and technologies 
in such directions as gene therapy, small and large molecule therapeutics, and 
regenerative medicine took place in 2021.

More than 70% of BioTech start-ups are located in the USA while an additional 
30% are spread across European countries. The United Kingdom, Switzerland, 
and Belgium are leaders in the commercialization of scientific innovations for 
Longevity.

The Current State of Longevity  
Clinical Trials: Q1 2022

In this section, the current state of Longevity clinical trials for Q1 2022 is de-
scribed with a particular focus on the following areas: cell therapy, gene therapy, 
tissue and organ engineering as well as NeuroTech.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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The majority of active clinical trials investigate the impact of small molecules 
or large molecules (biologics) on age-related diseases. The next large group 
involves trials evaluating the safety and effectiveness of different types of 
cell therapy in correction and regeneration of aging-related disorders. Tissue 
engineering programs are tightly linked to cell therapies and are also present-
ed among active trials in regeneration. Two trends should be underlined: 1) 
increasing number of trials studying the use of medical devices for Longevity 
Medicine purposes; 2) some effective gene therapies reached Phase III.

Longevity Clinical Trials Tracker

Source: www.longevity.international/clinical-trials-tracker

As of 2021, the percentage of clinical trials related to mitochondrial dysfunction 
is negligible compared to trials focused on other hallmarks of aging (~3% of 
the total amount). Of these, only 16% have reached Phases III and IV, the stages 
at which industry-ready products are feasible in the near future. The majority 
of other BioTech companies are focusing on repairing energetic processes (37 
programs) in mitochondria and reduction of oxidative stress (10 programs).

There is a noticeable significant difference (-70%) in the number of active 
clinical trials for aging between 2021 and 2020 years. The cause of this is can-
cellation of all trials due to COVID-19 pandemic. Only in the middle of 2022, 
did companies and hospitals slowly come back to their normal activities. It is 
believed that in 2022, most of the clinical programs will be renewed with some 
restrictions according to the local epidemiological situation.

Some 39 BioTech companies and start-ups are carrying out work that may lead 
to a rejuvenation product or are focused on interventions that target the mech-
anisms of aging. Nearly all of these companies are in preclinical development 
or in early trials, and Big Pharma has yet to become earnestly involved in the 
Longevity Industry. Companies with active trials in 2021 include Big Pharma 
companies such as Roche, Abbvie, Novo Nordisk, Takeda, Merck, and GSK.

http://www.longevity.international/clinical-trials-tracker
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Active Longevity Clinical Trials by Phase and Technology Types

Note: Anti-cancer programs and immuno therapy are not included in analysis.
* Stimulation host stem cells

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Distribution of Clinical Trials of Aging by Phase and Hallmarks

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Clinical Trials by Region

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

The companies that conduct anti-aging clinical trials are located in more than  
21 countries around the world. Nevertheless, more than 80% of these trials are 
concentrated in the USA, the UK, and the EU. The graph on the top illustrates 
how BioTech companies are distributed among all countries.

Cell Therapy
Cell therapy is a promising biomedical technology of transplantation cells or 
application of cell-derived structures and products to repair injured cells, tis-
sues, and organs. Some cell therapies are currently approved for clinical use 
while others are in the stage of development. The global cell therapy market 
is growing intensively. Moreover, this growth has been notably accelerated by 
COVID-19 pandemic. Its size reached €9 billion in 2021, and it is expected to 
grow to €21.9 billion by 2028.

The cell therapy market for regenerative medicine has not developed equally 
during the last 10 years. Only in 2015 and 2018, significant growth in the number 
of new companies has been noticed. In 2019-2020, the market stagnated. The 
cell therapy market is valued at approximately €2,09 million in Q4 2021. The 
total market CAGR (including cell therapy for oncology like CAR-T and others) 
is about 14.5%.

Aging Analytics Agency considered different generations of cell therapy and 
made a comparative analysis of more than 150 active clinical trial programs, 
outlining the most successful approaches in cell therapy.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Distribution of Approaches by Cell Therapy Generations

Note: HSC - hematopoietic stem cells; BMMNC - bone marrow aspirate mononuclear cells; 
EPC - endothelial progenitor cells; SM - somatic myocytes; MSC - mesenchymal stem cells; 
cpMSCs - chorionic plate derived mesenchymal stem cells; ADSCs - adipose tissue derived  
mesenchymal stem cells; BMMSCs - bone marrow derived  mesenchymal stem cells; ESCs - 
embryonic stem cells; iPSCs - induced pluripotent stem cells.

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Distribution of Active Cell Therapy Programs by Organ Specificity

*  Soft tissues, muscles, blood, metabolic, lysosomal disorders, thyroid gland, thymus,  pan-
creas, reproductive system, intestine, hair loss, aging.

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Active Cell Therapy Companies by Stage of Clinical Trial

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Gene Therapy
Gene therapy is a medical treatment or prevention method that corrects the 
underlying genetic issue. Instead of utilizing medications or surgery, gene ther-
apy procedures allow doctors to cure a problem by altering a person's genetic 
make-up. Recent advances in understanding molecular mechanisms of human 
diseases and treatment are boosting the global gene therapy market.

Gene Therapy Framework

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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However, safety and efficacy problems are prolonging laboratory procedures 
for conducting clinical studies. Unknown product interactions with hosts, and 
high cost of gene therapy drugs are major barriers in the way of the gene ther-
apy market expansion.

Cumulative Number and Total Value of Gene Therapy  
Companies Funds, 2010-2021

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Gene Therapy Approaches in Medical Practice

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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The gene therapy market grew significantly for the last 10 years. The growth of 
share of new companies from the 2010 to 2020 period is 72%.  The gene thera-
py market for regenerative medicine is valued at approximately €8,874 million 
in Q4 2021, and it is expected to be two-fold increased by 2026 at a CAGR 
of ~28.5%. Currently, the market is restrained by inadequate reimbursements 
and challenges due to regulatory changes, low healthcare access, and limited 
number of treatment centers.

Gene Therapy Companies by Stage of Clinical Trial

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

There are 356 therapies that are in development for diseases outside of 
oncology or rare diseases. Currently, neurological diseases (29%), liver dis-
orders (19%), ocular disorders (16%), muscle disease (11%), heart and lung 
disease (5% of each) make up the top 5 diseases most targeted by gene 
therapies.

Tissue and Organ Engineering
Tissue engineering is a rapidly evolving innovative direction of regenerative 
medicine based on success in cell therapy, 3D cell culture, scaffold-free and 
scaffold-based constructs design, material science, and medical devices de-
velopment. Tissue-engineered constructs provide for cells in vivo-like environ-
ments and may be designed in different ways to form a variety of functional 
substitutes for replacement and regenerative therapy of damaged tissues and 
even organs.

The most popular approaches for tissue and organ bioengineering are orga-
noids and scaffolds, with 57.6% of all companies that specialize in bioengineer-
ing implementing one of these approaches. These approaches are followed by 
biopolymers (20.3% of all companies) and 3D bioprinting (16.9%).

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Distribution of Companies by Approach

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Potential Uses for Xenotransplantation Products

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Xenotransplantation is any procedure that involves the transplantation, implan-
tation or infusion into a human recipient of either (a) live cells, tissues, or organs 
from a nonhuman animal source or (b) human body fluids, cells, tissues, or 
organs that have had ex vivo contact with live nonhuman animal cells, tissues, 
or organs. Xenotransplantation might be a promising alternative approach to 
bridge the gap between the supply and demand of organs, tissues, and cells; 
however, immunological barriers are limiting factors in clinical xenotransplan-
tation.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Trends and Bottlenecks of Organ Engineering

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

NeuroTech
NeuroTech is an emerging industry at the interplay of neuroscience and tech-
nology, bringing new applications, processes, products, services, or business 
models with the goal of delivering scalable solutions that benefit people living 
with neurological diseases.

The huge leaps in the understanding of the brain function and diseases as 
well as advances in computer technology have led to notable acceleration of 
NeuroTech development. NeuroTechnologies are focused on healthcare and 
research of neurodegeneration, neurooncology, psychiatric disorders, brain 
injuries, and inherited neurological  diseases.

NeuroTech Companies by Technology Type  
and Phase of Product Development

Source: NeuroTech Investment Digest 2021 Q2

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/access-to-neurotech-investment
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NeuroTech companies provide or develop products and services in neurophar-
macology, cognitive assessments, neuromonitoring/imaging, neuromodulation, 
neurofeedback, brain-computer interfaces, etc

Overall, the current state of Longevity clinical trials looks promising: The cell 
therapy market size reached €9 billion in 2021, and it is expected to grow to 
€21.9 billion by 2028 as its market value was over €2,000 million in Q4 2021. 
The gene therapy market grew significantly for the last 10 years as the gene 
therapy market for regenerative medicine was valued at approximately €8,874 
million in Q4 2021, and it is expected to increase twice by 2026 at a CAGR of 
~28.5%. Tissue and organ engineering is rapidly growing based on innovative 
technological advancements in its field. Huge leaps in the understanding of the 
brain function and diseases as well as advances in computer technology have 
been leading to notable growth and acceleration of NeuroTech.

AI as the Major Accelerative Factor  
for Longevity Science R&D

As the complexities of Longevity Science increase and the volume of data 
continues to grow, the role of AI in both analyzing and understanding Lon-
gevity Science R&D is becoming critical for continued industry progress and 
development.

Benefits of AI in Healthcare

Source: Longevity Biomarker Ecosystem

While AI for Longevity is still an emerging and underrepresented sector within 
the Global Longevity Industry, its extreme disruptive potential makes it inevita-
ble that it will become one of the most influential sectors within the industry in 
the next several years. It will play a vital role in accelerating the development of 
the industry in almost every sector, from Longevity R&D to therapeutic devel-
opment, Longevity Medicine, biomarker discovery, and even nonbiomedical 
sectors such as the Longevity Financial Industry. Awareness of the impor-

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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tance of utilizing AI within aging and Longevity research is rapidly increasing in 
academia and industry.

The number of companies, researchers, projects, and technologies active in 
this space (AgeTech, FinTech for the elderly, continuing education, brain train-
ing, etc.) is significant and rapidly growing. This means that the demand for 
practical and sophisticated AI-driven approaches for improving and optimizing 
the products and services in this space is also very high.

We will expand on this role of AI in Chapter 7.

Top Trends and Forecasts  
in Longevity Science: 2022

Modern science is still fairly conservative while the traditional biomedical re-
search funding model continues to be largely risk-averse. Typically, incremental 
and feasible studies are more often provided and funded whereas proposals 
with high risk but also high gain receive less support. Similarly, we see a rather 
conservative approach to drug discovery, which is designed to target, manage, 
or cure one disease at a time.

The search for a single cause — and from this a single cure — for aging has been 
replaced with the view that it is a highly complex and multifactorial process. 
Therefore, breakthroughs in Longevity Science (and Longevity Medicine) are 
complementary to (rather than in competition with) each other in our quest to 
put an end to age-related diseases. Novel diagnostic concepts such as aging 
clocks and deep aging clocks, which we examine in the next chapter, have rapidly 
propagated in the scientific community, and new biomarkers serve to predict the 
common biological age in whole organisms as aging single tissues and cells.

Since then, aging research has been concentrated in areas such as the biology of 
model organisms, biomarker searching, regeneration, and Alzheimer’s disease. 
Some significant achievements have been reached in whole organ replacement.

Multiple potential therapeutic interventions such as NAD+ boosters, senolytics, 
rapalogs, and other geroprotectors are now actively studied in clinical trials, 
with some sold as supplements or consumed by self-experimenting patients. 
However, since aging is not yet classified or treated as a disease, many of these 
techniques are unlikely to propagate into traditional clinical practice under clas-
sical clinical protocols.

However, there remains a knowledge gap between scientists and clinicians, and 
the Longevity Medicine course series is intended to connect these two fields. 
There is a need to expand the horizon of aging research and innovation by uti-
lizing a cross-talk approach that includes specialists from different fields of sci-
ence such as space engineers, social and behavioral scientists, physicists, etc.
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Ethical Imperatives for Longevity Scientists

Before we examine the other industry segments, I would like to consider the 
evolving ethical imperative driving Longevity Science.

This chapter began by describing the emergence of Longevity Science from the 
science of biogerontology – which began late among the biological sciences, 
and even by the 1990s was still a backwater, something which, perhaps, could 
have been considered as something akin to the Search of Extraterrestrial In-
telligence (SETI) – a form of curiosity-driven basic reconnaissance, with little 
funding or attention from governments and no urgent ethical imperative driving 
it. Working at a glacial rate, biogerontology worked on devising complex com-
prehensive theories with the vague, faint hope of eventually – some time in the 
remote future – explaining or mapping the entirety of the aging process. And 
then, in perhaps another century, doing something about it.

I then described briefly the flourishing of Longevity Science into a fully fledged 
set of biotechnologies, the rise of the technology-driven “engineering” approach, 
the pivot to translational research, the first synergies between aging science, 
and the biomedical tools necessary to impact biological aging.

And as I described in the sections “Longevity Science: R&D Landscape Overview 
2022” and “The Current State of Longevity Clinical Trials: Q1 2022,”  Longevity 
Science now stands tall as a fully fledged BioTech industry sector, with the mar-
ket size of its constituent technologies worth billions of euros.

The consistent factor driving this transformation has been a fundamental shift 
in mindset toward a more pragmatic approach that prioritizes research based 
on the needs of billions of people rather than a curiosity- or prestige-driven 
pursuit of hypotheses.

This shift in mindset is commendable. For, as I describe in Chapter 14, “Techno-
cratic Ethics,” Longevity Science is more than just a game for the gratification 
of curiosity and egos of scientists. It is an ethical imperative.

But in the section “The Problem and Promise of Longevity Science: Oppor-
tunities and Risk Factors,” I alluded briefly to the main roadblock now faced 
by Longevity Science. Specifically, the majority of leading Longevity investors 
are still operating under the paradigm of the kind of therapeutic validation that 
previously worked in the broader BioTech and BioPharma industries, but it does 
not work today in Longevity Medicine and the Longevity Industry in general. Fur-
thermore, Longevity Science has still not received the same level of prioritiza-
tion, rapid response, and  government coordination as did the recent COVID19  
pandemic, also age-related and much less fatal than the full range of conditions 
impacted by the Longevity Industry.

What is required to break through the roadblocks and create the paradigm 
shift necessary is yet another transition to a yet more pragmatic mindset 
among all players – in government and finance. Specifically, a DeepTech 
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Engineering mindset described in Chapter 14 which, in turn, calls for a Tech-
nocratic Ethics approach to all sectors. In the case of Longevity Science, this 
begins with metrics, data science, and biomarkers, which are the subject of 
the next chapter.

Summary

Longevity Science encompasses all R&D-stage efforts to better understand 
the fundamental biology of aging and to develop interventions to enable 
human Healthspan extension. Longevity Science has progressed enor-
mously in the past decade, growing from an unaccepted, fringe domain 
in the early and mid-2000s into the very leading edge of sophistication in 
medical science and healthcare R&D, fully embraced by the mainstream 
scientific community.

However, Longevity Science is still hindered by several critical bottlenecks 
slowing progress and leading to highly inefficient use of funds. Foremost 
among these is the scientific community’s overwhelming faith that pos-
itive results in model organisms such as mice are as likely as traditional 
BioTech and biomedicine approaches to translate into positive results in 
humans, which we discuss in more detail in Chapter 7.

As Longevity technologies continue to advance, this trend of using animal 
models for validation risks creating false hype that could lead to general 
pessimism about the Longevity Industry among investors and harm the 
prospects of the entire field by association, weakening investor confidence.

Surprisingly, in BioTech, initial positive intermediate results in model organ-
isms are still considered good enough by investors despite high clinical trial 
failure rates. Due to the overwhelming complexity of the biology of aging 
and the targeting of fundamental root causes of many diseases rather than 
simple, singular disease targets, we can expect Longevity clinical failure 
rates to be even higher.

In relation to our discussions in Chapter 7, as the Longevity Industry’s big-
gest systemic risk, which is the overwhelming reliance on animal validation, 
this fundamental flaw can only be neutralized through a paradigm shift that 
recognizes the translational gap between model organisms and humans 
and encourages the widespread adoption of human-focused approaches to 
therapeutic validation among leading scientists, companies, and investors.

However, the current state of Longevity clinical trials looks promising: The 
cell therapy market size reached €9 billion in 2021, and it is expected to 
grow to €21.9 billion by 2028 as its market value was over €2,000 million 
in Q4 2021. The gene therapy market grew significantly for the last 10 
years as the gene therapy market for regenerative medicine was valued 
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at approximately €8,874 million in Q4 2021, and it is expected to increase 
twice by 2026 at a CAGR of ~28.5%. Tissue and organ engineering is rapidly 
growing based on innovative technological advancements in its field. Huge 
leaps in the understanding of the brain function and diseases as well as 
advances in computer technology have been leading to notable growth and 
acceleration of NeuroTech.

As the complexities of Longevity Science increase and the volume of data 
continues to grow, the role of AI in both analyzing and understanding Lon-
gevity Science R&D is becoming critical for continued industry progress 
and development.

11
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Chapter 7. Longevity Biomarkers: The 
Critical Catalyst for Practical Human 
Longevity, Tangible Investment Decision-
Making and De-Risking, and Longevity 
Industry Stabilization and Maturation

Outline of Sections

Biomarkers of Human Longevity: The Crucial Basis for Aging Research 
and R&D

Mice vs. Men and the Paradigm Shift in Scientific Community Mindset 
Toward Practical Human Validation

The Longevity Industry’s Biggest Systemic Risk: Reliance on Animal 
Validation

Tangible Investment Decision-Making and De-Risking

Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D

The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity

“Biomarkers of Human Longevity is the most tangible tool to achieve 
actual practical results in human life extension and Human Longevity, 
the extension of the healthy period of life, and the only one precise 
mathematical data science-driven tool by which modern, systemic, 
de-risked and robust investment strategy could be structured… Lon-
gevity Biomarkers will be able to establish a solid basis [for] ensur[ing] 
that the current Longevity Industry 1.0, as it is now, will evolve sustain-
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ably and stably towards the next stage of its development: Longevity 
Industry 2.0.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘Biomarkers of Human Longevity: State 
of the Market and Diversity of Practical Applications Q4 2021’ 

(Longevity.International Conference, 2021).

Biomarkers of Human Longevity: The Crucial 
Basis for Aging Research and R&D

There is no single 
technology or indus-
try that has greater 
potential to impact 
the Longevity Industry 
across all its sectors 
and domains than 
Biomarkers of Human 
Longevity. They rep-
resent the major key 
to translating aging 
theory into practical 
application over the 
next several years. 
They are of equal 
value to all types of 
industry participants: 
scientists, entrepre-
neurs, investors, and 
even governments.

Biomarkers of Human 
Longevity serve as a 
significant catalyst 
and accelerator of 
the translation of 
theory into practice 
across almost every 
significant aspect, 
domain, and driving 
force of the Longevity Industry, with major implications for nearly every sector 
described in this book: Longevity Science, Longevity Medicine, Longevity Gov-
ernance, and even Longevity Finance.

Biomarkers or Human Longevity

The book was launched in September 2021, updated in May 
2022, and will be updated again before the end of 2022 because 
developments are happening progressively quickly in this field.

Source: www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers

http://www.aginganalytics.com/biomarkers-conference
http://www.aginganalytics.com/biomarkers-conference
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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But what is a biomarker? What is a Biomarker of Human Longevity? How are 
they currently used?

The International Programme on Chemical Safety, led by the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO), has defined a biomarker as “any substance, structure, or pro-
cess that can be measured in the body or its products and influence or predict 
the incidence of outcome or disease.” The US National Cancer Institute (NCI) 
defines it more specifically as "a biological molecule found in blood, other body 
fluids, or tissues that is a sign of a normal or abnormal process, or a condition 
or disease."

A biomarker can be classified as a “Biomarker of Aging” depending on how it 
is sourced. The current approach to biomarkers is to take them from people 
at various stages of a disease’s known progress, which in practice means 
sourcing them from hospital patients. Isolating biomarkers of aging, however, 
means collecting data that mark the difference between disease-free people 
only, e.g., between people of all ages who have no traces of any officially rec-
ognized diseases.

This poses a challenge because, while hospital patients are available for analy-
sis (and thus for biomarker collection) at the convenience of a doctor, collecting 
biomarkers of aging means collecting vast amounts of data from the daily lives 
of people who have no reason to be in a hospital. There are, however, options 
available for aggregating such data.

General Biomarkers of Aging Classification by Type

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

The amount of data that needs to be aggregated is less than one might 
suppose as an actionable “minimally viable” panel of aging biomarkers is 
more important than a fully comprehensive panel. A panel of less precise 
but easily implementable biomarkers of aging would be much better than 
an extremely precise and comprehensive panel that is too difficult or expen-
sive to translate easily into widespread practical use across many different 
countries.

At present, the development and implementation of biomarkers are playing a 
crucial role in the Longevity Science R&D sector, and thus this field of study is 
strongly represented in the market. The image below represents the state and 
landscape of the Longevity Biomarkers Industry in 2021.

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Longevity Biomarkers Landscape 2021

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

Age-Related Biomarkers Classification by Category

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

Biomarkers of aging are multilayered due to the complex nature of the aging 
process. Used in combination with AI and ML technologies, reliable panels of 
biomarkers of aging will have huge potential to improve human health in aging 
societies. A fast-growing, AI-driven capacity for multilevel cross-sectional and 

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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longitudinal data acquisition, storage, and analysis is making it easier to organ-
ize biomarkers of aging carefully and systematically in a panel and use them 
to improve human health, prevent age-associated diseases, and extend healthy 
lifespan.

The past few years have seen a lot of progress in the development of bio-
markers of aging. These biomarkers may not be as precise as the current 
leading methods, but they are precise enough. Most importantly, they are 
extremely easy to implement in practice, especially those that are based 
on Deep Learning and AI-driven analysis of routine blood tests and photo-
graphs.

Popularity of Aging Targets / Biomarkers Over Time

Source: Mitochondria in Longevity

The most reliable biomarkers such as concentration of insulin, cholester-
ol, amino acids, creatinine level, lactate, and SOD in biological samples are 
a “golden standard” for clinical trials. The new diagnostic biomarkers are 
GDF15 and FGF21. The other one is miRNA, which is used for diagnosis of 
mitochondrial disease (TamiRNA). Among the newest therapeutic targets, the 
most promising are TSPO for imaging and SIRT1 and mTOR for regulation of 
energetic processes.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/mitochondria-in-longevity
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Distribution of Companies by Sector in 2021

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

The clear trend is toward using edge intelligence to precisely sense and explic-
itly analyze relevant biomarkers. In the future, all these applications will rely on 
systems supported by AI and innovative algorithms.

Distribution of Biomarker Companies in 2021 by Country

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Overall, the companies involved in the development of biomarkers are dis-
tributed among more than 25 countries. Nevertheless, the top 7 countries 
include more than 80% of all companies. The USA is the clear leader of the 
industry by the number of biomarker companies, with 59% of companies 
located there. Europe, by contrast, hosts only 17% of all companies, with the 
top European countries being the UK (9%), Switzerland (5%), France (2%), 
and Germany (2%). Switzerland is the location of Big Pharma companies 
(such as Roche) as well as biomarker-specialized companies (e.g., Scailyte, 
Centaura).

BioTech companies are developing new biomarkers to improve the current 
evaluation of aging as well as age-related disorders, especially neurological 
diseases and dementia.

Gradation of Individual Omics Technologies for Aging in 2021

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

Nowadays, diagnostic approaches have shifted to large-scale methods that 
allow one to analyze thousands of biomarkers and build one’s network. This 
means that scientists and doctors can see and predict complex systemic 
changes. They solve this problem using omics approaches. This is a new di-
rection for diagnostics development. Not all omics are approved for clinical 
use, unlike genomics methods. Most of them are only in the early development 
stage and can be used for research investigations.

The successful sequencing of the human genome in 2003 opened the door 
to a broad range of scientific and commercial opportunities and challenges. 
Science made a giant leap from the sequencing of one human genome to the 
sequencing of 1 million samples in less than 20 years. The next possible step 
is the Social Genome Era, a giant shift from the “hoard data and sell to phar-
ma” approach of some consumer genomics companies to the “open science” 
approach. Already, the scale and speed of the data aggregation involved is 
astounding.

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Evolution of Genome Approach

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

Potentially New Genomic Products on the Market

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

The increasing ability to acquire health information from genetic tests and 
apply it to screening, prevention, diagnostics, and therapeutics has already 

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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fostered enormous changes in clinical medicine, not the least of which has 
been launching the era of Precision Medicine. As the pace of investigation and 
discovery in genetics continues to expand and accelerate, genetic and genomic 
testing is now playing an increasingly pivotal role in clinical medicine as well 
as in life and health insurance.

There are several genomic technologies available, including whole-genome 
DNA sequencing, computational biology, and bioinformatics. PCR, microar-
rays, and electrophoresis are other methods that may be used to explore 
genomics. The widespread use of novel approaches account for their adapta-
tion in multiple instances, which broadens the market. It is believed that new 
approaches are going to lead to the even faster development and optimisation 
of this field.

Prices vs. Gradation of Individual Omics Technologies in 2021

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

Omics-analyzing products are presented on the market at a wide range of pric-
es. Top companies in accordance with the ratio of service price to data set 
involve TruDiagnostic, SmartDNA, MiCROBA, and Cerascreen.

Physiological Biomarkers Landscape in 2021

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Physiological biomarkers are popular in the market as useful tests in sports 
physical examination, occupational health management, and healthcare 
services. The great benefits of physiological markers are their reliability, in-
formativity, and their noninvasive procedure of measurement. Some compa-
nies provide solutions for assessment and tracking physiological biomarkers 
to evaluate the aging rate. Markers of physical function of the body (balance, 
lift ability, walking speed) and cardiovascular system markers (blood pressure, 
heart rate, EKG) are routinely used and prevail in the market. At the same time, 
innovative markers (facial features, vocal markers) are prospective to be used 
both as clinical assays and as at-home tests for the purposes of Longevity 
Medicine.

Aging Clocks
Aging clocks, sets of similar or dissimilar biomarkers linked to aging, are used 
to determine biological age and predict life expectancy. Aging clocks help to 
estimate age, the aging rate, and age-related mortality risk. There are different 
types of aging clocks based on the measurement of different aging markers: 
epigenetic, biochemical, transcriptomic, imaging, etc.

DNA methylation (DNAm) clocks combined with blood markers/phenotypic 
markers are currently the most accurate biological clocks. Their developers 
claimed a 2-3 times higher accuracy than conventional DNAm clocks such as 
Horvath and Hannum.

The DNAm clocks, also known as epigenetic aging clocks, were developed very 
dynamically in the past decade as a promising accurate tool for age prediction. 
Competition for the most successful aging clock developers increased drastically.

Epigenetic Aging Clocks: Milestones

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Aging clocks are supposed to be performed regularly, and, therefore, their non-
invasiveness is one of the most important demands.

Types of Commercial Aging Clocks and Companies in 2021

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Aging clocks are one of the key columns of life extension technologies, attract-
ing constantly growing interest among consumers and healthcare workers. 
The transition of quantity to quality and the growth of available products for 
customers on the market are expected in the near future.

Mice vs. Men and the Paradigm Shift  
in Scientific Community Mindset Toward 
Practical Human Validation

As we suggested in Chapter 6, there is a critical need for a paradigm shift that 
recognizes the translational gap between model organisms and humans, thus 
avoiding the problem of company valuations that have very little correspond-
ence to the likelihood of eventual ROI.

Despite tremendous progress in the biomarker market development observed 
above, the Longevity Industry remains with a deep-seated and common prob-
lem: The vast majority of Longevity companies and investors still utilize the 
model organism paradigm, the method of therapeutic validation and extensive-
ly, company valuation that has worked up until now in the larger BioTech and 
BioPharma industries (which deal with domains of science and medicine far 
less complex than Longevity, with a focus on single disease targets rather than 

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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highly complex and inte-
grated networks of deep 
biological processes) but 
does not adequately work 
today in the Longevity In-
dustry.

This fundamental, wide-
spread and systemic in-
dustry flaw, and risk factor 
have led to unjustified com-
pany valuations following 
successful preclinical 
trials in model organisms 
such as mice although the 
results of these trials can-
not be reliably translated 
to humans. And even in 
the case of BioTech and 
BioPharma, this approach 
only just about worked, 
given the enormously high 
clinical failure rate in these 
industries. This topic is 
covered in greater depth in 
my 2021 book, Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating 
Aging Research and R&D, the Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity 
and Tangible Investment Decision Making, and De-Risking.

Due to the complexities of the biology of aging and the underlying science and 
technology – as well as the high levels of scientific and technological intersec-
tionality in the Longevity sphere – many companies are likely to fail. This will 
lead to much higher clinical trial failure rates and, ultimately, a failure of many 
players to provide ROIs proportional to their valuations.

This issue is especially prevalent in Silicon Valley, which has a very strong focus 
on geroscience and can be considered the main global center of Longevity 
BioTech. The perception of the Longevity Industry’s scope in California varies 
significantly from that of other important centers such as the UK and Switzer-
land. In the UK, for example, the Longevity Industry is most often conflated with 
biomedical moonshots – very advanced biomedical innovations not yet at the 
stage of human clinical trials. This is a perception that severely underestimates 
technologies that we consider to be within the scope of the Longevity Industry 
and that are actionable and closer to market readiness.

A paradigm shift away from this kind of BioTech mindset is needed to fit the 
current needs of human biomedical progress. Specifically, for example, in Bi-
oTech, initial positive results are still suitable enough to attract investors, and 

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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final results in humans, though seen as beneficial, are not required. This can 
only be changed with a shift to a new paradigm that acknowledges the trans-
lational gap between model organisms and humans and, consequently, relies 
more heavily on direct human validation.

The Longevity Industry’s Biggest Systemic Risk: 
Reliance on Animal Validation

Since our very first investment in the Longevity Industry (i.e., our provision of 
seed funding to insilico medicine, an AI for Drug Discovery company that has 
its origins in Longevity drug development, which has gone on to raise over 
€285.4 million in follow-on financing and which more recently has filed for an 
upcoming €285.4 million Initial Public Offering), Deep Knowledge Group has 
believed that the largest fundamental and systemic risk and source of potential 
market destabilization for the Longevity Industry is the overwhelming reliance 
on results in model organism studies (e.g., in mice) rather than humans.

Timeline of Longevity Biomarker Research: 1857-2003

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

While the notion of human validation may seem controversial, the truth is that 
we now have a complete set of modern tools and approaches for safely demon-
strating different levels of human validation of Longevity therapies and tech-
nologies. Furthermore, the notion of direct human validation is not modern but 
centuries-old and predates the present-day system of model organism studies. 
We covered this in greater detail in Chapter 5.

In the early stages of biomedical research, it was common for doctors to en-
gage in self-experimentation and to test their therapies on their own bodies. 
The most famous example is Edward Jenner, the inventor of the vaccine, who 
inoculated himself with his smallpox vaccine in the late 18th century. This prac-

http://www.techcrunch.com/2021/06/22/a-i-drug-discovery-platform-insilico-medicine-announces-255-million-in-series-c-funding
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-04/warburg-backed-ai-drug-firm-is-said-to-have-filed-for-u-s-ipo
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-04/warburg-backed-ai-drug-firm-is-said-to-have-filed-for-u-s-ipo
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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tice was more common among doctors and biomedical researchers leading up 
to the 20th century than many people realize.

These practices were rightly replaced by paradigms and systems of model 
organism experimentation and validation in the 19th and 20th centuries. How-
ever, today, this entire mindset serves as a significant bottleneck for scientific 
and industrial progress, posing massive bureaucratic hurdles that prevent us 
from adopting and developing to scale modern technologies that can ensure 
safe human validation and the equipment to handle the increasing complexity 
of biomedical research and translation.

There are modern-day examples, the most well-known of which are the bio-
hacking and Quantified Self movements where individuals attempt to push the 
methods and technologies of Preventive Medicine to their limits, utilizing the 
full arsenal of tools at their disposal to optimize their state of physical, biologi-
cal, and cognitive health and performance.

And now the time has come for a modern set of tools, technologies, and ap-
proaches for safe human experimentation and validation to be adopted not 
only by the Longevity Industry but also by the drivers of the Longevity Industry: 
Longevity scientists, doctors, and practitioners.

Timeline of Longevity Biomarker Research: 2005-2019

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

We already have examples of biomedical sectors that emphasize human vali-
dation more than model organism studies. This serves to strengthen the notion 
that there is nothing fundamentally wrong or misguided in human validation if 
done safely. One obvious example is the NeuroTech Industry, which focuses on 
human validation primarily because the size and functionality of mouse brains 
are so vastly different from human brains that it is universally recognized there 
could be no valuable extrapolation from experimental results in mice.

In contrast, the translation gap in genome complexity and aging biology be-
tween mice and humans – which is arguably just as large albeit less obviously 
so – is less widely recognized by conservative scientists and regulators. Conse-

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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quently, reliance on model organisms continues, and clinical trials have not yet 
resulted in regulatory approval for anyone fully concern-free Longevity drug or 
therapeutic even though there are ways in which biomarkers and other related 
technologies for safe human validation can be used to stabilize and modern-
ize the process of Longevity clinical testing. The lack of a tangible framework 
based on human validation for Longevity company valuation and due diligence 
creates significant risks and obstacles to the continued growth and stability of 
the industry.

There is, however, still time to neutralize these risks by embracing new, modern, 
and more sophisticated approaches to the technological and scientific valida-
tion of Longevity therapies.

Tangible Investment Decision-Making  
and De-Risking

Given the enormous differences between the biology of humans and the biolo-
gy of common model organisms like mice, combined with the higher degree of 
biological complexity as it pertains to aging vs. single diseases, we can expect 
the clinical translation failure rate in the Longevity Industry to be much higher 
than the already-enormous failure rate in traditional BioTech.

At this point, we have defined the major problem threatening the stability of the 
Global Longevity Industry and described why a fundamental shift in the ways 
that Longevity therapies and technologies are tested and validated, in terms 
of both safety and efficacy, is needed to safeguard the industry’s potential to 
become the biggest, most stable, and most ethical industry in human history.

Source: Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and 
R&D, The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity and Tangible Investment Decision 

Making and De-Risking

The use of biomarkers of aging and Longevity constitutes the most market-ready 
and validated means of proving efficacy in humans and demonstrating hu-
man-validated results by Longevity companies and start-ups. A wide array of 
single biomarkers and panels of Biomarkers of Longevity exist in market-ready 

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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form and should be adopted into due-diligence practice by Longevity investors 
to create a more modern, sophisticated, and robust method of preliminary vali-
dation of therapeutic safety and efficacy.

Besides biomarkers, there are a number of other ways to provide prelimi-
nary indications of human validation, which could be used as the basis for 
a coordinated framework to provide investors with greater confidence in 
the likelihood of clinical translatability. These include the methods in the 
infographic below:

Any decision-makers – investors, entrepreneurs, policymakers – should en-
gage with the entities on the biomarkers platform. In the coming years, we 
can expect that there will be more players in this field and the market leaders 
will enhance, improve, and update the precision and accuracy of their panels. 
Right now, the TRL level of such panels is 7-8; next year, it will be 8-9; in 2-3 
years, it will be 9-10.

Nowadays, if relevant decision-makers fail to use these biomarker panels, it 
may be partially valid but not ideal. Two years from now, it will be unthinkable 
and irrational not to use them. We would recommend investors take this into 
account because there are existing solutions, and some of them are already on 
the market.

We go into further detail on how the biomarker panels affect Longevity Finance 
in Chapter 10.

Data Science for Accelerating  
Aging Research and R&D

The development of innovative data analysis tools such as Machine Learning 
(ML), Deep Learning (DL), and Reinforcement Learning (RL) provides new 
opportunities for every innovative industry, and biomarkers are not an excep-
tion. Particularly, disruptive growth of digital-based biomarker companies can 
be observed since 2013, the year of the publication of the first multi-tissue 
methylation aging clock by Steven Horvath. Although the researcher used 
traditional ML approaches, the results suggest that gradual changes during 
aging can be tracked using various data types with reasonable accuracy. That 
trend of combining AI with biomedical research will keep progressing as it is 
believed to strongly increase efficiency. Biomarker development exhibits a 
wave-like pattern, and the present state indicates that a new market expansion 
is coming.

Unfortunately, despite being the component with the greatest promise, it hap-
pens to be the most underrepresented and underfinanced within the Global 
Longevity Industry.
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AI-Driven Development of Biomarker Panels of Aging

Source: Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research  
and RnD, The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity and Tangible  

Investment Decision Making and De-Risking

For this reason, the use of AI in Longevity Science R&D is lagging behind 
its application in other areas. While there is a small handful of companies 
working at this frontier, the overall proportion in comparison to the total size 
of the Longevity Industry is still quite small. In our view, however, AI for Lon-
gevity is the “smart money” sector of the industry that can achieve tremen-
dous results and accelerate the timelines of tangible, real-world progress in 
Healthy Human Longevity even with modest levels of funding compared to 
other sectors.

Use of AI in Longevity Research

Many nations throughout the world have begun to use electronic health records. 
These procedures have already resulted in the creation of biomarker databases 
and the systematization of electronically recorded health data.

The application of Big Data analysis is expected to be a fruitful tool for new 
breakthrough discoveries in Longevity research, more rapid and more effective 
search for new links between facts, innovative biomarkers, aging assessment 
strategies, and aging preventive therapies. There is also the need for a paradigm 
shift toward more excellent prevention, personalization, precision, and patient 
participation (P4) in healthcare, utilizing all available tools and technologies that 
are market-ready today to optimize Healthy Longevity. Artificial Intelligence is 
considered a significant engine and driver of the future Longevity Science and 
Industry.

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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Application of AI for Advanced R&D

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

AI Companies Focused on Aging by Region

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

An analysis of 90 companies by the location of their headquarters showed that 
the USA is the leader (65.5%) in the number of companies that implement AI 
for the treatment, diagnosis, and research of age-related and mitochondrial 
dysfunction-related diseases and Longevity in general. The leading state is 
California – 25 of 59 US companies are located there. The second most prom-
inent region is the European Union (13.3%) – the leaders in the EU are France, 
Denmark, and Switzerland. The UK takes third place worldwide (7.77%).

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Artificial Intelligence for Drug Discovery

Source: AI in Drug Discovery

The leading area of AI in Longevity is drug development. The important future 
direction of AI implementation is in clinical diagnosis. Companies apply AI to 
search for disease biomarkers. Mainly, they operate with Machine Learning 
methods for ‘omics’ data processing. Additionally, some companies search for 
markers for aging-prognosis prediction, aging clocks creation, disease progres-
sion risk assessment, etc.

Implementation of Artificial Intelligence in Biomedicine

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

http://www.deep-pharma.tech/ai-in-drug-discovery-2022-q1
http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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Currently, most pharmaceutical companies use AI to varying degrees. Some 
of them optimize the full process of drug development based on AI algorithms 
while some only implement AI on some exact steps of drug development. 

Pharmaceutical companies that use AI attract many investors, including both 
BioTech investors as well as investor groups looking to diversify their portfolios 
with high-risk/high-reward firms.

The USA is still firmly in the lead regarding its proportion of AI for Drug Discovery 
companies. Interestingly, Asia and the Middle East continue to expand usage of 
AI technologies in the pharmaceutical industry. The ratio of companies that use 
AI for drug development in the UK and European countries is decreasing com-
pared to the Asian market. The Asia-Pacific region continues to aggressively 
increase the number of AI for drug discovery companies, particularly in China, 
and this tendency will probably maintain.

The application of AI and data science to Longevity has the most significant po-
tential to create a real-world impact on Human Longevity in a short timeframe 
and with the highest cost-effectiveness ratio. However, despite being the com-
ponent with tremendous promise, AI is underrepresented and underfinanced 
within the Global Longevity Industry.

Regional Proportions of AI Companies for Drug Discovery

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

As we already stated, AI for Longevity is the “smart money” sector of the in-
dustry that can achieve tremendous results and accelerate timelines in the 
progress of tangible, real-world Healthy Human Longevity, even with modest 
funding levels compared to other sectors. There is an expectation that AI will 
play a central role in the Longevity space within several years. This will include 
the aggregation, development, and deployment of biomarkers of aging, health, 

http://www.longevity.international/biomarkers
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and Longevity; Preventive Medicine diagnostics and prognostics; and Precision 
Health technologies.

The intensive application of AI to all stages of Longevity and Preventive Medi-
cine R&D has the potential to rapidly accelerate the clinical translation of both 
validated and experimental diagnostics, prognostics, and therapeutics. This 
will empower patients to become the CEOs of their health through continu-
ous AI-driven monitoring of minor fluctuations in biomarkers, allowing for the 
speedy development of the Global Longevity Industry to scale.

The Critical Catalyst for Practical  
Human Longevity

The increasingly prominent and fundamental role of AI in biomarker develop-
ment and real-world applications is already converging toward the creation of 
powerful predictive models of individual humans, or what can be named Digital 
Human Avatars. This will be the apex of AI for Human Biomarkers of Longevity, 
using thousands, if not tens of thousands, of personalized biomarkers, with at 
least several hundred precise biomarkers of aging and Longevity. These will 
include not only biological but also psychological and behavioral biomarkers, 
Biomarkers of Human Longevity, in particular, combined with the increasing 
volume of individual and population-level biomarker data readily obtainable 
through electronic devices, products, and services.

Source: Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research  
and R&D, The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity and Tangible Investment 

Decision Making and De-Risking

We foresee a five-stage evolution of Digital Human Avatars from 0.5 (the current 
state of Avatars available on the market) to 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0. This classifica-
tion framework is based on a number of specific factors, including:

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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11 their technological sophistication;

their use of AI for assessment, predictive analytics, and personalized rec-
ommendations;

the frequency with which they measure the biomarkers they encompass;

the overall scope of markers impacting health, wealth, Longevity, perfor-
mance, and QALY across the full human lifecycle, from biology to behavior, 
technology, and environment, that they are capable of measuring, integrat-
ing, and predictively analyzing.

Digital Human Avatar 0.5: This category represents Digital Human Avatars 
available on the market today, which consist of a robust panel of biomarkers 
adjusted to the individual. This category encompasses all known and validat-
ed biomarkers of disease and health and some Biomarkers of Longevity. It 
is used mainly for early diagnostics within the scope of Preventive Medicine 
(biomarkers of disease) and Precision Health (biomarkers of health). The main 
distinguishing feature of 1.0-level avatars is the attempt to measure, synthe-
size, and integrate a comprehensive set of biomarkers into a single system for 
the purpose of individualized health assessment, early diagnosis and prognosis 
of disease, predictive analytics, and health-status forecasting.

Digital Human Avatar 1.0: This level of development represents the first ful-
ly-fledged Digital Human Avatars. Its defining features would include measuring 
and integrating a truly comprehensive set of biomarkers of health, disease, and 
Longevity by aggregating, storing, and dynamically integrating as much health 
data as possible through a variety of devices. Instead of representing a profile 
of an individual limited to unidimensional, disease-linked biomarkers, it will rep-
resent the whole organism from an overarching health perspective and focus 
mainly on disease prevention and extending the patient’s Healthspan. It will be 
common for users to selectively disclose their own data to select third parties, 
including doctors, experts, consultants, or even analytical companies capable 
of performing deeper analyses by using their data. Given the current state of 
AI and digital biomarker platforms, we can reasonably estimate that Digital 
Human Avatars capable of being classified as 1.0 will be market-ready in 2022.

Digital Human Avatar 2.0: This level of development includes all characteristics 
encompassed by 1.0 avatars, but with a larger scope of measurable markers 
and with more technologically sophisticated analytical capabilities, and a high-
er frequency of biomarker measurement, health assessment, and personalized 
recommendations. It includes biomarkers that allow us to understand the bio-
logical ages of tissues and cells and compare them with chronological age: DNA 
methylation or other epigenetic clocks, mitochondrial health, genomic instabil-
ity, frailty index, protein expression, telomere length, stem cell exhaustion, grip 
strength, circulating factors, autophagy. Avatar 2.0 allows individuals to track 
their own biological (as opposed to chronological) age, predict the likely effec-
tiveness of therapeutic and behavioral interventions on their own Healthspan by 
measuring the effect of subtherapeutic doses on biomarkers of aging and Lon-

11

11

11
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gevity, and track the real effectiveness of such interventions on their biological 
age using therapeutic doses and adjust dosing more dynamically. It will provide 
an AI-mediated system capable of enabling individuals to fine-tune their own 
health, disease prevention, and Healthspan-extending lifestyle, behavioral, and 
therapeutic regimen for maximum personalization, precision, and real-world 
effectiveness. We would assume that such technologies and platforms may 
be available in prototype by as early as 2023 and accessible in a more robust, 
validated, and developed form by 2024-2025.

Digital Human Avatar 3.0: 3.0-level avatars have greater comprehensiveness 
(in terms of the scope of biomarkers of health, disease, and Longevity that they 
are capable of measuring and synthesizing), analytical capability, and techno-
logical sophistication. They have higher-frequency feedback (measurement 
of the effects of interventions on biomarkers) that is closer to real-time, and 
they will feature some degree of embedded sensors capable of measuring 
biomarkers internally (beyond the scope of markers that can be measured via 
traditional wearables). They will encompass a range of personalized non bio-
logical markers of health, wellness, and Longevity, including such domains as 
financial wellness and Wealthspan, psychological health, social activity, and 
social well-being. It will also measure environmental markers, including factors 
of their local environment (e.g., their city, municipality, or country) impacting 
health, performance, and QALY such as environmental hazards (air and water 
pollution, dietary impurities, and contaminants, electromagnetic pollution, oc-
cupational hazards, etc.). Capable of near-real-time recommendations and pre-
dictions and predictive analytics and recommendations on longer timescales 
on the order of 5-10 years. We should expect Digital Human Avatar 3.0 to be 
market-ready by 2025.

Digital Avatar 4.0: Incorporates a comprehensive panel of societal, political, and 
infrastructural factors that influence an individual’s health, QALY, Healthspan, 
Wealthspan, and performance, which collectively will serve to measure the level 
of infrastructural support provided to them by their society and government to 
optimize their health, wealth, and QALY (e.g., education, access to Precision 
Health therapies and lifestyle interventions, etc.), the presence or absence of 
government-led National Longevity Development Plans and Longevity Industri-
al Strategies, and the extent to which their municipal and national governments 
are prioritizing the health and wealth of their populace. Capacity to integrate 
personal (internal) and intra-personal data with a much larger scope of data on 
an individual’s immediate (e.g., municipal) and nonimmediate (e.g., national) 
external environment, particularly concerning the state of their region’s tech-
nological, economic, geopolitical, and healthcare-related strength, stability, 
and comparative performance. It is capable of providing predictive analytics, 
forecasts, and long-term recommendations on the order of 10-25 years ahead. 
We should expect Digital Human Avatar 4.0-level systems and platforms to be 
market-ready between 2025 and 2027. We can also expect these systems to 
become standard components of national healthcare systems, covered by the 
majority of modern health insurance providers.
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We can expect that by 2030, the degree of technological sophistication achieved 
by 4.0-level systems, in combination with general advances in Longevity Med-
icine and Longevity therapeutics, will be enough to assure the share of Digital 
Avatar 4.0 users below the age of 60 that they have achieved Longevity Escape 
Velocity (LEV), a concept discussed in Chapter 15.

The systematic evolution of the power, sophistication, and comprehensiveness 
of the concept of a Digital Human Avatar, from 1.0 (minimal viable stage) to 
2.0 (significantly comprehensive with embedded strong AI-predictive analytics 
engine), to 3.0 (maximally comprehensive and robust), is inevitable. However, 
the speed of this process will be determined by the extent to which individuals, 
corporations, and municipal and national governments recognize the domain 
of Biomarkers of Human Longevity and the wider trend and trajectory that it 
represents (the use of AI and high volumes of biological and nonbiological data 
points as tools for the optimization of HALE and QALY). The role of government, 
in particular, is further discussed in Chapter 11.

As the more advanced types of Digital Avatars will enable individuals to develop, 
validate and adjust their personal Longevity regimens, they serve as a means 
for governments to measure and track the success of population Healthspan 
increasing policy and initiatives. As such, they will be the critical catalyst to 
optimizing strategic decision-making, achieving rapid real-world impacts on 
Practical Human Longevity, and improving, maintaining, and extending the 
health and wealth of individuals, entire nations, and, eventually, global humanity.

Thus, it is clear that AI will soon become not just a complementary but a fun-
damental tool for developing, refining, and applying Biomarkers of Human Lon-
gevity, which, in turn, will enable the creation of Digital Human Avatars, which, 
in their turn, will lead to a major influx of capital and industry stabilization, 
described in Chapter 10, by eliminating the industry's biggest systemic risk, 
described above.

Moreover, Digital Avatars will act as the trigger in a chain reaction that will lead 
to rapid progress in the translation of aging theoretical research into Practical 
Human Longevity.

Summary

A biomarker is a measurable substance or a biological molecule that pre-
dicts the biological state or condition of a living organism. A biomarker can 
be classified as a biomarker of aging depending on how it is sourced.

The use of biomarkers of aging and Longevity constitutes the most mar-
ket-ready and validated means of demonstrating human-validated results 
by Longevity companies and start-ups. A wide array of single biomarkers 
and panels of Biomarkers of Longevity exist in market-ready form and 
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should be adopted into due-diligence practice by Longevity investors to 
create a more modern, sophisticated, and robust method of preliminary 
validation of therapeutic safety and efficacy.

The past few years have seen a lot of progress in the development of bio-
markers of aging. These biomarkers may not be as precise as the current 
leading methods, but they are precise enough. Most importantly, they are 
extremely easy to implement in practice, especially those that are based 
on Deep Learning and AI-driven analysis of routine blood tests and photo-
graphs.

At present, the development and implementation of biomarkers are playing 
a crucial role in the Longevity Science R&D sector, and thus this field of 
study is strongly represented in the market.

But the Longevity Industry faces a deep and widespread problem: 
Most Longevity companies and investors are still operating under the 
paradigm of therapeutic validation in model organisms such as mice 
even though the results of these trials cannot be reliably translated to 
humans. This fundamental, systemic industry flaw and risk factor has 
led to unjustified company valuations following successful results in 
model organisms.

Considering the reliance on animal validation in relation to Longevity Sci-
ence described in Chapter 6, a paradigm shift from this kind of BioTech 
mindset is needed to acknowledge the translational gap between model 
organisms and humans and to rely instead on direct human validation.

Biomarkers of Human Longevity make this paradigm shift possible. They 
are the critical catalyst not only for maintaining the Global Longevity Indus-
try’s continued positive development and growth but also for accelerating 
it. They are crucial for neutralizing existing investment risks and dispro-
portions and for translating the potential of existing theoretical R&D into 
real-world, tangible impacts on Healthy Human Longevity.

AI will soon become not just a complementary but a fundamental tool for 
developing, refining and applying Biomarkers of Human Longevity. It will 
drive the creation of Digital Human Avatars through thousands of personal-
ized biomarkers, leading to rapid progress in terms of both Practical Human 
Longevity and overall industry stabilization.

The systematic evolution of the power, sophistication, and comprehensive-
ness of Digital Human Avatars, from 1.0 (minimal viable stage) to 4.0 (max-
imally comprehensive and robust), is inevitable. However, the speed of this 
process will be determined by the extent to which individuals, corporations, 
and governments recognize the domain of Biomarkers of Human Longevity 
and the wider trend that it represents: the use of AI and high volumes of 
biological and nonbiological data points as tools for the optimization of 
HALE and Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALY).
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Practical Human Longevity

Outline of Sections

The Paradigm Shift From Treatment to Prevention

The Concept of Precision Health vs. Precision Medicine

From P1 Medicine to P6 Medicine: Predictive, Preventive, Precision, 
Participative, Psycho-Cognitive, Public

Practical Longevity: Market-Ready Technologies To Optimize Human 
Healthspan

Top Trends, Technologies, and Companies in Longevity Medicine: Q1 
2022

“Many technologies and methods for extending Healthy Human Lon-
gevity, practicing preventive medicine, and maintaining an optimal 
state of Precision Health are already invented, validated, and ready 
for use; however, they lack the infrastructure for scaling them to the 
masses.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘‘Biomarkers of Human Longevity:  
Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D and 

The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity,Tangible 
Investment Decision Making and De-Risking’ (2021)

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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The Paradigm Shift From Treatment  
to Prevention

Longevity Medicine is a rapidly evolving field of advanced Preventive, Personal-
ized, Participatory, Precision (P4) Medicine directed at the early prediction and 
prevention of age-related disorders to ensure a long healthy lifespan.

Longevity Medicine's rapid emergence and development is driven by notable 
advances in Longevity Science, notable advances in AI and data science, and 
recent changes in healthcare systems.

Advances in AI have brought several key benefits that are essential for Lon-
gevity Medicine such as the development of Deep Learning aging clocks, deep 
analysis, and the discovery of new biomarkers of aging or the most informative 
combinations of biomarkers. With these tools, Longevity physicians can evalu-
ate the aging rate, reveal “weak places” in the metabolism of their patients, and 
estimate precisely the risks of such diseases as diabetes mellitus, cardiovas-
cular disease, and cancer.

Source: Longevity Biomarkers Landscape Overview

http://www.aginganalytics.com/biomarkers-of-longevity
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Longevity Medicine Framework 2022

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

And progress in Longevity Science has resulted in prominent findings in targ-
etable metabolic pathways, which can be corrected to achieve a rejuvenating 
effect. A number of experimental drugs and factors are currently being tested 
in clinical trials for their ability to extend healthy lifespan.

AI in Longevity Medicine

Source: Nature Aging

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.doi.org/10.1038/s43587-020-00020-4
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The rapid development of Longevity Medicine has created a progress gap 
between the state of anti-aging technologies and the level of qualification of 
healthcare providers. To help bridge this gap, in December 2020, Deep Lon-
gevity launched the first Longevity Medicine course for medical students and 
physicians to provide medical professionals with information about advances 
in biogerontology, geroscience, and Precision Medicine, and ways of imple-
menting this knowledge in clinical practice.

This course, titled “Introduction to Longevity Medicine: a Medical Guide to 
Longevity for Physicians,” was developed collaboratively between leading 
AI researchers, geoscientists, and practicing physicians to provide the first 
validated, data-driven, and science-backed source of Longevity Medicine ed-
ucation and training for upskilling healthcare professionals. Although we are 
on the cusp of being able to intervene in the aging process to effectively re-
duce overall mortality and morbidity rates for an Aging Population, Longevity 
research is far ahead of medicine in its level of progress. This course aims to 
bridge this gap, bringing clinicians up to date with recent advances in aging 
and Longevity interventions and taking anti-aging methods out of the lab and 
into the clinic.

Initiated by Deep Longevity and led by Dr. Evelyne Bischof, the free Longevi-
ty Medicine course was launched on a public educational platform, with over 
2,700 learners registering straight away. In July 2021, the course transitioned to 
the Longevity Degree platform and received the Continuing Medical Education 
(CME) accreditation from the Medical Society of Delaware, USA. In 2021, the 
course’s authors worked with the leadership of the Health Data Research UK, 
and the course was adapted and launched on the HDR UK platform. This is a 
major step toward shaping a new generation of Longevity physicians.

The Concept of Precision  
Health vs. Precision Medicine

Medicine has undergone many changes and faced many different challeng-
es throughout its history, some of them brought by technological advances 
(such as the introduction of powerful medical imaging devices) while others 
have been proactively fostered by patient participation. Examples of the latter 
include the creation and development of patient peer-to-peer communities 
and other kinds of support groups, in addition to more autonomous kinds of 
patient entrepreneurship in the form of health-seeking behaviors and self-care 
practices.

Involving patients in the healthcare process is a big advantage as patients have 
a unique knowledge of their health status. This is known as the theory of the 
“expert patient,” which assumes a patient knows himself or herself better than 
a physician could and has an implicit knowledge of his or her state of health.

http://www.longevity-medicine.org
http://www.deeplongevity.com
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Shared medical decisions have been proven to result in better therapeutic com-
pliance and clinical outcomes. Patient participation has been increasing over 
the last several years, but we still have a long way to go to overcome some 
barriers. Patients still need to have greater involvement in service planning and 
evaluation, which is still limited to completing satisfaction surveys. Services 
need to be made more accessible and information more understandable; this 
will reduce medical errors and improve patient safety. The increasing complexi-
ty and multidisciplinary nature of health also create a need to promote stronger 
medical coordination.

From P1 Medicine to P6 Medicine:  
Predictive, Preventive, Precision,  
Participative, Psycho-Cognitive, Public

While the concept of P4 Medicine is now well known, more recently its evolution 
into the more developed framework of “P6 Medicine” is still less known.

According to this scheme, P0 Medicine corresponds with the dawn of medi-
cine, characterized by paternalism and little, if any, autonomy of the patient. 
Physicians tended to hide and conceal diagnoses from their patients, using 
reassuring and allusive terms, and failed to consult them in their treatment. 
This approach was motivated by a belief that patients need to be protected 
from despair and guided through their diagnoses, with the physician ultimately 
being in charge. Paternalism can be defined in different ways according to the 
different degrees of freedom and autonomy that the doctor concedes to the 
patient (paternalistic model, autocratic model, agent model, yielding autonomy 
model) but, overall, P0 Medicine remains deeply physician-centered.

http://www.healthcarevaluehub.org/advocate-resources/publications/consumer-benefits-patient-shared-decision-making
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Gradually, we passed from P0 to P3 and then P4 Medicine, models which 
were both proposed by Leroy Hood, a molecular biologist and oncologist, and 
defined as participatory, personalized, predictive, and preventive (the term 
“participatory” was not included in the initial P3 model formulation). This 
transition may be due, as suggested by some scholars, to the change in the 
process of diagnosis itself: whereas earlier, there was only the physician, the 
patient, and the disease (that is to say, a tripartite model), and there was little 
technology involved. Today, the involvement of technology in medicine has 
increased exponentially to the point that diagnosis has become extremely 
complex and interdisciplinary, and this has partially challenged the paternal-
istic model.

P5 Medicine is the next step, with the fifth “P” meaning “psycho-cognitive,” a 
fundamental aspect of the model that for so long has not received adequate 
attention.

P5 Medicine is patient-centered. Patients are constantly kept informed of every 
aspect of their disease, and their quality of life is not just an accessory element 
in decision-making but an integrated parameter in the delivery of the cure. How-
ever, informing patients about the risks and benefits of treatment options and 
choosing between them is becoming more challenging as knowledge about 
the relationship between the individual’s molecular profile and the effectiveness 
of available medications grows. For these reasons, communicating the risks 
and uncertainties in this area of medicine has a profound ethical value. Partic-
ipatory medicine aims to ensure equity in healthcare access by ensuring that 
stakeholders and laymen are deeply involved in the design, development, and 
implementation of health policies.

The main goals of Predictive Medicine are to predict disease or the devel-
opment of further diseases and complications in an already ill subject. Pre-
dictive Medicine is evidence-based medicine, using models and equations to 
predict a patient’s future health status to adopt the best strategy available. An 
integrative personal omics profile analysis is perhaps the most astonishing 
application of Predictive Medicine, connecting multiple high-throughput-
based data at different levels (genomics, proteomics, and other dynamic 
omics sources). In this way, it was able to predict the onset of diabetes some 
months in advance.

Knowing the molecular picture of the patient and considering the disease as a 
whole using a systematic approach, as well as taking into account environmen-
tal factors and psychological profile, doctors should be able to advise patients 
of the right therapeutics for preventing particular diseases.

Nowadays, psychological health is considered a fundamental aspect of pa-
tients’ well-being, and psychology plays different roles in medicine, ranging 
from treatment compliance and adherence to gaining access to the treatment 
itself (traditional versus alternative or complementary therapies) and creating 
therapeutic alliances in a broad sense. A key role in Psycho-Cognitive Medicine 
is undoubtedly played by health education.
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What we call P6 Medicine was termed “P4 + Cn Hippocratic revolution” by 
Professor Grant Cumming and his team, where Cn stands for “community, 
collaboration, self-caring, co-creation, co-production, and co-development 
using technologies delivered via the internet.” The novel aspect distinguish-
ing P6 from P5 Medicine is “Health Web Science,” a unique combination of 
e-health, e-medicine, and telemedicine in which computers and innovative 
online health communities play a central role. Patients do not limit them-
selves to browsing health-related information on the web but instead actively 
exploit all of the web’s potential. In this sense, P6 Medicine incorporates P5 
Medicine because once again the patient is clearly at the center of the med-
ical services.

Practical Longevity: Market-Ready Technologies 
to Optimize Human Healthspan

The Longevity Industry has matured, and its level of scientific and technolog-
ical complexity has increased. The Longevity Science sector of the industry 
is now extremely broad, consisting of a variety of disparate technological 
strands  – geroscience, geriatrics, regenerative medicine, Precision Medi-
cine  – all advancing simultaneously. It is a challenge to perceive the scale 
of the Longevity sphere – even for those who work in the industry. Experts in 
each sector within the Longevity Industry lack a comprehensive understand-
ing of the entire industry, so it is difficult for them to make predictions for the 
industry as a whole.

Health systems utilize a variety of medical devices, which are essential tools in 
a wide range of applications from disease prevention, diagnostics, monitoring 
to treatment procedures, surgery, regenerative medicine, care, and many others. 
Integration of devices into the Digital Health system helps to store and analyze 
medical data and search for the most effective personalized solutions for each 
patient.

Medical Device Application
Risk-based system classification divides medical devices depending on the 
human body involvement and the potential risk associated with the device. 
There are two large groups: devices for medical purposes and devices for pa-
tient self-use.

The use of medical devices is an increasingly developed area; plenty of new 
products are released and registered each year. FDA monitors safety and effi-
cacy of regulated marketed medical devices. Herein, we analyzed information 
of the newest medical devices with FDA approval in 2020 and 2021.

http://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/recently-approved-devices/2020-device-approvals
http://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/recently-approved-devices/2021-device-approvals
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Medical Device Classification

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Medical Devices Recently Approved by FDA

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

The main trends in medical devices development are devices for diagnostic 
purposes, cardiovascular disorders treatment, and neurology. The number of 
devices approved by FDA in 2021 have shown a double decrease compared to 
2020.

The most presented types of devices in the list of recently approved ones are 
systems for cardio-vascular surgery (cardio-vascular endoprosthesis, stent 
systems, etc.), diagnostics devices (laboratory tests for oncological purposes 
and for infectious diseases), neurostimulators, dermal fillers for cosmetolog-
ical use. Different orthopedics devices (prosthesis for amputee rehabilitation, 
implants, bone tumor treatment, bone growth stimulator) were approved in 
2020. Systems for donor organs (liver, heart) care, preservation, and transpor-
tation were approved in 2021. Modern medical practice is impossible without 
different devices; therefore, the list of available products is expected to length-
en with new positions in the near future.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Medical Devices Approved by FDA (2020-2021) vs. Device  
Type and Application

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Among different medical devices represented currently on the market, cell 
delivery systems aim to improve cell therapy outcomes and ensure cell or ther-
apeutic factors effect in target injured sites. Wound care devices are applied 
for advanced treatment both of surgical and chronic wounds. Surgical repair 
devices are used to provide a matrix for cell migration, to connect and fix dam-
aged tissues. Devices for cosmetology provide solutions to support the healthy 
state of skin, muscle, and hair and are customer-friendly due to the possibility 
of using the devices at home.

List of Companies by the Device Type

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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The medical devices are used for both applying cells to the surface of the wound 
and for implanting them inside the body or to deliver factors produced by cells. 
Spraying cells on the injured skin site promotes rapid healing of wounds and 
skin damages, including burns. The devices used to implant cells provide not 
only the delivery of cells to the tissues of the body but also protect them from 
rejection by the patient's immune system.

Types of Devices for Cell Delivery

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Types of Devices for Wound Healing

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Wound healing involves a cascade of such overlapping phases as hemosta-
sis, inflammation, proliferative, and remodeling phases. Certain pathological 
processes and metabolic disorders may alter the normal course of phase 
shifting, which results in chronic wounds development. Wound care devices 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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are designed to create the most optimal conditions for each stage of wound 
healing. Advanced wound care devices promote debridement, a process of 
damaged necrotic tissue, dead cells debris, and bacteria removal. Essential 
outcomes from the devices’ application involve antimicrobial protection and 
inflammation rate decrease, encouraging proliferative phase start. At this step, 
the devices maintain a moist environment and induce angiogenesis to promote 
cell migration and division. Devices are also essential at the last phase of heal-
ing due to protection of newly formed tissue.

Types of Devices for Surgical Repair

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Devices for surgical repair are beneficial for both function and injured tissue 
restoration. Surgical repair devices are used for damaged tissue discontinu-
ities to decrease as well as to serve as scaffolds for patient’s cell migration, 
which results in tissue regeneration. Advanced surgical repair devices are 
bioabsorbable and gradually result in native regenerated tissue formation in 
injured sites.

Innovative drugs often mean new treatment options for patients and advanc-
es in healthcare for people. When new innovative medical products reach the 
registration stage, institutions that control drugs in different countries usually 
provide comprehensive support for this type of medicine. Each year, a wide 
range of new drugs and biological products is approved around the world. 
Some of these products have never been used in clinical practice. Below is a 
listing of new molecular entities and new therapeutic biological products that 
were approved in 2021-2022. This listing includes small and large molecules, 
cellular, and gene therapy products.

Small and Large Molecules
Certain drugs are classified as new molecular entities. Many of these products 
contain active moieties that are not previously approved, either as a single in-
gredient drug or as part of a combination product. These products frequently 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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provide important new therapies for patients. Some drugs are characterized 
as new molecular entities for administrative purposes but nonetheless contain 
active moieties that are closely related to active moieties in products that are 
previously approved.

Small and Large Molecules: Key 2022 Highlights

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

In 2022, seven innovative medical products were approved in the USA. Three 
drugs such as Ztalmy (ganaxolone, Marinus), Pyramid (mitapivat, Agios), En-
jaymo (sutimlimab-home, Sanofi) have got orphan drug designation and prior-
ity review.

Small and Large Molecules: Distribution by Type of Therapy

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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In 2021-2022, the major type of approved therapy is small molecules (45.2%) and 
antibodies (47.6%). These approaches have dominated the market during the 
last few decades. Biosimilars share only 7.1% of total approved innovative drugs.

Small and Large Molecules: Distribution by Disease

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

In 2021-2022, innovative small and large drugs were produced mostly for treat-
ment of autoimmune (19.2%) and metabolic (19.2%) disorders. Among age-re-
lated diseases that belong to these groups are atopic dermatitis, rheumatoid 
arthritis, hypercholesterolemia, and hypoglycemia. Also, there are popular 
drugs for neurological (acute and chronic kidney diseases) and neurodegener-
ative disorders (such as Alzheimer's and multiple sclerosis). Other diseases for 
which innovative drugs have been approved include cardiovascular disorders, 
muscular dystrophy, migraines, etc.

Regenerative Medicine Advanced Treatment (RMAT)
According to FDA’s definition, a drug is eligible for regenerative medicine ad-
vanced therapy (RMAT) designation if:

The drug is a regenerative medicine therapy, which is defined as a cell ther-
apy, therapeutic tissue engineering product, human cell and tissue product, 
or any combination product using such therapies or products;

The drug is intended to treat, modify, reverse, or cure a serious or life-threat-
ening disease or condition;

Preliminary clinical evidence indicates that the drug has the potential to 
address unmet medical needs for such disease or condition.

11

11

11

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Non-Cancer RMAT Designation Requests Status, as of March, 2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

In Q1 2022, the total number of requests for registration of RMAT products 
(non-cancer) was 14 applications. During this period, more than half of applica-
tions were granted (62.5%, five applications).  Three applications were denied 
(37.5%), with no withdrawal applications.

Non-Cancer RMAT Designation Requests Received in 2017-2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

During the last 5 years, the number of requests for registration RMAT for 
non-cancer indications was slowing down, with an annual reduction of received 
requests by ~15-20% in comparison with the previous period.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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2022 started with higher activity of developers. The total number of RMAT re-
quests for Q1 has reached over 40% of total number requests in 2021. If this 
growth keeps at the same rate during 2022, the number of new approved RMAT 
will exceed previous periods.

Non-Cancer RMAT Designation Requests:  
Distribution by Specialty, 2017-2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

Non-Cancer RMAT Designation Requests:  
Distribution by Applicant, 2017-2022

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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In 2017-2022, the highest number of designation requests were presented for 
the following categories: neurology (26.9%), cardiovascular disorders (19.2%), 
and orthopedic disorders (11.2%). Other categories are less than 10% from the 
total number of applications.

An interesting fact is that most applicants for non-cancer RMAT are academic 
and nonprofit organizations (82%). Commercial BioTech companies include 
only 18% of total applications.

Cell Therapy Products
Cell therapies are poised to revolutionize the landscape of biologic drugs that 
treat diseases and offer hope in areas where there was previously none. There 
are more than 20 cell-based medical products for treatment of non-cancer 
disorders that are approved in different countries.

The current boom in cell-based therapy research started over 10 years ago. 
Until this time, some advanced therapies were launched on the world market. 
The leaders are the USA and South Korea. These countries were the first to 
create the regulatory procedures for registering cell therapy medical products 
and allow their use in clinical practice. Medical products approved for use in 
the USA include hematologic products (Allocord, Clevecord, Ducord, Hema-
cord, etc.), skin treatment and wound healing (Gintuit, Stratagraft, LaViv), and 
thymus regeneration (Rethymic).

Geography of Approved Cell Therapy Medical Products (Non-Cancer)

Note: Anti-cancer programmes and Immunotherapy are not included.
Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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In South Korea, advanced cell therapy is oriented toward the treatment of car-
tilages (Cartistem, Cupistem), myocardial infarction (Cellgram-AMI), skin and 
wound healing (CureSkin, Queencell, Rosmir, Kaloderm, KeraHeal, KeraHeal-Al-
lo), and neurological disorders (Neuronata-r). One such product is Temcell 
(also known at Prochymal), an allogeneic MSC indicated for acute radiation 
injury, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), Crohn’s disease, graft-
versus-host disease (GvHD), Type I diabetes, and myocardial infarction. It was 
fully approved by Japan in October 2015 and conditionally approved in Canada 
and New Zealand.

Cell Therapy: Key 2021 Highlights

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

The first cell therapy product was approved in South Korea in 2005. It was Ka-
loderm (Tego Science) – allogeneic cell therapy for deep second degree burns. 
This event pulled biopharmaceutical companies to develop new products. From 
2006 to 2018, the market experienced a real boom of new cell therapy products 
registration. In 2018, the proportion of cell-based products submitted for regis-
tration was 67.2%. In 2020, regulators predicted that by 2025, they will approve 
10 to 20 innovative cell-based products a year, based on an assessment of the 
pipeline and the clinical success rates of these products at previous periods. 
Unfortunately, the current market growth is slowing down. Only two companies 
submitted applications for registration of their innovative products: Rhythmic 
(Enzyvant) and StrataGraft (StrataTech). In Q1 2022, there were no applications.

Gene Therapy
The first gene therapy, Macugen (polynucleotide aptamer, Pfizer) for age-relat-
ed macular dystrophy, was approved in 2004. The price for a single dose (0.09 
ml) was about €711.8 per patient. Since that time, more than 20 gene-based 
products have been registered in different countries, and 10 of these products 
are used for treatment of non-cancer disorders. The price of treatment was 
growing every year and now reaches more than €1.36 million for one-time 
treatment per patient.

Recent advances in understanding the molecular mechanism of human diseas-
es and treatment are boosting the global gene therapy market. This market is 
categorized into tissue regeneration after chemotherapy, neurological diseas-
es, rare genetic diseases, and cardiovascular disorders. Monogenic diseases

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Approved Gene Therapy Products for Treatment of Non-Cancer Diseases

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

had the highest market share in recent years. Viral vectors (mainly adeno-as-
sociated virus, retrovirus, lentivirus), in comparison to nonviral vectors, are the 
preferred gene therapy vehicles in the clinic. High efficiency of gene transduc-
tion, specific gene delivery, targeting, safety, and reduced administration dose

Distribution of Gene Therapy (Non-Cancer) Approval by Region

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Gene Therapy: Key 2021 Highlights

Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

are the main advantages of viral vectors. North America and Europe are the 
dominant players and drive advances in the gene therapy market of non-cancer 
and rare genetic diseases. However, safety and efficacy problems, prolonged 
laboratory procedures for conducting clinical studies, unknown product interac-
tions with the host, and the high cost of gene therapy drugs are major barriers 
in the way of the gene therapy market.

After a long break from 2019-2020 companies restarted registration of advanced 
gene therapy products. In Q3 2021, FDA approved Leqvio (siRNA/RNAi, Novar-
tis) for hypercholesterolemia treatment. Some products such as XT-150 (Xalud), 
AXO-AAV-GM2 and AXO-AAV-GM1 (SIO), AOC (Avidity), and GS-030 (GenSight)  
have gotten Fast Track Status in the USA. Others, such as Skysona/Lenti-D and 
Zynteglo (both produced by BlueBirdBio), have gotten Priority Review.

Tissue-Engineered Products
Tissue-engineered products include human cells or tissue intended for implan-
tation, transplantation, infusion, or transfer into a human recipient that is regu-
lated as a human cell, tissue, and cellular and tissue-based product. Examples 
of such tissues are bone, skin, corneas, ligaments, tendons, dura mater, heart 
valves, and hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells derived from peripheral and 
cord blood, oocytes, and semen. Currently, this category does not include vas-
cularized human organ transplants such as kidney, liver, heart, lung, or pancreas.

The first tissue-engineered product used in clinical practice is Epicel (Veri-
cel), a permanent skin replacement product grown from a patient’s own skin 
cells. Epicel has been used in the USA and other countries since 1988. It 
was approved in the USA in 2007 as a Humanitarian Use Device (HUD) under 
a Humanitarian Device Exemption (HDE). Now almost all tissue-engineered 
medical products approved in different countries are used for treatment of 
skin or cartilages.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Source: Regenerative Medicine, Q1 2022

But a few products really deserve more attention, including CardioCel (CadMe-
dus) – a cardiovascular scaffold, which facilitates endogenous stem cells and 
other cells to regenerate and repair damaged tissue for the treatment of cardi-
ovascular abnormalities. This product was marketed in the USA from 2014, in 
Europe under CE Mark as of 2013, received medical device license in Canada in 
2014, and was approved in Singapore in 2015.

Heart Sheet (Terumo BCT) – an autologous skeletal myoblast preparation was 
approved in Japan in 2015 for the treatment of patients with serious heart fail-
ure.

Ossron – an autologous bone cell implantation for the treatment of bone de-
fects in patients caused by degeneration, drugs, intense physical stress, diet, 
genetics, obesity, smoking, alcohol, or disease was approved in South Korea in 
2009 and in India in 2017.

Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation, as a set of procedures and interventions directed on body 
function recovery, disability reduction, and everyday activities enabling, is an 
essential part of Longevity Medicine. Each person may need rehabilitation 
after surgery, tissue or organ injury, in case of inherited illness or disability, and 
age-related function decline.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/regeneative-medicine
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Rehabilitation Framework

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

There are a lot of rehabilitation types to address different needs and help 
in each specific issue: neurological, cardiac, physical, psychological, addic-
tion, cancer patients, social rehabilitation. Rehabilitation is a part of person-
alized medicine, and it is expected to be more patient-oriented in the future. 
In accordance with healthcare settings, rehabilitation can be divided into 
in-patient, out-patient rehabilitation centers, and home-based rehabilitation 
services.

Proportion of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Approaches by Types

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Physical therapy and rehabilitation by degree of immersion can be divided 
into immersive and nonimmersive. Nonimmersive approaches are mostly tra-
ditional and use the environment displayed by pictures on cards, computer to 
varying degrees, through the use of some computer hardware (e.g., mouse or 
haptic devices such as CyberGloves, joysticks). The immersive approaches, 
known as Virtual Reality (VR), enhance one or more sensory feedback on the 
original basis and create an immersive feeling through large screen projection, 
head-mounted display, cave (BNAVE) systems, or video capture systems (e.g., 
IREX, PHANToM). These two different types of VR may have different rehabili-
tation effects on patients.

VR is a computer-based, interactive, real-time multisensory simulation where 
the environment occurs, which generates a virtual environment that may ac-
tivate multiple systems (visual, proprioceptive, action-observation, etc.) and 
stimulate the so-called mirror neuron system, considered to be involved in 
learning. In the field of rehabilitation, compared with traditional rehabilitation 
methods, VR technology allows users to experience a sense of presence and 
immersion. Without any increase in staffing, it enables researchers to directly 
solve many problems that cannot be achieved through the real interactions in a 
controlled environment.

VR Architecture for Rehabilitation

Source: ScienceSoft

The main components and architecture of our approach are depicted in the 
scheme. They are based on core principles identified in the state-of-the-art, 
medical recommendations for efficient recovery:

Input hardware – position and motion tracking sensor, haptic devices;

Output hardware – HDM, PC display, speakers, haptic devices;

Physics simulator – simulates the laws of physics (realistic behavior of 
virtual objects;

Processing Software – acquires and processes data from input hardware;

Training simulator – enables a patient’s interaction with the VR world and 
implements algorithms;

Rendering engine – visual rendering of 3D graphics;

11

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.scnsoft.com/virtual-reality/healthcare/vr-rehabilitation
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Web admin panel – database management and access settings;

Database web server – store database with 3D graphics, training program, 
patient profiles, sessions history, etc;

AI-based performance assessment and feedback – analyzes a patient’s 
performance to adapt the rehab training in real time and track progress.

VR technology has attracted attention as a new means of rehabilitation, and in 
recent years, the literature in this area has expanded. Compared with tradition-
al rehabilitation methods, VR rehabilitation technology improves the physical 
scores of patients with stroke and Parkinson’s disease. However, some limi-
tations of most published studies include a relatively short time period and a 
small sample size.

Clinical Efficacy of Traditional Approaches and VR for Rehabilitation

BBS – Berg Balance Scale; FGA – Functional Gait Assessment; FIM - Functional Inde-
pendence Measure; TUGT – Timed “Up and Go” Test; UPDRS3 – The third part of Unified 

Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.
Sources: Med Sci Monit. (2019); J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis. (2018); J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis 

(2017); J Phys Ther Sci (2013). Analysis by Aging Analytics Agency.

VR can provide patients with more sensory stimulation, a more immersive en-
vironment, and real-time feedback during specific motor tasks, reflecting motor 
learning and neuroplasticity. VR is more maneuverable, easier to promote in 
community rehabilitation, and brings fun and enjoyment to patients’ recovery. 
Therefore, this approach can be considered as a complement to traditional 
rehabilitation therapies.

11

11

11

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6563647
http://www.pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30193810
http://www.pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28606661
http://www.pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24259810
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Data science and AI are filling this gap and becoming the central factors driving 
progress in the industry. Predictive analytics in Longevity Science is already 
complex and multidimensional, and AI intensifies these challenges. Aging 
Analytics Agency, the first company to achieve relevant predictive success in 
the Longevity Industry, did so by applying the type of quantitative analytical 
frameworks normally used for advanced or commoditized industries such as 
the aerospace sector or financial markets to the Longevity Industry.

Longevity Clinics by Region in 2022

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

The global market includes more than 1,000 companies that provide anti-aging 
medical service in more than 30 countries. The USA is the largest segment for 
the anti-aging medicine market in terms of region. The dominance of the USA 
in the global market can be attributed to an increasing number of regulatory 
approvals for customized medicine, as well as increased acceptance of new 
medical approaches as diagnostic, procedures, and therapeutic agents.

Nevertheless, more than 75% of these companies are concentrated in the USA, 
and 16% – in the European Union. The map on the top illustrates how medical 
companies are distributed among all countries.

Asian region is the fastest growing region in the anti-aging medicine market, 
owing to ongoing research and development activities in the healthcare in-
dustry. Due to the rapidly aging population, increased consumer awareness, 
modernization of healthcare infrastructure, and the rising medical tourism 
business in developing countries, Asia is expected to have the highest devel-
opment rate.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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The Concept of Longevity Virtual Clinics:  
a Step Toward Practical Longevity

Longevity clinics are an evolution of the concept of Precision Medicine clinics. 
Their main goal is to improve health and promote Longevity through the use of 
advanced anti-aging treatments. However, not every Longevity clinic is focused 
on Longevity itself. Many Longevity clinics essentially focus only on the diagno-
sis and treatment of current diseases instead of the prevention of diseases and 
elimination of all risk factors that negatively impact Longevity.

Aging Analytics Agency has analyzed more than 1,000 Longevity clinics based 
in different countries to develop a Longevity Clinics framework and to create a 
new, unique Longevity solution – Longevity Virtual Clinic.

Longevity Virtual Clinic is a virtual platform that will provide members of Deep 
Knowledge Group’s Longevity Club with access to unique concierge services 
and lists of specialists and treatments as well as educational material and prac-
tical advice on Healthy Longevity. It will include remote diagnostics, Longevity 
check-ups, Digital Avatar creation, Health Data Wallet, a Longevity AI assistant, 
a personalized Longevity Plan, Longevity treatment services, and access to 
premium Longevity content. Our expert analytics team has developed robust 
diagnostic and treatment algorithms that allow a tailored approach for every 
club member. The club will have a global outreach, meaning that no matter your 
geographic location, our experts will be able to advise you on the best-suited 
clinics and healthcare professionals.

Longevity Screening Panels or Check-Ups

Source: Practical Longevity Book

Every treatment begins with full-body diagnostics that can define weak spots 
and any risk factors which can reduce expected lifespan. Our experts have cre-
ated a list of necessary tests and Longevity check-ups that can be completed 
remotely in a clinical or home setting. Longevity Virtual Clinic provides data 
about local clinics and diagnostic centers located in the client's region that can 
perform the necessary analysis. Longevity Virtual Clinic will also contain the 

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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option of booking an appointment with a doctor to reduce waiting times and 
help plan Longevity diagnostics more precisely.

Remote diagnostics allows clients to receive diagnosis outside of conventional 
clinical settings such as at home or in a remote area. This increases access to 
care and improves monitoring over an extended period. Remote diagnostics 
technology may significantly improve an individual's quality of life by allowing 
the client to maintain independence, preventing complications and minimizing 
personal costs.

The diagnostics results need to be uploaded to the platform and stored in the 
Health Data Wallet so that personal medical data will be protected from unau-
thorized access and can be easily transferred directly to the doctor or clinic if 
needed. The client would also need to upload the medical history and some 
data regarding family medical history. This data is necessary for evaluating all 
risk factors that may impact the development of age-related diseases and for 
creating personalized guidance that will help the client to achieve Longevity.

The diagnostics results will serve as raw data for the creation of a Digital Ava-
tar, which we described earlier in Chapter 7. A Digital Avatar is a high-frequency 
AI-driven biomarker monitoring and therapeutic regimen adjusting analytical 
solution capable of enabling safe self-experimentation and the optimization of 
personalized Practical Human Longevity.

And in particular, the current stage of Digital Human Avatars (0.5) and its fore-
cast development to the stage of 1.0 within 2022, is indeed one of the most 
viable, tangible and reliable paths to optimizing personal Practical Human Lon-
gevity today for the readers of this book.

Digital Human Avatar Framework: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0

Source: Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating  
Aging Research and R&D, the Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity  

Tangible Investment Decision Making and De-Risking

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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A sophisticated AI assistant embedded in Longevity Virtual Clinic uses data 
from the Digital Avatar for deep evaluation of the risks of cancer development 
and the progression of aging based on lifestyle factors and clinical analysis, 
supporting the customer every step of the way to develop a full understanding 
of their state of health and the actions they can take to improve it.

Source: Practical Longevity Book

If there is an insufficient amount of information, the AI assistant recommends 
undergoing additional testing to fill the gaps in the Digital Avatar. After all the 
necessary information is collected and analyzed, the client acquires a Lon-
gevity Plan and, accordingly, a personalized list of recommended anti-aging 
procedures.

Source: Practical Longevity Book

Longevity Virtual Clinic not only provides patients with diagnostics and treat-
ment but also provides access to premium Longevity-focused content, includ-
ing the following:

Telemedicine Services

Personalized Longevity Plan

Access to the Practical Longevity Book-App

Longevity Treatment Services

Virtual Reality Longevity Quest

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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The Virtual Longevity Clinics Platform will enable its clients to undergo quality 
Longevity diagnostics to gain access to up-to-date, certified, and personalized 
solutions, including drugs, training, and technologies, and to gain confidential 
access to certified medical, legal, and financial professionals and organiza-
tions. It is a unique solution for citizens of various countries actively seeking 
to extend their lifespans and remain happy, healthy, and productive for as long 
as possible.

The topic of Practical 
Longevity is of such 
importance to myself 
and my other Partners 
within Deep Knowl-
edge Group that we 
assembled a special 
internal working group 
of scientists and ana-
lysts to synthesize the 
full scope of practical 
outcomes of quantita-
tive, multidimensional 
analytics and research 
conducted by Deep 
Knowledge Group’s 
numerous analytical 
subsidiaries on the 
matter of validated 
market-ready technol-
ogies available today 
to optimize personal 
Practical Longevity. 

The outcome of this work will be the release of a dedicated book and app, ti-
tled ‘Practical Longevity: The Complete Guide on How to Celebrate Your 123rd 
Birthday’, which will be available on an exclusive gift basis to Deep Knowledge 
Group friends, partners, and allies. The interactive book uses dynamic and 
personalized user journey technology to distill the full set of the most sophisti-
cated, advanced, and actionable factors, practices, technologies, and methods 
(lifestyle and behavioral, technological and environmental/geographical rec-
ommendations) available today to effectively and efficiently optimize Personal 
Practical Longevity, health, wealth and performance, and covers an extremely 
broad range of topics regarding Healthy Longevity. It includes a feature that 
can use personal data and the client’s Digital Avatar to assess and define their 
current layer of Longevity (ranging from Anti-Longevity to Super-Longevity), and 
it offers practical steps to help the client achieve super Longevity. The main 
goal of the Practical Longevity book is to reduce the risk factors that are con-
stantly limiting the clients’ life expectancy and guide them through Longevity 
treatments targeted at their individual needs.

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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While touching upon the topic of my forthcoming book Practical Longevity, it 
will be worthwhile briefly touch upon one very notable example of an alternative 
therapeutic modality (hyperbaric chambers) which, in my view, has strong clini-
cal evidence today, and which plays a particularly important role within my own 
personal Practical Longevity therapeutic and lifestyle regimen. And, in my opin-
ion, the only reason that it is not a more well-known staple of modern Longevity 
Medicine regimes is the fact that there has been a failure to document that 
evidence in a sufficiently comprehensive and convincing manner due to a lack 
of consensus frameworks for Biomarkers of Human Longevity (the prospects 
for which were discussed in Chapter 7).

One of the most recent and well-known people in this field is Dr. Shai Efrati 
(co-founder of Aviv Clinics), who has been developing oxygen therapy programs 
since 2017 and offering hyperbaric sessions in their high-end clinics in Israel, 
Florida, and Dubai.

Dr. Shai Efrati, co-founder of Aviv Clinics

Source: Aviv Clinics

In 2020, Efrati recruited 63 people aged 65+, took MRI scans, and tested their 
cognitive abilities. He then gave some of them a 60-day course of treatment 
during which they spent 2-hour stints in a pressurized chamber five times a 
week, breathing pure oxygen for some of that time. Efrati reported a significant 
difference in those who received the oxygen therapy — and in tests 6 months 
later found the improvements had remained. The MRI scans showed that tissue 
function in the brain, in areas associated with cognitive decline, had improved. 
Efrati said that this protocol generates significant fluctuations in blood oxygen, 
and suggested that the intermittent increase of oxygen concentration induc-
es many of the mediators and cellular mechanisms needed for regeneration. 
The author decided to try this protocol on healthy adults because, as people 
age, blood vessels carry less oxygen to the brain, and he thinks that hyperbaric 
treatment compensates for this. Efrati states that “the occlusion of small blood 

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.aviv-clinics.com
http://www.aviv-clinics.com
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vessels, similar to the occlusions which may develop in the pipes of an ‘aging’ 
home, is a dominant element in the human aging process. This led us to specu-
late that hyperbaric oxygen therapy may affect brain performance of the aging 
population.”

I am confident that tangible positive results were actually achieved in this clin-
ical study, for reasons elaborated on later in this section. However, this thera-
peutic approach in general is often met with a large volume of criticisms that 
we feel are due to the manner in which practitioners and scientists (Aviv Clinic 
included) have documented their results, and in particular the overall number of 
biomarkers used to demonstrate their impact on human aging.

There is still a lack of precision, however. Ilia Stambler, chief scientific officer 
of Vetek (Seniority) – the Israel Movement for Longevity and Quality of Life, 
cautions that “the long term effects yet need to be considered” and emphasizes 
that proper dosage is vital to prevent oxygen poisoning and ensure efficacy and 
safety. “With the right dosage, you can have some great effects, but not the 
same dose is appropriate for all, and the elderly may experience more adverse 
effects of oxidative damage.”

Aviv Scientific was the subject of substantial media coverage surrounding the 
results of clinical study in late 2020, which purported to demonstrate “age-re-
versing” effects as a result of hyperbaric oxygen therapy. The authors of the 
study were able to demonstrate telomere elongation in circulating immune cells 
and a reduction in the number of circulating immunosenescent cells:

Results: Telomeres length of T helper, T cytotoxic, natural killer and 
B cells increased significantly by over 20% following HBOT. The 
most significant change was noticed in B cells which increased at 
the 30th session, 60th session and post HBOT by 25.68%±40.42 
(p=0.007), 29.39%±23.39 (p=0.0001) and 37.63%±52.73 (p=0.007), 
respectively. There was a significant decrease in the number of 
senescent T helpers by -37.30%±33.04 post-HBOT (P<0.0001). 
T-cytotoxic senescent cell percentages decreased significantly by 
-10.96%±12.59 (p=0.0004) post-HBOT. In conclusion, the study 
indicates that HBOT may induce significant senolytic effects in-
cluding significantly increasing telomere length and clearance of 
senescent cells in the aging populations.

However, the media coverage of the study has been accused of overhyping it by 
many experts in aging research. A closer look at the data in context reveals that, 
although hyperbaric oxygen therapy did show an increase of ~20% in average 
telomere length in certain immune cells, the T-cells being examined have highly 
dynamic telomeres, and they can fluctuate considerably, depending on their 
situation, something that can happen anyway as a result of regular exercise. In 
other words, the study is less revelatory than it first appears.

On the other hand, during a discussion on this study in an April 2021 webinar 
hosted by Aging Analytics Agency, which I took part in, alongside gerontolo-

http://www.aging-us.com/article/202188/text
http://www.youtu.be/N58v_Wo8wIk
http://www.youtu.be/N58v_Wo8wIk
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gist and integrative medicine physician Dr. Arkadi Prokopov, it quickly became 
evident to me that much of the criticism surrounding the study is the result 
of measuring just a few biomarkers (i.e., telomere length and the number of 
circulating immunosenescent cells). It became clear that  a more diverse and 
comprehensive set of Biomarkers of Longevity could have produced a more 
revelatory and evident study.

Additionally, I believe that in the coming years, we will begin to see the use of 
more and more biomarkers to validate scientific results, and this trend will be-
come increasingly common, and further supplemented via the use of “scientific 
auditing firms” specializing in biomarkers (and ideally with a focus on the use 
of AI and data science for precise biomarker analysis). These firms will serve as 
independent third parties to validate the effects of a given protocol or treatment 
on a very wide range of biomarkers.

Despite concerns surrounding hyperbaric oxygen therapy in terms of actual 
impact on Longevity, and in contrast to the full scope of other therapeutic 
modalities described in this chapter, this is one particular domain I believe 
has significant potential for both Practical Human Longevity and perfor-
mance enhancement. I am 100% certain that the technologies in this domain 
are working at least in some individuals because I have seen its potential 
demonstrated in my own body and on my own biomarkers and in many of my 
acquaintances.

Intermittent Hypoxic-Hyperoxic Intensive Training results
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Note: The figure above depicts my personal maximum result on Intermittent Hypoxic-Hyper-
oxic Intensive Training. During a 70 minutes session, I achieved an HTI level (Hypoxia Training 
Index) of 819, which may be considered as one of the highest results in the world. Approximately 
50% of the training session time was in hibernation mode, whereas during approximately 20 
minutes my blood saturation went down to the level of 50-60%. While my highest result to date 
was an HTI of 819, typically I am doing intensive trainings in the range of 300-500 HTI, which 
is a standard level for professional alpinists, high-performance athletes and marathon runners, 
and in a more relaxed daily mode I am doing trainings in the range of 170-250 HTI.
You can read more on this topic, as well as other specific methods I am using to extend my 

life in my new book ‘Practical Longevity’.

MITO-PRO Machine (i.e., the equipment used to facilitate Intermittent  
Hypoxic-Hyperoxic Intensive Training)

For a number of months over the course of 2020-2021, I underwent brief-
ing sessions using advanced equipment  using a specific and specialized 
method, known as Intermittent Hypoxic-Hyperoxic Intensive Training 

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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(IHHIT), and I saw not only positive changes in my own Longevity Biomark-
ers but a significant increase in my physical and cognitive performance 
and endurance.

I first came across this technique by accessing analytics produced by a special-
ized proprietary group (“Practical Longevity”) created several years ago within 
Aging Analytics Agency dedicated to aggregating, analyzing, and validating the 
full scope of technologies, therapies, and methods of optimizing healthspan 
and extension the healthy period of human life with demonstrable evidence in 
humans. Being an early founder of Aging Analytics Agency, I and my partners at 
Deep Knowledge Group are having early access to the results of this years-long 
analytical project.

Top Trends, Technologies, and Companies  
in Longevity Medicine: Q1 2022

Today, everyone increasingly understands that the main goal of the healthcare 
industry is not only the treatment of diseases but also the extension of a healthy 
lifespan in general. Many companies are taking the opportunity to enter the 
Longevity market and use newly developed tools and tests that can help people 
stay healthier for longer. In September 2021, Jeff Bezos, the wealthiest person 
in the world, invested in Altos Labs, which studies the aging process to repro-
gram human cells. Reprogramming is the process of returning mature cells to 
the state of stem cells, which allows cells of one specialization to become cells

Active Longevity Medicine Companies in 2021 by Region

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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with a different function. However, the advancements in the Longevity market 
extend to many companies from other fields. This section highlights the most 
prominent medical Longevity companies and their recent advances in the field 
of Longevity Medicine.

The global Longevity Medicine market includes more than 1,000 companies 
providing anti-aging medical services in more than 30 countries. The USA dom-
inates this field with 75.8% of the world’s Longevity Medicine companies while 
an additional 16% are located in Europe. The USA’s dominance can be attributed 
to the increasing number of regulatory approvals for customized medicine as 
well as the increased acceptance of new medical approaches, including diag-
nostic procedures and therapeutic agents.

Distribution of Longevity Medicine Companies by Type of Service Provided

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Asia, currently home to some 5% of the world’s Longevity Medicine companies, 
is the fastest-growing region in the market, owing to the ongoing research and 
development in healthcare in this region. Due to the continent’s rapidly aging 
population, its increased consumer awareness, the modernization of the health-
care infrastructure, and the rising medical tourism business in its developing 
countries, Asia is expected to have the highest rate of development out of all 
regions in this industry in the coming years.

Over 65% of the world’s companies produce medical devices and provide AI-
based platforms for TeleHealth medicine, diagnostics, and patient treatment. 
Companies providing these goods and services dominate the markets of al-
most all regions. Some 50% of all analyzed companies are located in the USA 
(over 560 companies).

Companies offering services in P4 Medicine and providing treatment and di-
agnosis of cardiovascular disorders share around 14% and 12% of the market, 
respectively. These figures are more or less the same in all regions, except 
Africa where cardiovascular medicine dominates at 40% of the market share.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Other technological advances include early molecular biomarkers for chronic 
disease and cancer that are digitally recorded and analyzed, remote monitor-
ing devices to track glucose concentrations and blood pressure changes, and 
wearable biosensors to monitor indices of well-being, with online analytics and 
immediate feedback to guide action.

We are seeing rapid advances in brain-computer interface technology and exo-
skeletons developed to improve mobility and enhance recovery of motor func-
tion after injury or stroke. More broadly, digital technology can help companies 
to acquire widespread health-predictive data. Coupled with AI, this could be 
used to track individual health trajectories over time and learn the importance 
of changes in monitored characteristics. For example, with in-home sensors, 
we can monitor the way people age and decipher actionable information about 
illness early in its course.

Telemedicine and Virtual Medicine
Telemedicine uses remote technology to allow healthcare providers to exam-
ine, diagnose, and treat patients from a distance. In the previous decade, this 
approach has seen a dramatic change, and it is now an increasingly significant 
component of the healthcare infrastructure. This may sound trite, but COVID-19 
pandemics have shuttled telemedicine on a new level of utilization rate. Some 
patients now prefer this convenient way to get healthcare service with no need 
to spend time in the waiting room and be at risk to catch or spread the infection. 

Telemedicine Sector Framework

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Surely, virtual medicine cannot substitute personal visits to the doctor in all 
possible cases. However, the quality of this service is expected to be increased 
to become a well-established practice, which will help to reduce burden on 
in-patient healthcare services.

More than 1,400 companies that relate to telemedicine were analyzed and dis-
tributed to certain categories by three main sectors: general health, women’s 
health, and men’s health. Companies were selected from the available internet 
sources such as public databases, companies’ websites, news, advertise-
ments, etc.

Since 2000, there has been a clear trend to increase the number of companies 
engaged in telemedicine due to the rapid development of internet technolo-
gies as well as the quality of video support in mobile devices. The COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a sharp increase in the number of companies in 2020, 
especially in the United States, which is the leader in the telemedicine market. 
This increase was caused by the strict lockdown when people were restricted to 
leave their houses with no emergency reason, even to see a doctor if you have 
no urgent problem. At that time, telemedicine became almost the only option 
for obtaining medical advice on general health.

Dynamics of Telemedicine Companies Formation, 2000-2021

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

However, since 2021, we have observed a reduction in using virtual medical 
services, with a 70% drop in the number of new telemedicine companies. This 
could be explained by the fact that the offline medical system has already 
adapted to the conditions of the pandemic, and patients generally prefer a per-
sonal visit to the doctor.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Distribution of TeleHealth Companies by Sector

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

In 2021, we observed a trend among new companies to create products for 
general medicine (40%). At the same time, already established companies are 
forced to look for their niche and area of application that would best fit into the 
general medical system. They have to update their service to provide better 
access to it and meet the needs of their patients. In addition, there is a demand 
for telemedicine services targeted at specific demographic groups (women, 
men, LGBTQ+, children, etc.) and/or specific health conditions (mental health, 

Global Distribution of Active TeleHealth Companies by Region

Source: www.lonGevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.lonGevity-journal.info
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reproductive and sexual health, etc.). Against the background of this demand, 
in 2021, 15% more telemedicine companies were created, which, as opposed to 
2020, focused only on the problems of certain demographic groups.

The companies that provide TeleHealth options are located in more than 25 
countries around the globe. The vast majority of the companies are concentrat-
ed in the USA (71.3%), which could be explained by eased telemedicine regula-
tion during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. There is a great gap in the number 
of companies in Canada (3.6%), the United Kingdom (2.6%), Australia (2.4%), 
and India (1.8%), compared with the market leader – USA. European companies 
occupy 4% of the whole telemedicine market while the Asian and Middle East 
companies make up 2.8%. To the other countries belong the remaining 11.6% 
of the telemedicine companies.

Wearable Technologies: Milestones, 1960-2021

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Interest in wearable technologies, simply known as "wearables," is steadily grow-
ing. Wearables initially were considered as mostly fitness technologies, but we 
now see a sharp increase in their healthcare applications. Thus, a statement 
paper from the Digital Health Committee of the Heart Rhythm Society published 
on July 9, 2021, provides clinical scenarios in which wearables may be utilized by 
patients for cardiovascular health and arrhythmia management. More than 1,390 
clinical trials utilizing wearables are registered at the clinicaltrials.gov website, 
as of 2021. A rapid increase in the use of wearables in routine clinical practice 
is expected in the near future. It is an obvious fact that wearables will help to 
improve home preventative care, health outcomes, and to reduce hospitalization.

As is shown on the diagram, most scientists’ attention is aimed at device devel-
opment, accounting for 26.3%. Besides, it was determined digital development 
to be the second-highest direction – 23.4%, whereas 16.9% of all research is 
aimed at investigating new and improving existing surgical approaches. Fur-
thermore, cosmetology holds 13.7%, and alternative medicine occupies a ratio

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Proportion of Companies and Research Centers Active  
in 2022 by Type of Service

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

of 12.6%. Less attention is paid to diagnostics, accounting for only 6%. Finally, 
in the field of drug delivery, only two studies are represented –1.1%.

The map above illustrates the percentage distribution of companies developing 
сlinical practice novelties worldwide. In general, the companies are located in 
over 20 countries around the world. Nevertheless, the United States hosts the 
largest share, accounting for 54.5% of all companies. European companies, 

Distribution of Companies Developing Clinical Practice Novelties by Region

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

http://www.longevity-journal.info
http://www.longevity-journal.info
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amounting to 15.1%, turned out to be the next largest sector although it is a 
much smaller proportion. Nevertheless, France, the United Kingdom, Israel 
should be considered separately from the rest of Europe because of the high 
content of studies being provided there. Their share of companies constitutes 
8.8%, 3.8%, and 3.8%, respectively. Besides, nearly 10.2% of all companies 
aimed at developing сlinical practice novelties are concentrated in Asia. The 
remaining 3.8% of all companies are located in Canada.

Distribution of Research Centers Conducting Research Dedicated  
to Clinical Practice Novelties by Region

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

The map above illustrates the distribution of research centers focused on сlin-
ical practice novelties. The majority of them are located in the United States, 
accounting for 46.6% of analyzed research centers. The United States is dis-
tantly followed by Europe, with 19.6% of all research centers. Nevertheless, 
Switzerland and France should be described distinctly since 6.9% and 4.6% of 
centers, respectively, are founded in these countries. Further 15.2% are located 
in Asia while Canada hosts the smallest share – 3.8%.

Medical technology has come a long way since the invention of eyeglasses 
and the stethoscope. The broader availability of mobile internet, the expansion 
of a more affluent middle class, and an aging global population are all driving 
change in the healthcare industry, and the associated technology is changing 
faster than ever before.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Summary

Longevity Medicine is a rapidly evolving field of advanced Preventive, Person-
alized, Participatory, Precision (P4) Medicine directed at the early prediction 
and prevention of age-related disorders to ensure a long healthy lifespan.

Longevity Medicine's rapid emergence and development is driven by nota-
ble advances in the relevant biomedical sciences, in AI and data science, 
and by changes in the healthcare system.

P0 Medicine is the dawn of medicine, characterized by paternalism and 
little, if any, autonomy of the patient. Gradually, we passed from P0 Medi-
cine to P3 and P4 Medicine, models defined as participatory, personalized, 
predictive, and preventive.

P5 Medicine is patient-centered – patients are constantly kept informed of 
every aspect of their disease and take an active part in decision-making, 
understanding how their lifestyle choices can affect their health.

What we call P6 Medicine is termed “P4 + Cn Hippocratic revolution,” where 
Cn stands for “community, collaboration, self-caring, co-creation, co-pro-
duction, and co-development using technologies delivered via the internet.”

To bridge a gap between the state of anti-aging technologies and the 
level of qualification of healthcare providers, the “Longevity Medicine for 
Physicians” course, the first of its kind, was developed by the leading AI 
researchers, geroscientists, and practicing physicians. It provides the first 
credible source of Longevity Medicine education for equipping healthcare 
professionals with knowledge of recent Longevity interventions and ad-
vances in aging, taking anti-aging out of the lab and into the clinic.

One key practical solution to address the extension of healthy lifespan 
is the concept of Longevity clinics. The main goal of Longevity clinics 
is to improve health and promote Longevity using advanced anti-aging 
treatments.

Aging Analytics Agency has analyzed over 1,000 Longevity clinics world-
wide to create a unique framework and solution in the form of Longevity 
Virtual Clinic, a virtual platform that provides access to unique concierge 
services, lists of specialists and treatments, and a range of educational 
material and practical advice on Healthy Longevity.

The global Longevity Medicine market includes over 1,000 companies 
providing anti-aging medical services in more than 30 countries. The USA 
dominates the market, hosting 75% of companies in the industry. An addi-
tional 16% are located in Europe and 5% in Asia, the fastest-growing region 
in the market. The majority of Longevity Medicine companies (around 66%) 
produce medical devices and provide AI platforms. The remaining 34% are 
split between companies offering services in P4 Medicine, regenerative 
medicine, and the treatment of cardiovascular disorders.
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Chapter 9. AgeTech and Silver Economy: 
the Multitrillion Opportunity of 1 Billion 
People in Retirement

Outline of Sections

AgeTech: A Massive Market-Ready Sector at the Direct Intersection of 
National Economies’ Most Pressing Challenges and Opportunities

The Longevity Tech Trifecta: The Coming Integration of AgeTech With 
WealthTech and HealthTech

Top Trends, Technologies, Apps, Devices, and Companies in AgeTech: 
Q1 2022

“The one billion retired people globally are a multi-trillion dollar oppor-
tunity for business." 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘The lucrative business  
of living longer’ (Financial Times 2018).

AgeTech: A Massive Market-Ready Sector at the 
Direct Intersection of National Economies’ Most 
Pressing Challenges and Opportunities

With the ever-increasing global demographic transition, there are over 1 billion 
individuals aged 60 and over now, and the number is expected to increase to 
2.1 billion by 2050. Simultaneously, birth rates have been steadily declining, 
which implies that in certain nations, older individuals may soon outnumber 
those under 18. These figures indicate a widening care disparity. Many nations 
are facing a caregiver shortage, and many families are bearing the “caregiver 
burden.” When birth rates were high and life expectancy was low, people had 

11

11

11

http://www.ft.com/content/eb7c5c9a-b4e8-11e8-b3ef-799c8613f4a1
http://www.ft.com/content/eb7c5c9a-b4e8-11e8-b3ef-799c8613f4a1
http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ageing-and-health
http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ageing-and-health
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a large number of offspring and grandkids to look after them. It is far more 
common these days for a family caregiver to be caring for many senior rela-
tives at the same time. It is one of the multiple challenges of the growing Aging 
Population. And, in an era when cutting-edge technologies are being developed 
faster than ever before, the visible solution to the problem of caring, as well as 
the problem of autonomy and loneliness among the elderly, is the use of IT and 
AI technologies – products of the newly emerged and fast-developing AgeTech 
industry, which (according to the most recent estimates of Aging Analytics 
Agency) encompasses nearly 700 companies globally.

Dominic Endicott, a venture capitalist operating between Boston, New York, 
and London, estimates that the top five digital US companies (Microsoft, Am-
azon, Apple, Alphabet, and Facebook) have a combined US AgeTech revenue 
of €63.6 billion or about 50% of the US number, so the top-down and the bot-
tom-up are in the same “ball-park.” Think about Apple, whose US Age-Tech 
revenue likely exceeds €13.6 billion. Its innovations in the iWatch, face-based 
authentication and iPad line of products are particularly appropriate for older 
users, but it is not perceived as a company for older people. Amazon’s US Age-
Tech revenue likely exceeds €27.3 billion, and its acquisitions of Ring and Pill 
Pack, both billion-euro purchases, allow it to deepen its position in the home 
and health spending wallet, which skews to older customers, but again it is 
viewed as age-agnostic.”

Citizens of the 7th Continet

Source: www.aginganalytics.com/7th-continent

The majority of AgeTech products on the market today focus on maintaining 
or increasing independence among the elderly, including digital technologies to 
optimize social and physical activity, daily living, transportation, mobility, senso-
ry aids, and everyday assistance. The second major use case among AgeTech 
products is preventive healthcare, which helps to maintain the aging body with 
all necessary procedures to avoid age-related diseases and make healthcare 
more accessible for older people. This includes rehabilitation, medication 
management, telemedicine, mental health support, and personal emergency 

http://www.mindmaps.longevity.international/longevity-agetech-sector
http://www.forbes.com/sites/tinawoods/2019/02/01/age-tech-the-next-frontier-market-for-technology-disruption/?sh=6cbb970a6c84
http://www.aginganalytics.com/7th-continent
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response systems. The upward trend in the population over 60 years of age 
also leads to the increased attention of companies to ensure wellness in older 
people. This category includes fitness, smart homes, fall prevention and detec-
tion, and wearables that can monitor changes in health and make a notice if any 
decline or progress has occurred in the health state, without visiting healthcare 
specialists.

Aging Analytics Agency’s AgeTech Industry Framework

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Meanwhile, a third broad category of AgeTech products and services involves 
technological innovations within homecare, senior living, and nursing homes. 
This category also covers software, management, and sensors for caregivers.

Finally, other sectors and product or service categories encompassed by 
AgeTech include finance, InsurTech, social and communication facilities, and 
elderly employment. The distinct categories refer to end-of-life planning and 
cognitive care.

The continuous acceleration of the AgeTech market is driving innovation in 
different forms but mostly as an adaptation of common services and products 
for use by the elderly. Yet most medical products and services are exclusive 
and are created for elderly people with the unified goal of extending life and 
its quality. The rise of smart homes, telemedicine, and Internet of Things (IoT) 
segments receive unexpected impetus from the COVID-19 pandemic and quar-
antine restrictions.

http://www.longevity-journal.info
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Even during the recent pandemic, many of us made use of technology more than 
ever. We saw an uptick in using texting, video chats, phone, and emails compared 
to before the pandemic. For example, in 2019, less than half of people aged 50+ 
had ever used video chat, but this number soared to more than 70% in 2020 and 
continues to grow. As one might expect, with such a reliance on technology, 
adults aged 50 and over will spend more and more time on their devices. In 2019, 
47% of 2,398 people aged 55 and over reported spending 1-3 hours per day on 
the internet or apps. In 2021, 42% spent 4-6 hours. Educating elderly users and 
increasing their ability to use modern technology are the drivers for accelerating 
growth not only for AgeTech but for other branches of the Longevity Industry.

The challenge of the pandemic and the growing number of older people require 
a different approach and adequate interventions for senior adults, which should 
include the diversity of functional technologies that safeguard the health of this 
population.

The Longevity Tech Trifecta:  
The Coming Integration of AgeTech  
With WealthTech and HealthTech

Increases in life expectancy and the encroachment of the Silver Tsunami have 
resulted in the emergence of AgeTech, WealthTech, and HealthTech technologies 
targeting people who expect to live 100 years or more. These three industries 
are expanding synergistically. Increased life expectancy creates demand for 
and investment in AgeTech. AgeTech creates healthy functioning centenarians. 
Healthy functioning centenarians enable WealthTech, which supports greater 
Healthy Longevity, so that start-ups, businesses, and government initiatives are 
able to innovate thanks to HealthTech solutions that provide cutting-edge care for 
the elderly. This makes their ongoing appearance and growth almost inevitable.

As we mentioned before, AgeTech is an emerging subset of the HealthTech 
sector that focuses on technology and innovation to improve the lives of older 
people. These most typically consist of IT-related products and services such 
as smartphones, tablets, and computers optimized for ease of use for those 
aged 60 and over, or novel banking interfaces and services that enable the el-
derly to conduct their daily banking with less difficulty.

Over the next few years, AgeTech will likely be featured as complementary 
functions within a single product or service. The financial industry is likely to 
see the emergence of what can be referred to as AgeTech banks, a novel type 
of institution focused on simplifying banking for people over 60. What is certain 
is that the senior demographic is multiplying and are increasingly receptive to 
using familiar technology. AgeTech will continue to rapidly expand to improve 
Longevity and promote independent living.

http://www.linkageconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2021-Technology-Study-Report.pdf
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Source: Aging Analytics Agency’s UK AgeTech Ecosystem IT-Platform

Meanwhile, the WealthTech Industry comprises any product or service (almost 
invariably IT-based) that either simplifies or enhances the creation and mainte-
nance of wealth – from savings to investment – for all ages of society. The term 
covers the new generation of financial technology companies that create digital 
solutions to transform the investment and asset management industry.

Development of AgeTech and WealthTech

Source: Advancing Financial Industry: Longevity / AgeTech / WealthTech Volume II

http://www.aginganalytics.com/agetech-uk
http://www.aginganalytics.com/financial-longevity-industry
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These include:

Robo-advisors: automated services that use Machine-Learning algo-
rithms to provide users with advice based on the most profitable in-
vestment options, yield targets, user’s risk aversion profile, and other 
variables.

Robo-retirement: another version of robo-advisors particularly popular 
in the United States. Companies in this category specialize in managing 
retirement savings.

Digital brokers: online platforms and software tools that put stock market 
information and the possibility of investing within anyone’s reach.

Financial products designed for investors expecting to live 100 years and 
beyond.

The WealthTech Industry is expecting the emergence of new wealth manage-
ment technologies. By using these technologies and adapting existing prod-
ucts and services, financial service innovators can significantly enhance the 
financial lives of people over 60. The depth and diversity of this group create 
an incredible opportunity to implement innovations on their behalf and ad-
dress their financial health challenges head-on. As AgeTech and WealthTech 
converge, the Longevity Financial Industry is likely to see the emergence of 
AgeTech Longevity banks.

Top 300 Financial Institutions Advancing the Longevity Industry

Source: Investment Digest Longevity Financial Industry 2022

With the growing number of sectors and subsectors of the Longevity Financial 
Industry, the key trends we expect from the synergies in AgeTech and Wealth-
Tech are:

11
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https://www.invest-solutions.tech/access-to-longevity-finance
https://www.invest-solutions.tech/access-to-longevity-finance
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Rising life expectancy will create major opportunities for the financial sector 
because the elderly as a special social group have common characteristics 
and common needs to satisfy.

All in all, we can expect to see the WealthTech Industry becoming more 
old-age-oriented, offering an increasing number of products and services 
to those aged over 60.

Over the next few years, AgeTech and WealthTech will likely come to be 
regarded as complementary functions within a single product or service.

The AgeTech segment’s potential is forecast to reach €2.45 trillion by 2025, 
showing a 21% annual market growth.

This explosive growth will be accompanied by a proliferation of products 
that concentrate on satisfying the demand for different individual types of 
savings, specialized retirement plans, and financial advising for the elderly.

Top Trends, Technologies, Apps, Devices,  
and Companies in AgeTech: Q1 2022

AgeTech is a rapidly growing and diversifying sector subject to activities both 
among smaller-scale start-ups and some of the largest, most well-capitalized 
tech giants in the world.

Amazon’s Echo product line was expanded in 2021 with two new offerings: 
Alexa together – a subscription service for remote caregiving, and a new en-
terprise solution for seniors. Amazon also announced the formation of a dig-
ital health accelerator focused on virtual care and analytics start-ups. Apple 
also introduced two new services for the elderly: the gait assessment tool in 
iOS to assist users in managing their fall risk and Best Buy Health on their 
Apple watch to allow seniors to contact Best Buy's emergency call center. 
Such initiatives push remote care to new limits and increase the effectiveness 
of in-home care.

The major AgeTech industry developments in 2021 encompass four overarch-
ing trends: development of new devices, launching of new services and apps, 
the appearance of new start-ups, or technology acquisition by big market 
players.

Overall, 2021 was a pivotal year for AgeTech in terms of industry growth and 
overall maturation, characterized most particularly by increased activity in the 
market by some of the largest tech corporations in the world, including Ama-
zon, Apple, and Microsoft. 2021 also saw a number of mega-rounds occur, with 
many AgeTech start-ups succeeding in attracting broad investment interest 
and consensus around further AgeTech products and services development, 
and market expansion.
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The explicit production, release, and dissemination across senior care facilities 
of an AgeTech device by Amazon, an over €1 trillion market cap corporation 
and one of the largest retail brands in the world, could be a signal of massive 
normalization and validation of AgeTech.

Source: www.longevity-journal.info

Project Connected Home over IP (CHIP), is a smart home partnership with 
Apple, Amazon, Google, and over 170 other firms that were first announced 
at the end of 2019. Companies participating in the initiative to obtain a smart 
home standard that looks to help unify separate smart home systems into a 
single cross-functional standard. CHIP-compatible products and software up-
dates for existing products are expected to be released in 2022.

Summary

With the ever-increasing global demographic transition, there are now over 
1 billion individuals aged 60 and over, and this number is expected to in-
crease to 2.1 billion by 2050. In an era when cutting-edge technologies are 
being developed faster than ever before, the visible solution to the problem 
of caring, together with the problem of loneliness among the elderly, is the 
use of IT and AI technologies – products of the AgeTech Industry.

The term AgeTech refers to technology that allows the elderly to live com-
fortably, functionally, and productively for a longer period. Digital innova-
tions that provide services bought by older people, purchased on their be-
half, exchanged between younger and older people, and supplied to future 
older people make up the majority of the AgeTech Industry.

Increases in life expectancy and the encroachment of the Silver Tsunami 
are driving the intersections and convergences between AgeTech, Wealth-
Tech, and HealthTech solutions targeting people who expect to live 100 
years or more. These three industries are expanding synergistically. In-
creased life expectancy creates demand for and investment in AgeTech. 

Top 10 Companies by Total Raised 
Investments

Top 10 Companies by Last Funding 
Round Amount
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AgeTech creates healthy functioning centenarians. Healthy functioning 
centenarians enable WealthTech, which supports greater Healthy Longevi-
ty. Consequently, start-ups, businesses, and government initiatives are able 
to innovate thanks to HealthTech solutions that provide cutting-edge care 
for the elderly. This makes their ongoing emergence and growth almost 
inevitable.

In contrast with the biomedical sectors of the Longevity Industry, nearly all 
AgeTech products and services are characterized by an extreme degree of 
market readiness. This inevitably positions AgeTech as one of the sectors 
most likely to have some of the biggest near-future impacts on population 
QALY and serves as a major factor underlying its extremely fast rate of 
growth, diversification, and practical implementation.

Recent activities in the AgeTech space from some of the largest, well-fund-
ed tech corporations in the world (Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, etc.) signify 
the huge normalization and validation of the sector and will have extremely 
positive effects on overall investor sentiment and industry growth.
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Chapter 10. Longevity Investment  
and Financial Industry: Health as the  
New Wealth and the Rise of Longevity  
FinTech, WealthTech, InsurTech,  
and Novel Longevity Finance

Outline of Sections

Health as the New Wealth

Longevity FinTech, WealthTech, and InsurTech

Longevity Investment and Financial AI-Driven Big Data Analytical 
System Dashboard of Deep Knowledge Group

Major Trends, Challenges, and Opportunities in Longevity Finance: 
Key Strategies for Pension Funds, Insurance Companies, Investment 
Banks, Asset Management Firms, and FinTech Companies

Bridging the Longevity Liquidity Gap: Unlocking Unlimited Investment 
Capital To Fuel the Next Stage of Longevity Industrialization

Financial Commoditization of Longevity Industrialization

DeepTech Engineering the Future of Longevity Finance: Modern 
Longevity Financial Instruments and Derivatives, Investment Banks, 
Stock Exchanges, Composite Indexes, and ETFs

Top Trends, Technologies, and Companies in Longevity Finance: Q1 
2022 
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“Healthy Longevity will reshape the global financial system and disrupt 
the business models of pension funds, insurance companies, banks, 
investment firms, and entire national economies.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘The Future of  
the Longevity Financial Industry’, 2020.

Health as the New Wealth

There have been many well-documented efforts to predict the future of 
biomedical progress, but is there any good reason why the same log-
ic can't be applied to the financial sphere? Many thought leaders have 
made reasoned predictions on how some fragments of the collapsing 
financial system will evolve, adapt, and adjust to increasing life expec-
tancy. We should work to assemble a framework of scenarios regarding 
the evolution of the financial system in the next 10 years and create the 
pathways that will be able to neutralize collapses and accelerate the dy-
namic of progress of the Longevity Industry, with a focus on extension 
of the healthy period of life for the betterment of all of humanity.

- Dmitry Kaminskiy, “Longevity Industry Landscape  
Overview Volume II: The Business  

of Longevity” (Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)

Over the past 100 years, the financial industry has largely excluded people in 
retirement. This is despite the fact that the most valuable clients in terms of 
purchasing power are represented by the world’s 1 billion people over 60 years 
of age whose global spending power has been estimated at €13.6 trillion at the 
end of 2021.

While most practical outcomes in Healthy Human Longevity will be driven by 
Longevity Medicine, they will also require an assembly of other, nonbiomed-
ical components, including novel financial products and services. Financial 
services innovators have an opportunity to enhance the financial lives of a bil-
lion people by designing new solutions, adapting existing products, effectively 
de-risking the problem of an Aging Population, and converting it into a source 
of growth and untapped market potential.

Progressive financial corporations are already onboarding the topic of Longev-
ity in significant ways. In 2018, UBS bank surveyed high-net-worth individuals 
(HNWIs) and found that 50% planned to live past the age of 100 years. It stands 
to reason that such clients will require specially designed financial products 
and a far longer horizon of financial planning. Consequently, increasing num-
bers of financial corporations are retuning their business models to neutralize 

http://www.kaminskiy.info/future-financial-longevity-industry
http://www.kaminskiy.info/future-financial-longevity-industry
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
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the challenge of an Aging Population and leverage the growth potential and 
opportunity of Longevity.

A “Health as the New Wealth” paradigm is gaining traction among HNWIs and 
the global investment community, and we are about to see the ascendance of 
regions that promote both individual and institutional migration and relocation 
on the basis of prioritizing both health and wealth simultaneously.

Against this backdrop of activities, the continued positive trajectory of growth 
and stability of Global Longevity Industrialization faces a significant bottleneck 
and risk factor: Longevity start-ups require increasingly large levels of funding 
to move forward, and the appetite for exposure to Longevity among both indi-
vidual and institutional members of the conservative investment community 
continues to mount. However, at the same time, a severe lack of innovation 
in the technologies, institutions, and instruments used to direct and manage 
Longevity investment and financial activities has created a critical Big Gap pre-
venting the two sides of the Longevity Liquidity equation from being bridged.

Deep Knowledge Group has pioneered in developing top-level analytics that can 
help bridge this gap. Having been actively conducting market intelligence in 
this space for years and having originally coined the term Longevity Financial 
Industry in 2017, Deep Knowledge Group has been systematically applying its 
DeepTech engineering mindset to this issue. The Group, together with its sub-
sidiaries, focuses on developing and designing the blueprint of frameworks, in-
stitutional structures, technologies, and financial innovations required to bridge 
this enormous gap and thereby achieve a massive acceleration in the rate of 
Longevity Industrialization, a process which, as we stated at the beginning 
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of this book, will only be complete when Healthy Longevity is considered an 
asset class in itself.

Deep innovations at the level of financial instruments, institutions, and markets 
will be required to de-risk Longevity and bridge that gap.

This chapter explores the nature of the risks involved in Longevity and possible 
instruments, institutions, and markets capable of reducing those risks, serving 
as a preview and snapshot of the current state of the Global Longevity Financial 
Industry, and of some key outcomes and conclusions contained in my forth-
coming book, Longevity Financial Industry: Health as the New Wealth, Longev-
ity FinTech, WealthTech, InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech, and the Coming Rise 
of Longevity Banks, Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Indices, and 
Novel Financial Instruments and Derivatives.

The Increasing Role of Longevity in Global Finance
As people are being rescued from avoidable deaths and some diseases but 
not from general infirmity, their period of being economically unproductive is 
increasing. The repercussions to finance are already recognized in the inter-
national financial community. Each year, an increasing number of forums and 
conferences are held on Longevity in finance, and renowned and respected 
brands such as The Economist and the Financial Times now regularly host 
conferences and panel discussions on the subject of aging and the business 
of Longevity. In addition, the biggest investment and private wealth banks are 
issuing analytical reports on this topic.

One possible metric for this future asset of Healthy Longevity is Health-Adjust-
ed Life Expectancy (HALE), which is already regarded as a crucial metric by pol-
icymakers around the world. The increase in HALE, the age up to which people 
can live relatively healthy lives, has to keep pace with the rise in life expectancy 
to prevent the widening of the age bracket in which people are alive but unable 
to work productively, relying on taxes and economic outputs to maintain their 
health and livelihood.

 

Source: “The lucrative business of living longer” (the Financial Times) and “The Silver Dollar 
– Longevity revolution primer” (Bank of America Merrill Lynch)

http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.economist.com
http://www.ft.com
http://www.ft.com/content/eb7c5c9a-b4e8-11e8-b3ef-799c8613f4a1
http://www.longfinance.net/media/documents/The_Silver_Dollar_Longevity_Revolution_Primer.pdf
http://www.longfinance.net/media/documents/The_Silver_Dollar_Longevity_Revolution_Primer.pdf
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Over the past 100 years, these “citizens of the 7th Continent,” represented by 
1 billion people over 60 years of age, have been largely excluded by the financial 
industry. As increasing numbers of HNWIs and regular middle-class individuals 
age into this bracket, they begin to recognize Health as the New Wealth. The time 
has come for banks to offer fully integrated, AI-empowered, data science-driven 
AgeTech, WealthTech, and HealthTech solutions to create an ecosystem and 
infrastructure to secure the stability, sustainability, and future of the Silver Gen-
eration and to empower, enhance, and extend their clients’ Healthspans and 
Wealthspans in equal measure.

As the global spending power of this demographic is expected to be some 
€13.6 trillion, Longevity banks and novel FinTech services will attract people 
aged 60+ who expect to live to 100+ years and who have unprecedented de-
mand for technologies able to optimize their Wealthspans in step with increas-
ing Healthspans. In the next few years, age-friendly FinTech companies and 
Longevity banks will develop new financial products designed for clients who 
are planning to live extra-long lives and wish to remain highly functioning and 
financially stable throughout.

Increased global Longevity will thus be transformed from a threat into an op-
portunity, and future conservative investors will be able to provide unlimited 
liquidity to the Longevity Industry, turning aging from a source of economic loss 
or stagnation into a source of economic growth.

Longevity FinTech, WealthTech, and InsurTech

In Chapter 2, we gave the reason why the Longevity Industry will be the biggest 
and most complex industry in human history: The increasing interconnection 
and synergy between its domains will eventually turn Longevity (currently a 
liability) into an asset – a new asset class in itself.

We also stated that financial institutions such as investment banks, pension funds, 
and insurance companies will either sink or swim when hit by the oncoming Silver 
Tsunami. In this chapter, we examine the financial tools necessary to swim.

Whether financial institutions succeed at riding the wave or drown under it will 
depend on their willingness to deploy new business models adapted to the 
Aging Population and the emerging industries of AgeTech, WealthTech, and 
Longevity Finance. It will also depend on the quality of Longevity analytics that 
they use to formulate those business models.

It is worth considering the impact of the FinTech revolution, which is rapidly 
reshaping the financial sector. The FinTech sector holds enormous potential to 
strengthen financial inclusion by reducing costs, customizing services down to 
the individual level, and widening the range and outreach of providers; yet, it is 
not without challenges and risks.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/7th-continent
http://www.aginganalytics.com/financial-longevity-industry
http://www.aginganalytics.com/financial-longevity-industry
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Longevity Financial Industry Framework

Source: Longevity Financial Industry Framework

At the same time, from the standpoint of digital finance, the wider ecosystem 
focuses on education and talent, funding, and cooperation between policymak-
ers, the private sector, and civil society. This wider focus can involve regulatory 
facilitation arrangements such as innovation hubs and sandboxes and spe-
cialized licensing frameworks (e.g., for digital challenger banks, digital banks, 
robo-advisers, and virtual insurance companies).

Policymakers and regulators in many countries will need to focus primarily 
on the benefits of regionally harmonized regulatory frameworks for FinTech. 
Regional collaboration in policy and regulation is a powerful factor in attract-
ing innovative financial service providers: The more consistent regulatory ap-
proaches are across a region, the more attractive each of the national markets 
will be to new entrants. In turn, a greater number of providers in a region will 
allow customers to choose from a wider range of services and to benefit from 
more competitive prices while allowing providers to tap into the new market 
segment that the unbanked represent: the next billion. Not only do these new 
savers offer attractive business opportunities when scaffolded by appropriate 
infrastructure and policies, but they also bring new sources of savings and in-
vestment to support wider sustainable development.

The extent to which new technologies boost financial inclusion and sustainable 
development is largely dependent on the infrastructure, regulatory environment, 
and wider innovation ecosystem of the developing markets in which they oper-
ate. Policymakers can build an enabling FinTech ecosystem by implementing 
sequenced reforms that are informed by global best practices and responsive to 
the local context while contributing to regionally consistent frameworks. Their 
concerted efforts toward these goals will enable innovative financial service 
providers to serve the market well and to build and scale FinTech solutions that 
support financial inclusion, innovation, and sustainable development.

https://www.frameworks.technology/longevity-financial-industry 
https://www.frameworks.technology/longevity-financial-industry 
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We predict that the next several years will be the time when FinTech will evolve 
into FinTech 2.0 and advances in AI, InsurTech, WealthTech, MarkTech (market-
ing technology), LegalTech, and RegTech will coalesce into a single integrated 
and advanced form of technology. This technological convergence will produce 
more sophisticated results that were expected to be delivered by the FinTech 
Industry in recent years but ultimately failed to occur.

The InsurTech market faces obstacles that are somewhat akin to those de-
scribed for FinTech. As a part of DeepTech, InsurTech has to explore new 
solutions and niche markets. Yet, most of the time, InsurTech’s start-ups ignore 
these markets, focusing mostly on the optimization of the existing solutions for 
big players operating with well-known coordinates. While being “tech” enough, 
such companies are trying to escape their responsibility in reshaping the cur-
rent insurance market. As a result, InsurTech is still somewhat in the shade of 
the insurance industry.

What challenger banks were expected to deliver – namely, the integration of 
FinTech with other advanced AI, IT, and data-driven technologies – did not occur 
in full capacity as of the beginning of 2022. But we have good reason to believe 
that it will occur by 2023-2024.

Source: Presentation by Dmitry Kaminskiy (“Investing in Longevity: Health is the New 
Wealth”), covering such topics as hype vs. reality, science, technology, medicine, and 
investment and de-risking strategies, delivered at a Private UBS Conference in 2020.

What is more staggering is that the entire FinTech Industry is missing a 
very simple yet highly impactful solution: leveraging the potential of the 7th 
Continent.

http://www.analytics.dkv.global/kaminskiy/ubs.pdf
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/kaminskiy/ubs.pdf
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Clients who are aged 50+ (and younger clients who expect to live 100 years and 
beyond) are diverse in their interests, desires, and activities and can be divided 
into different subgroups. For example, the interests and desires of clients aged 
50-60 differ from those of clients aged 60-70; the activities of clients in their 70s 
and 80s diverge from those of their younger peers, and so on.

Banks need to start tapping into the market potential of the senior demographic, 
a generation that, on the one hand, provides the world’s wealthiest clientele for 
financial institutions and, on the other hand, is also the most in need of financial 
and technological inclusion and disruption. During the last few years, we have 
seen the rise of challenger banks, which have redefined the banking industry 
by connecting with a new generation of mobile-first consumers. Yet, none of 
them offers financial products to meet the needs of the rapidly expanding 60+ 
age group. Instead, challenger banks are developing their products for a limited 
age range only, chasing the middle-aged and younger customers while missing 
out on a 1 billion-consumer, €13.6-trillion market opportunity locked up in older 
clients.

Yet, not all the news is bad. The WealthTech Industry has arrived on the scene 
and includes any product or service (almost always IT-based) that simplifies or 
improves the generation and maintenance of wealth for people of all ages, from 
savings to investing. New companies are attracting customers with low fees and 
convenient, mobile-optimized platforms, offering advice based on AI and Big 
Data, which is becoming more and more popular among the older generations.

According to the “World Wealth Report 2021,” in 2020, WealthTech companies 
reached an annual record of €3.36 billion in funding across 157 deals through 
November 2020. Investments grew by more than 50% compared to the €2.2 
billion raised throughout 2019, showcasing investors’ increasing appetite for 
the segment amid the global pandemic. This comes on the back of renewed 
consumer interest in robo-advisory platforms, with the same report declaring 
that 34% of the HNWIs surveyed are actively using a WealthTech firm to man-
age their assets.

At the same time, the report found that traditional wealth management firms 
are continuing to partner with WealthTechs to reach new client segments (32%) 
and to provide new and unique offerings to clients (29%).

Longevity Investment and Financial  
AI-Driven Big Data Analytical System  
Dashboard of Deep Knowledge Group

Due to this growing technical revolution in FinTech, Deep Knowledge Group’s 
analytical subsidiary Aging Analytics Agency developed a series of high-level 
digital analytical solutions, including the Longevity Investment Big Data Analyt-

http://www.worldwealthreport.com
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment
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ics Dashboard, the Public Longevity Companies Investment Big Data Analytics 
Dashboard, and the Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard, dis-
cussed in more detail in chapters 3, 5, and 11. In this chapter, we will examine 
the Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard as a sophisticated instru-
ment for financial companies such as banks, pension funds, asset management 
firms, and insurance companies, looking to adjust and augment their business 
models to Longevity-focused banking and tap into the multitrillion-euro market 
of 1 billion people in retirement.

Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment 

Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

Source: www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard

The Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard was developed by 
InvestTech Advanced Solutions based on data provided by Aging Analytics 

http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-investment
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/public-longevity-dashboard
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/public-longevity-dashboard
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-governance
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment 
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard
http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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Agency. The dashboard provides tangible, data-driven, fast, comprehensive, 
and inexpensive SWOT analysis, customized practical recommendations, 
benchmarking, forecasting, and guidance that has helped transform financial 
institutions in preparation for the Longevity-related challenges they have or 
will face.

Financial institutions can use the analytics from the dashboard to adjust 
their business models to Longevity-related challenges in the future. For ex-
ample, banks, pension funds, asset management firms, and (re)insurance 
companies can leverage the following features of the Longevity Finance Big 
Data Analytics Dashboard:

11  Analysis of financial statements
11  Real-time monitoring of developments in the Longevity Financial Industry
11  Benchmarking of the most market-ready Longevity Finance technologies
11  Assessment of emerging technologies’ strengths
11  Portfolio optimization

The Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard features a number of 
components that collectively encompass the entire scope of the Longevity 
Finance Industry. Together, they provide market intelligence on the Longevity-re-
lated activities of hundreds of major financial institutions; SWOT analysis and 
competitive landscaping; quantitative ranking and benchmarking (both positive 
and negative) of financial corporations; forecasting; and analysis of Big Data, 
Machine Learning, and AI analytics capabilities. 

Major Trends, Challenges, and Opportunities in 
Longevity Finance: Key Strategies for Pension 
Funds, Insurance Companies, Investment Banks, 
Asset Management Firms, and FinTech Companies

Financial institutions will have a unique opportunity to mitigate and convert 
their Longevity-based risks to financial products and services that help syn-
chronize clients’ Wealthspans and Healthspans through AI integration. 

The impending maturation of Longevity-focused investment products has 
a promising outlook in the next 5 years. Novel products that can enable 
liquidity, tradability, and exposure to private equity markets are emerging. 
For the first time, such low-risk exposure to the Longevity market will be 
available to professional investors and the conservative investment com-
munity. Below, we present the major trends, challenges, and opportunities in 
Longevity Finance.

http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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Pension Funds and Exchange-Traded Funds
One of the most significant risks facing pension funds and insurers is that their 
customers will live longer than anticipated. Average life expectancy figures are 
on the rise, and even a minimal increase can prove costly, weighing significantly 
on the cash flow of organizations obliged to provide payouts until clients pass 
away. Longevity Risk arises due to inaccurate predictions of levels of mortali-
ty and numbers of retirees. Managing Longevity Risk has become even more 
important for pension funds and insurers due to new regulatory requirements. 
Solvency II is a directive in European Union law that requires that insurance 
companies measure and evaluate Longevity Risk and, as a result, increase the 
capital level required for Longevity Risk.

Pension funds, banks, and other highly regulated corporations cannot simply 
buy assets outside of existing exchanges. Therefore, there will be a typical 
market onboarding mechanism for institutional investors for a long time. As a 
result, exchange-traded products (ETPs), exchange-traded funds (ETFs), trusts, 
and other funds are likely to continue to exist.

An ETF is a securities basket that reflects stocks, an index, a commodity, or 
other assets traded like ordinary shares; it can be bought or sold on a stock 
exchange the same way a conventional stock can. ETFs can be structured to 
track specific investment plans.

Pension funds make promises to their participants, guaranteeing them a certain 
level of retirement income in the future. This means they have to be relatively 
conservative in terms of risk, but also achieve sufficient returns to cover those 
guarantees. A strategic way pension funds can tactically invest is through Lon-
gevity-focused ETFs.

There will be a significant number of Longevity-focused ETFs emerging rapidly 
in the next 3-5 years. A good example is the Long-Term Care ETF (OLD), which 
holds a portfolio of companies focused on senior housing, nursing services, 
BioPharma companies, and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), which spe-
cialize in senior living. The weakness of these kinds of ETFs is their lack of 
focus on the full scope of the Longevity Industry.

This void will be filled by funds that seek to encompass all relevant Longevity 
sectors across medicine, technology, and finance in a data-driven manner with 
well-balanced profitability/risk strategies.

Financial Advisory Sector
The wealth and investment management industry has grown in recent years as 
assets under management (AUM) have increased in the face of strong market 
conditions. This has provided a consistent expansion opportunity for traditional 
providers in this space such as registered investment advisors (RIAs), financial 
planners, wealth managers, and independent broker-dealers who provide finan-
cial advice and investment services to individuals and businesses. However, 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/etf.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/etf.asp
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we believe that the macroeconomic and competitive environment is becoming 
more difficult for these providers. Increased fee compression, changing regu-
lations, and increased competition for new clients, particularly among younger 
investors, are all posing challenges for incumbents. Furthermore, FinTech dis-
ruptors pose a growing threat. By leveraging emerging technologies that keep 
operating costs low while providing a better digital customer experience, they 
have gradually gained market share.

B2B WealthTech VC Deal Activity

Source: PitchBook Estimation | Geography: North America and Europe

Many of these advisors have moved away from traditional wirehouses such as 
UBS or Merrill Lynch to form independent advisory firms. We believe this creates 
fertile territory for start-ups that can help these smaller firms integrate technol-
ogy into their businesses and create cutting-edge digital offerings. According 
to our data, capital invested in WealthTech start-ups reached €648 million in 
2019 and is on course to surpass this in 2020. Leading venture-backed B2B 
WealthTech providers include Addepar and Guideline.

The number of SEC-registered investment advisors has increased over the last 
decade, resulting in a robust market for emerging commercial WealthTech pro-
viders. By 2025, the total number is expected to surpass 15,500. The collective 
AUM of advisors reached an all-time high in 2020, fueled primarily by market 
growth rather than new client growth, and is expected to surpass €132 trillion 
by 2025.

A second big trend is B2B start-ups helping wealth managers to digitalize. 
Developer-friendly, “open banking” software can help wealth managers handle 
their operations more efficiently, from smoothing the client onboarding process 
to tracking what their clients are interested in.

Longevity is a new focus for financial advisors whose client base is entering 
retirement and expanding to encompass middle-aged individuals expecting 

http://www.pitchbook.com/news/articles/thegeographyofu-s-ventureinvestments
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to have Wealthspans that can sustain more than 100-year lifespans. Whereas 
banks need to adapt their products and services to an increasingly healthy older 
generation, financial advisors need to adapt their guidance to the rising Silver 
Generation, taking into account longer horizons of financial planning. It would 
be prudent to keep an eye on the Longevity-themed investment basket portfolio 
holdings of large institutions, especially pension funds.

Longevity Insurance and InsurTech
InsurTech, which is a combination of modern technology applications and 
insurance operations, is developing solutions such as customized insurance 
packages, social insurance, and dynamically pricing premiums through using 
new streams of data from internet-enabled devices. The sector also aids in 
creating better projections of consumer demands, purchasing quantities, and 
engaging in decision-making and insurance planning through the use of Ma-
chine Learning, AI, and cloud computing. Insurers have been pushed by the 
pandemic to invest in and implement InsurTech, focusing on numerous areas 
such as client centricity, intelligent procedures, accelerating virtual interactions 
in sales and claims, and staying competitive by cutting costs.

The spread of technologies such as AI, Machine Learning, Blockchain, and 
cloud computing enables real-time tracking and monitoring of information on 
the activity of insurance companies. Together with the growing demand for 
personalized and customized insurance, this will drive the rapid growth of the 
InsurTech Industry over the next decade.

Source: Keynote presentation by Dmitry Kaminskiy for Congresso Brasileiro  
da Previdência Complementar Fechada (41CBPP), a top-tier Brazilian pension  

funds conference among pension experts, including the CEO of BlackRock Brasil,  
the Brazilian Special Secretary for Social Security and Labor, etc.

The global InsurTech market size in 2021 was estimated at €11.4 billion and is 
projected to grow with a CAGR of 32.7% to reach €144.5 billion by 2030. While 
162 deals were made (up 11% compared with the previous quarter), a major 
driver of funding was the growth in mega-rounds (€91+ million funding), up to 

http://www.kaminskiy.info/conferences
http://www.kaminskiy.info/conferences
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15 deals. Q2 2021 funding ballooned to over €4.4 billion, representing an 89% 
increase from Q1 2021 and a 210% increase compared with Q2 2020.

InsurTechs offering software-as-a-service (SaaS) and ML solutions have been 
at the forefront of focus in the InsurTech Industry in recent years. Key tech 
trends include the following:

Projected InsurTech Market Size, Eur Billion

Source: Aging Analytics Agency: InsurTech Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview

Innovations in personalized product designs, in which new insurance value 
propositions from InsurTechs reward customers for avoiding risk.

Use of ML models to determine potential customer lifetime value and elas-
ticity modeling to complement traditional underwriting models

A focus on a digital, omnichannel customer experience, further accelerated 
by COVID-19, reiterating the need for the integration of remote and interme-
diary channels on digital platforms.

With the ongoing emergence of InsurTech, many traditional insurance compa-
nies are looking to invest further in developing their own internal technology 
infrastructure or start-up ventures.

Banking Sector Landscape
There is a significant unmet need to make retail-oriented financial institutions 
friends of their customers and their health and wellness coaches. This is why 
technologies such as HealthTech and AgeTech, implemented in projects such 
as Longevity Banking Card, are crucial for the future of banking. The current 
strategy of modern challenger banks has been lagging behind the technological 

11

11

11

http://www.aginganalytics.com/insurtech-switzerland
http://www.longevity.cards
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progress in the HealthTech sphere for at least 5 years. We can expect that in 
the near future, investors will start to take money out from their existing FinTech 
portfolio companies and reinvest it into health-focused projects.

As the banking industry is beginning to realize the potential of the population 
aged over 60, who possess approximately €1 trillion globally in accumulated 
savings, many banks are developing their brands as Age-Friendly banks and 
adapting their services to seniors.

Most developed Longevity start-ups are becoming mature companies in need 
of greater resources. In addition to this, Longevity companies tend to intensify 
their cooperation with banks, governments, and other companies in the industry 
over time, which brings more competition into the sector.

The pivotal role of financial institutions is to provide liquidity to the Longevity 
Industry and permit a higher level of economic activity than otherwise possible. 
By carrying out their function as financial intermediaries, financial institutions 
provide a larger pool of capital than would be available in their absence. Finan-
cial institutions' involvement with investment targets usually involves a trans-
formation of their capital structures that reduces the overall cost of capital.

The Rise of Longevity Derivatives and Novel Financial 
Instruments Tied to Longevity

Longevity-Tied Financial Instruments

Financial instruments can be described as tradable assets or capital packages. 
One of their main goals is to provide an efficient flow and transfer of capital 
among all the global investors. Financial instruments can be divided into two 
main categories: cash instruments and derivatives. A derivative is a financial 
security with a value derived from an underlying asset or group of assets, the 
so-called benchmark. In turn, we can also divide assets into two types: equi-
ty-based and debt-based financial instruments. A typical example of an equi-
ty-based financial instrument is stock.

Longevity derivatives are a class of securities that provide a hedge for parties 
exposed to Longevity Risks through their businesses such as pension plan 
managers and insurers. These derivatives are generally designed to generate 
income for investors due to increased Longevity and reduce the negative im-
pact on companies suffering from Longevity Risk. They do this by delivering 
increasingly high payouts as a selected population lives longer than initially 
expected. Longevity Risk has a weak correlation with other financial risks, so a 
small beta coefficient attracts investors.

Hedging With Longevity Derivatives

In summary, the idea behind Longevity derivatives is to allow entities that typi-
cally lose money when their customers live longer to also profit from longer life 
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expectancies, thereby reducing and potentially nullifying the impact of one of 
those entities' greatest threats – Longevity. Even though Longevity derivatives 
have been accused of being illiquid, difficult to price, and expensive, there are 
not many entities queuing up to be on the other end of the trade. As the market 
grows and matures, these complaints are gradually being addressed and ironed 
out. Thus, we can expect the Longevity derivatives market to become quite 
prominent in the coming years while Longevity derivatives will also become a 
preferred option for investors.

The attraction of Longevity-based financial products that take on Longevity Risk 
is that they are standardized and tradable, allowing massive liquidity to larger 
institutions that buy them such as pension funds and actively managed certif-
icates (AMCs). Since the Longevity Risk on insurance and annuity contracts is 
swappable, the secondary insurance market might see minimal increases in 
liquidity. However, life insurance products and annuities will not necessarily be 
highly liquid in the future. These kinds of practices are the most straightforward 
modern form of this general trend.

David Blake, the director of the Pensions Institute at Cass Business School, har-
bors an exciting vision for Longevity derivatives. In February 2006, he presented 
a paper containing valuable data on the subject to the Institute of Actuaries in 
London. No one would ever have guessed that Longevity derivatives could form 
a solution to problems, ranging from low returns and inadequate provisioning 
to poor risk management (all of which more or less served as forerunners of 
the pension crisis). Longevity derivatives evidently cannot correct all existing 
problems; nevertheless, they can serve as an essential management tool.

Longevity Risk And Lifespan Correlation

Source: InvestTech Advanced Solutions, Longevity Derivatives  
and Financial Instruments Report

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-derivatives
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-derivatives
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Some economists close to the field warn that rising interest rates will be dis-
advantageous as they will very likely lead to lower inflation and subsequent 
deflation, which, in turn, results in massive market pressure. All this causes an 
ever-increasing deterioration in market interest rates.

Then there is the experience of other derivatives, including widespread initial 
skepticism and the occasional costly “failure,” which is only to be expected as 
part of the process of capitalist experimentation and so-called creative destruc-
tion. Such institutional “details” matter and take time to sort out.

However, these problems are being addressed. The amount of time and effort 
that investment banks and other financial institutions are investing to solve 
them implies that the market for Longevity products is about to reach a new 
and more mature stage of development. Indeed, Longevity may well be the next 
big frontier for financial derivatives.

Longevity-Derived Swaps

A Longevity swap is a reinsurance structure where the client pays a fixed pre-
agreed annual premium to the reinsurer plus an annual fee. The premium com-
prises the regular annuity payment and a margin. The annuity payment time is 
based on the healthy life expectancy of the pensioner in question.

Longevity swaps have several features that make them attractive to all parties 
involved. Firstly, they allow dealing with Longevity Risks aside from the invest-
ment risks. In turn, this enables trustees to diversify their risks and operate 
more efficiently. Secondly, they make it possible to exclude the upfront funding 
practice and hence reduce counterparty risks. One of the key things about Lon-
gevity swaps is their symmetry. The risk distribution related to Longevity swaps 
is much fairer than some other financial instruments on the market.

Source: Longevity Financial Advisors

Swaption itself is an over-the-counter (i.e., broker-dealer) financial instrument 
that allows its users to enter into an interest rate or other swap. In other words, 
the buyer of the swaption receives the right to enter into a specified swap agree-
ment with the issuer on a specified future date.

http://www.longevity.finance
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Longevity-Derived Bonds

The evolution of financial market instruments has brought several new risk-di-
versification options to the attention of investors, and it has brought new hedg-
ing options to companies that carry some specific Longevity Risks.

One of these is survivor (Longevity) bonds, in which coupon payments are con-
nected to the percentage of a defined population group, especially retirees alive 
on the day of coupon payment. The higher survivorship of the aging segment 
of the population causes them to receive higher payouts, and a more valuable 
S-bond is a suitable risk-managing instrument.

Source: InvestTech Advanced Solutions

Longevity swaps and bonds are likely to improve and become more popular 
among investors. However, we can hardly expect novel Longevity derivatives to 
appear as early as 2021-2025.

Financial Instruments and Futures Markets Tied to 
National Longevity Economies
Another prospective type of Longevity-focused financial product and market 
that we can expect to emerge in the next several years are national Longevity 
Economy financial instruments and futures indexes, which are tied to either the 
current or predicted future state and performance of entire national economies 
with respect to Healthy Longevity and Aging Population.

More specifically, such instruments would be tied to the degree to which nation-
al governments and the financial, healthcare, and industrial development indus-

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-derivatives
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tries of individual countries formulate and implement policies and development 
strategies to transform aging into the opportunity of Healthy Longevity.

The ability to invest in individual countries' Longevity-based economic condi-
tions (e.g., social security, etc.) is a large opportunity for institutional investors 
to try and reach untapped markets and produce significant alpha while taking on 
minimal risk. The emergence of governmental Longevity-based indices would 
add another avenue for investors to safely park large amounts of money with 
large investments on the long and short bias on systematic Longevity Risks 
taken on by governments around the world.

These types of instruments can also be broken down in a more granular fash-
ion, tied to specific global regions and specific individual components of entire 
national economies such as the current state of Longevity success and progres-
siveness of different region's social security systems and national healthcare sys-
tems, government-funded pension funds as well as features such as the size of 
a country’s HALE gap and its gap between HALE and unadjusted life expectancy.

Futures Markets Tied to National Pension, Healthcare, 
and Social Security Systems (2025-2030)
Financial instruments and markets could be structured and traded individually or 
in the form of segregated baskets (multi-future instruments) and markets. This 
futures market would create a framework for forecasting positive and negative 
scenarios surrounding the intersection of what we referred to in Chapter 2 as the 
opposed Longevity megatrends of Aging Population and advanced biomedicine.

Meanwhile, in addition to creating a new type of Longevity-focused investing 
(taking long positions or shorting based on how well specific regions are facing 
the challenge and opportunity of national Longevity and Aging Population), this 
type of system would also provide tangible inputs to investors and financial 
corporations on the most prospective regions to invest in from a Longevity 
Industry standpoint.
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Bridging the Longevity Liquidity Gap: Unlocking 
Unlimited Investment Capital To Fuel the Next 
Stage of Longevity Industrialization

Self-Perpetuating Cycle of Longevity Finance
As the share of the elderly in the economy grows, this paves the way to a possible 
self-sustaining cycle of growth in the financial industry whereby the effect of 
aging on GDP is continuously offset and the resulting wealth is repeatedly re-in-
vested into technologically re-invigorated human capital. The more significant 
the progress in attaining Healthy Longevity, the more the owners of wealth will 
want to invest in the labor force, and, as it is provided with greater Healthspans, 
it will bring further growth and even more considerable Healthspans.

There is, however, one major obstacle preventing this cycle of growth from 
becoming self-sustaining: In the past years, a clear disparity has emerged 
between various DeepTech sectors, in particular between Longevity start-ups, 
on the one hand, and the entire business model of venture capital funds, on 
the other. There have also been big gaps and disruptions in the global financial 
system.

In other words, there is a big gap between technological development and ob-
solete financial bureaucracy. Most financial institutions remain bogged down as 
though they exist in a parallel universe from the DeepTech and Longevity sectors.

There are several reasons for this. On one end, DeepTech start-ups (including 
Longevity start-ups) have been hurting from a lack of access to relevant levels of 
seed investment. Although venture funds are by definition supposed to prioritize 
investments into the most disruptive technologies and start-ups, in reality, most 
of them prefer to specifically avoid DeepTech sectors or enter investment rounds 
at much later stages. As a consequence, the start-ups are forced to deal with 
angel investors. This creates a growth gap phenomenon known as the “Death 
Valley”: 99% of DeepTech start-ups do not survive the growth stage between 
seed financing and the beginning of revenue generation or even “A” rounds.

Meanwhile, at the other end, there is an extreme abundance of significant as-
sets held and preserved in bank accounts or comparatively stable derivatives 
on a scale of tens of trillions. For instance, a tremendous volume of money is 
being stored in Swiss bank accounts with negative interest rates, which is an 
illogical phenomenon in the modern financial world. Yet the owners of these 
financial assets would prefer to avoid investing them into venture funds, which 
are equally unsure to invest in Longevity start-ups.

There are thousands of HealthTech start-ups and hundreds of Longevity start-
ups in the UK, the EU, the USA, and the Asia-Pacific region, and 99% of them are 
not publicly traded, which means that they are limited to seeking funding from 
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angel investors and venture investors who represent a very small fraction of the 
available global wealth. This situation creates an extreme funding deficit and a 
major illiquidity problem.

To make matters worse, in many cases, angel and venture investors are operat-
ing as sharks, exploiting this gross illiquidity for their financial advantage, to the 
detriment of Longevity and other DeepTech start-ups. As a consequence of all 
this, an extreme abundance of financial assets ends up preserved rather than 
invested.

In summary, the major source of these disparities comes down to the issue of 
illiquidity.

There are enormous amounts of financial assets being conserved within the 
umbrella of family offices (around 5,000, according to our estimate) and hun-
dreds of very conservative financial institutions, which hoard this capital simply 
due to a lack of safe, stably growing, and predictable financial derivatives into 
which to invest.

There is no relevant methodology to assess the amount of such assets as they 
tend to keep them secret. The overall estimate of these assets amounts to at 
least several tens of trillions of euros.

At the same time, many owners of these vast sums of wealth are personally 
interested in Longevity both as a prospective market with the capacity for un-
precedented growth and as a means to their life extension.

Even the most conservative investors and the owners of the largest financial 
assets very clearly understand now that the industries of AI and Longevity, 
separately, are two of the most prospective and relevant sectors to invest in 
with full confidence that such investments will lead to relatively low-risk and 
stable profitability in the long term.

However, due to the lack of liquid tradable instruments related to the AI and 
Longevity industries, owners and managers of these assets still prefer to 
avoid any significant investments in these sectors. Nevertheless, by the time 
of publishing this book, the AI industry has started to change significantly. 
Many AI companies in 2019-2020 became publicly traded, with AI itself being 
considered by conservative financial institutions as investable and bankable.

The disparity between the DeepTech start-up community and the conventional 
venture investment community, which we refer to as the Big Liquidity Gap, will 
eventually be adjusted. A combination of several different technologies, in-
cluding FinTech, WealthTech, InsurTech, Blockchain, AI, and, most importantly, 
innovation in InvestTech itself, will help bridge this gap within the next 5 years, 
promoting investment funds to adapt their business models, exit strategies, and 
underlying technology assessment methodologies to become more relevant.

So, financial innovations that can provide liquidity to Longevity companies and 
technologies and form a bridge between the Longevity Industry and conserva-
tive financial markets would inevitably enable the injection of around 1% out of 
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those tens of trillions of euros lying inert as "preserved money" within the Global 
Longevity Industry.

In practice, this means that once this liquidity bridge is established, it will have 
an immediate ability to attract around €300-500 billion, pessimistically, only 
within the first few years and at least several trillion within 5-7 years.

Currently, the typical approach of these family offices and large financial insti-
tutions is to allocate 10% into alternative investments. Our most pessimistic 
estimate is that 10% of that wealth (and 1% of the multitrillion total) could be 
reasonably invested into the Longevity Industry but only under the specific con-
dition that mechanisms would exist to provide investors with enough liquidity to 
withdraw at least some of their investment within more reasonable timeframes 
than the typical lock-in periods of venture capital firms.

We could expect that 90% of that conservative wealth would be invested 
into tradable financial synthetic instruments and derivatives built on top of 
the Longevity Industry’s companies, products, services, science, and tech-
nology, and 10% as actual equity investment into the companies directly 
without deviation.

Considering the current natural pace of innovation in the Longevity and Finan-
cial industries, even without any specific innovations in the InvestTech field, the 
current problem of illiquidity will likely be resolved naturally in 5 to 8 years, but 
with these new bridges in place, within 3 to 5 years.

These solutions must consider the interests of both groups – start-ups wishing 
to acquire additional funding and conservative investors wishing to keep their 
funds in secure tradable financial instruments.

Financial Commoditization  
of Longevity Industrialization

Emerging Frontier Science and Technology sectors and domains like Longevity, 
characterized by extremely high rates of innovation and the incorporation of 
extremely new or otherwise novel advances in science and technology (e.g., 
SpaceTech, Artificial Intelligence, NanoTech, New Materials, Advanced Biomed-
icine, etc.) have in recent years come to be known collectively as DeepTech. It is 
an arena attracting extremely large amounts of investment capital, with some 
individual industries and verticals encompassed by DeepTech comprising in 
many cases more than €1 trillion each. And while the total market capitalization 
of the global DeepTech industry is difficult and complex to calculate, we can 
conservatively estimate it today at more than €8 trillion. It is very clear that 
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each of its sectors is developing at extremely fast and dynamic rate, and it is 
clear that within the next decade, its global market cap will be measured in the 
tens of trillions. By 2030 or sooner, the ultimate size of these DeepTech sectors 
will be comparable to (and in many cases exceed or even dwarf) many of the 
more traditional industries of today, which by that time will be shrinking and 
declining due to disruption and, in some cases, replaced by more innovative 
next-generation technological solutions.

Nonetheless, many of these more traditional industries are very well commod-
itized today, being the target and focus of a number of specialized trading 
platforms (and, in some cases, even specialized stock exchanges, for example, 
London Metal Exchange), markets, indices, financial instruments, and deriva-
tives. It, therefore, stands to reason that, as many of the various sectors and 
technological domains comprising DeepTech become extremely large and fun-
damental components of the global economy, emerging into multitrillion indus-
tries determining the future growth and stability of national economies, we will 
logically and inevitably see these industries become commoditized in the very 
same manner as the more traditional industries of today, and witness common 
recognition of DeepTech as a new asset class. It is not a question of “if” but of 
“when,” and it will require corresponding financial infrastructure. This is one of 
the topics on which Deep Knowledge Group is now focusing quite closely.

One of the specific industries situated at the very forefront of the entire global 
DeepTech ecosystem is the Longevity Industry. While many DeepTech sectors 
(e.g., SpaceTech) are dependent on truly advanced technology for their con-
tinued development, none require this more than Longevity, which is based 
on technologies beyond the sophistication of even the most advanced rocket 
science.

Unfortunately, however, the most important factor influencing the rate of 
DeepTech development and determining the speed at which its practical effects 
on humanity are delivered and disseminated (i.e., the DeepTech investment and 
funding landscape) faces several critical challenges and bottlenecks. Com-
pared to the industries they are funding and supporting, investment approaches 
to DeepTech and corresponding financial infrastructure are completely stuck in 
legacy system approaches originally developed for much slower-moving, low-
er-complexity industries. There is an enormous gap between the sophistication 
of the systems, financial markets, approaches, and infrastructure used to invest 
in DeepTech sectors vs. the sophistication of the sectors themselves.

Consensus approaches used for investment and financing have not really been 
innovated for decades if not longer, and this not only makes successful invest-
ment in DeepTech difficult and risky, it also severely limits funding for DeepTech 
companies. This is not just about the need for more sophisticated, AI-enabled, 
and data-driven approaches to investment strategy formulation, target iden-
tification, analytics, benchmarking, forecasting, and due diligence required to 
manage this extreme complexity. It is equally about the systems supporting 
and executing investment in the first place. The world’s biggest investors and 

http://www.lme.com/en
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largest holders of wealth are also the most conservative, preferring to invest 
in highly stable and de-risked markets, and in assets which are highly liquid, 
tradeable, bankable, and excitable. This has meant historically that DeepTech 
financing has been the exclusive arena of venture capital firms whose investors 
(LPs) are more comfortable with long investment horizons and lock-in periods 
as well as high levels of risk.

There is an enormous untapped opportunity for the rapid development and 
adoption of more innovative and market-ready approaches to DeepTech invest-
ments in IT and data science-backed technologies that optimize investment 
decision-making, due-diligence, and investment strategy formulation and ex-
ecution.  This opportunity is open to markets and exchanges, indices, asset 
classes, financial products, instruments, and derivatives that could enable the 
kinds of de-risked, tradable, and bankable exposure to high-value, high-impact 
DeepTech sectors which will be required to enable the participation of large-
cap, conservative institutional investors, retail investors, and financial institu-
tions. We at Deep Knowledge Group call such modern approaches InvestTech 
(Advanced Investment Technologies). Hence, we have established a specialist 
subsidiary focused on the designing of new investment technologies and finan-
cial products Advanced InvestTech Solutions.

Deep Knowledge Group has both forecast many of these necessary develop-
ments and has been actively working on their development and deployment 
for a number of years already (AI, Longevity, FinTech, SpaceTech, HealthTech, 
GovTech, InvestTech, etc). While much of that work has not yet been author-
ized for general release, a number of our publicly disclosed predictions and 
developments in the Longevity space, in particular, can be reviewed for addi-
tional context. This includes 2018 prediction of Longevity stock exchanges, 
indices, and financial instruments and derivatives, their Q1 2021 announce-
ment of plans to launch the world's first Longevity Investment Bank profiled 
by fDi Intelligence Magazine (a central part of the Intelligence portfolio on the 
investment products and services from the Financial Times). Of special interest 
will be our open-access analytical reports on Longevity Financial Instruments 
and Derivatives produced by InvestTech Advanced Solutions, Deep Knowledge 
Group’s dedicated investment analytics and financial engineering subsidiary. 
It specializes in the development of DeepTech-focused financial instruments, 
advanced investment de-risking tools, investment analytics, and data manage-
ment solutions that provide data-driven investment recommendations, tangible 
analysis, and due diligence for DeepTech start-ups and consulting for publicly 
traded corporations.

DeepTech (and, by extension, Longevity) needs to become a recognized asset 
class in itself, available to all types of investors regardless of their exposure 
preferences in terms of risk and liquidity, and commoditized not only in the 
sense of mass-market product and service availability to the average consumer 
but also financially commoditized in terms of its availability to the average in-
vestor, both individual and institutional.

http://www.invest-solutions.tech
http://www.longevity.finance
http://www.longevity.cards
http://www.spacetech.global
http://www.aginganalytics.com
http://www.dka.global/govtech-dashboard
http://www.invest-solutions.tech
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.dkv.global/longevity-finance
http://www.dkv.global/longevity-finance
http://www.fdiintelligence.com/article/79406
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/access-to-longeivty-derivatives
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/access-to-longeivty-derivatives
http://www.invest-solutions.tech
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Making this a practical reality would unleash nearly limitless trillions in other-
wise-inaccessible capital for the global DeepTech ecosystem, resulting in mas-
sively accelerated rates of practical DeepTech impacts on some of the biggest 
challenges and opportunities facing humanity as well as on the speed at which 
DeepTech is able to improve the human condition and facilitate further growth 
and stabilization of national economies.

The specific approaches that I have in mind could be implemented in a mar-
ket-ready manner very quickly and have many historical precedents. During the 
19th and 20th centuries, developed economies witnessed the commoditization 
of a number of raw materials that were previously bought and sold privately, in-
cluding precious metals, gold, and oil. Entire standardized markets and exchang-
es were built to facilitate the trading of commodities (the Chigaco Board of Trade 
in 1848, the London Metal Exchange in 1877, etc.), and this led to a number of 
secondary financial products and instruments such as derivatives, futures, and 
indices, which diversified the ways that investors could hold and trade these com-
modities, and the types of investment positions they were able to take on them.

In the decades following, this innovation turned such commodities into distinct 
asset classes, enabled exposure to those asset classes for investors, and even-
tually ensured that these commodities would become core pillars of the global 
economy – even to the point of gold being used as the basis for the interna-
tional monetary system, whereby national currencies were backed by national 
stores of gold. 

This is the power of financial commoditization. Commoditizing previously un-
structured asset classes on financial markets opens up the size of potential 
funding to the full scope of the global investment community and the largest 
holders of wealth, creates massively accelerated industry development and 
maturation, and, in relevant cases, makes those asset classes critical and fun-
damental pillars of entire national economies. We can very easily see how a 
number of DeepTech sectors (e.g., Longevity, SpaceTech, NanoTech, FinTech 
2.0, GovTech, Smart Cities, AI, Metaverse technologies, etc.) will come to be 
fundamental pillars determining the future stability of national economies as 
well as critical components of national strategies across population health, 
education, and prosperity. And, indeed, we can see today how certain DeepTech 
sectors like AI are already secured in this position, with many of the highest-GDP 
nations actively competing in the global AI race and making AI a central feature 
of their future development strategy.

Novel Longevity Financial Instruments  
and Specialized Stock Exchanges
In the meantime, one method of dealing with illiquidity is the creation of more 
modern hybrid investment platforms, which would serve as the bridge men-
tioned above between conservative investors and Longevity start-ups. It could 
provide more liquidity for investors (LPs) in comparison with the usual venture 
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funds. Elements of such solutions are already present in other industries and 
can be returned and further improved using the modern tools of financial engi-
neering and InvestTech.

A second, more unconventional method of counteracting these disparities 
and inefficiencies would be the invention of a specialized stock exchange for 
Longevity start-ups. Such an entity would be the first of its kind in the world. If 
critical government officials supported it and integrated it with the Longevity 
start-ups ecosystem, it could quickly secure the position as a leading, progres-
sive Longevity financial hub.

The practical combination of AgeTech and WealthTech can exhibit a great value 
for existing economies, turning risks into opportunities. An example of the re-
sults of such a combination can be formulated in the form of the Longevity 
Specialized Stock exchange, which we describe in detail further in the chapter.

Specialized stock exchanges are nothing new. One example is the London Metal 
Exchange. Founded in 1877, it is the futures exchange with the world's largest 
market in options and futures contracts on base and other metals. NASDAQ fits 
that profile as it was created as a stock exchange for IT and tech companies 
and is currently the home of tech-oriented stocks. The most relevant example 
is the recently launched Silicon Valley Stock Exchange, backed by Marc An-
dreessen and other tech heavyweights, which will give high-growth technology 
companies more options to list their shares outside of the traditional New York 
exchanges.

Longevity Offers Opportunities Only to Those Who Can Adapt

Source: Advancing Financial Industry: Longevity / AgeTech / WealthTech Volume II

http://www.nasdaq.com
http://www.aginganalytics.com/financial-longevity-industry
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Specialized stock exchanges typically form when an industry grows by a suffi-
cient amount, and, with the Longevity Industry in its present state of maturation, 
a Longevity stock exchange now appears to be inevitable.

Because Longevity is a science- and technology-driven industry, it is much, much 
more predictable than, for example, the larger tech market or real estate market.

The threats and opportunities of the Global Longevity Industry are of developing 
interest to global finance and are an increasingly frequent topic of dialogue at 
international conferences where there is an ever-greater consideration among 
attendees regarding the future shape of global finance.

The increased liquidity that these could provide would set in motion a 
self-perpetuating cycle of Longevity Finance: the greater progress in Healthy 
Longevity, the more the owners of wealth will want to invest in the repeatedly 
re-invigorated labor force provided with a longer Healthspan, leading to further 
growth and greater Healthy Longevity.

Bridging the Liquidity Gap with Longevity InvestTech
As mentioned in the previous section, the illiquidity problem can be dealt with 
through modern hybrid investment platforms serving as the bridge between 
conservative investors and Longevity start-ups.

We have also envisaged the emergence of financial instruments and analytical 
tools tied to Biomarkers of Longevity (which serve as proxies for measuring the 
current state of individuals and populations’ biological aging) being integrated 
with the technological and scientific validation currently possessed by Longev-
ity-focused start-ups.

All these products will be derived from sets of biomarkers of aging and Lon-
gevity, and panels of biomarkers, which would function in a manner similar to 
analytical dashboards. But while the dashboards aim to supply strategic deci-
sion-makers with practical recommendations and analytics on market analysis 
and policy benchmarking, biomarker panels will offer hedge funds and invest-
ment banks strategic advice and Big Data analytics on the likely success or 
failure of particular molecules in drug discovery for the later stages of clinical 
trials. They will also provide investors with the signals to form long or short 
positions and technological due diligence to evaluate the claims of emerging 
companies whether their technologies can deliver actual results on humans.

An analytical panel could also be launched for InsurTech and HealthTech com-
panies focused on retail clients. Currently, we are aware of at least six com-
panies working on similar types of solutions within the Longevity Biomarkers 
sphere, and we can envision the emergence of another 10-20 such companies 
in the next 2-3 years.

Depending on the management, scientific, and business executive teams, we 
will see a variety of specific structuring of biomarker panels and actual analyti-
cal and financial products based on them.
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Traditional VC Longevity Investing 2.0

High Minimum Entry Fees

Long Fund Lock-in Periods

Low Liquidity

Risky (bets on single companies 
rather than industries)

Ineffective due-diligence process-
es for sectors as complex as Lon-
gevity

Competitive Minimum Entry Fees

Higher Liquidity

Offers Different Ratios of Liquidity 
to Profitability

De-risking Investments by Betting 
on Entire Longevity Subsector

Capable of Beating Market Index 
via Active Portfolio Management

Longevity Finance 2.0: Modern Longevity 
Financial Instruments and Derivatives, 
Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges,  
Composite Indexes, and ETFs

The following subchapter offers a quick glimpse of the future of Longevity Fi-
nance. Some of the components of Longevity Finance 2.0 are already designed 
and developing fast enough to become widespread; others are going through 
the development process and will become available shortly. A full-scale com-
prehensive review of the Longevity Finance 2.0 you will find in my book  Lon-
gevity Industry 2.0.

Longevity Investment Bank
In order to bridge the aforementioned liquidity gap, the industry needs institu-
tions that will follow those trajectories able to ameliorate the current market 
situation. In other words, the Longevity Industry needs market players that un-
derstand what the new rules are and are ready to participate. Those institutions 
include but are not limited to banks, ETFs, and stock exchanges. At the same 
time, ETFs and Indexes are capable of making Longevity investments a more 
valid choice for the general investment public.

Longevity Exchange-Traded Funds
By 2050, one in six people in the world will be over age 65 (16%), up from one in 
eleven in 2019 (9%), according to the United Nations. An Aging Population in the 
developed world even prompted the Group of 20 nations (G-20) finance minis-

http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/g-20.asp
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ters and central bank governors to address the issue during meetings in Japan, 
which is the country with the world's fastest-aging population. This huge and 
growing market provides a plethora of opportunities for companies positioned 
in healthcare, pharmaceuticals, senior living facilities, and other sectors that 
contribute to increasing lifespans and extending the quality of life in advanced 
age. Those seeking to gain exposure to the Longevity economy could consider 
the following well-established exchange-traded funds (ETFs) that zone in on 
companies poised to benefit from an Aging Population: The Long-Term Care 
ETF (OLD), Global X Longevity Thematic ETF (LNGR), and Vanguard Dividend 
Appreciation Index Fund ETF Shares (VIG).

In connection to the stock exchange markets, we mentioned previously that 
even though the Longevity stock market is more volatile, growth in the market 
capitalization of Longevity-focused corporations far exceeds that of the entire 
market as well as the general BioTech Industry indices. We will explore the po-
tential of the Longevity stock market later on.

Longevity Actively Managed Certificates (AMCs)
There are already a number of other options for making unusual assets bank-
able and available to investors. AMCs are no newcomers to the structured 
products market. Due to their versatility, cost-effectiveness, and application 
possibilities, they have experienced rapid expansion in recent years. The new 
product generation gives you more alternatives when it comes to customizing 
your investing strategy.

Actively Managed Certificate Structure

Deep Knowledge Group Launches AMCs
The outstanding performance of the industry has shown a clear need for the 
creation of financial products that will allow investors to benefit from the devel-
opment of the sector and launch Longevity into the mainstream. Recently, Deep 

http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/033115/what-difference-between-biotechnology-company-and-pharmaceutical-company.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/etf.asp
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Knowledge Group engineered its own AMCs called Cancer Vaccines Actively 
Managed Certificate and Ariane Deep Knowledge AI Pharma Index designed to 
reflect the dynamics of the respective sectors.

The Cancer Vaccines AMC was issued in cooperation with UBS, one of the 
biggest and most advanced global investment banks. This clearly shows the 
interest of the high-caliber market players in the Longevity Industry.

Longevity Innovation Marketplace
The emergence of the unique Longevity Innovation Marketplace is capturing 
attention as an intriguing innovation, an industry that has been made to solve 
various problems all at once. Most industries usually find their strength in a 
single niche: The Healthcare Industry is interested only in healthcare while 
finance – only in assets and investments, etc. Amid the normality of these in-
dustries emerges an enigma: the Longevity Industry. Although the Longevity 
Industry has various branches, it is not tied to one particular niche. The mode 
of operation of the Longevity Industry is highly innovative due to its ability to 
provide personalized and well-tailored services.

Deep Knowledge Group is interested in working with a specific municipality on 
the launch of the Next Generation Innovation Ecosystem and FinTech Market-
place, which will serve as an integrated digital platform combining the most 
advanced FinTech, LegalTech, RegTech, and InvestTech solutions to facilitate 
a number of different types of interactions among local innovation ecosystem 
industry stakeholders, including investments, partnerships, collaborations, and 
technology transfers.

Digital Platform Structure and Features
The digital platform for such a marketplace will be structured as a commercial 
entity. However, since there will be a significant synergistic effect relating to 
supply chain optimization, there will also be nonprofit aspects typical of the 
concept of a “sharing economy” with significant positive social impact. The 
Deep Knowledge Group platform will also be ideal for deploying traditional and 
novel financial instruments, focusing on tradable and bankable structured fi-
nancial products and derivatives.

Deep Knowledge Group envisions the Longevity Marketplace as an ideal tool to 
accelerate the development of the local innovation ecosystem, including start-
ups and early-stage projects.

Longevity Marketplace Trends
Due to the rise in such Longevity-themed financial instruments and investment 
options, the government mortality indices will be closely monitored in the 
coming years. There will also be a significant increase in investment to adapt 
existing technologies and infrastructure to the aging global population.
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At the next stage of the Longevity Marketplace development, an array of more 
sophisticated structured financial products (derivatives focused on mezzanine 
financing) tied to the marketplace could be issued. These financial products 
would increase levels of local investment significantly beyond the levels possi-
ble with just angel and venture investors. They would also attract institutional, 
retail, and conservative investors via exposure to private equity-dominated sec-
tors through structured (tradable and bankable) financial products. They will 
utilize various technologies and frameworks to enable a diversity of financial 
instruments to balance benefits and risks.

Specialized Longevity Stock Exchange
As we have established earlier in the chapter, almost all DeepTech sectors face 
the problem of illiquidity. However, the negative repercussions are particularly 
acute for the Longevity Industry as it leads to reduced quality of life and un-
necessary suffering for many older people. It also threatens to inflict crippling 
economic effects on national healthcare systems, pensions, social security 
systems, and national economies.

Furthermore, in many cases, investors exploit the gross illiquidity for their own 
financial advantage, to the detriment of Longevity and DeepTech start-ups. 
The creation of a Longevity Stock Exchange will help address the funding and 
liquidity issues faced by Longevity companies and play a vital role in financing 
Longevity companies of all sizes and sectors.

Novel financial institutions and products relevant to increasing healthy life 
expectancy, including the AgeTech-Longevity bank, the Longevity investment 
index and hedge fund, and a specialized Longevity Stock Exchange, will to-
gether provide multiple channels to add liquidity to the industry and boost its 
development. A fully-fledged Longevity Financial Industry will be heralded with 
the creation of a Longevity Stock Exchange that will bring together leading com-
panies, investors, and market participants in the Longevity space. Eventually, 
this would also lead to the creation of a Longevity Composite Index, similar to 
the Nasdaq Composite, to serve as an indicator of growth expectations for the 
Longevity Industry.

The ultimate goal of Longevity Stock Exchange creation lies in introducing the 
securities of prospective Longevity- and DeepTech-focused companies via list-
ing at the exchange. Additionally, such companies can enjoy flexible solutions 
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provided by the exchange because it establishes a lighter reporting and disclo-
sure framework.

Longevity Composite Index
In recent years, the emergence of the Longevity Industry has made itself known 
to both institutional and smaller-scale investors; however, many hurdles prohib-
it the sustainable allocation of capital to the industry. The reasons this obstacle 
still exists include the extreme structural complexity of the industry and due dil-
igence processes that are not adjusted enough to capture the unique features 
of the Longevity Industry.

Launching an index that would reflect the movement and development of the 
industry could possibly solve the above-mentioned barriers by taking away the 
need to monitor separately the development of 57 000+ companies across 20 
subsectors. The complexity of the industry would be transformed into a trans-
parent easy-to-follow index that could help to comprehend the development of 
the industry even for a non-professional interested individual.

The Longevity Index could be the one consisting of publicly traded companies, 
including, but not limited to, Big Pharma and AI in pharma companies as well as 
companies participating in the aging healthcare industry, age-related chemical 
and manufacturing companies, IT companies that provide technological solu-
tions for age-related sectors and others.

Such selection would create a holistic profile of the Longevity Industry and in-
clude all of its subsectors and subindustries.

Longevity Derivatives and Financial Instruments Report

Source: InvestTech Advanced Solutions

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/access-to-longeivty-derivatives
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In August 2021, InvestTech Advanced Solutions launched the “Longevity Deriva-
tives and Financial Instruments Report,” providing an in-depth outline of the key 
Longevity-derivatives in the Longevity Industry shaping the hedging landscape 
within the sector.

The report identifies several major trends and insights regarding the landscape 
of the different types of Longevity-derived financial instruments and many other 
important factors based on a detailed examination of the main users, overall 
industry dynamics, and market size. A significant part of the report is dedicat-
ed to the so-called Longevity Derivatives 1.0, the underlying asset of which is 
chronological age. The proprietary version, in turn, analyzes the specifics that 
hold the Longevity Derivatives 1.0 back and suggests ways to overcome the 
encountered problems.

DeepTech and Longevity Industry Financial Advisors 
Deep Knowledge Group is decisively committed to establishing the core invest-
ment and financial industry infrastructure (platforms, indices, exchanges, finan-
cial instruments and derivatives) needed to execute the concept of DeepTech 
and Longevity Financial Commoditization, reflected in its pursuit of a truly eco-
systemic approach through its various financial service divisions to establish an 
integral financial infrastructure to support the commoditization of the DeepTech 
and Longevity Industries as fundamentally new asset classes.

In 2022 Deep Knowledge Group established DeepTech and Longevity Industry 
Financial Advisors to act as the practical vehicle for purpose. 

Source: DeepTech and Longevity Industry Financial Advisors

Longevity and DeepTech Financial Advisors Ltd. is a leading advisory boutique 
focused on the Longevity and DeepTech industries. Its shareholders and senior 
managers have built up significant expertise in private and public capital mar-
kets, as well as a substantial network of companies operating in the industry. 
They provide intermediary financial services that are deployed in the form of an 
interactive online semi-automated IT-platform designed for end-users of invest-
ment products and services. They serve as the WealthTech/InvestTech financial 

http://www.longevity.finance
http://www.longevity.finance
http://www.longevity.finance
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marketplace for professional investors, family offices, and institutional investors 
and provide industry-specific analytical systems to enable the significant optimi-
sation of dealflow, stock selection, and execution capabilities for investors.

Biomarkers of Human Longevity for InsurTech 2.0
Having established in my October 2021 book Biomarkers of Human Longevity: 
Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and R&D, the Critical Catalyst 
for Practical Human Longevity, Tangible Investment Decision Making and 
De-Risking the risks currently inherent in an investment in healthy life extension 
and the immediate benefits of the biomarker revolution in expediting clinical 
validation, we now turn to the topic of how these developments can be used 
to get the wheels of Longevity Finance turning and get the capital flowing. Be-
cause without financial liquidity, there is no future Longevity Industry.

The use of Biomarkers of Human Longevity, in combination with related ap-
proaches to the tangible, safe human validation of Longevity therapies and 
technologies, is the most promising solution for de-risking Longevity investing.

We predicted the growing trend within the health and life insurance and In-
surTech sector of “gamifying” Longevity by offering financial incentives in ex-
change for clients maintaining a healthy lifestyle and meeting certain health-re-
lated goals. Epigenetic clock tests, which indicate an individual’s biological age, 
are currently being marketed to life insurance companies to help them calculate 
an individual’s life expectancy.

Deep Knowledge Group’s Roadmap to Longevity Finance
The ultimate goal of the Deep Knowledge Group is to advance the global 
DeepTech venture capital ecosystem by providing cutting-edge frontier invest-
ment and industry analytics and de-risking tools designed for investors who are 
not proficient in DeepTech industries and thus consider them yet too risky, with 
the main focus on the Longevity Industry.

One of the main goals of Deep Knowledge Group is to create an ergonomic and 
data-driven technologically sophisticated investment environment for all types 
of investors. Longevity Marketplace will provide feasible means for private 
companies looking for investors.

Deep Knowledge Group considers Longevity Biomarkers to be a strategic core 
engine for its Longevity activities and as a major catalyst for the development 
of the whole Longevity Industry. Biomarker panels can be used as tangible, 
validated tools to evaluate, benchmark, and compare Longevity companies, 
conducting data-driven evidence-based due diligence. They can be applied for 
financial products structuring, namely InsurTech and more complex financial 
products such as HALE/QALY derivatives, biological age financial options and 
futures, etc.

http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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Deep Knowledge Group’s Longevity Finance Activities

Joining together all of the activities mentioned above, Deep Knowledge Group 
has been creating a Longevity financial ecosystem that will provide companies, 
investors, and the general public with sufficient means to participate in the de-
velopment of the Longevity Industry.

Launch of Longevity Financial Club

Source: Longevity.Network

In June 2022, Deep Knowledge Group launched Longevity Financial Club 
with the support of DeepTech and Longevity Industry Financial Advisors 
to fill the unmet need for a high-caliber venue and platform for financial 
industry professionals to discuss and stay up to date on the latest trends 

https://www.longevity.network/
https://www.longevity.network/
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in the massively untapped multi-trillion opportunity of the Longevity Finan-
cial Industry.

They held their inaugural event at the prestigious Oxford and Cambridge Club 
at 71 Pall Mall, London, UK, where executives from PricewaterhouseCoopers 
and Club Vita spoke alongside Deep Knowledge Group representatives, and a 
second event on Longevity FinTech and InvestTech in the Sky Lounge of the 
landmark Shard building, followed closely an Annual Longevity Christmas Re-
ception at the UK House of Lords in December 2022.

Deep Knowledge Group Investment into Longitude Exchange
In September 2022 Longitude Exchange announced the successful close of 
a seed funding round from Deep Knowledge Group. Longitude Exchange is 
a leading digital marketplace dedicated to trading longevity risk, connecting 
hedgers and investors on a platform optimized for transferring longevity risk in 
index-based format. Longitude Exchange brings greater capacity, faster execu-
tion, and better prices to the longevity risk market, and is committed to turning 
longevity risk into an asset class.

Speaking on the successful close of this financing round, Deep Knowledge 
Group General Partner Dmitry Kaminskiy stated: “We were very impressed 
with the Longitude Exchange team and are confident they can achieve their 
objectives in this market which has huge potential for growth. Having already 
made major investments in the Longevity and FinTech sectors, we’re excited 
to explore synergies with our other companies and projects and see Longitude 
Exchange as an excellent fit within our strategic plans.”

Avery Michaelson, CEO of Longitude Exchange, added: “We’re thrilled to have 
Deep Knowledge Group as an investor and strategic partner to help us actualize 
on our vision.”
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Top Trends, Technologies, and Companies  
in Longevity Finance: Q1 2022

The Longevity Industry is currently a focus of some of the largest financial 
institutions all over the world. Investors seek opportunities to contribute to 
the development of the Longevity Industry by investing in AgeTech, Longevity 
FinTech, Longevity biomedical companies, and start-ups. Aging has not only 
become a trending theme highlighting the most acute problems of our time, but 
it also presents one of the most promising opportunities.

Financial institutions that adapt their business models to the new industries 
of AgeTech, WealthTech, and Longevity Finance Industry will have a chance to 
outperform their competitors and grow rapidly. A high-quality analysis of the 
Longevity Industry will bring this to reality.

When the novel financial institutions that can ride the rising tide of Longevity (e.g., 
Longevity-focused venture funds, Longevity-AgeTech banks, Longevity ETFs, hedge 
funds) are developed, an entire economy can be built and organized around a spe-
cialized stock exchange for Longevity-focused companies and financial products.
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Given that modern financial institutions are not adequately equipped to arrive in 
the Longevity Industry, novel financial tools, organization types, products, ser-
vices, and analytical approaches will need to be developed, making it possible

Deep Knowledge Group Longevity Finance Activities Roadmap

Source: DeepTech and Longevity Industry Financial Advisors

to take full advantage of the advances in Longevity Medicine and utilize them 
to give a boost to the financial sector.

Over the past 100 years, the financial industry has primarily shunned and ne-
glected people in retirement, which is ironic, given that 1 billion senior citizens 
are quickly becoming the largest market segment slated to possess the most 
purchasing power of any demographic.

By coming up with new solutions and adapting the already existing ones, 
financial service innovators can improve the financial situation of this de-
mographic group. Thus, they can turn a liability into an asset and utilize its 
untapped market potential.

Challenges and Opportunities of Longevity Risk Market
Longevity Risk causes earnings volatility and high capital charges for pensions 
and insurers managing retirement liabilities. These can be alleviated through 
risk hedging, but cost and complexity have limited innovation to date. The hedg-
ing market is dominated by a few large reinsurers whose capacity is insufficient 
to meet the long-term demand globally.

Globally, there is an enormous amount of Longevity-linked liabilities in public 
and private pension and annuity markets. The magnitude of Longevity Risk 
dwarfs the capacity of traditional providers – capital markets investors must 
get involved.

As of 2022, the total Longevity-linked liabilities account for €95 trillion 
globally. At the same time, the Longevity capacity can be increased to an 

https://www.longevity.finance/
https://www.longevity.finance/
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estimated €114 trillion. Judging from the current annual Longevity Risk 
transfer amounting to €24 billion, the Longevity Risk market has enormous 
opportunities for growth.

Key Determinants of the Longevity Risk Market

Source: Longitude Exchange

It is fair to say that the time calls for larger attention of the Longevity Industry 
players to the matters of Longevity Risk transfer. The issue lies in the vast  dis-
tance between the mountains of accrued  retirement liabilities in the world’s 
developed  economies and the ocean of capital that will  be required to manage 
and ultimately fulfill these obligations.

This risk threatens the stability of the  global financial system and therefore 
demands the collaboration of all the numerous stakeholders:

11  individuals who seek to ensure the safety of their future retirement income;

11  employers who sponsor defined benefit pension schemes for employees;

11  insurers who offer products that protect against Longevity Risk;

11  governments who are bound to pay state and civil service pensions; 

11  taxpayers who will ultimately be left with the tab if systems were to fail. 

At the heart of this issue is Longevity Risk. Increases in population Longevity 
— whether from medical advancements, healthier lifestyles or even emerging 
technologies such as regenerative medicine — will dramatically increase life ex-
pectancy and, therefore, the retirement needs of the world’s elderly. While hav-
ing longer, healthier lives is undoubtedly a positive development for humanity,  
the burden of supporting the elderly in their later years will increasingly fall on 
the shoulders of a shrinking working-age population. To avoid intergenerational 

http://www.longitude.exchange
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equity transfer (wealth transfer from younger to older generations) — which 
many would claim is a moral imperative — the full cost of tomorrow’s retirement 
benefits needs to be fully capitalized and adequately secured in the present.

Achieving this imperative will require action on a number of fronts: increased 
contributions from retirement plan sponsors, consideration of proper retire-
ment age and plan structure, and, perhaps most important, the use of accurate 
assumptions as to current rates of mortality as well as the range of possible 
outcomes for future Longevity improvement. This largely actuarial exercise is 
crucial to assessing the present value of retirement obligations as well as the 
sensitivity of those obligations to increases in population Longevity. Adequacy 
of these assumptions is paramount to ensuring that the financial resources 
put in place today — current assets and reserves against the variability of out-
comes — are sufficient to meet tomorrow’s obligations with a high degree of 
confidence.

Fortunately, a more developed global value chain is already emerging for trans-
ferring Longevity Risk from traditional holders of such risk — public and private 
pension funds — to a broader set of risk-takers, including the capital markets.

At the inception of this value chain are the public and private retirement sys-
tems that are presently responsible for meeting the  vast majority of retirement 
obligations. Public and private pension plan sponsors are not compensated for 
holding Longevity Risk and, in some cases, are not particularly well suited to 
manage it either. Therefore, they are increasingly taking advantage of opportu-
nities to shift liabilities off their balance sheets using a variety of transactions 
called pension buy-ins, pension buy-outs, and Longevity swaps (collectively, 
“pension risk transfer contracts”).

In March 2022, Mercer and Aon presented the following estimations for the 
Longevity Risk transfer market in the UK, leading Longevity transfer risk market:

11  Total pension scheme buy-in and buy-out volumes reached £28.6 billion in 
2021, making it the third-busiest year on record;

11  Mercer noted that 2021 saw a record volume of “core” bulk annuity deals 
of £1billion or under, 10% higher than any previous year, with 65% of deals 
below £100 million in size;

11  Some £28.6 billion in deals were across 157 transactions, compared to 
£31.8 billion across 141 deals in 2020 and £43.8 billion across 151 trans-
actions in 2019;

11  Mercer and LCP estimated that Longevity swap deals totalled £15.3 billion 
during the year while Aon estimated the volume at £15.2 billion;

11  Hymans Robertson also noted that there was a “steady increase” in demand 
for small- and medium-sized transactions in 2021 while transactions over 
£1 billion included the Imperial Tobacco Pension Fund, Metal Box Pension 
Scheme, and Gallaher Pension Scheme;

http://www.pensionsage.com/pa/Total-buy-ins-and-buyouts-for-2021-hit-27-7-bn.php
http://www.pensionsage.com/pa/Total-buy-ins-and-buyouts-for-2021-hit-27-7-bn.php
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11  Over 2022, the observers expect to see £50-60 billion of risk transfer deals, 
with a number of jumbo bulk annuity and Longevity swap deals already 
in the market, continued strong demand from small-to-medium-sized 
schemes and alternative strategies such as capital-backed journey plans 
starting to play a part in schemes’ risk transfer journey planning;

11  Insurer competition is at its most intense in a decade, with five insurers 
vying for the top spot in 2021. Pricing is proving highly attractive as insurers 
hunt market share, helped by the rising yields on credit. The positive noises 
on reform to Solvency II are also welcome news for insurers and are likely 
to lead to greater insurer capacity for schemes looking to de-risk through 
buy-ins and buy-outs.

The list below shows 10 Longevity swaps, Longevity Risk transfer, and Longevi-
ty reinsurance transactions that have taken place in the reinsurance and capital 
markets, with high volume deals at the top.

The need for new market players. (Re)insurer Longevity Risk appetite clearly has 
its limits. Some market participants estimate that life (re)insurers can take on 
about €13.6 billion of new Longevity Risk per year. In order to tap into this demand, 
new market players are needed, and there are some developments that bode well 
for this possibility. A relatively untapped pool of potential Longevity Risk-takers 
may consist of asset managers, sovereign wealth funds, and hedge funds.

The need for an efficient market structure. A well-designed structure that satis-
fies the objectives of both hedgers and investors could lead to the development 
of a well-functioning market for Longevity Risk transfer. Specifically, Longevity 
Risk transfer instruments must offer investors an attractive expected return on 
capital, taking into account the correlation benefit, which will entice additional 
sources of capital to the asset class.

The Largest Longevity Risk Transfer Deals

Fund / Sponsor Provider(s) Solution Size Date

General Motors Prudential Pension liability 
buy-out

€23.6 billion Jun 2012

BT Pension 
Scheme

Prudential 
Insurance 
Company of 
America

Pensioner be-
spoke Longevity 
swap

€19 billion July 2014

Aegon Canada Life 
Reinsurance

Longevity 
reinsurance

€12 billion Dec 2019

NN Group Canada Life, 
Munich Re, 
Swiss Re

Longevity 
reinsurance

€13.5 billion May 2020
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Delta Lloyd RGA Re Index-based 
Longevity deriva-
tive (swap)

€12 billion Jun 2015

Delta Lloyd RGA Re Index-based 
Longevity deriva-
tive (swap)

€12 billion Aug 2014

Aegon Deutsche 
Bank

Capital markets 
Longevity swap

€12 billion Feb 2012

Lloyds Banking 
Group pension 
schemes

Pacific Life 
Re / Scottish 
Widows

Longevity swap 
and reinsurance

€12 billion Jan 2020

Aegon Reinsurance 
Group of 
America

Longevity 
reinsurance

€7 billion Dec 2021

SBC UK Pen-
sion Scheme

Prudential 
Insurance 
Company of 
America

Longevity swap 
and reinsurance

€8.3 billion Aug 2019

Source: www.artemis.com

Many life insurers with limited or no exposure to Longevity Risk focus instead 
on life insurance products (which have mortality risk) or investment-oriented 
products with minimal Longevity Risk exposure. Given that these insurers have 
significant mortality risk, adding Longevity Risk will provide an offsetting expo-
sure for some part of the distribution of mortality outcomes, with some level of 
correlation, and, therefore, can offer a high potential expected return on capital. 
More importantly, the index-based transactions invite participation from a broad 
base of capital markets investors because Longevity Risk is not correlated with 
the returns of other financial markets; therefore, these investments may provide 
a great diversification benefit.

In this way, the development of an efficient market for Longevity Risk transfer 
will increase global capacity by enabling capital-constrained (re)insurers to 
reduce their capital requirements by securing contingent capital from a diverse 
set of institutional investors. Hence, the global capacity for Longevity Risk 
transfer is increased, and spreading this systemic risk strengthens the stability 
of retirement systems.

Unfortunately, low-interest rates and recent market drawdowns have put retire-
ment systems in a dire state. This has been exacerbated by the persistent un-
derestimation of population Longevity, resulting in existing assets and reserves 
that are inadequate to ensure that liabilities are met. The only sources of capital 
capable of assuming a risk of this magnitude are the global capital markets — 
and, as such, they must be mobilized to do so.

Impact of these markets on wider society. Prudent Longevity Risk transfer 
should provide benefits all around. Firms that hedge their Longevity Risk 

http://www.Artemis.com
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will reduce a source of potential profit and loss volatility and allow them to 
focus their efforts on core business activities. Employees of such firms can 
benefit from reduced “counterparty” risk on their future pensions. Also, better 
managed Longevity Risk benefits all taxpayers because aside from their own 
considerable Longevity Risk, governments are likely to be liable for the “tail” of 
Longevity Risk, whether it be their own or the private sector’s (e.g., via pension 
fund guarantee schemes).

Summary

Increasing numbers of financial corporations are retuning their business 
models to neutralize the challenge of Aging Population and leverage the 
growth potential and opportunity of Longevity.

The role of finance within the larger trend of Longevity Industrialization is 
not just as an integral sector enabling Wealthspan extension to allow for 
financial wellness over longer healthy lifespans. The Longevity Financial 
Industry also serves as a fundamental catalyst for the next stage of the 
Global Longevity Industry’s evolution, growth, maturation, and stabiliza-
tion.

Like most other sectors of the Global Longevity Industry, Longevity Finance 
is characterized by high degrees of complexity and multidimensionality. 
This presents challenges to traditional investment approaches and to the 
structuring of financial industry infrastructure (markets, exchanges, indi-
ces, instruments, derivatives, etc.) capable of enabling effective industry 
activity and decision-making in the face of Longevity complexity.

There is an unmet need for sophisticated and robust Longevity Financial 
Industry analytics and InvestTech capable of structuring industry partic-
ipants’ actions and decisions in a more relevant way. Resolving this gap 
was the central motivating factor behind InvestTech Advanced Solutions’ 
development of the Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard.

The rise of the novel, modern, and sophisticated financial markets, instru-
ments, derivatives, and exchanges tied to the Longevity Industry – in com-
bination with data-driven, human-centered investment technologies and 
approaches to optimize and de-risk Longevity investment – will form the 
necessary bridge to attract the interest and participation of large, conserv-
ative, and institutional investors and financial corporations.

The increased liquidity provided by new Longevity financial markets will 
set in motion a self-perpetuating cycle of Longevity Finance: with greater 
progress in achieving Healthy Longevity, the owners of wealth will want 
increasingly to invest in the repeatedly reinvigorated labor force endowed 
with a greater Healthspan, leading to further growth and greater Healthy 
Longevity.

11

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech
http://www.platform.dkv.global/longevity-finance-industry
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This will unleash an investment renaissance and previously unthought-of 
levels of capital to fuel the next stage of the Longevity Financial Industry’s 
evolution – right at the point when it is at the greatest risk of losing mo-
mentum or suffering a bubble from too many companies failing to replicate 
proven animal results in humans.

These topics, as well as the present state and near future of the Longevity 
Financial Industry, are explored in much greater depth in my forthcoming 
book, Longevity Financial Industry: Health as the New Wealth, Longevity 
FinTech, WealthTech, InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech, and the Coming 
Rise of Longevity Banks, Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Indi-
ces, and Novel Financial Instruments and Derivatives.

Deep Knowledge Group continues to heavily prioritize its internal work 
on creating, validating, and deploying the exact modern finance-focused 
DeepTech tools and engineered solutions needed to unleash the future 
of Longevity Finance years ahead of schedule. The Group has a vested 
interest in making as many of its resources and approaches on this mat-
ter available for use by other industry participants and financial industry 
executives as possible, in order to accelerate the rise and maturation of 
Longevity Finance as well as the positive impacts that it will inevitably 
have on the growth and stabilization of the Global Longevity Industry as 
a whole.

11

11

11

http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
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Outline of Sections

The Rise of Progressive Longevity MegaHubs and Technocracies

Benchmarking National and Local Industrial Strategies, Policies, and 
Initiatives

Longevity as a New Political Priority for the 21st Century: How 
Citizens Will Demand the Delivery of Additional Health-Adjusted Life 
Expectancy (HALE) and Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALY) From Their 
Governments and Politicians as a Basic Citizen Right by 2030

Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard (SWOT Analysis, 
Continuous Monitoring, Regional Comparisons, and Practical 
Recommendation Packs)

Summary of Deep Knowledge Group Longevity Policy and Governance 
Activities

“As developments in the longevity arena progress, we can expect 
that the maintenance, optimization, and extension of citizens’ healthy 
lifespans will come to be seen as their fundamental right and an es-
sential duty of governments that will be demanded by the electorates 
of most developed nations by the year 2030.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘Longevity – A New Political Reality  
for the 21st Century’ (Henley&Partners, 2021).

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.henleyglobal.com/publications/global-mobility-report/2021-q3/global-mobility-trends/longevity-new-political-reality-21st-century
http://www.henleyglobal.com/publications/global-mobility-report/2021-q3/global-mobility-trends/longevity-new-political-reality-21st-century
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The Rise of Progressive Longevity MegaHubs 
and Technocracies

By 2021, the upward trajectory of Longevity Industrialization had reached a 
point at which politicians and governments were major actors and drivers of 
growth. In other words, we have entered the age of Longevity Politics.

As developments in the Longevity arena progress, we can expect that the 
maintenance, optimization, and extension of healthy lifespans will come to 
be seen as the fundamental right of citizens and an essential duty of govern-
ments that will be demanded by the electorates of most developed nations by 
the year 2030.

This new pragmatic political focus on Longevity is reflected in the fact that new 
terms have entered our political vocabularies for how to describe Healthspan 
— the number of years a person can live free from age-related disease, illness, 
and dysfunction. Perhaps the most important of these political metrics are 
Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy (HALE), introduced in Chapter 2, and Quali-
ty-Adjusted Life Years (QALY): a measure of disease burden used in economic 
evaluations that factors in both the quality and length of life.

Source: Longevity – ‘A New Political Reality for the 21st Century’ – essay  
by Dmitry Kaminskiy, published by Henley & Partners1, the global leader  

in residence and citizenship by investment advisory services.

The nations which, through government programs and industrial strategies, are 
the first to achieve increased national HALE and QALY will come to be seen 
as the first true Longevity States, and the regions and municipalities within 

http://www.henleyglobal.com/publications/global-mobility-report/2021-q3/global-mobility-trends/longevity-new-political-reality-21st-century
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them — the industry clusters that will be the engines of change — will come to 
be recognized as the first Longevity Valleys.

We can already see the predecessors to Longevity Valleys arising as various 
governments across the globe adopt pro-Longevity, rather than just pro-aging, 
stances.

For example, we are beginning to see Age-Friendly Cities being created through 
local and national industrial strategic initiatives. "Age-Friendly Cities" and 
"Age-Friendly Towns" are official terms used by WHO to refer to a formal com-
mitment by city authorities to attain a particular WHO standard. The WHO ini-
tiative for Age-friendly Cities focuses mainly on the traits for making the urban 
settings compatible with Longevity.

Source: The WHO Age-friendly Cities Framework

However, in this book, we do not use the term “Longevity Valley” to describe 
an Age-Friendly City. A Longevity Valley, where “valley” implies a location in 
which the Longevity Industry itself can advance, would combine the assets of 
AgeTech with P4 Medicine, WealthTech, and advanced InsurTech as well as 
societal infrastructures for maintaining an optimal state of population wealth 
and health, empowering the elderly and the middle-aged physically, mentally, 
and financially.

http://www.extranet.who.int/agefriendlyworld/age-friendly-cities-framework
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Some Age-Friendly Cities have the political will to develop these resources and 
upgrade themselves into fully-fledged Longevity Valleys – integrated hubs of 
the Longevity Industry activity. As the global megatrend of Longevity Industrial-
ization continues, alongside the widespread shift to prevention-based medical 
treatment, we can expect even more Longevity-focused cities to emerge.

Moreover, as Longevity emerges as a key driver for individual relocation, we 
will see it become a major driver for corporate relocation. Over the next dec-
ade, the rise of definitive full-scope Longevity Industry hubs will lead to intense 
competition between cities and nations. Countries will seek to attract key Lon-
gevity companies, entrepreneurs, scientists, and investors to bolster their local 
industry ecosystems. Increasing numbers of industry stakeholders will choose 
to relocate to take advantage of greater levels of governmental support and to 
access higher density, more efficient, and more populous Longevity Industry 
supply chains, networks, and ecosystems.

Number of Countries With a National Program  
for Creating Age-Friendly Cities and Communities

Source: WHO

Across health, wealth, and industry ecosystems, we are already seeing the nec-
essary prerequisites emerge for Longevity as a key driver for relocation. In some 
cases, this takes the form of government-funded Smart Cities, putting Longevity 
at the forefront of their incentives and infrastructural guiding principles. In others, 
it can be seen in self-described “Longevity Finance hubs” seeking to leverage syn-
ergies between financial, investment, technology, and health sectors to neutralize 
risks and capture opportunities of Aging Populations. In others still, it is seen in 
the formation of explicit local industrial strategies to support and develop local 
Longevity industries for the benefit of their residents, citizens, and economies.

The age of Longevity Politics when governments are actually taking the Lon-
gevity-related notions seriously is upon us. We will see in the next years an 

http://www.platform.who.int/data/maternal-newborn-child-adolescent-ageing/indicator-explorer-new/mca/number-of-countries-that-have-a-national-programme-to-support-activities-in-line-with-the-who-global-network-for-age-friendly-cities-and-communitiesewborn-child-adolescent-ageing/indicator-explorer-new/mca/number-of-countries-that-have-a-long-term-care-policy-plan-strategy-framework-(stand-alone-or-integrated-within-an-ageing-and-health-plan)
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increasing number of proactive, technocratic approaches to optimize Healthy 
Longevity at a municipal, national, and international level.

Benchmarking National and Local Industrial 
Strategies, Policies, and Initiatives

Governments have two crucial roles in establishing Longevity MegaHubs and 
technocracies for empowering Longevity Industry growth.

National Initiatives
Governments are responsible for promoting the development of the Longevity 
Industry on a national scale, from social care to financial reforms, and for devel-
oping and supporting missing technological synergies such as the integration 
of Big Data and healthcare.

Longevity Initiatives Classification Framework

In the above infographic from “National Longevity Development Plans: Global Overview 2019,” 
the nations in the middle have come closest to adopting completely integrated Longevity in-
dustrial plans while those on the periphery have proposed more ad hoc and less thorough 
programs. The United Kingdom, being a world leader in soft power, and – since 2017 – in 
possession of a national industrial strategy that acknowledges the aging society as a grand 
challenge, may play a crucial role in these regards.

Source: National Longevity Development Plans: Global Overview 2019 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-development-plans
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The absence of the latter currently acts as a roadblock to further industry 
growth. Given the immediate central role of P4 Medicine in advancing the in-
dustry, Big Data analytics is needed to develop optimal panels of biomarkers 
of aging and determine which P4 Medicine (Longevity Medicine) technologies 
are effective. In this regard, progress hereafter is not as much a biotechnology 
problem (i.e., a problem requiring big BioTech breakthroughs) but more a data 
mining, analysis, and management problem.

This, in turn, makes it a government problem in need of national initiatives.

Intergovernmental Initiatives
For these national initiatives to be effective, the leading Longevity-progressive 
nations need to establish intergovernmental initiatives that would leverage dif-
ferent countries to launch programs yielding synergistic effects and enabling 
the sharing of key technologies, resources, and experts.

Multiple times in modern history, humanity has seen fit to create international 
networks, unions, leagues, blocs, and alliances: the United Nations, the European 
Union, G8, G20, etc. Most such networks were created in the 20th century. In the 
21st century, these structures are used less to resolve and avert conflicts and more 
to facilitate peaceful cooperation. This repurposing of international institutions 
has come with a corresponding repurposing of technology. Nuclear technology is 
a clear example of this: What began as a source of global tension is now a poten-
tial source of clean energy. Likewise, the 21st-century innovations that currently 
risk becoming objects of international tension and rivalry – e.g., advanced AI and 
advanced genetics – could also be used peacefully and productively, provided 
that society finds a worthy and peaceful cause behind which to unite people of 
most creeds and nations. That cause, I believe, is Healthy Longevity.

Benchmarking Longevity Progressiveness of Initiatives
In 2019, Aging Analytics Agency released “Global Longevity Governance 
Landscape: 50 Countries Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Progres-
siveness,” a 540-page open-access case study with sophisticated Big Data 
analytics providing intelligible and fact-driven benchmarking of 50 nations in 
relation to levels of Healthy Longevity. Benchmarks were measured according 
to HALE, current gaps between HALE and unadjusted life expectancy, current 
levels of success in growing and maintaining National Healthy Longevity and 
dealing with aging, and policy recommendations on how to maintain or improve 
National Healthy Longevity.

In it, 50 countries were compared using 200 parameters and applying 10,000 
data points to identify the specific factors which should be either adjusted, neu-
tralized, or maintained to enable the most efficient increase in National Healthy 
Longevity. The comparison particularly emphasized governmental industry, med-
ical, and financial policy recommendations to transform the deficit and challenge 
Aging Population into the asset and opportunity of National Healthy Longevity.
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Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Governance Progressiveness

Source: Introduction & Big Data Comparative Analysis Framework  
of Longevity Governance Progressiveness

By identifying the factors enabling governments to develop integrated Longevi-
ty strategies to reduce their national gaps between life expectancy and Healthy 
Longevity, a special case study offers recommendations tuned to individual 
countries to allow:

countries currently leading the international Healthy Longevity to maintain 
and improve their current standing; and

countries currently lagging behind others to reduce their HALE gap and 
improve their global standing.

Healthy Longevity Progressiveness

Source: Global Longevity Governance Landscape Overview 2019

11

11

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-gov-comparative-analysis
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-gov-comparative-analysis
http://www.aginganalytics.com/global-longevity-governance
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Longevity as a New Political Priority for  
the 21st Century: How Citizens Will Demand the 
Delivery of Additional HALE and QALY  
From Their Governments and Politicians  
as a Basic Citizen Right by 2030

By 2025, we will see the emergence of the first Longevity Valley, and by 2030, 
the first Longevity State, concepts we expand on in the next chapter. Whereas 
now the main drivers of Longevity Industrialization are still mostly investors and 
private industry, by 2030, the main drivers will be governments. By that time, 
the obligation of governments to provide systematic, regular increases in pop-
ulation-level HALE and QALY, and a reduction in Disability-Adjusted Life Years 
(DALY) will become apparent and will be considered a standard citizen right 
among the electorate in many countries. This will become a major electoral 
policy point, determining the fate of national and regional elections. Longevity 
will become a new political priority of the 21st century.

As Longevity be-
comes a central 
issue in the public 
debate and influ-
ences the results 
of elections, the 
price of Longevity 
Medicine and Age-
Tech is expected to 
decrease. In 10-15 
years, they will be 
affordable to most 
individuals, and it 
will be in govern-
ments’ interests to 
subsidize access. 
We discuss this 
further in Chapter 
13.

In my forthcoming 
book, Longevity 
Politics: Longevity 
Technocracy, Mod-
ern Approaches to 
Policy, Governance 

http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
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and National Industrial Strategies, and Longevity as the New Political Priority 
of the 21st Century, we examine in detail the challenges, opportunities, assets, 
and industrial strategies of countries, regions, and municipalities across the 
world, and the current position of each in the race to become the world's first 
Longevity Valley or State.

To become a Longevity Valley or State, there is no great need for sudden 
breakthroughs in new technologies or therapies. Required is the coordinated 
development of existing assets. What governments need to do at this stage 
is perform the necessary initial diagnostic analysis, which must be executed 
on a scale of at least millions of people via the use of panels of biomarkers of 
aging, focus on the development of full-scale Longevity Industrial strategies to 
strengthen their national industrial assets, and develop effective and efficient 
policy platforms to leverage those assets toward dedicated government-led 
programs to optimize population Healthspan and Wealthspan.

The government-led projects necessary to coordinate this, if properly imple-
mented, would be the greatest source of developed nations’ health and wealth 
and should be considered a matter of the highest national importance.

50 Countries: Analysis of Progressiveness  
of Longevity Policies and Governance

Source: Longevity Investment Digest Q4 2021

With the current pace of development of science and technology, this could 
be completed in 5 to 7 years if leading Longevity-progressive nations estab-
lish intergovernmental initiatives that would leverage different nations' key 
strengths to launch programs that yield synergistic, multiplicative effects, 
enabling the sharing of critical technologies, resources, and experts.

http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-q4-2021
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Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics 
Dashboard (SWOT Analysis, Continuous 
Monitoring, Regional Comparisons,  
and Practical Recommendation Packs)

Longevity-progressive societies and economies need data-driven systems to 
understand and forecast their complex dynamics. Many of the components that 
are needed to increase the complexity of analytics already exist. However, they 
are not implemented in the healthcare systems but take place in the military or 
commercial industries because these industries are profitable or coordinate the 
current goals of most of the countries.

There is already a data-driven system called “Longevity Governance Big Data 
Analytics Dashboard” developed by Aging Analytics Agency. It provides access 
to Big Data analytics and visualization, market intelligence, competitive analy-
sis, technology and policy benchmarking, SWOT analysis, practical recommen-
dations, and other strategic toolsets capable of handling the unprecedented 
complexity and multidimensionality of the full-scope Global Longevity public 
and private-sector ecosystem. Access to these tools would be delivered to stra-
tegic decision-makers across the private sector, global investment community, 
financial industry, and governance and policy ecosystem.

Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

 
Source: Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

The Longevity Governance Dashboard provides access to continuous moni-
toring of government policies and activities that have a direct impact on both 
national Healthy Longevity and Longevity Industrialization. It also consistently 
tracks and analyzes data related to government-led Longevity development 
initiatives.

http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-governance
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-governance
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
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Source: Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

The Dashboard offers a state-of-the-art interactive online AI-based SWOT 
analysis system, covering more than 150 countries. It allows governments to 
conduct an initial data-driven competitive analysis instantly, automatically, and 
holistically by comparing 200-300 data points for each country combined in the 
10-20 vectors of national Longevity development. The results of the analysis 
are presented in the form of 2D and 3D radar charts.

Example of Semi-Automated SWOT Analysis

HALE is affected by various factors, with their impact varying across different regions. This is 
the reason why Aging Analytics Agency based its Longevity Progressiveness Ranking on the 
quantitative analysis of five factors: economy, health and healthcare, environment and infra-
structure, society, and demography. The diagram above shows a quantitative analysis of the 
top-ranking countries in Longevity progressiveness in the Longevity Governance Dashboard.

Source: Longevity Governance Big Data Analytics Dashboard

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity/governance-dashboard
http://www.dashboards.invest-solutions.finance/longevity-governance
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The automated SWOT analysis system allows the replacement of a long, and 
unsystematic process of competitive analysis and public policy development 
with a real-time product that extracts insights from the largest Longevity Indus-
try database in the world.

Summary of Deep Knowledge Group Longevity 
Policy and Governance Activities

All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity
Since the 2017 general election, the Conservative-led UK government has dis-
played a willingness to seize the initiative of creating the very first Longevity 
nation. In a direct reference to the Silver Tsunami threat, the UK's Department 
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) identified an "aging society" 
as one of its four "grand challenges" which would need to be addressed in the 
national Industrial Strategy to ensure that the UK takes advantage of significant 
global changes to improve British productivity and quality of life.

In 2019, the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Longevity (the first 
dedicated parliamentary group for Longevity in the world) was established to 
address the scientific, technological, and socioeconomic issues relating to the 
aging demographic and to promote living younger, healthier, and longer lives, 
and to advise on the best approaches for the UK government to use toward 
their stated goal of adding five extra years of healthy life expectancy to all UK 
citizens by the year 2035.

During my time with APPG, I was instrumental in introducing a number of funda-
mental and foundational concepts and priorities to the group, which in subsequent 
years would become the group’s major official policy points, including the devel-
opment of an actionable consensus panel of Biomarkers of Human Longevity and 
the prioritization of underrepresented yet high-impact-per-pound sectors such as 
AI for Longevity. In 2021, I decided to step down from my role as Co-Founder and 
Head of International Cooperation of the APPG for Longevity Secretariat in order 
to replicate similar types of government engagement and stakeholder unification, 
dialogue, workshopping in Switzerland, the centrality of which to the Longevity 
Industry shall be made clear in subsequent chapters. We provide a full review of 
Deep Knowledge Group’s Swiss initiatives in the next chapter.

Highlights and Conclusions of Aging Analytics Agency’s “National Longevity 
Development Plans: Global Overview 2019”

Aging Analytics Agency’s “National Longevity Development Plans: Global 
Overview 2019” was introduced to the UK Parliament on April 30, 2019, as part 
of the APPG for Longevity’s Strategic Advisory Board Meeting. The report high-

http://www.longevitysuisse.org
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-development-plans
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-development-plans
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Left to right: Dmitry Kaminskiy, Andrew Scott, Geoffrey Filkin, Eric Kihlstrom, Tina Woods, 
Health Minister Matt Hancock, and Damien Green convene in the UK Parliament at the official 
launch event for the UK APPG for Longevity in 2019.

lights a thorough international overview of the projects, initiatives, and efforts 
of different countries to address the global demographic challenge and to fully 
commit to the maintenance of their citizens’ Healthy Longevity.

Pictured above is the former Health Secretary Matt Hancock in 2019 standing alongside the 
cover of the analytical report. The cover details how close various countries are to achieving 
National Longevity Development Plans.

The report provided a benchmarking of national and municipal Longevity policy 
programs and initiatives and outlined the fundamental building blocks for the 
development of relevant, realistic, and effective National Longevity Develop-
ment Plans.
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Aging Analytics Agency and the House of Lords Science and Technology Se-
lect Committee

In 2019, Aging Analytics Agency presented evidence for the UK House of Lords 
Science and Technology Select Committee’s report “Aging: Science, Technol-
ogy and Healthy Living.” The Agency included its own recommendations on 
how it can maximize the strength, relevancy, and execution of the government’s 
Healthy Aging Industrial Strategy. In April 2021, Aging Analytics Agency made 
its own detailed analysis of the Committee recommendations in the form of a 
report and associated interactive IT-platform. The report was intended for the 
UK Healthy Aging Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund and the UK House of Lords 
Science and Technology Select Committee as well as other relevant stakehold-
ers and policymakers.

House of Lords  
Recommendation

Aging Analytics Agency  
Recommendation

Source: Aging Analytics Agency Response & Benchmarking of UK House  
of Lords Science and Technology Select

Committee’s “Aging: Science, Technology and Healthy Living” Report

Greater Manchester has all the assets necessary to become one of the Lon-
gevity Valleys of the future, a municipality which is an international leader in 
aging research. Greater Manchester’s new Local Industrial Strategy aims to 
develop these assets to capitalize on the economic opportunities of aging 
and promote healthy and active aging for all. But this requires these assets to 
be documented.

And so in 2021, the Manchester Investment Development Agency Service 
(MIDAS), which is the inward investment arm of the Greater Manchester Au-
thority (GMA), commissioned Aging Analytics Agency to document and map 
the Longevity Industry assets within Greater Manchester. The study, which 
analyzed the Longevity and healthy aging landscape of GMA, found that 
24.8% of the UK’s Longevity companies are based in the Manchester area. 
The thriving healthy aging industry in Manchester reflects the advancements 
in Longevity in the UK, with GMA alone accounting for almost the same num-
ber of entities Aging Analytics Agency tracked across the whole country in 
2018.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/house-of-lords-response
http://www.aginganalytics.com/house-of-lords-response
http://www.aginganalytics.com/house-of-lords-response
http://www.investinmanchester.com/media-and-events/industry-news/2021/3/3/midas-appoints-specialist-agency-to-profile-greater-manchester-s-healthy-ageing-assets-a2865
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Municipal Longevity Valley Case Study: Analytics Commissioned by the 
Inward Investment Arm of the Manchester Combined Authority

Source: Longevity Industry in Greater Manchester Area

Deep Knowledge Analytics Contracted Analytics for the United Arabian Emir-
ates’ Sharjah Research Technology and Innovation Park

Deep Knowledge Group continues to research and develop the Longevity In-
dustry in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) as part of its focus on municipalities, 
which is developing some of the world’s largest age-friendly and Longevi-
ty-friend smart city initiatives.

In November 2021, Sharjah Research Technology and Innovation Park (SRTIP) 
and Deep Knowledge Analytics announced a unique strategic partnership to 
comprehensively map the Longevity Industry ecosystem in the UAE. One of the 
first steps in developing an effective infrastructure for Longevity governance 
and building healthy aging strategies will be mapping the overall Longevity 
Industry in the UAE. Deep Knowledge Analytics will achieve this by doing for 
the UAE what they did for Manchester: profiling and categorizing companies, 
investors, R&D hubs, academic institutions, and industry professionals and 
producing Longevity Landscape Overview. The Aging Analytics Agency also 
produced a joint report as a preliminary output of the partnership.

Visionary and progressive governments are increasingly embracing Longevity 
as a major strategic component of their national agendas. To help them devel-
op a better understanding of Longevity and enable sound policymaking within 
this sector, Deep Knowledge Group remains committed to forging partnerships 
with governments, policymakers, and other relevant authorities to address the 
growing gap between theory and practice in the local and national Longevity 
policy, governance, and industrial strategy.

http://www.mindmaps.aginganalytics.com/longevity-manchester
http://www.dka.global/strip-dka-press-release
http://www.aginganalytics.com/life-science-uae
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Summary

The upward trajectory of Longevity Industrialization has now reached the 
point at which politicians and governments are major drivers of further 
industry growth. Progressive governments around the world are increas-
ingly embracing Longevity as a major strategic component of their national 
agendas.

We have seen major national governments declare their Aging Populations 
to be one of their largest strategic challenges and publicly commit to 
the optimization of National Healthy Longevity. We have seen the rise of 
municipal Longevity industrial strategies and the formation of dedicated 
parliamentary groups for Longevity.

Governments are the most involved stakeholders, and they have everything 
to gain or lose by how they act at the intersection of Longevity Industrializa-
tion and population aging within their windows of opportunity.

In the eyes of governments, Longevity is no longer a mere abstraction, 
but a new type of political asset class representing a fusion of National 
Economy 2.0 and the 5th Industrial Revolution (5IR). If, as is expected, the 
4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) delivers significant breakthroughs in bio-
technology, then 5IR will deliver tangible results in the form of significant 
population-level Healthspan extension and unprecedented growth and 
stabilization of national economies.

In the next few years, several smart, technologically advanced states will 
emerge as global competitors in the development of unified Longevity 
Industry ecosystems (i.e., Longevity Valleys). Some will focus on specific 
sectors while others will seek to become Longevity States: fully integrated 
hubs encompassing the entire scope of the industry (including biomedi-
cine, tech, and finance).

Longevity is what will decide the fate of entire nations in the future. Govern-
ments must be proactive and progressive, not just reactive. Their primary 
tool should be analytics, which will help them eliminate problems with 
healthcare budgets and societal outcomes at least 10 (or preferably 20) 
years in advance. (This is similar to how the early detection of disease and 
simple preventive measures are much more effective and economical than 
treating illnesses when they occur.)

Governments now have all the required technologies and tools available to 
improve the health of their citizens. Any failure to do so is entirely the result 
of a lack of will and responsibility, not a lack of technology or resources. For 
this reason, only those governments willing to embrace the integral use of 
modern technologies and deep AI-driven comparative analytics to optimize 
their political and industrial Longevity strategies will succeed.

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.5revolution.tech
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As developments in this arena continue, we can expect that the mainte-
nance, optimization, and extension of citizens’ healthy lifespan will soon 
be seen as a fundamental right of citizens and the duty of governments 
to guarantee it. By 2030, the electorates of most developed nations will 
demand that their governments fulfill this duty.

In 5 years’ time, we can expect to see a “new normal” of technocratic nations 
selectively promoting both personal and institutional citizenship to individ-
uals, companies, and investors committed to advancing Longevity-related 
technologies in exchange for access to some of the world’s most sophis-
ticated and progressive healthcare, life insurance, MedTech, HealthTech, 
Longevity FinTech, AgeTech, and WealthTech ecosystems. These products 
and services will enable the simultaneous maintenance of Healthspan and 
Wealthspan and ensure the highest possible quality of life, social activity, 
mental wellness, and overall functionality.

The political, economic, and industrial capital that municipal and national 
governments control and dispense is more significant than any other in-
dustry stakeholder. Not only that, but the stakes are proportionately higher 
since governments are tasked with maintaining and optimizing the well-be-
ing and quality of life of their entire population and the size, integrity, and 
stability of their national economies.

The extent to which governments work to proactively support and devel-
op the emerging national asset class of Healthy Longevity will determine 
which nations thrive in the face of the Silver Tsunami, the wave of global 
population aging sweeping across the globe. It will also determine which 
countries succeed in avoiding massive economic shortfalls as a result of 
population aging and in leveraging the global megatrend of Longevity In-
dustrialization to create new sources of economic growth and stability for 
the benefit of their citizens and economies.

To help them develop a better understanding of Longevity and enable sound 
policymaking within this sector, Deep Knowledge Group remains committed 
to forging partnerships with governments, policymakers, and other relevant 
authorities to address the growing gap between theory and practice in local 
and national Longevity policy, governance, and industrial strategy.
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Chapter 12. The Concept of Longevity 
Valley: Case Study of Switzerland as 
the Potential World’s First Full-Scope 
Longevity Industry MegaHub
(Co-Authored by Stefan Hascoet and Dmitry Kaminskiy)

Outline of Sections

Switzerland’s Unique Mix of Strengths: Advanced Biomedicine and 
Precision Health Industry Ecosystem and Internationally Renowned 
Financial Sector

Longevity Industry in Switzerland: Q1 2022

Switzerland’s Prospects To Become the World’s First True Full-Scope 
Longevity Industry MegaHub

Three Pillars of the Swiss Longevity Valley: Longevity Finance, 
Technology, and Progressive Governance

Summary of Deep Knowledge Group Swiss Longevity Activities: 
Developing the Swiss Longevity Valley
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“In the next few years, several technologically advanced, small, smart 
states will emerge as global competitors in the development of unified 
longevity industry ecosystems. Some will focus on specific sectors, 
while others will seek to create so-called Longevity Valleys: fully inte-
grated hubs encompassing the entire scope of the industry (including 
biomedicine, tech, and finance).” 
- Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘Health as the New Wealth: How the As-

set Class of Longevity Will Become the New Norm for Citizen 
and Corporate Migration’ (Henley&Partners, 2021).

Switzerland’s Unique Mix of Strengths: 
Advanced Biomedicine and Precision Health 
Industry Ecosystem and Internationally 
Renowned Financial Sector

Switzerland is thought to be second only to Japan in the number of people 
who have reached 100 years (it has the highest life expectancy in Europe at 
81.3 years in 2019 , according to Eurostat). According to a study conducted by 
the Institute for Social and Preventive Medicine, about 40 out of every 10,000 
people born in 1900 in Switzerland made it to their 100th birthday. Life expec-
tancy has increased by 98% for men and 96% for women in the past century 
and a half.

Switzerland is an extremely wealthy country with not only a strong, internation-
ally renowned, and progressive financial system but also powerful advanced 
Precision Health and Preventive Medicine resources. It stands out as the region 
with the strongest prospects for establishing the first true Longevity Financial 
Industry Hub and creating a fully integrated “Healthspan–Wealthspan” ecosys-
tem.

The country has a master plan for the promotion of biomedical research. It is 
the job of the federal administration to maintain and develop a comprehensive 
framework for biomedical research and technology, and, at the same time, to 
enable people in Switzerland to benefit from the achievements of biomedicine 
and to have affordable access to the latest biomedical products. The Federal 
Office of Public Health (FOPH) plays a fundamental role in this. It is responsi-
ble for the legal framework (e.g., the relation to human research, therapeutic 
products, cancer registers, and e-patient dossiers) and ensures the healthcare 
system remains high-quality, effective, and affordable.

http://www.henleyglobal.com/publications/investment-migration-programs-health-risk-assessment/global-insights/health-new-wealth-how-asset-class-longevity-will-become-new-norm-citizen-and-corporate-migration
http://www.henleyglobal.com/publications/investment-migration-programs-health-risk-assessment/global-insights/health-new-wealth-how-asset-class-longevity-will-become-new-norm-citizen-and-corporate-migration
http://www.henleyglobal.com/publications/investment-migration-programs-health-risk-assessment/global-insights/health-new-wealth-how-asset-class-longevity-will-become-new-norm-citizen-and-corporate-migration
http://www.ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Mortality_and_life_expectancy_statistics#Life_expectancy_at_birth
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Longevity Ecosystem in Switzerland

Source: Longevity Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview 2021

Basel Area Life Sciences Ecosystem

Source: www.dka.global/life-sciences-base

Switzerland is the second-highest among the OECD countries in levels of health-
care spending as a percentage of GDP, with healthcare costs rising every year. 
The country’s total annual healthcare expenditure increased by 2.8% to reach 
€80.8 billion in 2018. There is a shift from Preventive Medicine to Precision 
Health, with a developed network of P4 clinics to make medicine more predic-
tive, preventive, personalized, and participatory.The public healthcare system 
is a complex combination of public, subsidized private, and completely private 
systems organized largely at the level of individual cantons.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
http://www.dka.global/life-sciences-base
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InsurTech Ecosystem in Switzerland

Source: www.aginganalytics.com/insurtech-switzerland

To summarize, Switzerland is one of the most Longevity-progressive countries, 
which means it is not simply a country with high investment in biotechnology 
but one of the most capable of integrating AI into its economic, financial, and 
healthcare systems.

Longevity Industry in Switzerland: Q1 2022

Switzerland is one of the most efficiently regulated and supervised financial 
centers in the world today. The country is an international financial center 
where investment banks are acutely aware of the demographic challenge. 
Switzerland’s financial sector is of significant importance to the national 
economy, employing about 5% of the total workforce and accounting for 9% 
of economic output. Switzerland has been leading transformative develop-
ments emerging from the digitalization of its banking and financial sector. 
The digitalization of finance and novel financial systems that treat Longevity 
as a dividend will play an integral role in the future of the Swiss Longevity 
Industry and economy.

Switzerland has made large strides toward accommodating both domestic 
and foreign innovation in the fields of FinTech, blockchain, and cryptocurren-
cies in the last few years. For example, it is currently the home of 660 Lon-
gevity companies, of which 84 are FinTech companies and 50+ are InsurTech 
companies, with both sectors having close to 500 investors combined as of 
late 2021.
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Source: Longevity Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview 2021

With 131 investors, the USA is the biggest contributor to the Swiss Longevity 
Industry. Some 139 investors, or 40% of the total, are EU-based while 86 are 
from Switzerland. The remaining 17% are evenly distributed around the globe.

Switzerland is leading the digitalization of financial markets and establishing 
itself as a catalyst for financial innovation on a global level. Some 10% of all 
global European FinTech enterprises are located in Switzerland, with 46% of 
them in Zurich.

Distribution of Longevity Companies in Switzerland by Longevity Subsector

Source: Longevity Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview 2021

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
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Switzerland is also a significant part of BioValley, one of the leading life sci-
ence clusters in Europe that includes three countries: Switzerland, Germany, 
and France. Swiss Basel plays an important role as a global life-science hub. 
BioValley brings together important ingredients to form a successful BioTech 
cluster: a concentration of companies, rich availability of skills and experience 
within the life sciences, and a world-class research base.

Swiss BioTech Clusters and Hubs

Source: Longevity Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview 2021

For a detailed analysis of Switzerland’s Longevity Industry, see Aging Analyt-
ics Agency’s 2021 “Longevity Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview” 
special case study.

Switzerland’s Prospects To Become  
the World’s First True Full-Scope  
Longevity Industry MegaHub

Longevity-progressive countries like Switzerland typically have large aging 
populations. The Swiss population is one of the oldest on the planet. This is a 
consequence of low fertility, high life expectancy (in 2018, Swiss life expectan-
cy ranked fifth in the world, with an annual life expectancy of 83.5 years), and a 
societal appreciation for preventive healthcare and Healthy Aging.

Switzerland’s other Longevity-progressive characteristic is its lean, versatile 
political system responsive to demographic change. The voting power factor 
is influential because of its tradition of direct democracy and popular initiatives. 
Therefore, the Swiss government is acutely aware of the democratic conse-
quences of its demographics and has taken extensive initiatives to address 

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
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Switzerland’s demographic challenge. As the most efficient global financial 
and InsurTech center, it has all the elements to become a leading Longevity 
Financial Hub due to a transparent political system that facilitates rapid imple-
mentation of integrated government programs; a robust research environment 
for geroscience, intense research, and business environment for digital health; 
and, most importantly, international financial prowess.

With the threat of the Silver Tsunami as acute as it is in Switzerland and the 
political system as versatile as it is, this creates incentives for the development 
of a national strategy for propelling Switzerland’s geroscience R&D, InsurTech, 
and FinTech to a state so advanced that it sets Switzerland into a central role in 
the internationally competitive Longevity business ecosystem where it can rise 
to become a global leader in Longevity Finance.

What remains is to develop these assets.

With this objective in mind, the Swiss Longevity Valley, a nonprofit organization 
and think tank co-founded and being supported by Deep Knowledge Group, has 
been turning the nation into a world-leading "Longevity Valley."

While IT and BioTech in general have Silicon Valley as their incubator, Longevity 
as a complex industry will require something more powerful. It is not just about 
vast amounts of money for investment, nor about the innovation that draws talent. 
It covers complex phenomena that include political drive, the synergy between 
finance and new BioTech, and demographics that allow the new therapies to have 
a huge impact on the economy and on people’s well-being. As a Longevity Valley, 
Switzerland has all the ingredients and the opportunity to establish itself globally 
as an epicenter for interested BioTech and pharmaceutical companies.

Three Pillars of the Swiss Longevity Valley: 
Longevity Finance, Technology,  
and Progressive Governance

Source: Swiss Longevity Valley

http://www.longevitysuisse.org
http://www.longevitysuisse.org
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1.  Longevity Financial Hub. The main objective of a Longevity Financial 
Hub is to develop strong global connections, focus on the economy's 
needs, and serve as an international financial platform for particular 
regions and the global economy. Progressive asset management firms, 
investment banks, pension funds, and insurance companies based in 
Longevity financial hubs will develop new business models using AI to 
improve the quality of analytics.

2. Longevity Technology Hub. Every industry requires an innovative out-
of-border approach that can be accelerated by intense R&D. Close 
collaboration between academic and industrial representatives of the 
BioTech community may create an auspicious ecosystem. In such an 
environment, high-tech start-ups rise and attract new investments and 
talents, daring to find solutions to the most difficult age-related issues 
of modernity.

3. Longevity Policy and Government Hub. Additional efforts are needed 
to further develop the industry's existing strengths, including govern-
ment support for R&D and other stakeholders in the Longevity Industry. 
Aging proliferation as a growing problem is turning into an opportunity 
for governments to develop progressive policies for the pension sys-
tem, an ecosystem of insurance companies, and a national strategy for 
intensive healthcare system development.

Given its status as an international BioTech hub and being one of the most pro-
gressive countries in the financial industry and FinTech sector, Switzerland has 
solid prospects to lead the world in the development of the Longevity Financial 
Industry.

This can be achieved with the following developments:

Swiss Longevity Valley’s Four Major Development Areas

Source: Longevity Industry in Switzerland Landscape Overview 2021

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-switzerland-2021
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Summary of Deep Knowledge Group Swiss 
Longevity Activities: Developing the Swiss 
Longevity Valley

Deep Knowledge Group has been prioritizing its activities in Switzerland at the 
intersection of Longevity Finance, investment, industrialization, and policy for 
several years now. We have analyzed the country's unique strengths and syn-
ergies in the spheres of biomedicine, Precision Medicine, international policy, 
finance, and advanced AI-empowered InvestTech solutions that could be lev-
eraged to develop Switzerland into a world-leading, full-scope Longevity Valley.

Deep Knowledge Group’s Swiss Longevity Valley Concept
In March 2019, Aging Analytics Agency and the Biogerontology Research 
Foundation were instrumental in the initial groundwork and establishment of 
the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Longevity. Later in the year, 
the Deep Knowledge Group founders and executives of its two counterparts 
put forward plans to establish independent entities in Switzerland similar to 
the APPG in the UK.

On the left: Dmitry Kaminskiy delivers his presentation  
at the “Longevity Meets Basel” conference.

http://www.analytics.dkv.global/Dmitry-Kaminskiy-Basel-2021.pdf
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On the right: Dr. Sanja Baumann-Tomovska and Dmitry Kaminskiy act as moderators  
of the panel discussion (Aging: the Longevity Dividend).

To this end, Deep Knowledge Group launched several subsidiary companies 
and projects in Switzerland, including Longevity International Association and 
Swiss Longevity Valley (a leading Longevity policy hub and think tank). Deep 
Knowledge Group’s Swiss-based financial branch, Deep Knowledge Ventures 
Swiss Sàrl is located in Geneva and led by Deep Knowledge Group Partner, 
Stefan Hascoet.

And as part of the group’s efforts to prioritize Switzerland in its Longevity-fo-
cused strategic agenda, several Deep Knowledge Group partners and senior 
executives visited Switzerland in November 2021 to host a series of high-calib-
er events on Longevity Finance and Investment. Three conferences, held in Ge-
neva, Zurich, and Basel, engaged key Swiss government officials and industry 
professionals on the prospects for Switzerland to become the world's leading 
full-scope Longevity Finance, Industry, Biomedicine, and Policy Hub:

“Investing in Longevity” (Geneva, Zurich)

"Longevity Meets Basel" (Basel)

During the events, Dmitry Kaminskiy also had the opportunity of speaking with 
Prince Michael of Liechtenstein on recent Longevity trends in Switzerland and 
beyond, and of gifting the prince with a copy of his most recent book, Biomark-
ers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research and 
R&D: The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity, Tangible Investment 
Decision Making and De-Risking.

11

11

http://www.longevity.international
http://www.longevitysuisse.org
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
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Dmitry Kaminskiy presents his Biomarkers of Human Longevity book  
to Prince Michael von Liechtenstein, Basel, 2021.

Dmitry Kaminskiy as a speaker at the WYEN conference “Longevity Meets Basel”
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While November 2021 saw only the second dedicated set of Deep Knowledge 
Group Longevity events in Switzerland, it will not be the last. Deep Knowledge 
Group, as an organization active on many fronts of DeepTech and Frontier Tech-
nologies, continues working to remove the discrepancy between skyrocketing 
hi-tech markets and obsolete technologies of analytical tools to further promote 
Switzerland to become a fully developed Longevity Valley.

Longevity and DeepTech in Switzerland: What Is Next?
In 2022, Deep Knowledge Group, together with its counterparts, plans to contin-
ue the following kinds of activities:

Interactions with Swiss Longevity companies and financial corporations 
interested in the emerging markets of Longevity Medicine, AgeTech, and 
Longevity WealthTech, including private wealth banks, insurance compa-
nies, pension funds, and family offices.

Engagement with broader international organizations such as the World 
Economic Forum, the World Health Organization, and other UN-related or-
ganizations.

The aggregation of around €193,000 from approximately 10 sponsors, who 
will also provide active support for strategic development and the estab-
lishment of good relations with relevant Swiss counterparties.

Deep Knowledge Ventures Swiss Sàrl will continue propelling the Longevity In-
ternational Association and Swiss Longevity Valley as major nonprofit forums 
for the sustainable development of Longevity and aging research to promote 
the sector in Europe and motivate major Swiss stakeholders in business, sci-
ence, governments, clinical centers, insurers, and banking institutions. The pro-
jects are working toward their primary goals to engage these stakeholders in 
the dialogue necessary to roadmap Switzerland’s development into a full-scope 
Longevity Valley by 2025.

Summary

Switzerland’s existing strengths in BioTech and BioPharma, industry-aca-
demic collaboration, international policy, FinTech, and the financial industry 
make it the perfect hotspot for the rapid development of the full scope of 
the Longevity Industry ecosystem, encompassing biomedicine, tech, and 
finance.

This unique intersection of frontier technologies and domains can be lever-
aged to transform the country into a world-leading Longevity Valley in the 
coming years.

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.longevity.international
http://www.longevity.international
http://www.longevitysuisse.org
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Switzerland’s specific strengths in FinTech and progressive financial prod-
ucts, services, and solutions give it stronger prospects than any other coun-
try to become the global leader in the Longevity Financial Industry.

Deep Knowledge Group uses its many resources to advance this agenda 
and help secure Switzerland’s place as a Longevity Valley by supporting 
all Longevity Industry developments in the nation, including the Longevity 
Biomedicine and financial industries, through the activities of its Switzer-
land-based financial and investment subsidiary, Deep Knowledge Ventures 
Swiss Sàrl, and by supporting the domain of international Longevity policy 
and governance via the activities of the Swiss Longevity Valley and the reg-
istered Swiss non-profit Longevity International Association.

11

11
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Chapter 13. Longevity Ethics: Frameworks 
for Optimizing the Socioeconomic 
Consequences and Humanitarian 
Dividends of Longevity Industrialization

Outline of Sections

The Ethical and Societal Pros and Cons of Increasing Longevity

Best- and Worst-Case Outcomes of Longevity Industrialization

Neutralizing Potential Negative Outcomes

The Framework for Optimizing the Positive Outcomes and Neutralizing 
the Negative Consequences of Global Longevity Industrialization

Social Psychology as the Major Roadblock or Accelerating Factor 
Affecting the Societal and Ethical Outcomes of the Longevity Industry

Embracing the Engineering and DeepTech Mindset of Human 
Technological and Industrial Development

The Ethical and Societal Pros and Cons of 
Increasing Longevity

As all countries prepare for inevitable demographic shifts, the questions around 
social values and priorities are widely brought up in public discussions. How-
ever, in the case of the fastest growing and increasingly noticeable group of 
people – the elderly – biases such as agism, inequality, and political underrep-
resentation stop it from being heard. Agism remains largely invisible despite its 
wide reach and negative impact on individuals and society in each area of life, 
from employment to healthcare. Age discrimination is also associated with poor 

11

11

11

11

11

11
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physical and mental health. Discrimination rests on attitudes about what aging 
is like. Public policy is frequently built on unproven assumptions about partici-
pation capability and motivation. Despite the elderly being the fastest-growing 
voting demographic, the largest holders of wealth, and vital members of local 
communities, they remain one of the most politically underrepresented groups, 
sometimes stigmatized as dependent, weak, and regressive. With this in mind, 
good Longevity Ethics calls for physical and social age-friendly environments, 
focused on overcoming agism and promoting civil participation and social in-
clusivity for the elderly.

Although social issues concerning Aging Population are important to consider, 
other supposedly negative socioeconomic issues of Longevity Industrializa-
tion – famine, ecological consequences, wealth inequality, and socially-inclusive 
access to Longevity technologies – are also frequently discussed and deserve 
to be addressed. Fortunately, these issues are either demonstrably unlikely to 
occur or can be shown to be neutralized and avoided with the right proactive, 
preventive approaches to policy and technology development. To alleviate the 
negative logistical impacts of Longevity and fully exploit the resources supplied 
by Healthy Longevity, we need frameworks to both neutralize Longevity-related 
obstacles and maximize Longevity-derived societal benefits.

Best- and Worst-Case Outcomes  
of Longevity Industrialization

In addition to the many societal opportunities posed by Longevity Industrial-
ization such as improved Healthspan and Wealthspan, there are also some 
undoubted challenges. Concerns regarding issues such as famine, pollution, 
inequality, to be carefully addressed and not just cast aside. Yet, taking into 
consideration the existing technologies in the R&D or market-ready stages, 
none of those challenges is insurmountable, and many of them are actually 
easily solvable.

However, they can only be solved if governments take a proactive, techno-
cratic, data- and technology-driven approach to forecasting these challenges 
and neutralizing them, in step with ongoing increases in National Healthy Lon-
gevity. All ethical concerns posed by Longevity Industrialization can be safely 
neutralized by the coming paradigm (the "new norm") of active government in-
volvement in extending the Healthspan and Wealthspan of their populations, 
and we expect to see Longevity-progressive countries increasingly adopting 
this approach.
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Neutralizing Potential Negative Outcomes

Although achieving Healthy Longevity represents an unprecedented opportunity 
for governments and society in general, there are several commonly supposed 
possible negative socioeconomic side effects of population Healthspan ex-
tension that challenge full public support (and, by consequence, governmental 
commitment) of Longevity Industrialization. The most commonly discussed 
negative side effects of Longevity are inequality and pollution.

However, these side effects are either unlikely or can be mitigated via the 
proactive parallel development of other technologies. Thus, frameworks for 
simultaneously neutralizing Longevity-related challenges and maximizing 
Longevity-derived dividends for society are needed to mitigate the detrimental 
logistical effects of Longevity and take full advantage of the wealth provided by 
Healthy Longevity.

Inequality
In recent years, a substantial body of evidence has emerged that shows a grow-
ing inequality in expected lifespans that have been attributed to the differences 
in wealth, income, and education between various demographic groups.

Correlation of Poverty and Health

Source: Global Longevity Governance Landscape 50 Countries  
Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Progressiveness

http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevevernon/2020/10/13/what-is-causing-the-longevity-inequality/?sh=731e88855c7f
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
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Poverty is a major cause of ill health and a barrier to accessing healthcare when 
needed. Ill health, in turn, is a major cause of poverty. Some population groups 
living in poverty may have more adverse health outcomes than others. Poverty and 
low-income status are associated with various adverse health outcomes, includ-
ing shorter life expectancy, higher infant mortality rates, and higher death rates.

Overall, poorer health, high exposure to risk factors, and problems accessing 
the health system tend to go hand in hand and are more common among the 
economically struggling and disadvantaged societal strata. On the other hand, 
those with higher socioeconomic status generally lead healthier lifestyles, have 
better access to the health system, and are in better health overall.

Initially, HNWIs may have more access to advanced healthcare and Longevity 
tools; however, these technologies' price is expected to decrease dramatical-
ly over time. In 10-15 years, they will be affordable to most individuals. The 
availability of Longevity-related benefits and technologies will spread almost 
the same way as the availability of electricity, water, sewage systems, and com-
fortable beds in modern public hospitals.

Countries by Level of Inequalities in the Utilization  
of Preventive and Curative Services

Source: Global Longevity Governance Landscape 50 Countries  
Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Progressiveness

A range of health policy levers exist to redress these health-related inequalities. 
These include, for example, public health interventions to reduce the high ex-
posure to risk factors among disadvantaged population groups, making sure a 
sufficient number of health providers are available in poorer areas, and guaran-
teeing that the entire population is covered against the cost of healthcare. Ulti-
mately, these policies can also contribute to ensuring that the entire population 
can have its share of economic prosperity.

Pollution
Another concern related to Longevity is environmental pollution. However, this 
concern should be alleviated by the existing ability to solve the problems of 
humankind with the technology available today. Suppose the world switches 
to energy from green sources and broadens technological solutions for envi-
ronmental detoxification. In that case, the prospects related to environmental 
pollution will be less bleak than they are today.

http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
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Mortality Attributable to Ambient Air Pollution by Country

Source: Global Longevity Governance Landscape 50 Countries  
Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Progressiveness

The Framework for Optimizing the Positive 
Outcomes and Neutralizing the Negative 
Consequences of Global Longevity 
Industrialization

Other Longevity-related challenges can be expected to increase across all 
industries. Specific frameworks are needed to mitigate the negative social 
impact of Longevity while increasing its positive social impact. Each social 
life sector provides its Longevity-related challenges, creating the need for a 
particular framework of actions to maximize the Longevity-derived dividends 
within society.

The first social sector that needs to be oriented toward older adults is the 
healthcare sector. Today's medicine is about managing symptoms and treating 
already developed chronic or nonchronic diseases that reduce the quality of 
people’s lives. A move toward P4 Medicine is needed.

AI start-ups and innovative companies alongside specialized R&D centers 
are needed to perform this move correctly. Pharmaceutical companies need 
to move from developing one-size-fits-all blockbuster drugs to working on 
tailor-made, microdosing-based solutions for each disease and patient, taking 
sex, age, genetic makeup, and living conditions into consideration.

http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
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Healthy Longevity Determining Factors

Source: Global Longevity Governance Landscape 50 Countries  
Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Progressiveness

Social Psychology as the Major Roadblock or 
Accelerating Factor Affecting the Societal and 
Ethical Outcomes of the Longevity Industry

Before I describe our position on the ethical concerns listed above, I should 
first mention that there is an additional factor at play: a problem not of ethics 
but of psychology that may hinder progress. Suppose we agree that a health-
ier, more longeval society would indeed benefit from an increased level of 
knowledge and a more productive labor force that increases our standard of 
living. Nonetheless, what may seem like a good idea for individuals might also 
raise the prospect of societal tensions, even to the point that the development 
and use of life-extension technologies become unsustainable and, therefore, 
undesirable.

Would a much longer-lived society not then exacerbate inter-generational 
problems? Those with extended lifespans might be able to maintain their 
positions in society and build wealth to a greater level, possibly making it 
harder for younger people to establish themselves. Younger people may face 
a more difficult entry to the workforce if they must compete with older and 
much more experienced people who are unlikely to retire for many decades 
(and who need to continue working to pay for longer life), leading to intergen-
erational tensions.

http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
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ATLAS (Assistive Technology, Longevity and 
Ageing Society)

In 2022 Deep Knowledge Group and Deep Knowledge Philanthropy established 
a new Longevity ethics-focused social enterprise in the UK named ATLAS (As-
sistive Technology, Longevity and Ageing Society), which had its launch event 
in October 2022 in the UK House of Lords. 

Source: www.at-las.org

ATLAS seeks to help inform and guide the public and private sectors to em-
brace the UK’s growing AssistiveTech, Longevity and AgeTech industries and to 
operate with a level of awareness that no longer excludes the senior community 
and those living with disabilities. Stemming from the notion that technology is 
a major enabler of social inclusion, the initiative aims to leverage partnerships 
through convening tech founders, venture philanthropists, and impact investors 
to deliver a future of technology for all.

ATLAS’ launch event in UK Parliament also saw the launch of their first open-ac-
cess report and IT-Platform, ‘AssistiveTech in the UK’,  and brought together 
key industry and ecosystem participants, thought leaders, and founders of As-
sistiveTech organisations across governance, policy, charity, academia, and in-
dustry in a bid to harness the power of technology for social good. Participants 

https://www.deep-knowledge.org/
https://www.at-las.org/post/assistivetech-in-the-uk-2022-ecosystem-overview-launched-in-house-of-lords
https://www.at-las.org/post/assistivetech-in-the-uk-2022-ecosystem-overview-launched-in-house-of-lords
https://www.at-las.org/
https://www.at-las.org/
https://www.at-las.org/
https://www.deep-knowledge.org/assistivetech-in-the-uk
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included award-winning disability inclusion strategist Shani Dhanda and Board 
Co-President of DATEurope (Digital Assistive Technology Industry Association 
for Europe) Antony Ruck, among others.

ATLAS announced in January 2023 a new strategic partnership with the Bioger-
ontology Research Foundation, the UK’s longest-standing Longevity-focused 
charity, founded in 2007, as well as the appointment of its Director, Roxy Iqbal, 
to the BGRF’s Board of Trustees. The Biogerontology Research Foundation was 
an early supporter of ATLAS’ work, having provided significant in-kind support for 
its formal establishment, as well as in-kind support for the logistics, organisation 
and execution of ATLAS’s inaugural in-person event and informal launch at the 
UK House of Lords, where Biogerontology Research Foundation Head of Policy 
and Outreach (Ian Inkster) and Managing Trustee Dmitry Kaminskiy both spoke.

It is expected that the newly formed alliance will boost the Biogerontology Re-
search Foundation’s long-standing objective to extend perceptions of the more 
traditional limits of biogerontology among key science, technology, industry 
and policy decision makers to include high-impact tech sectors like AgeTech 
and AssistiveTech, with high levels of market readiness and social impact, 
opening opportunities for cross-industry collaboration with stakeholders, while 
significantly extending the reach of ATLAS’ initiatives aimed at  champion the 
AssitiveTech industry and its potential to drive social inclusion, promoting 
healthy Longevity and its importance to society and industry, and restoring the 
Technological Rights of the UK’s senior community.

Keep an eye out next year for ATLAS’ Technological Responsibility Index, which 
will seek to rank and benchmark, via neutral, data-driven metrics, the overall 
levels of support provided by UK tech companies of the further development of 
the nation’s AssistiveTech and AgeTech Ecosystems, as well as their own levels 
of corporate and infrastructural inclusivity and accessibility.

Source: www.at-las.org

https://www.at-las.org/
https://www.at-las.org/
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Embracing the Engineering and DeepTech 
Mindset of Human Technological  
and Industrial Development

In my opinion, the solution to this psychological roadblock is the promotion 
of an alternative, logically coherent mindset. Most of the most commonly 
discussed negative ethical and socioeconomic consequences (inequality and 
pollution) of Longevity Industrialization are, fortunately, based on a number of 
misguided assumptions and, consequently, are demonstrably unlikely to occur 
or become exacerbated by population Healthspan extension. However, there 
nonetheless remains a subset of potential consequences which have some 
basis in reality and should be accounted for in any ethical frameworks used to 
guide the actions and behaviors of industry participants and decision-makers.

All of these “real” potential negative outcomes can (and indeed should) be 
either lessened or neutralized and avoided entirely with the right political and 
technological initiatives. But this, in turn, requires a change of mindset.

Over its 8 years of intensive prioritization of activities within the Longevity In-
dustry, Deep Knowledge Group has been guided by what our numerous partners 
refer internally to as a “DeepTech Engineering mindset.” This means our every 
strategic agenda includes built-in measures for neutralizing possible future 
consequences and accelerating wherever possible the realization of positive 
socio economic benefits. It is this exact mindset that needs to be adopted both 
by major industry participants and by relevant authorities (and the governments 
of national economies in particular) to maximize the positive humanitarian 
dividends and deter or avoid the negative socioeconomic consequences of 
Longevity Industrialization.

And the DeepTech Engineering mindset, in turn, calls for a Technocratic Ethics 
approach to policy and governance, which is the subject of the next chapter.

Summary

Although achieving Healthy Longevity is a necessity and a great opportu-
nity for governments and society in general, Longevity is also the subject 
of several supposed possible negative socioeconomic side effects. These 
often-discussed and frequently-misunderstood topics continue to chal-
lenge full public support of Longevity Industrialization to this day. The most 
widely discussed side effects are inequality and pollution.

Many of these so-called ethical issues are demonstrably rooted in funda-
mental misunderstandings, and we have discussed several of them in this 
chapter in order to show that not only is Longevity Industrialization unlikely 

11

11
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to cause, exacerbate or intensify these supposed issues, but that in many 
cases it may help neutralize them.

The societal challenges potentially posed by Longevity are imminently 
solvable if governments take a proactive and technocratic (data-driven and 
technology-focused) approach to forecasting these challenges and neu-
tralizing them in step with ongoing increases in National Healthy Longevity. 
All ethical concerns posed by Longevity Industrialization can be safely 
neutralized by the coming paradigm (the "new norm") of active government 
involvement in extending the Healthspan and Wealthspan of their popula-
tions, and we expect to see Longevity-progressive countries increasingly 
adopting this approach.

Specific frameworks are needed to mitigate the negative social impact of 
Longevity while increasing its positive social impact. Each sector of so-
cial life provides its own Longevity-related challenges, creating the need 
for a particular framework of actions to maximize the Longevity-derived 
dividends within society.

To better equip societies with the tools necessary to realize these oppor-
tunities, Longevity (and its socioeconomic challenges and opportunities) 
should become a subject at schools and universities. Even doctors, in most 
cases, have a fragmented understanding of what Longevity is, and doctors’ 
education should include Practical Longevity Applications.

11

11

11
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Chapter 14. Technocratic Ethics:  
More Sophisticated Ethical Frameworks 
Are Required To Achieve the Real-
World, Practical Dividends of Longevity 
Industrialization

Outline of Sections

Technological Progress Alone, While Extreme, Will Not Be Enough To 
Achieve Longevity Escape Velocity by 2030

Technocratic Utilitarianism: Why Standard Ethical Frameworks Are 
Irrelevant for Longevity Industrialization and Why More Sophisticated 
Ethical Metrics Are Needed

Why Decisive, Centralized Government Efforts To Bootstrap Socially-
Inclusive Longevity Industrialization Create a Net-Positive Social Good 
for Humanity

If Pandemics Can Ethically Expand the Scope of Government Power 
to Prevent Death on a Global Scale, Why Are the 100K Deaths per Day 
Globally From Aging Any Different?

Accelerating Progress via Massively International “Manhattan Project” 
for Longevity: Technocratic Unity Using the Best Strengths of Each 
Nation
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“Aging is the ultimate evil. To invest in [Longevity] technologies is the 
most ethical business, and to donate to longevity research is the most 
effective form of altruism.” 

- Dmitry Kaminskiy, in ‘Longevity Industry Landscape  
Overview Volume II: The Business of Longevity’  

(Aging Analytics Agency, 2018)

Technological Progress Alone, While Extreme, 
Will Not Be Enough To Achieve Longevity  
Escape Velocity by 2030

Longevity Escape Velocity (LEV), or actuarial escape velocity, refers to an 
indefinite lifespan that is achieved when medical and technological improve-
ments add years to life expectancy faster than aging removes those years. The 
concept, which rose to prominence in the early 2000s, originally referred to an 
expected breakthrough in rejuvenation biotechnologies that would buy enough 
time for people already alive to benefit from smaller, subsequent refinements 
and smaller, subsequent increases in life expectancy. Since life expectancy is 
already so much greater than in the past, even a 30% increase in healthy lifespan 
will give the first beneficiaries of rejuvenation therapies another 20 years — an 
eternity in science — to benefit from second-generation therapies that would 
provide another 30%, and so on ad infinitum.

Thus, if first-generation rejuvenation therapies were universally available and 
this progress in developing rejuvenation therapy could be indefinitely main-
tained, these advances would put us beyond LEV. In other words, the human 
body could, in principle, be repaired faster than it ages, in all the ways that it 
ages, such that the rate at which life expectancy increases would enable indi-
viduals to “escape” death by aging.

Reaching LEV will lead to a revolutionary extension of the human lifespan. The 
most optimistic advocates of LEV venture a time frame of 12 years for this to 
happen while the most conservative estimate is 50-80 years. But when it does 
eventually happen, we will find ourselves wishing we had done more sooner, 
considering how many lives could have been saved (and how many QALYs 
could have been added) if we had reached the point of socially-inclusive LEV 
sooner.

On the horizon, there is substantial promise and potential for further increases 
in life expectancy that will pave the way to LEV. As we stated in previous chap-
ters, in the next 5-10 years, numerous Practical Longevity technologies will 
reach a state of market readiness, becoming available and affordable as con-
sumer-grade products and services. This will fundamentally change our con-

http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
http://www.longevity.international/longevity-industry-landscape-vol2
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ception of life expectancy and healthcare and enable affordable Healthspan 
extension for the general public.

Differences in Life Expectancy Across the World, 2020

Source: Worldometer

Pharmaceutical interventions and an unprecedented abundance of health data 
will lead to a new paradigm of customized medicine based on biomarkers, 
which is particularly exciting because the technology to measure our biomark-
ers already exists today. Indeed, most of the first steps toward LEV consist of 
technologies and methods that already exist today, such as taking care of our 
mental and physical health, having an active social life, a healthy diet, and plenty 
of sleep and exercise.

It is our duty to accelerate as much as possible the point at which humanity 
can achieve socially-inclusive LEV. However, we must also acknowledge that 
technological and lifestyle progress, even taken to its extremes, is not enough 
to achieve LEV by 2030. We need a united front and a concerted ethical com-
mitment.

http://www.worldometers.info/demographics/life-expectancy
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Technocratic Utilitarianism: Why Standard 
Ethical Frameworks Are Irrelevant  
for Longevity Industrialization and Why More 
Sophisticated Ethical Metrics Are Needed

First, what are the ethics of Longevity? What are the guiding ethical principles 
driving the industrialization of Longevity?

Currently, public health ethics regarding the allocation of resources are gov-
erned by frameworks such as those that determine the application of what is 
known in medical ethics as the “Rule of Rescue.” The British Medical Journal 
defines the Rule of Rescue as “the injunction to rescue identifiable individuals 
in immediate peril, regardless of cost.” The frameworks devised for medical 
ethics and public health ethics arise from a tension between the Rule of Rescue 
and the alternative injunction, which prevails by default: to do as much good as 
possible with scarce resources.

But in the case of Longevity, traditional and normative ethical frameworks like 
this no longer apply. The influence of aging on various aspects of public life is 
too multifaceted to withstand analysis by current methods.

Projected Distribution of the World's Population  
from 2020 to 2100 by Age Group

Source: Statista

Trying to apply current ethical frameworks leads us to endless political contro-
versies, which have impeded progress toward Longevity Industrialization. For 

http://www.jme.bmj.com/content/34/7/540
http://www.statista.com/statistics/672546/projected-world-population-distribution-by-age-group
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example, although aging does not lead to the “immediate peril” as defined in 
the Rule of Rescue, it nonetheless, leads to a period of very high risk of sudden 
peril in the form of diseases such as cancer, and that risk is, in turn, highly 
multifactorial, some more preventable than others. Should we therefore apply 
the Rule of Rescue to aging? Should we make a moral distinction between the 
death of an elderly, infirm man and the death of a weak, terminally ill young 
man? A very old, healthy rich person may decline and die so suddenly that they 
only experience a very short period of reduced quality of life and thus do not 
suffer greatly. Nonetheless, as a wise African proverb goes, the death of an 
elderly is a loss to society similar to the burning of a library. And while the death 
of an old person may, in the words of Dickens’ Ebenezer Scrooge, “decrease the 
surplus population” and be less of a burden on the finances of his family or the 
state, if that same old person continues to live but with access to alternative 
technologies, they could very well prove to be a net contributor to society, not 
just financially but, perhaps, intellectually and even physically.

These are the kinds of questions that make the subject of Longevity ethics un-
navigable under the existing ethical frameworks.

Fortunately, it is possible to identify an overriding principle: Mass death and 
mass illness bring major socioeconomic risk. Behind all these controversies 
lies the supremely important inherent value of health and life, as recognized by 
most of humanity since time immemorial. Aging must be regarded as some-
thing that has a diverse impact on all aspects of life.

Anything that can be done to accelerate progress and delivery of human 
Healthspan optimization is worthwhile. Any time wasted in delivering it is a loss 
greater than any of the ethical downsides of these controversies. However, this 
principle’s application to diverse aspects of life requires a novel set of metrics. 
Furthermore, coordinating the implementation of this novel ethical framework 
to distribute HALE and QALY to maximum ethical effect will also require a utili-
tarian, technocratic approach from governments.

Why Decisive, Centralized Government  
Efforts To Bootstrap Socially-Inclusive  
Longevity Industrialization Create  
a Net-Positive Social Good for Humanity

Industrialization is a rare event in the almost-universal context of human trade 
and economic change. It refers to a period of marked intensification of such 
activity, which in all known cases has resulted in an irreversible transformation 
in a country’s economy, after which the production and international trading of 
commodities remain permanently at a much higher level of intensity.
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It would be an exceptional circumstance if such an all-inclusive process did 
not have a scope of varied health implications. Two of the classical relation-
ships between economic activity and population health are acknowledged to 
be arbitrated through epidemiological implications of, firstly, regular social 
interaction between populations formerly not revealed to each other’s disease 
ecology and, secondly, the increasingly dense permanent settlement of pop-
ulations.

The crucial point here, of enormous policy relevance, is that however much 
postindustrial economic growth may be able to provide the material basis for 
a general improvement in population health, these benefits are not intrinsic to 
industrialization or economic growth in themselves.

Global Economic Issues of an Aging Population

As careful attention to the historical relationship between industrialization and 
health shows, the direct consequences of rapid economic growth on health are 
likely to be negative, for a set of long-understood epidemiological reasons. In 
fact, the dramatic level of transformation associated with the industrialization 
of an economy is especially likely to be negative in its immediate impact on 
health and welfare because of the profoundly disruptive nature of this change. 
The lessons of history, therefore, are that all economic exchange entails health 
risks and that industrialization typically results in a particularly concentrated 
cocktail of those health risks.

However, ultimately, the redistributive resources and authority of the central 
state in a democratic society will undoubtedly become important in ensuring 
that long-term sustained economic growth continues to be a benefit to the 
health and welfare of the whole population, rather than merely a source of ev-
er-increasing private wealth to a small proportion of individuals favored by birth 
and by chance, which is a tendency inherent in the normal working of unregulat-
ed, free-market capitalism.
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Public Health Care Expenditures as a percentage of GDP by Country

Source: Global Longevity Governance Landscape 50 Countries  
Big Data Comparative Analysis of Longevity Progressiveness

If Pandemics Can Ethically Expand the Scope of 
Government Power to Prevent Death  
on a Global Scale, Why Are the 100K Deaths  
per Day Globally From Aging Any Different?

At various points throughout history, progress in each individual disease-specif-
ic field has come up against a “wall of aging.” Every time a disease is eliminated 
in the young while persisting in the elderly, the clearer the role of aging becomes 
in those diseases left standing.

Nowhere is this “wall of aging” more plainly visible than in the case of infectious 
disease. Vulnerability to infection rises with age due to the lifelong accumulation 
of structural damage to the cellular and molecular structures responsible for 
immune function. Thus, the problem now faced by infectious disease research 
is the lifelong process of damage accumulation that takes place in young or old 
alike, but in the old have reached tipping points, after which the immune system 
suffers.

These processes, which in the past were solely the concern of aging science, 
are now the immediate obstacle facing infectious disease research. The fact 
that it took a pandemic with strictly age-related lethality to knock the global 
economy this far off balance for the first time in a long time is a testament to 
this fact.

http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
http://www.analytics.dkv.global/data/pdf/Governance/GlobalFullReport.pdf
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During the 1918 pandemic, which took the lives of young and old alike, rapid 
vaccine development eluded us, so collective efforts were concentrated on 
nonpharmaceutical interventions such as isolation, quarantine, good personal 
hygiene, use of disinfectants, and limitations of public gatherings.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, only the aging of the immune system eluded 
us, and our collective efforts extended to not just hygiene but also vaccine de-
velopment.

When future pandemics strike, not even the aging of the immune system 
should elude us. But solving the problems of aging requires the popular and 
political will necessary to make a concerted effort.

COVID-19 saw the willingness of society to give the government much more con-
trol over factors impacting population health than normal (including industrial, 
healthcare, and behavior-related factors), rushing vaccines out at accelerated 
evaluations and FDA timelines, and putting limitations on personal liberties for 
the sake of public health and to prevent mass death and illness.

This forces the question of why aging itself is not treated the same way. Aging 
is much worse than the pandemic in terms of illness and death. Indeed, few 
factors could be more closely correlated with illness and death.

Timeline of Mortality and Population Growth

Source: National Center for Biotechnology Information

With this in mind, why then is aging treated as less of an ethical priority than 
infectious disease?

Currently, in the aftermath of the pandemic, the link between the economy and 
aging is clearer than at any time in history. Consequently, peoples and their 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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governments have demonstrated their support for vast concerted government 
efforts and investments to shield their national health systems from an age-re-
lated pandemic. The time has now come to support vast concerted government 
efforts and economic investment to shield the economy from aging itself.

Accelerating Progress via Massively 
International “Manhattan Project”  
for Longevity: Technocratic Unity Using  
the Best Strengths of Each Nation

The Great Influenza epidemic of 1916 to 1920 was the last point at which a 
significant turnaround in worldwide life expectancy would be recorded. People 
born in 1918 of English and Welsh descent, who lived only 41 years on average 
previously, today enjoy increased life expectancies into the 80s. Since the end 
of the Great Influenza outbreak, during the 20th century, the average human 
lifespan had doubled.

How did a significant event such as the doubling of human lifespan transpire? 
Historical documents frequently acknowledge three critical breakthroughs, all 
of them conveyed as triumphs of the scientific method: vaccines, germ theo-
ry, and antibiotics. However, the truth is more complex than we think. Those 
breakthroughs may have been propagated by scientists, but it took the work of 
activists, public intellectuals, and legal reformers to affect their benefits to the 
average citizen.

To see the hidden and culminating effect of the totality of such work and such 
significant societal transformation is often difficult. It is visible in certain facts: 
that drinking water is free of microorganisms or a vaccine is received in early 
childhood and never thought about again. The idea that these milestones are 
layered, nuanced, and sometimes simple does not mean we should not learn 
from them. Instead, they should inspire us to move forward and adjust our vi-
sion when necessary.

And that vision should be to accelerate progress through a massive interna-
tional “Manhattan Project'' for Longevity. The Manhattan Project in 1942 was a 
great military-scientific development endeavor that occurred almost 80 years 
ago and whose impact lasts even today. The Manhattan Project for Longevity 
will secure our future, allowing us to live a healthy life on our own terms. Such 
advancement can only be achieved through the technocratic ethical common 
purpose of each nation in the world.
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Summary

Current technological progress, though extreme, is not enough to achieve 
Longevity Escape Velocity (LEV; a hypothetical future scenario in which life 
expectancy is increasing at a rate faster than people are aging) by 2030. We 
need a united front and a concerted ethical commitment to achieve this.

The ethical case for achieving widespread population Healthspan exten-
sion via Longevity Industrialization as soon as possible is that anything 
that can be done to accelerate progress, the delivery of human Healthspan 
optimization is worthwhile in the long term, and any time wasted in deliv-
ering this is a loss greater than any of the ethical downsides it potentially 
presents.

This means that traditional ethical frameworks for public health resource 
allocation no longer apply utilitarian, technocratic approaches from gov-
ernments. To make progress in Longevity, governments need to swing into 
decisive, centralized action to bootstrap socially-inclusive Longevity Indus-
trialization and create a net-positive social good for humanity.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, citizens demonstrated their support for 
vast concerted government efforts and investments (and even the restric-
tion of many civil liberties) to shield their national health systems from an 
age-related pandemic, largely on the basis of the number of deaths caused 
by COVID-19, and the severity of ill-health and disease it posed.

Considering the 100,000+ deaths caused by aging daily, and the incalcula-
ble deficit of HALE and QALY that it poses, why for any reasonable person 
should aging itself be thought of any differently? The human toll, in terms of 
death and illness, and in terms of its detrimental effects on national econo-
mies, is magnitudes larger for aging than for COVID-19. As such, the moral 
imperative to allow decisive governmental action to combat aging should 
be just as clear as (if not much clearer than) the case of COVID-19.

11
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Chapter 15. Longevity Industry 2.0: 
DeepTech Engineering the Accelerated 
Trajectory of Human Longevity –  
the Blueprint and Pathway From  
Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0

Outline of Sections

The Evolution From Industry 1.0 (Defining the Industry) to Industry 2.0 
(Applying the DeepTech Engineering Long-Term Strategy for Longevity 
Industrialization, Investment De-Risking, and National Longevity 
Economy Development)

The Evolution From Longevity Start-Ups to Multitrillion-Euro Longevity 
Corporations

The Future of Longevity Finance: Financial Instruments To Bridge the 
Longevity Liquidity Gap and Fuel the Next Stage of Global Longevity 
Industrialization

Financial Commoditization of the Longevity Industry: New Longevity 
Markets, Instruments, Derivatives, Stock Exchanges, and ETFs To 
Unlock Multitrillion Growth Potential and True Industry Maturation

The Rise of Longevity Technocracies, Longevity Valleys, and Longevity 
States

Achieving Longevity Escape Velocity by 2030

Engineering the Positive Trajectory of Human Longevity
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“Whereas Longevity Industry 1.0 charted the inception and rise of the 
industry up to 2020, and provided the methodology and framework for 
defining and analyzing the industry, its sequel, ‘Longevity Industry 2.0: 
DeepTech Engineering the Accelerated Trajectory of Human Longev-
ity - The Blueprint and Pathway from Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0’, 
outlines Deep Knowledge Group’s recent work towards formulating 
the pathway to Longevity Industry 2.0, and presents the framework for 
safeguarding the sector’s current upward trajectory and ensuring its 
optimized, sustainable growth towards its next stage and the realiza-
tion of its practical benefits for humanity by the year 2030.”

 - Dmitry Kaminskiy in ‘Longevity Industry 2.0 Teaser’ (2021)

The Evolution From Industry 1.0 (Defining the 
Industry) to Industry 2.0 (Applying the DeepTech 
Engineering Long-Term Strategy for Longevity 
Industrialization, Investment De-Risking, and 
National Longevity Economy Development)

In this book, we have distilled the complex assembly of deep market intelli-
gence and industry knowledge that Deep Knowledge Group has developed over 
the past 8 years into a holistic understanding of the Global Longevity Industry, 
showing the public the overwhelmingly complex and multidimensional Lon-
gevity Industry for the first time and presenting a tangible framework for its 
systematization and forecasting.

Deep Knowledge Group has classified this phase of defining the Longevity In-
dustry in its current state of development as Longevity Industry 1.0.

But whereas Longevity Industry 1.0 encompassed the inception and rise of this 
industry up to 2022 as well as the creation of a methodology and framework to 
define and analyze it, Longevity Industry 2.0 involves formulating a pathway to 
engineering an accelerated trajectory of Healthy Longevity. This is the subject of 
Deep Knowledge Group’s recent work in devising a framework for safeguarding 
the sector’s current trajectory and ensuring its optimized, sustainable growth 
toward its next stage and the realization of its practical benefits for humanity 
by 2030.

Deep Knowledge Group has identified various challenges (and proposed solu-
tions) that constitute the foremost bottlenecks and risks to a continuing, posi-
tive trajectory of development in Longevity Science, Policy, Industry, Finance, and 
Investment and is developing methods for strategic decision-makers, industry 
participants, and the general public to take greater control over the development 

http://www.longevity-book.com/two
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Source: Longevity Industry 2.0: DeepTech Engineering the Accelerated Trajectory of Human 
Longevity - The Blueprint and Pathway from Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0

of both the Longevity Industry and Healthy Human Longevity, to shape the in-
dustry’s ongoing growth to stable maturation, and to accelerate the realization 
of maximally distributed, socially-inclusive Practical Human Longevity, popula-
tion Healthspan extension, and socioeconomic stabilization by or before 2030. 
These solutions are the primary subject of Longevity Industry 2.0.

The Evolution From Longevity Start-Ups to 
Multitrillion-Euro Longevity Corporations

With the extreme growth and normalization of Longevity Industrialization 
in the past 10 years, Longevity grew from a fringe science and nonindus-
try to a huge consensus-based industry with hundreds of players, massive 
investment capital, public companies, clinical trials, and recognition by gov-
ernments and financial entities. Provided even one of these Longevity player 
companies is successful, this will be a game-changer for all of healthcare 
and medicine. It will be the closest we will have come to a universal drug, 
or panacea, as it will be treating the root cause of countless chronic and 
prevalent conditions.

Recently, the pharmaceutical market worldwide has grown significantly. In 
2019, its market value was around €1.13 trillion, in comparison to €356 billion in 
2001. How people obtain and pay for medicine is driven by the pharmaceutical 
market; however, pharmaceutical companies are well aware that some markets 
are better than others. Pharmaceutical consumption worldwide has also been 

http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
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growing, partly driven by an increasing need for drugs to treat age-related and 
chronic diseases and by changes in clinical practice. This demand and con-
sumption show that the Longevity Industry is a multitrillion-euro opportunity for 
companies and businesses to invest in.

The total amount invested in AI in pharma

The total amount invested in AI in pharma has quadrupled  
from €4,27 million to €12 million in 2021.

Source: Aging Analytics Agency, 2022

Under such conditions of growth, active government support and subsidi-
zation of the Longevity Industry is nearly inevitable because Longevity In-
dustrialization will be the leading tool for the very economic sustainability 
of their national economies. Longevity Industrialization will prevent massive 
healthcare budget shortfalls from population aging and increase workforce 
productivity, and hence, it is in the economic interest of governments world-
wide to support it.

In developed countries, businesses, large and small, have begun to use aging 
as a lens through which they view their strategic plans. Through this process, 
aging becomes a commercial opportunity that feeds the top and bottom 
lines, encourages workplace and workforce change to drive productivity, and 
provides a vehicle to support shared value and sustainable partnerships with 
government and civil society.

The Longevity start-ups of today will be the multitrillion-euro corporations of 
tomorrow. They will be the leaders of the biggest industry in human history, ca-
pable of out-competing the majority of healthcare markets because they treat 
the majority of diseases at their source. Longevity companies are poised to 
become the wealthiest companies in human history.

http://www.aginganalytics.com
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The Future of Longevity Finance:  
Financial Instruments To Bridge the Longevity 
Liquidity Gap and Fuel the Next Stage  
of Global Longevity Industrialization

The extent of progress in technology in the next 3-5 years will be enormous, 
similar to the amount of progress in the previous 10-20 years. For this reason, 
financial systems risk being left behind, including the FinTech Industry. Con-
sidering the amount of investment the financial industry has absorbed in the 
last 5 years compared to AI or BioTech, its rate of progress is currently very 
slow. The sheer volume of DeepTech progress in the coming years (and we are 
only talking about 2022-2025) will force financial systems to adapt and become 
actively involved in such progress in order to survive.

The amount of progress from 2025 to 2030 will be mind-boggling. Advance-
ments in InvestTech and FinTech will cause progress in the financial industry 
to accelerate at an even faster rate. That is why the current standard predicting 
technologies will most likely become inadequate and obsolete by 2027-2029.

We should look at the most likely forms of technological progress in the next 
5 years or so and assess what the financial industry will look like by then. We 
believe there will be massive innovations in financial systems.

We can already see the seeds of future progress in the financial industry, which 
is undergoing a profound transformation. Digital technologies are reshaping 
payments, lending, insurance, and wealth management – a process that the 
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated even further. While this is making financial 
services in many economies more diverse, competitive, efficient, and inclusive, 
it may also increase concentration in the markets. For example, mobile phone 
usage has surged globally; social and economic activity has shifted online 
(often to platform-based businesses), and new technologies such as cloud 
computing have become widely adopted.

But while Longevity Industrialization is growing and maturing, it is also facing 
major risks. These risks include public markets emerging too early before 
human data is inputted, the majority of companies and investors relying on 
animal data for valuation, and systematic or infrastructural issues emerging 
with the way clinical trials and other areas of Longevity Science are evaluated. 
This presents a risk of the industrialization trend being slowed or undercut by 
declining investor sentiment.

But modern and sophisticated financial markets, instruments, derivatives, 
and exchanges tied to the Longevity Industry, in combination with data-driven, 
human-centered investment technologies and approaches to optimize and 
de-risk Longevity investment, will form the necessary bridge needed to attract 
the interest and participation of large, conservative institutional investors and 
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financial corporations who prefer to deal with sectors that are stable, de-risked, 
and subject to reliable valuation and forecasting, and who prefer to deal with 
forms of exposure which are liquid, tradeable, and bankable.

The increased liquidity provided by new Longevity financial markets will set in 
motion a self-perpetuating cycle of Longevity Finance: The greater is progress 
in Healthy Longevity, the more owners of wealth will want to invest in the re-
invigorated labor force empowered by a greater Healthspan, which leads to 
further growth and greater Healthy Longevity.

Source: Longevity Finance

Under these conditions, capital would be liquid and de-risked. This will unleash 
an investment renaissance and previously-unthought-of levels of capital to fuel 
the next stage of the Longevity Financial Industry’s evolution, right at the point 
when it is at the greatest risk of losing momentum or suffering a bubble from 
too many companies failing to replicate proven animal results in humans.

The self-perpetuating cycle of Longevity Finance will usher in the final victory 
of the industry against the burden of aging, granting everyone the freedom to 
choose how they should overcome their life’s challenges that were otherwise 
constrained by time.

http://www.dkv.global/longevity-finance
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Financial Commoditization of the Longevity 
Industry: New Longevity Markets, Instruments, 
Derivatives, Stock Exchanges, and ETFs To 
Unlock Multitrillion Growth Potential  
and True Industry Maturation

The rise of sophisticated financial markets, exchanges, and instruments tied to 
the Longevity industry as the key mechanism for fueling the next multitrillion 
stage of its growth and ensuring the industry’s de-risked maturation is part of 
a larger trend that we predict will affect many DeepTech sectors, characterized 
as they are with extremely high rates of innovation and extreme degrees of 
complexity (which make investment de-risking both unprecedentedly challeng-
ing and necessary to acquire participation by large institutional investors and 
financial corporations), and extreme degrees of profit potential.

Being the integral part of DeepTech, the Longevity Industry is developing from 
the synergetic intersection of Preventive Medicine, AI, well-being, and the finan-
cial industry (including insurance, pension funds, and even national healthcare 
systems), each of which on their own is already considered a multitrillion 
industry even by conservative estimates. While many DeepTech sectors are 
dependent on truly advanced technology for their continued development, none 
require this more than Longevity, which is based on technologies beyond the 
sophistication of even the most advanced rocket science.

Compared to the industries they are funding and supporting, the typical in-
vestment approaches and financial infrastructure for dealflow used within 
the Longevity Industry and other DeepTech markets are completely stuck in 
legacy-system approaches originally developed for much slower-moving, low-
er-complexity industries.

As the Longevity Industry grows, certain parts of it will naturally become com-
moditized. In the upcoming years, we will see the formation of specialized stock 
exchanges for Longevity companies and the creation of marketplaces for trad-
able financial instruments and derivatives based on the Longevity companies, 
technologies, products, and services. These developments will increase the 
kinds of de-risked and liquid exposure to Longevity markets investors have ac-
cess to and the range of investment positions they can take on them. Longevity 
will be commoditized not only in the sense of mass-market product and service 
availability to the average consumer but also financially commoditized in terms 
of its availability to the average investor, both individual and institutional. As I 
have said, it will become an asset class in itself.

The only issue lies in how long it takes for those investment and financial tech-
nologies, markets, systems, and approaches to arrive and become adopted-to-
scale and how much progress in terms of improving the human condition and 
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solving some of the biggest challenges and opportunities facing global society 
and national economies is lost and wasted while we wait for that to happen. 

The Rise of Longevity Technocracies, Longevity 
Valleys, and Longevity States

It can be argued that the most decisive and disruptive trend that will shape 
the global economy in the next decade is Longevity Industrialization – the ac-
celerating development of technologies and approaches aimed at maintaining 
and prolonging Healthy Longevity, wellness (medical, social, psychological, and 
financial), and performance.

The convergence of many sectors of the Longevity Industry (advanced biomed-
icine, AgeTech, AI, and the Longevity Financial Industry) is rapidly turning this 
prospect into an imminent reality, providing new tools for individuals to increase 
their quality of life, social activity, mental wellness, financial stability, and overall 
functionality for longer than ever before.

Deep Knowledge Group has long maintained that the continued industrialization 
of Longevity will foster the realization that Healthy Longevity is a fundamentally 
new (and most precious) asset class in and of itself and that health is a new, 
more vital form of wealth.

The past decade has seen this new reality and acknowledging Health as the 
New Wealth gain prominent recognition within the investment and financial 
communities in particular. More than 50% of wealthy investors now expect to 
live past the age of 100 and are arranging their financial affairs accordingly.

The notion of health as an asset is, however, beginning to become evident at the 
level of national economies and also within the realm of politics. A rising num-
ber of governments are formulating and executing national Longevity industrial 
strategies to develop the industry’s major sectors.

It is clear that the age of Longevity Politics has already begun. Moreover, it is 
now indisputable that the Longevity Industry has reached a critical inflection 
point at which politics has become the most important driver of Longevity In-
dustrialization.

Besides social care and cultivating BioTech clusters, governments must also 
be held responsible for driving forward the remaining sectors of the Longevi-
ty Industry. Financial reforms and the development and support of additional 
technological synergies such as the integration of Big Data into healthcare are 
necessary steps for further industry growth.

When this happens, Age-Friendly Cities will be superseded by Longevi-
ty-Friendly Cities, also known as Longevity Valleys — areas that combine all 
facets of the Longevity Industry, empowering elderly and middle-aged individ-
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uals physically, mentally, socially, and financially. Whereas Age-Friendly Cities 
are good places to retire, Longevity-Friendly Cities will be ideal locations to 
remain professionally, mentally, socially, and economically active for as long 
as possible.

The Longevity Hubs of today (where industrialization is a major component of 
national economic planning) are likely candidates for the Longevity Valleys of 
tomorrow and stand to reap the benefits of residence planning. The 21st centu-
ry will see ultra-high-net-worth families and investors seeking out such valleys 
to optimize their individual health and wealth.

Source: Longevity Industry in Canada Q4 2021

Longevity Hubs are already gaining popularity. We will see them emerge at 
increasing frequencies as competitors for human, industrial, and economic 
capital, providing the best ecosystems for Longevity Industry participants (i.e., 
companies, entrepreneurs, scientists, etc.) and for people seeking to maximize 
their health and wealth by gaining access to the best Longevity products and 
services.

As the world becomes increasingly digital and virtual, and as the technologies 
become increasingly digital, accessible, and commoditized, the possibility of 
becoming a wealth and health haven comes within reach of more countries. 
These countries’ competitive edge will come less from their internal healthcare 
infrastructures and more from their governments’ guaranteeing to provide cit-
izens with the best products and services to help them live to 100 years and 
beyond.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-canada-2021
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Global Distribution of Age-Friendly Cities, 2021

Source: Longevity Investment Digest Q4 2021

Achieving Longevity Escape Velocity by 2030

Universal availability of technologies for bringing about LEV (described in 
Chapter 14) might be thought economically and sociopolitically implausible 
(though that conclusion may be premature), so it is worth considering the 
same question through the lens of lifespan potential (the lifespan of the luck-
iest people).

In the case of rejuvenation biotechnologies, those who receive first-generation 
therapies only just in time will, in fact, be unlikely to live more than 20-30 years 
more than their parents because they will spend many frail years with a short 
remaining life expectancy (i.e., a high risk of imminent death). By contrast, 
those only a little younger will never become as frail and will spend rather few 
years even in biological middle age. Quantitatively, what this means is that if 
a 10% per-year decline in mortality rates at all ages is achieved and sustained 
indefinitely, then the first 1,000-year-old is probably only chronologically 5-10 
years younger than the first 150-year-old.

First-generation Longevity therapies will surely build on a string of prior labora-
tory achievements. Those achievements, it seems to me, will have progressive-
ly worn down humanity's evidently desperate determination to close its eyes to 
the prospect of defeating its foremost remaining scourge any time soon. The 
problem (if we can call it that) is that this wearing-down may have been com-
pleted long before truly effective Longevity therapies arrive. There will come an 
advance — probably, a single laboratory result — that breaks the camel's back 
and forces society to abandon that denial: to accept that the risk of getting 

http://www.invest-solutions.tech/longevity-investment-q4-2021
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one's hopes up and seeing them dashed is now outweighed by the risk of miss-
ing the LEV boat through inaction.

Once LEV is achieved, there will be no going back: Longevity research will be 
intense forever thereafter and will anticipate and remedy the life-threatening 
degenerative changes appearing at newly achieved ages with ever-increasing 
efficacy and lead time. This will bring about the greatest economic change of 
all in society: the elimination of retirement benefits. Retirement benefits are for 
frail people, and there will be no frail people.

My hope, therefore, is that once policymakers begin to realize what is com-
ing, they will factor in this eventual windfall and allocate sufficient short-term 
resources to make the period of limited availability of rejuvenation therapies 
brief enough to prevent mayhem. This will, however, be possible only if such 
resources begin to be set aside long enough in advance, and we do not know 
how long we have.

But the recent diversification of Longevity-related technologies beyond bi-
otechnologies – each buying time for the other to make an impact on life 
expectancy – brings the potential prospect of LEV even nearer. The intersec-
tion of AI, cloud computing, networks, sensors, robotics, massive datasets, 
biotechnology, and nanotechnology is taking direct aim at the limits of human 
lifespan.

Moreover, accelerating the delivery of Practical Longevity will accelerate 
timelines for attaining LEV. LEV far is more attainable for younger than older 
individuals. Lifestyle changes and early diagnostics received by people in their 
20s today will have greater, compounding effects than for people in their 60s 
whereas the elderly will need more intensive and comprehensive biomedical 
treatments to attain LEV.

Engineering the Positive Trajectory  
of Human Longevity

With Longevity Industrialization underway, the Practical Human Longevity and 
population Healthspan extension described above and in previous chapters 
becomes inevitable in the fullness of time.

But going forward, how best to accelerate progress toward this future Lon-
gevity Industrialization, LEV, and its dividends so that we can experience them 
sooner rather than later?

So much can be done to accelerate this progress and optimize its socioeco-
nomic impacts. In order to do this, the industry needs to embrace a proactive 
engineering mindset and foster these things itself via better, more analytics-in-
formed strategy, forecasting, and industry optimization and harmonization.
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Industry decision-makers need to embrace this mindset and "engineer" a more 
balanced, stable, accelerated, and socioeconomically optimized maturation of 
the industry to deliver its practical impacts on humanity.

This is what I meant when I described Longevity 2.0 as “formulating the path-
way to DeepTech engineering the accelerated trajectory of human Longevity.”

This involves using tangible, practice-oriented approaches to proactive de-
velopment, combined with analytics sophisticated enough to do the precise 
forecasting, creating rapid acceleration and providing unprecedented levels of 
HALY and QALY by getting there 5 years sooner, saving countless lives, and 
stabilizing the national economies of nations whose windows of opportunity 
are shorter than others.

Engineering this positive trajectory has been the preoccupation of Deep Knowl-
edge Group for many years now. It will involve applying the Longevity Industry 
frameworks, presented in this book, to optimize strategic decision-making and 
direct the industry’s evolving future.

This will be the central subject of my next book: Longevity Industry 2.0: 
DeepTech Engineering the Accelerated Trajectory of Human Longevity.

Summary

Whereas Longevity Industry 1.0 charted the inception and rise of the Lon-
gevity Industry up to 2020 and provided the methodology and framework 
for defining and analyzing the industry, its sequel, Longevity Industry 2.0: 
DeepTech Engineering the Accelerated Trajectory of Human Longevity – 
The Blueprint and Pathway from Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0, outlines 
Deep Knowledge Group’s recent work toward formulating the pathway to 
Longevity Industry 2.0. It presents the framework for safeguarding the sec-
tor’s current upward trajectory, ensuring its optimized, sustainable growth 
toward its next stage, and ensuring the realization of its practical benefits 
for humanity by 2030.

The book charts several near-future trends and developments that will domi-
nate the shape Of the industry between 2025 and 2030, including the following:

Global Industrialization of Longevity to Scale

Sophisticated Frameworks To Achieve Socially-Inclusive Longevity 
Escape Velocity by 2030

Defining Hype vs. Reality: Key Strategies for Neutralizing Systemic 
Challenges in Longevity

Longevity as the New Political Reality of the 21st Century: the Rise of 
HALE and QALY as Fundamental Citizen Rights

11

11

11

11

11

11
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Longevity Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, and Financial Instru-
ments to Bootstrap the Next Phase of Longevity Industrialization

Practical Longevity: Biomarkers of Human Longevity as the Catalyst 
for Longevity Medicine and Investment De-Risking

The convergence of developments within Longevity Industrialization, 
Finance, and Politics grants a certain inevitability to the near-future mat-
uration and stabilization of the industry and the real-world realization of 
Practical Human Longevity, socially-inclusive Longevity Escape Velocity, 
and population Healthspan extension.

Nonetheless, there are many approaches and activities that can be adopted 
by industry stakeholders, participants, and decision-makers today to opti-
mize the socioeconomic outcomes of the industry and accelerate the real-
ization of its true benefits for citizens, societies, and national economies, 
saving and improving countless lives, and adding trillions of HALE and 
QALY for global society, as a result of that acceleration and optimization.

This DeepTech Engineering mindset is foundational to many Deep Knowl-
edge Group activities and projects and represents a major focus of its 
ongoing work. Longevity Industry 2.0 presents many of these frameworks, 
forecasts, and practical approaches in a publicly accessible manner for the 
first time, showcasing not only what we ourselves are doing to optimize, 
harmonize, and stabilize the global megatrend of Longevity Industrializa-
tion but also what other industry decision-makers can begin doing toward 
this same end goal for the mutual benefit of their own strategies and indus-
try activities as well as for the industry as a whole.

11

11

11

11

11
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Afterword by Dmitry Kaminskiy

By this point in the book, it should be clear that the Longevity Industry is inevi-
tably poised to become recognized as the biggest and most ethical industry in 
human history. There is no single other global megatrend (besides perhaps the 
5th Industrial Revolution) that will be as pivotal for the future health and wealth 
of humanity, nor for the future stability and integrity of national economies, as 
Longevity Industrialization.

While this book has provided an overview of the present state of the industry, 
readers interested in obtaining deeper insight into its near future are encour-
aged to access other published or upcoming titles in my Longevity Book Series, 
including the following:

Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research 
and R&D and the Critical Catalyst for Practical Human Longevity, Tangible In-
vestment Decision-Making, and De-Risking – officially published in October 
2021 – urges major Longevity Industry decision-makers to adopt Biomarkers 
of Human Longevity as the fundamental market-ready tool and framework for 
industry stabilization, tangible decision-making, predictable forecasting of clin-
ical trial outcomes, public market consistency, investment de-risking, reliable 
validation of Longevity technologies and therapies, and safer frameworks for 
formulating, adjusting, and validating personal Practical Longevity regimens. Its 
content and major forecasting are based on years of AI and data science-driven 
open-access and proprietary quantitative research, forecasting, and deep analy-
sis conducted by several Deep Knowledge Group analytical subsidiaries to help 
major industry decision-makers on-board the practices and frameworks that 
I consider to be fundamentally necessary to maintain stable industry growth; 
bridge the Longevity Liquidity Gap; enable tangible Practical Human Longevity; 
neutralize the vast, yet unacknowledged, translational gap from model organ-
isms to humans; and accelerate the socially-inclusive delivery of the real-world 
humanitarian impacts of Longevity for citizens and national economies.

Longevity Financial Industry: Health as the New Wealth, Longevity FinTech, 
WealthTech, InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech, and the Coming Rise of Longevi-
ty Banks, Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Indices, and Novel Finan-
cial Instruments and Derivatives charts the ways in which increasing numbers 
of financial corporations are retuning their business models to neutralize the 
challenges of an Aging Population and leverage the growth potential and oppor-
tunity of Longevity. The book defines and forecasts the present state and near 
future of Longevity Finance; outlines the major challenges and opportunities 
in this space for major financial industry players, executives, and profession-
als; and offers a glimpse of Deep Knowledge Group’s ongoing work to create, 

http://www.5revolution.tech
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
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validate, and deploy the exact modern finance-focused DeepTech tools and 
engineered solutions needed to unleash the future of Longevity Finance years 
ahead of schedule.

Longevity Politics: Longevity Technocracy, Modern Approaches to Policy, Gov-
ernance, and National Industrial Strategies, and Longevity as the New Political 
Priority of the 21st Century documents and forecasts the biggest transition pe-
riod and paradigm shift in the ongoing evolution of Longevity Industrialization 
to date, charting the rise of progressive Longevity MegaHubs and technocra-
cies, the concept of the Longevity Valley and its evolution toward the Longevity 
State, and the global benchmarking of national and local Longevity Industrial 
Strategies and National Healthy Longevity initiatives. It outlines exactly how 
Longevity will become central, essential, and fundamental to developed nations’ 
political agendas within the next decade, and it explains how electorates will 
begin demanding the delivery of extra Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy (HALE) 
and Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALY) from their governments and politicians 
as a fundamental citizen right by the year 2030.

Finally, Longevity Industry 2.0: DeepTech Engineering the Accelerated Trajec-
tory of Human Longevity – the Blueprint and Pathway From Longevity Industry 
1.0 to 2.0 is the broadest and most general of the above-mentioned books. 
It can, in many respects, be considered their culmination and final synthesis. 
Whereas the present book and its 2020 predecessor charted the inception and 
rise of the industry up to 2022 and provided a snapshot of its current state 
and the methodology and framework for defining and analyzing the industry, 
its sequel, Longevity Industry 2.0, outlines Deep Knowledge Group’s recent 
work toward formulating the pathway to Longevity Industry 2.0. It presents the 
framework for safeguarding the sector’s current upward trajectory and ensuring 
its optimized, sustainable growth toward its next stage and the realization of its 
practical benefits for humanity by the year 2030.

http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/longevity-book-two
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About Deep Knowledge Group

Deep Knowledge Group is a data-driven consortium of commercial and 
non-profit organizations active on many fronts in the realm of DeepTech and 
Frontier Technologies (AI, Longevity, BioTech, Pharma, FinTech, GovTech, Spa-
ceTech, FemTech, Data Science, InvestTech), ranging from scientific research 
to investment, entrepreneurship, analytics, consulting, media, philanthropy 
and more.

As a mathematical corporation focused on building the bridge to the 5th Indus-
trial Revolution, Deep Knowledge Group is decisively committed to DeepTech 
for Social Good, Techno-Philanthropy and DeepTech and Longevity Industry 
Financial Commoditization (establishing the core investment and financial 
industry infrastructure needed for the emergence of DeepTech and Longevity 
as fundamentally new asset classes).

Deep Knowledge Group has been committed since 2014 to the corporate the-
sis of DeepTech for social impact, techno-ethical business for social good, and 
the continual reinvestment of profits into the expansion of our core Data Sci-
ence, AI and analytics assets and the refinement of our financial-ecosystemic 
development projects (which we see as the major tool driving our Group’s 
further growth as a Data Science driven financial corporation with focus on 
Longevity and DeepTech).  Our unique approach lies in combining ecosystem-
ic financial innovations with sophisticated AI and Data Science technology 
development for DeepTech and Longevity Industry analysis, benchmarking 
and forecasting.

About Deep Knowledge Group

Source: Deep Knowledge Group Overview

http://www.dkv.global
https://www.dkv.global
https://www.dkv.global
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Deep Knowledge Group: 2022 Accomplishments and Outlook for 2023

Big Data Aggregation,  
Analysis,  
and Visualization
Automatized data 
parsing, aggregation, 
optimization of ma-
chine learning and 
deterministic scoring 
algorithms for com-
petitor matching, and 
due diligence result

DeepTech and Longevity 
Financial Commoditization

Developing the ecosystemic 
infrastructure (platforms, 

indices, exchanges, financial 
instruments and derivatives) 

to support the emergence 
of DeepTech and Longevity 

Industries as fundamentally 
new asset classes. 

Financial Insights and Investment Strategies 
Modern InvestTech solutions and DeepTech investment  

approaches driven by Data Science and Big Data Analytics

Source: Deep Knowledge Group Overview

Deep Knowledge Group Organisational Structure
www.dkv.global

www.deep-innovation.tech

www.longevity.network

Deep Knowledge Group

www.deep-knowledge.org

www.longevity.network

www.dkv.global

www.deep-innovation.tech

Source: Deep Knowledge Group Overview

https://www.dkv.global
https://www.dkv.global
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Source: Deep Knowledge Group Overview

Source: Deep Knowledge Group Overview

Deep Knowledge Group Ecosystemic Synthesis of AI and Data Science,  
Financial Commoditization and Techno-Philanthropy

Building the Ecosystemic Bridge to the 5th and 6th Industrial Revolutions

https://www.dkv.global
https://www.dkv.global
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Our continuous, systematic internal development of advanced data science, 
AI, and IT solutions for DeepTech analytics, predictive forecasting, and bench-
marking across our investment, entrepreneurship, analytics and philanthropic 
activities as the main tool for coping with the notorious complexity of DeepTech 
domains is well known, receiving coverage even as early as 2014 in bestselling 
books on the future of technology including Homo Deus by Yuval Noah Harari 
and The Fourth Industrial Revolution by World Economic Forum Founder and 
Chairman Klaus Schwab.

Source: Deep Knowledge Group Overview

The Longevity Industry has always been a heavily prioritized sector for the 
Group, which made its first investment in the sector in 2014 (long before it rose 
to its current status as a mainstream megatrend embraced by large conserv-
ative investors, financial corporations, and national governments), providing 
the seed funding for Insilico Medicine and the AI for Drug Discovery company, 
which has gone on to raise over $300 million in follow-on financing.

Deep Knowledge Group was also the first entity to define the Longevity Indus-
try in its full depth and breadth and to formulate actionable frameworks for 
industry analytics, forecasting, and benchmarking to manage the industry's un-
precedented complexity, multidimensionality, and technological intersection-
ality. The Group’s starting point, back in 2013, was to establish its dedicated 
Longevity analytical subsidiary, Aging Analytics Agency, in order to compre-
hensively structure the industry’s breadth and complexity by identifying, classi-
fying, and profiling all participants in the Global Longevity Industry ecosystem, 
applying AI, modern data science, and Big Data analysis for industry analytics 
to make this information available through a variety of open-access reports 
and analytics.

The company quickly established itself as the world-leading provider of Longev-
ity Industry analytics, forecasting, and benchmarking, producing two landmark 
reports in 2017 and 2018 which defined the industry for the first time and coined 
the term “Longevity Industry” (which, at that time, still referred primarily to life 
extension and anti-aging). Since then the company has produced dozens of 
open-access and proprietary analytical reports, case studies, IT-platforms, and 
Big Data Analytical Dashboards. The company serves as an Official Member 
Organization of the United Nations NGO Committee on Aging, a Strategic Part-
ner of the Metabesity Conference Series in Washington, D.C. (the largest in the 

http://www.dkv.global/about
http://www.fiercebiotech.com/it/deep-knowledge-ventures-and-insilico-medicine-enter-into-a-convertible-bridge-note-agreement-to
http://www.techcrunch.com/2021/06/22/a-i-drug-discovery-platform-insilico-medicine-announces-255-million-in-series-c-funding
http://www.aginganalytics.com
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USA), and a Founding Partner of the original UK All-Party Parliamentary Group 
for Longevity Secretariat in 2019.

As a result, Deep Knowledge Group now owns the world's largest Longevity 
Industry database, encompassing 50,000+ companies, 12,000+ investors, and 
1,200+ R&D hubs across 20 sectors. Backed by the Big Data analytics and 
sophisticated data visualization capabilities of Deep Knowledge Group, this 
project took the form of a single coherent Global Longevity Big Data Analytics 
IT System.

Global Longevity Ecosystem by Sector

Source: Longevity.International’s Global Longevity Ecosystem IT-Platform

Deep Knowledge Group also established 10 other analytical subsidiaries with 
specialized focus on different DeepTech sectors of strategic interest:

AI Analytics Agency

Deep Knowledge Analytics

Deep Pharma Intelligence

11

11

11

http://www.appg-longevity.org
http://www.appg-longevity.org
http://www.longevity.international/global-longevity-ecosystem
http://www.dkv.global/analytics
http://www.dka.global
http://www.deep-pharma.tech
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InvestTech Advanced Solutions

COVID-19 Analytics

FemTech Analytics

NeuroTech Analytics

GovTech E-governance Analytics

SpaceTech Analytics

Interactive Mindmaps

Deep Knowledge Group is also active in the arena of technological philanthropy 
and DeepTech for social good via its dedicated subsidiary Deep Knowledge 
Philanthropy, a data-driven nonprofit dedicated to the support, development, 
and advancement of DeepTech for impact philanthropy, ethical investment, and 
the wider social good. It is founded on the principle that DeepTech innovation 
is the most efficient driver of “social profit,” technological humanitarianism, and 
societal progress and that venture philanthropy is a profitable long-term invest-
ment for individuals, national economies, and humanity itself.

In January 2023 Deep Knowledge Philanthropy launched the Philanthropy.In-
ternational Platform with the assistance of Deep Knowledge Group’s AI and 
Data Science Division as the first full-scope tool for matching charities, donors, 
and volunteers.  The unique approach is developed to eliminate the concerns 
of philanthropy industry players regarding the proper money allocations in the 
charity sector. They profiled 4,950 businesses with purpose, 6,900 charities, 
14,995 non-profits, 3,665 investors, > 530k data points and 50 parameters and 
built the worlds-first Philanthropy Big Data Analytical System & Dashboard de-
livering on-demand market intelligence analytics through data coverage across 
the Philanthropy Industry. 

Philanthropy.International is a next-generation platform built by Deep Knowl-
edge Philanthropy, a subsidiary of Deep Knowledge Group, burdened with the 
vision of deploying frontier technologies to efficiently maximize social impact 
and create social good. We are driven by the core belief that technology is an 
effective tool to drive social change and impact, herein lies the core mandate of 
Philanthropy International – to deploy frontier technologies (Big Data Analytics, 
Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain) to tackle the vastly different social challenges 
in global philanthropy to build a more equitable world. We are creating a secure 
traceability system for maximum visibility and transparency, coupled with a 
smart matching tool that streamlines the entire process – making it easier than 
ever before to support good causes.

Deep Knowledge Group’s activities have been the subject of widespread top-tier 
media coverage across 500 articles in the press globally. The Group’s Founder, 
Dmitry Kaminskiy, has extensive experience delivering keynote presentations at 
first-class DeepTech and Longevity-themed conferences, meetings, and events 
organized by world-renowned brands including Julius Baer; The Economist; the 

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

http://www.invest-solutions.tech
http://www.dkv.global/covid-assessments
http://www.femtech.health
http://www.neurotech.com
http://www.govtech.global
http://www.spacetech.global
http://www.dka.global/interactive-mind-maps
http://www.deep-knowledge.org
http://www.deep-knowledge.org
https://www.philanthropy.international/philanthropy-platform
https://www.philanthropy.international/philanthropy-platform
https://www.deep-innovation.tech
https://www.deep-innovation.tech
https://www.philanthropy.international/philanthropy-dashboard
https://www.philanthropy.international/philanthropy-platform
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Financial Times; the Reform Club in London; Glaxosmithkline; the UK All-Party 
Parliamentary Groups for Longevity, AI, and Blockchain; the University of Ox-
ford; the University of Cambridge; and many others.

In late May 2022, Dmitry Kaminskiy will be delivering the Keynote Address for 
the Longevity Forum component of the 2022 Davos Forum.

Source: Dmitry Kaminskiy’s website

Information about the Group’s activities can be found in a variety of world-fa-
mous magazines and media brands ranging from Forbes, the Financial Times, 
Business Insider, the BBC, CNBC, Der Spiegel, The Telegraph, NIkkei Asian 
Review, Deutsche Welle, Esquire, Fox News, The Washington Post, The Straits 
Times, The National Post, and many others.

Top-Tier Media Coverage of Deep Knowledge Group

Source: Deep Knowledge Group Media Overview

Meanwhile, the Group’s analytics have also been the subject of numerous no-
table international acknowledgments from various governments and heads 

http://www.kaminskiy.info/gallery
http://www.dkv.global/media-news
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of state including Alain Berset (former President of Switzerland), Benjamin 
Netanyahu (Prime Minister of Israel), Hong Nam-ki (Deputy Prime Minister of 
South Korea), Karin Prien (German Minister for Education, Science, and Cul-
ture), Hemann Gröhe (Former German Minister of Health), Judith Varga (Hun-
garian Minister of Justice), and a number of formal government bodies and 
ministries including the House of Switzerland; the Swiss Embassy in Ireland; 
the Swiss Embassy in France; the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry 
of Strategic Affairs, and Prime Minister’s Office; and many others.

Source: Notable Acknowledgements of Deep Knowledge Group

Much of the Group’s Longevity Industry activities in particular have been driven 
by its General Partner, Dmitry Kaminskiy, who has a long-standing personal in-
terest in the sector, believing Longevity Industrialization to be the most effective 
and efficient means to achieve massive humanitarian benefit and optimize the 
health and wealth of citizens; and the key to ensuring the stability of national 
economies.

Through his efforts both within Deep Knowledge Group and externally (e.g., 
as Co-Founder and Head of International Development for the original UK 
All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity Secretariat, and as Managing 
Trustee for the Biogerontology Research Foundation, the UK’s oldest Lon-
gevity-focused charity founded in 2008), Kaminskiy has devoted significant 
portions of his personal and professional activities to advancing Longevity 
Industrialization.

His 2020 book, Longevity Industry 1.0: Defining the Biggest and Most Com-
plex Industry in Human History, distilled the complex assembly of deep market 
intelligence and industry knowledge that Deep Knowledge Group and its Lon-
gevity-focused subsidiaries (including Longevity.Capital and Aging Analytics 
Agency) have developed from 2013 to 2020 into a full-scope understanding of 
the Global Longevity Industry, effectively presenting the first truly comprehen-
sive definition and framework, and providing major industry participants with 

https://www.dkv.global/dkg/international-acknowledgements
https://www.dkv.global/dkg/international-acknowledgements
http://www.kaminskiy.info
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.dkv.global
http://www.longevity.capital
http://www.aginganalytics.com
http://www.aginganalytics.com
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a relevant and robust introductory text for decision-makers of all types across 
many industries, from science to medicine, finance, investment, technology, and 
more, on the current state, promise, and potential of Longevity Industrialization.

Meanwhile, his 2021 book, Biomarkers of Human Longevity: Data Science for 
Accelerating Aging Research and R&D and the Critical Catalyst for Practical 
Human Longevity, Tangible Investment Decision-Making, and De-Risking, 
urges major Longevity Industry decision-makers to adopt Biomarkers of Human 
Longevity as the only fundamentally market-ready framework of metrics for 
tangible investment decision-making and de-risking industry stabilization, tan-
gible decision-making, predictable forecasting of clinical trial outcomes, public 
market consistency, investment de-risking, and reliable validation of Longevity 
technologies and therapies.

Kaminskiy also has a number of other topics and sector-specific books forth-
coming as part of his larger Longevity Book Series.

Name of the 
Book Short Description Availability

LONGEVITY 
INDUSTRY 1.0 

Defining the Biggest and Most Complex Industry 
in Human History

AVAILABLE 

BIOMARKERS  
OF HUMAN 
LONGEVITY 

Data Science for Accelerating Aging Research 
and R&D, The Critical Catalyst for Practical Human 
Longevity, Tangible Investment Decision-Making 
and De-Risking

AVAILABLE 

LONGEVITY 
INDUSTRY 2.0 

DeepTech Engineering The Accelerated Trajecto-
ry of Human Longevity: The Blueprint and Path-
way from Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0

AVAILABLE 
SOON

LONGEVITY 
POLITICS 

Longevity Technocracy, Modern Approaches to 
Policy, Governance and National Industrial Strat-
egies, and Longevity as the New Political Priority 
of the 21st Century

AVAILABLE 
SOON

LONGEVITY 
FINANCIAL 
INDUSTRY 

Health as New Wealth. Longevity FinTech, 
WealthTech, InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech and 
the Coming Rise of Longevity Banks, Investment 
Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Indices, Novel 
Financial Instruments and Derivatives

AVAILABLE 
SOON

PRACTICAL 
LONGEVITY 

The Complete Guide on How to Celebrate Your 
123rd Birthday

AVAILABLE 
SOON

WOMEN 
LONGEVITY 

Women Longevity, Female Health, the Rise of 
FemTech and Why the Future Health and Wealth 
of Humanity (on Earth and Beyond) Depends on 
Female Longevity

AVAILABLE 
SOON

http://www.ca.movies.yahoo.com/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.ca.movies.yahoo.com/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.ca.movies.yahoo.com/biomarkers-human-longevity-essential-investment-082000885.html
http://www.longevity-book.com
http://www.longevity-book.com/one
http://www.longevity-book.com/one
http://www.longevity-book.com/order
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/biomarkers
http://www.longevity-book.com/order-biomarkers-book
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/two
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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Deep Knowledge Group and its various subsidiaries are also the owners of 
several dozen granted and registered/pending trademarks within the Longev-
ity Industry, including (but not limited to) Health as the New Wealth (granted), 
Longevity FinTech, Swiss Longevity Valley, and others.

Source: Longevity Library

Big Data Analytics Systems and Dashboards
Over time the analytical assets produced via Deep Knowledge Group’s 10+ analytical 
subsidiaries continued to grow, transforming from isolated analytical case-studies 
into truly comprehensive, fully-integrated interactive industry databases augment-
ed with AI Analytics (Reinforcement Learning, Natural Language Processing) and 
sophisticated data visualization techniques, and culminating in a series of special-
ized, industry-specific professionally structured Big Data Analytical Dashboards.

These Big Data Analytical Dashboards are professionally-structured data-driven 
analytical platforms, and the closest analogy to them would be a combination 
of Bloomberg Terminal, CB Insights, and Pitchbook, but backed by the data sci-
ence and AI assets of DeepMind.

Deep Knowledge Group implements cutting-edge technological solutions 
in order to create a competitive advantage in market assessment by pro-
viding an unseen level of precision and multidimensionality of the data 

http://www.longevity-library.store
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being processed. Deep Knowledge Group developed a series of proprietary 
AI/ML algorithms that enable users to scan companies with unmet speed 
and depth. Our algorithms are capable of joining financial, scientific, IP 
and other types of data in order to provide a full understanding of the de-
velopment stage of the companies. That, in turn, creates wide applicability 
of the Systems from market business intelligence and due diligence, up to 
portfolio optimization and M&A. The Dashboards provide a holistic view on 
the Longevity and DeepTech Industries, analyzing even the governmental 
policies applied by different countries in the corresponding area. Deep 
Knowledge Group analyzes millions of scientific articles, patents, compa-
nies, financials, news, and other data in order to optimize multiple areas 
of the contemporary investment processes and create solutions that will 
allow people to form the future.

Longevity Industry Big Data Analytics Dashboards

Source: Longevity Industry Big Data Analytics Dashboards

Big Data Analytical Dashboards Cover:
Longevity Industry:

11  Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Public Longevity Companies Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Longevity Finance Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Longevity Governance Big Data AnalyticsDashboard

Pharma Industry
11  Deep Pharma Intelligence Big Data AnalyticsDashboard

http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard
http://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-investment
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/public-longevity-investment-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-finance-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/longevity-governance
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/pharma-dashboard
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DeepTech Ecosystem
11  Digital UK Ecosystem Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Global GovTech Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  UK GovTech Dashboard
11  Asia Digital Ecosystem Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Digital Europe Ecosystem Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Switzerland DeepTech Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  SpaceTech Industry Big Data Analytics Dashboard
11  Gulf Region Tech Industry Big Data Analytics System and Dashboard

Philanthropy Activities
11  Philanthropy Industry Big Data Analytics System and Dashboard

DeepTech and Longevity Financial Activities
Deep Knowledge Group has established several dedicated subsidiaries to over-
see the group’s financial and investments activities.

Longevity.Capital is Deep Knowledge Group’s flagship Longevity-focused 
hybrid investment platform and securitization vehicle. It structures its 
portfolio on sophisticated industry intelligence and comparative analytics 
provided by Aging Analytics Agency. 

DeepTech and Longevity Industry Financial Advisors is a niche advisory 
boutique, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(“FCA”) in the United Kingdom, focused on the DeepTech and Longevity 
Industries.

Deep Knowledge Group is decisively committed to establishing the core 
investment and financial industry infrastructure (platforms, indices, ex-
changes, financial instruments and derivatives) needed to execute the 
concept of DeepTech and Longevity Financial Commoditization, reflected 
in its pursuit of a truly ecosystemic approach through its various financial 
service divisions to establish an integral financial infrastructure to support 
the commoditization of the DeepTech and Longevity Industries as funda-
mentally new asset classes.

In 2022 Deep Knowledge Group established DeepTech and Longevity Industry 
Financial Advisors, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Author-
ity (‘FCA’) in the United Kingdom, to act as the practical vehicle for purpose, to 
support the accelerated development of DeepTech and Longevity Industriali-
zation, the establishment of an integral financial infrastructure for their further 
growth and stabilisation, in order to expedite the emergence of DeepTech and 
Longevity as new asset classes in and of themselves.

https://www.deep-innovation.tech/deeptech-uk
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/govtech-global
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/govtech-uk
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/deeptech-asia-ecosystem
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/deeptech-digital-europe-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/deeptech-switzerland-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/deeptech-spacetech-dashboard
https://www.deep-innovation.tech/gcc
https://www.philanthropy.international/philanthropy-dashboard 
http://www.longevity.capital
http://www.longevity.finance
http://www.longevity.finance
http://www.longevity.finance
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Ariane Deep Knowledge AI Pharma Index

Deep Knowledge Group is one of the pioneers in AI in the Pharma sector. Backed 
by its subsidiaries’ analytical and computational capabilities, Deep Knowledge 
Group provides market insights for the AI in Pharma and Longevity sectors. 

The Group’s investment and analytical experience allow it to foresee and pro-
ject future dynamics of related markets. In order to facilitate growth of the AI 
in Pharma market and contribute to the development of the Longevity Industry, 
Deep Knowledge Group is creating an Actively Managed Certificate (AMC) ‘Ari-
ane Deep Knowledge AI Pharma Index’.

The main goal of the Ariane Deep Knowledge AI Pharma Index is to reflect 
the development dynamics of the AI in the Pharma market, and to indicate 
all important movements and sector-related features. The ultimate value 
proposition of the Index is rooted in the objective assessment of the underlying 
assets, i.e. the companies comprising our AMC.

Cancer Vaccines Actively Managed Certificate Issued by UBS  
and Deep Knowledge Group

The complexity of contemporary markets creates a pressing and unmet need 
for niche market products that can provide adequate and feasible solutions for 
capital allocation. Understanding that, Deep Knowledge Group has launched 
the first-of-its-kind Cancer Vaccines AMC.  

The main goal of the AMC is to reflect the cancer vaccine development dynam-
ics, and to indicate all important movements and sector-related features. 

The Cancer Vaccines AMC was issued in cooperation with UBS, one of the big-
gest and most advanced global investment banks. 

InvestTech Platform

Deep Knowledge Group aims to remove existing barriers to investing in private 
equity markets and to add value for all stakeholders with its InvestTech Platform. 
This end-to-end solution allows investors to deploy capital quickly in an efficient, 
timely manner enabling startups to raise funds and keep growing. Innovative 
LegalTech tools and e-documentation provide a clear, step-by-step investment 
process which is enhanced by additional service integrations such as investment 
and financial analytics, specialized CRM and corporate payment solutions.

The strategic advantages of InvestTech Platform is the following:

 Deep Industry Expertise. Platform relies on the extensive experience of 
seasoned professionals which are well aware about needs of investors and 
startups.

 Wide Range of Supportive Solutions. Platform is not limited to providing 
solely venue for making investments. Its users get the legal, advisory sup-
port at every step and leverage the variety of modern tech tools.

http://www.investerest.vontobel.com/en-fi/product/CH1124674461/ariane-deep-knowledge-ai-pharma-index
http://www.investerest.vontobel.com/en-fi/product/CH1124674461/ariane-deep-knowledge-ai-pharma-index
http://www.invest-platform.tech
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 Exclusive Investment Deals. Users get the access to vetted fundraising 
opportunities which are of great potential to generate positive outcomes 
in future in case of successful deals completion.

Rating Agency

Deep Knowledge Group intends to develop the methodology which would give 
the comprehensive assessment of the companies in DeepTech actors and 
in Longevity Industry in particular, providing the right means for the creation 
of a corresponding Rating Agency. The methodology underlying this project 
encompasses a comprehensive and complex range of indicators of company 
performance, rather than focusing exclusively on financial metrics. The com-
petitive strengths of this approach are further strengthened by the following 
factors:

 Ownership of a first-of-its-kind database of more than 50,000 Longevity-fo-
cused companies, Including qualitative and quantitative parameters

 Understanding of market dynamics and technological trends based on 
Deep Knowledge Group analytical research in market, country, subsectoral  
and company level  

 High Human capital including  qualified experts in different aspect of rating 
and extended network of experts in industry 

 Parallel  supplementary projects related to the Longevity financial ecosys-
tem such as Longevity exchange, Longevity Index, Longevity Bank etc. 

Longevity Index

Deep Knowledge Group is also working on the development of a first-of-
its-kind Longevity Index. The Index will consist of publicly traded compa-
nies, including but not limited to: Big pharma and AI in pharma companies 
as well as companies participating in the Ageing Healthcare industry, 
ageing-related chemical and manufacturing companies, IT companies 
that provide technological solutions for ageing-related sectors, etc. This 
approach allows for the construction of a truly comprehensive, full-scope 
profile of the Longevity Industry encompassing all of its subsectors and 
subindustries, simultaneously enabling participants to seek exposure to 
the industry as a whole (as opposed to a few specific subsectors), while 
providing significant potentials for de-risking and diversification.

Longevity Derivatives

The primary objective of Deep Knowledge Group’s ongoing Longevity Deriva-
tives 2.0 project is to establish an evidence-based approach for pricing Lon-
gevity-derived financial products, substituting the traditional one-dimensional 
data sources that are being used in the insurance, pension and other related 
sectors with multidimensional data that is truly reflective of the complexity and 
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sophistication of the Longevity industry, which will consist of, among others, 
human Longevity biomarkers-derived information. These innovations enable for 
significant degrees of customization compared to more standard approaches, 
and provide significant optimization potentials for existing longevity-focused 
financial products, ranging from options to longevity-enhanced annuities.

Longevity Card

Longevity Card, a Longevity FinTech and Banking portfolio company of Deep 
Knowledge Group, is the new way to lead a healthy lifestyle and manage your 
money in one secure app in partnership with Mastercard.

They strive to make mobile banking easier and safer for people of all ages by 
developing new features in combination with cutting edge HealthTech, AgeTech 
and FinTech designed for users who are planning to live healthy, extra long lives 
and remain financially stable.

The app has its very own mHealth fitness, wellbeing and nutrition console as 
well as the longevity marketplace of the best health and wellness brands in 
the world. Longevity Card also offers a retail B2C app, and a corporate B2B 
app enabling access to Longevity Card B2B marketplaces (including LegalTech, 
MarTech and Investment options) for the corporate clients. 

The app is currently in beta testing and will be ready to launch in Q2, 2022. 
Round A is planned by the end of 2023. The app shall be launched in the UK with 
the plans for expansion in the European market, the USA and other countries in 
2023-2024.

Longevity Club Card is a pass to access a unique ecosystem of numerous 
Longevity services. The Longevity Club is building the daily habit in longevity 
commerce, offering a vast mobile and online marketplace where people discov-
er and save on health and wealth related products, maximising their Healthspan 
(healthy period of life), using the optimal configurations of cutting edge person-

http://www.longevity.cards
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alised, preventive therapeutics, diagnostics and prognostics, as well as their 
Wealthspan (period of financial stability) to achieve financial wellness over the 
course of extended healthy lifespans. 

The membership of the Longevity Club allows discovering cutting-edge longev-
ity products promoting an extended healthspan available to a very limited num-
ber of people. Our Members will have the unique opportunity to choose between 
a Membership Card, Banking Card with the full suite of features, products, and 
exclusive discounts. The Longevity Club will include the Virtual Longevity Clinic 
and Virtual Longevity Assistant.

The 5th Industrial Revolution

Deep Knowledge Group aims to integrate all of its developments in order to a 
bridge to the 5th Industrial Revolution that is going to take place in upcoming 
decades. We aim to create a financial ecosystem that will provide feasible solu-
tions for companies and products that aim to change our understanding of the 
world as it is now in a better way. In order to achieve this goal, Deep Knowledge 
Group leverages its own analytical resources, covering thousands of technolo-
gies that might create a breakthrough in the near future. 

Source: www.5revolution.tech

http://www.5revolution.tech
http://www.5revolution.tech
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The 5th Industrial Revolution is grounded at its very foundation in the recognition 
of the development-to-scale and socially-inclusive adoption of advanced technol-
ogies (DeepTech) as the key driver of quality of life, national and global economic 
stability, and geosocial stability. It recognizes health, wealth and knowledge as 
the most precious asset classes, and their preservation and optimization across 
citizens and economies as the highest good. 

Deep Knowledge Group remains committed not just to develop and deploy relia-
bly sophisticated and multidimensional Big Data analytics, AI, Machine Learning 
and Reinforcement-Learning driven technological forecasting and benchmarking 
of DeepTech industries, pioneering the fundamental tools required for strategic 
decision making in these unprecedentedly complex and innovation-driven sectors, 
laying the foundation and basis for defining, thinking about and understanding the 
5th Industrial Revolution. More than this, the Group is equally committed to the 
practical execution of many of these forecasted developments by establishing 
the core investment and financial industry infrastructure (platforms, indices, ex-
changes and financial instruments and derivatives) needed to execute the concept 
of DeepTech Commoditization and facilitate the transition into the 5th Industrial 
Revolution. Indeed, fostering and accelerating the emergence of the 5th Industrial 
Revolution is the definitive and decisive long-term goal of Deep Knowledge Group, 
and the only ROI it will settle for in its mission to support, develop, deploy and accel-
erate the advancement and emergence of DeepTech for the good of global society. 

Long-Term Technological Forecasting System

Deep Knowledge Group and its analytical associates, have constructed intri-
cate analytical frameworks competent enough to analyze, define and foretell 
DeepTech industries of exceptional breadth, depth, and sophistication which 
have in 2021 been transformed into an incorporated whole: a manner of Me-
ga-Analytical Framework worthy of characterizing the 5th Industrial Revolution 
for the first time, and of predicting the most practical means of advancing, 
optimizing, and coordinating the trajectory of its constant advancement and 
the careful, de-risked and socially responsible delivery of its advantages for 
global humanity. 

For this purpose, Deep Knowledge Group is building the Long-Term Techno-
logical Forecasting System aiming to systemize the technological changes of 

http://www.dkv.global/post/deeptech-commoditization
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the 5th Industrial Revolution and conduct sophisticated long-term technology 
forecasting to help ensure stable 5-IR technology development via AI-driven 
SWOT analyses to identify and neutralise risk factors. 

Developed by the 5th Industrial Revolution Institute and DKG’s AI and Data Sci-
ence Department, the Long-Term Technological Forecasting System employs 
cutting-edge AI and data science and mathematical technologies for monitoring, 
assessing, benchmarking and realistically forecasting the development of core 
DeepTech technologies and their impact on the global economy and society 
in order to de-risk, stabilize and accelerate the emergence of the 5th Industrial 
Revolution. The first of its kind in the world, the system provides a framework 
and suite of AI-driven data science tools for informed decision-making by gov-
ernments, companies, investors and individuals. Detailed specifications and 
documentation are available on request to select counterparties.

www.5revolution.tech email: contact@5revolution.tech

http://www.5revolution.tech
http://www.5revolution.tech
mailto:%20contact%405revolution.tech?subject=
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Longevity Politics: Longevity Technocracy, 
Modern Approaches to Policy, Governance 
and National Industrial Strategies,  
and Longevity as the New Political  
Priority of the 21st Century

2023-2030: The Rise of Longevity Pol-
itics and the Solidification of Longevity 
as the New Political Priority of the 21st 
Century
11  The Rise of Longevity Technocracies 
as Global Competitors in the Creation of 
Full-Scope Longevity Industry Ecosys-
tems
11  Modern Approaches for Formulating 
and Executing National Longevity Indus-
trial Strategies
11  The Set of Factors That Will Make 
Citizens Demand the Delivery of Addi-
tional Health-Adjusted Life Expectancy 
(HALE) and Quality-Adjusted Life Years 
(QALY) From Their Governments and 
Politicians as a Basic Resource and 
Human Right

Longevity Politics: Longevity Technocracy, Modern Approaches to Policy, Gov-
ernance, and National Industrial Strategies, and Longevity as the New Political 
Priority of the 21st Century by Dmitry Kaminskiy documents and forecasts 
the biggest transition period and paradigm shift in the ongoing evolution of 
Longevity Industrialization to date. It charts the rise of progressive Longevity 
MegaHubs and technocracies, the concept of the Longevity Valley and its evo-
lution toward the Longevity State, and the global benchmarking of national and 
local Longevity Industrial Strategies and National Healthy Longevity initiatives. 
It outlines exactly how Longevity will become central, essential, and fundamen-

http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
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tal to developed nations’ political agendas within the next decade. It explains 
how electorates will begin demanding the delivery of extra Health-Adjusted Life 
Expectancy (HALE) and Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALY) from their govern-
ments and politicians as a fundamental citizen right by the year 2030.

www.longevity-book.com/politics

http://www.longevity-book.com/politics
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Longevity Financial Industry: Health as 
New Wealth. Longevity FinTech, WealthTech, 
InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech and the 
Coming Rise of Longevity Banks, Investment 
Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Indices, and 
Novel Financial Instruments and Derivatives

2023-2030: Health as New Wealth. Longevity 
FinTech, WealthTech and the Coming Rise of 
Longevity Banks, Investment Banks, Stock 
Exchanges, ETFs, Indices, and Novel Financial 
Instruments and Derivatives
11  Engineered InvestTech and FinTech Solutions 
to Bridge the Big Liquidity Gap
11  Longevity Futures, Shorting, Exchange-Trad-
ed Funds and Technology Marketplaces
11  Longevity Stock Exchange, Investment Bank, 
Index Fund, and Financial Derivatives
11  Financial Futurism: Derivatives Tied to National 
Healthcare Systems, Pension Systems, National 
Healthy Longevity, and Longevity Economies

Longevity Financial Industry: Health as the New Wealth, Longevity FinTech, 
WealthTech, InvestTech, InsurTech, AgeTech, and the Coming Rise of Lon-
gevity Banks, Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Indices, and Novel 
Financial Instruments and Derivatives by Dmitry Kaminskiy charts the ways in 
which increasing numbers of financial corporations are retuning their business 
models to neutralize the challenges of an Aging Population and leverage the 
growth potential and opportunity of Longevity. The book defines and forecasts 
the present state and near future of Longevity Finance; outlines the major 
challenges and opportunities in this space for major financial industry players, 
executives, and professionals; and offers a glimpse of Deep Knowledge Group’s 

http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
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ongoing work to create, validate, and deploy the exact modern finance-focused 
DeepTech tools and engineered solutions needed to unleash the future of Lon-
gevity Finance years ahead of schedule.

Having been actively conducting market intelligence in this space for several 
years, and having originally coined the term Longevity Financial Industry in 2017, 
Deep Knowledge Group has been systematically applying its DeepTech Engi-
neering mindset to this issue, developing and designing the blueprint of frame-
works, institutional structures, technologies and financial innovations required 
to bridge this big gap and achieve a massive acceleration in the rate of Longevity 
Industrialization. Now, for the first time, we are unveiling parts of this blueprint to 
the larger investment and finance communities, outlining the major challenges 
and opportunities in this space for Investment Banks, Insurance Companies, 
Pension Funds, Asset Management Firms, and Retail Banks; forecasting the rise 
of Longevity-Focused Investment Banks, Stock Exchanges, ETFs, Technology 
Marketplaces and Modern Financial Instruments and Derivatives; and offering a 
glimpse at Deep Knowledge Group’s ongoing work to create, validate, and deploy 
the exact modern DeepTech tools and engineered solutions needed to unleash 
the future of Longevity Finance years ahead of schedule.

www.longevity-book.com/finance

http://www.longevity-book.com/finance
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Women Longevity: Women Longevity, 
Female Health, the Rise of FemTech and 
Why the Future Health and Wealth of 
Humanity (on Earth and Beyond) Depends 
on Female Longevity

In 2018, Deep Knowledge Group Partner Kate 
Batz decided to leave her career as a corpo-
rate attorney, to dedicate her professional and 
personal energies fully to the promise and 
opportunity of Human Longevity, and to do 
everything she could to accelerate and stabi-
lize the ongoing positive trajectory of Global 
Longevity Industrialization.

After several years of work as a business 
development executive for Deep Knowledge 
Group and its Longevity-focused analytical 
subsidiary, Aging Analytics Agency, she be-
came a partner of the consortium as well as 
a managing partner of its Longevity-focused 
subsidiary investment fund, Longevity.Capital, 
and director of its FemTech-focused analytical 
subsidiary, FemTech Analytics.

During her work at the group, Kate also learned of the massive developments 
occurring in the specific domain of Women Longevity (an area that she now 
leads the development of within the group) and how much more is needed 
to be done to allow this dynamic sector to reach its true potential. She also 
learned of how the health and wealth of women are not just complementary, 
but in many ways fundamental, to the industry’s further growth. In this book, 
Kate will share some of this knowledge with the broader public. She will chart 
the ways in which FemTech, Female Health, and Women Longevity will come to 
shape the optimization of human health and performance. She will explore the 
ongoing rise of female Longevity and HealthTech thought-leaders (scientists, 
entrepreneurs, investors, and policymakers). She will give updated overviews 
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on the present state and future potential of the global FemTech and Advanced 
Cosmetics industries (respectively) and examine the intersections between 
Women Longevity and the Longevity Financial Industry. She will describe how 
female-focused approaches to health and Longevity have the potential to un-
leash enormous levels of untapped investment capital for the benefit of the 
industry as a whole, and she will explain the need for a full-lifecycle approach 
to optimize health, wealth, performance, Longevity, and QALY (beginning even 
before birth). She will explore the intersections between Women Longevity and 
Space Medicine, describe how to DeepTech Engineer the roadmap towards 
giving birth on Mars, and explain how the fate of humanity’s long-term survival 
in many ways depends upon the rise, growth, and maturation of tangible ap-
proaches for optimizing Women Longevity on Earth and beyond.

www.longevity-book.com

http://www.longevity-book.com
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Practical Longevity: The Complete Guide 
on How to Celebrate Your 123rd Birthday

Exclusively Available to Members of Longevity Club
Key Market-Ready Technologies 
and Techniques to Optimize Healthy 
Human Longevity
11  Utilizing the practical outcomes of 
8+ years of quantitative, multidimen-
sional analytics and research con-
ducted by Deep Knowledge Group’s 
10+ life sciences-focused analytical 
subsidiaries
11  An interactive book that uses dy-
namic and personalized user journey 
technology to distill the full set of the 
most sophisticated, advanced, and 
effective factors and ways of opti-
mizing Personal Practical Longevity
11  Lifestyle and behavioral, technolog-
ical, and environmental/geographical 
recommendations

11  Efficient optimization of Personal Practical Longevity, health, wealth, and 
performance
11  Exclusively available to members of Longevity Club

In Practical Longevity: The Complete Guide on How to Celebrate Your 123rd 
Birthday, Deep Knowledge Group General Partner Dmitry Kaminskiy unveils 
his own personal Practical Longevity regimen, cultivated over a period of 5 
years through his activities as a leading Longevity investor, entrepreneur, and 
thought-leader, demonstrating the most sophisticated methods available for 
individuals to win Kaminskiy’s $1 million prize for the first person to celebrate 
their 123rd birthday.
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Utilizing the practical outcomes of quantitative, multidimensional analytics 
and research conducted by Deep Knowledge Group’s numerous analytical 
subsidiaries, the interactive book (which is available on an exclusive gift basis 
to Deep Knowledge Group friends, partners, and allies) uses dynamic and 
personalized user journey technology to distill the full set of the most sophis-
ticated, advanced, and effective factors, practices, technologies, and meth-
ods (lifestyle and behavioral, technological, and environmental/geographical 
recommendations) available today in market-ready form to optimize Personal 
Practical Longevity, health, wealth, and performance more effectively and 
efficiently.

It includes a feature that can use personal data and the client’s Digital Avatar to 
assess and define their current layer of Longevity (ranging from Anti-Longevity 
to Super-Longevity), and it offers practical steps to help the client achieve Su-
per-Longevity. The book’s main goal is to reduce the presence of risk factors 
that are constantly limiting the client’s life expectancy and guide them through 
Longevity treatments targeted to their individual needs.

www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity

http://www.longevity-book.com/practical-longevity
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Longevity Industry 2.0: DeepTech 
Engineering the Accelerated Trajectory 
of Human Longevity – The Blueprint and 
Pathway from Longevity Industry 1.0 to 2.0

2023-2030: DeepTech Engineering The Ac-
celerated Trajectory of Human Longevity – 
The Blueprint and Pathway from 1.0 to 2.0
11  Evolution From 1.0 (Defining the Industry) 
to 2.0 (Applying the Framework for Longevity 
Industrialization, Investment De-Risking, and 
National Longevity Economy Development)
11  The Evolution from Longevity Start-Ups to 
Multitrillion-Euro Longevity Corporations
11  Future of Longevity Finance: Financial In-
struments to Bridge the Longevity Liquidity 
Gap
11  The Rise of Longevity Technocracies and 
the Concept of the “Longevity Valley”

11  Engineering Market-Ready Pathways for Practical Human Longevity by 2030

Longevity Industry 2.0: DeepTech Engineering The Accelerated Trajectory of 
Human Longevity – The Blueprint and Pathway From Longevity Industry 1.0 
to 2.0, the broadest and most general of Dmitry Kaminskiy’s upcoming books, 
outlines Deep Knowledge Group’s recent work toward formulating the pathway 
to Longevity Industry 2.0. It presents the framework for safeguarding the sec-
tor’s current upward trajectory and ensuring its optimized, sustainable growth 
toward its next stage and the realization of its practical benefits for humanity by 
the year 2030. The book outlines several issues (and proposed solutions) that 
we believe constitute the foremost bottlenecks and risks to a continuing, pos-
itive trajectory of development in Longevity Science, Policy, Industry, Finance, 
and Investment; and we present a preliminary view of the frameworks we are 
developing to help strategic decision-makers, industry participants, and the 
general public take greater control over the real-world development of both the 
Longevity Industry and Healthy Human Longevity.

http://www.longevity-book.com/longevity-book-two
http://www.longevity-book.com/longevity-book-two
http://www.longevity-book.com/longevity-book-two
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About the Author

Dmitry Kaminskiy is an in-
novative entrepreneur and 
investor dedicated to the 
acceleration of Longevity 
and DeepTech Industri-
alization and Financial 
Commoditization. He is 
also the author of several 
books including The 5th 
Industrial Revolution and 
a Techno-Philanthropist 
devoted to hastening the 
pace of technological 
progress for the benefit of 
global society.

Mr. Kaminskiy is Сo-Found-
er and General Partner of Deep Knowledge Group, a data-driven 
consortium of commercial and non-profit organizations active on 
many fronts in the realm of DeepTech and Frontier Technologies (AI, 
Longevity, BioTech, Pharma, FinTech, GovTech, SpaceTech, FemTech, 
Data Science, InvestTech), ranging from scientific research to invest-
ment, entrepreneurship, analytics, consulting, media, philanthropy 
and more.

Dmitry leads the activities of the consortium’s venture arms - Deep 
Knowledge Ventures, an investment fund focused on DeepTech and 
advanced science projects, Longevity.Capital, which prioritizes the 
convergence of Longevity and Artificial Intelligence, areas in which 
it has unparalleled investment and exit strategies, and DeepTech 
and Longevity Industry Financial Advisors, the consortium’s dedicat-
ed DeepTech and Longevity Financial Commoditization subsidiary 
launched with the mandate of establishing the integral financial 
infrastructure (platforms, indices, exchanges, financial instruments 
and derivatives) needed for accelerated and de-risked DeepTech and 
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Longevity Industrialization, and their emergence as fundamentally 
new asset classes.

Mr. Kaminskiy is a frequent speaker on the topics of AI and Longevity 
at conferences organized in London by The Economist “Aging Soci-
eties and The Business of Longevity”, Financial Times “Smart Ma-
chines vs Smart People”, at the Future Finance Forum in Seoul “AI in 
Finance”, “Precision Medicine World Conference” in Silicon Valley, as 
well as several others at Oxford and Cambridge Universities.

In addition to his business activities, Dmitry is involved in several sci-
entific endeavors. He strongly believes that humans should live longer 
healthier lives. He has a major interest in Healthy Longevity which is 
reflected in his business, research and public activities. As Managing 
Trustee of The Biogerontology Research Foundation (BGRF), the UK’s 
oldest charity devoted to accelerating Longevity science, technology 
and policy, he was actively involved in instigating the BGRF’s suc-
cessful initiative of adding a new extension code for “ageing-related 
diseases” (XT9T) accepted in 2018 by the World Health Organization 
during the last revisions of its International Classification of Diseases 
framework.

His $1 million prize for the first person to reach their 123rd birth-
day went viral, and was widely covered by the world’s top media. The 
current lifespan record is 122.5 years, achieved by Jeanne Calment 
in 1997, which has remained unchanged despite the tremendous ad-
vances in biomedicine and in our understanding of the aging process 
that have occurred since that time.
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